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Summary 

Despite improvements in colorectal cancer (CRC) diagnosis and therapy, CRC remains 

the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide; hence, there is a need for 

innovative and novel treatment approaches. CRC development and progression 

involves several epigenetic alterations including changes in histone modification 

patterns, DNA methylation and dysregulated non-coding RNA expression (microRNAs 

(miRNAs) and long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs)). Dietary molecules, including the gut 

fermentation product butyrate, can alter CRC cell gene expression and consequently cell 

behaviour through epigenetic mechanisms. While specific miRNAs have been shown to 

sensitise CRC cells to butyrate by increasing its anticancer potential (Humphreys et al. 

2014b), there have been no reports of an unbiased process to discover butyrate-

sensitising ncRNAs. Using functional high-throughput screening and sequencing 

technologies, the role of miRNAs and other ncRNAs in the butyrate sensitisation of 

CRC cells was investigated by exploring proliferative and apoptotic cell changes. The 

roles of downstream interactors were also investigated in the butyrate response of CRC 

cells.  

Unbiased high-throughput screening revealed 13 miRNAs with butyrate-sensitising 

properties in CRC cells. miR-125b, miR-181a, miR-593 and miR-1227 increased the 

anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic potential of butyrate in CRC cells by a synergistic 

mechanism. Predicted miRNA target genes were identified as regulators of cell growth 

and death pathways including WNT signalling, PI3K-AKT signalling and apoptosis. 

miR-181a was identified as a potential regulator of the WNT signalling pathway. The 

silencing of a PI3K subunit, PIK3R3, revealed potent anti-proliferative effects in 

combination with butyrate in CRC cells. 

In addition, a systems biology approach was used to examine butyrate-regulated 

transcriptomic changes and complex RNA interactions contributing to the butyrate 

response of CRC cells. Total and small RNA-seq analyses revealed thousands of 

butyrate-regulated protein-coding and ncRNA species. Differentially expressed (DE) 

protein-coding transcripts were enriched for genes encoding components of the cell 

cycle pathway. Network analyses highlighted key miRNA-target pairs, including tumour 

suppressor miRNAs, miR-139 and miR-542, that were upregulated by butyrate and 

consequently reduced cell cycle regulators, EIF4G2 and BIRC5, respectively. miR-139 

and miR-542 sensitised cells to butyrate through synergistic mechanisms. miR-542 was a 
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potent inhibitor of CRC cell growth. EIF4G2 RNAi in CRC cells resulted in potent 

anti-proliferative effects in combination with butyrate. 

Unbiased high-throughput screening using a lncRNA-targeting siRNA library revealed 

that silencing of several lncRNAs in combination with butyrate affected CRC cell 

apoptosis. Network and pathway analyses investigating lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA axes 

revealed that oncogenic MALAT1 was highly connected in the constructed apoptosis 

network. MALAT1 was predicted to interact with miR-200b and miR-200c which 

potentially targeted DUSP1, FN1 and JUN, and miR-335 which potentially targeted 

PRKAA2. Apoptosis was enhanced when CRC cells were exposed to MALAT1 siRNAs 

in combination with butyrate. Further investigation is required to confirm regulation of 

downstream targets.  

In summary, these data contribute to the growing knowledge of the role of ncRNAs in 

the response of CRC cells to butyrate and the cellular pathways that are involved. These 

results provide the basis for further investigation of a novel therapeutic approach 

combining RNAi and HDACi treatment in CRC. Further investigation is also warranted 

in other cancer models due to the broad-acting effects of these epigenetic molecules. 
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 Introduction Chapter 1.

 Epigenetic regulation of gene expression 1.1

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a common cause of cancer related deaths worldwide (Bray et 

al. 2018). Although a small number of CRC cases develop from genetic factors, most 

cases develop sporadically due to environmental and lifestyle factors such as diet 

(Haggar & Boushey 2009; Stoffel & Kastrinos 2014). The development and progression 

of CRC is associated with several epigenetic alterations such as altered histone 

modification patterns, DNA methylation and dysregulated non-coding RNA expression 

(Danese & Montagnana 2017; Lao & Grady 2011).  

Epigenetic regulation is characterised as the alteration in gene expression or activity 

induced by non-DNA sequence related changes (Jaenisch & Bird 2003). Chromatin 

remodelling is a key epigenetic mechanism by which gene expression is altered and 

includes changes in DNA methylation and post-translational covalent histone 

modifications. Chromatin is composed of DNA wrapped around core histone proteins 

which create structures called nucleosomes. Nucleosomes are octamers composed of 8 

histone proteins including two H2A–H2B dimers and a H3–H4 tetramer as well as 

amino acid histone tails; nucleosomes are linked by H1 proteins (Keppler & Archer 

2008). Histone modifications, including acetylation, methylation and phosphorylation, 

are primarily located on the amino acid tails of core histone proteins that project out 

from the chromatin structure. The presence of these structures can either promote open 

or closed chromatin configurations and this regulates gene expression through the 

transcription of target genes. Several enzymes are involved in the histone modification 

process. Histone acetyl transferases (HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs) increase 

and decrease acetylation, respectively. Histone acetylation, in general, encourages open 

chromatin configurations as the presence of an acetyl group causes the neutralisation of 

positive lysine molecules which then lose electrostatic attraction to the negative 

phosphate backbone of the DNA (Mariadason 2008). This promotes transcription as 

the chromatin is more accessible to transcription machinery. Reducing the number of 

acetylation marks promotes a closed chromatin configuration due to the strong 

electrostatic attraction between the negative backbone of the DNA and positive lysine 

residues, which hinders transcription. Alternatively, histone methyltransferases (HMTs) 

and histone demethylases (HDMs) increase and decrease methylation, respectively. 

Methylation of lysine residues on the histone tails does not affect the charge. However, 
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the number of methyl groups can be differentiated by proteins with lysine recognition 

domains, resulting in gene activating or repressive marks (Rice & Allis 2001). Histone 

phosphorylation is regulated by a range of kinases and phosphatases which add and 

remove phosphate groups, respectively. Similarly, phosphorylation promotes an open 

chromatin configuration due to the negative charge of the phosphate group which 

repels the negatively charged phosphates in the DNA backbone and therefore promotes 

gene transcription (Rossetto et al. 2012).  

DNA methylation is regulated by DNA methyltransferase (DNMT) proteins and 

contributes to regulation of chromatin structure and transcriptional repression. DNA 

methylation is the mechanism by which methyl groups are added to cytosine residues 

which are paired with guanine nucleotides (CpG dinucleotides). CpG dinucleotides are 

generally concentrated in specific regions of the genome (CpG islands) and are 

commonly found in the promoter regions of genes. DNA methylation is associated with 

gene silencing as the methyl groups interfere with the binding of transcription 

machinery and prevent gene expression (Lim & Maher 2011). DNA methylation also 

regulates chromatin remodelling through interactions with transcription co-repressor 

complexes (Brenner et al. 2005; Lim & Maher 2011).  

Other epigenetic related molecules, including non-coding RNAs such as miRNAs and 

lncRNAs, are involved in the regulation of gene expression. miRNAs are short non-

coding RNA molecules with the ability to post-transcriptionally regulate protein-coding 

and non-coding RNA molecules through complementary binding sites. Alternatively, 

lncRNAs are long non-coding RNAs with the ability to regulate gene expression 

through several mechanisms involving interactions with DNA, RNA and protein 

molecules. These non-coding RNAs are epigenetic regulators but can also be 

epigenetically regulated themselves by each other and other epigenetic mechanisms. As 

highlighted throughout this literature review, these epigenetic mechanisms are critical 

contributors to the development and progression of CRC and are regulated by dietary 

molecules.  

 Colorectal cancer 1.2

 Epidemiology of colorectal cancer 1.2.1

Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer and the second leading cause of 

cancer-related deaths worldwide, with approximately 1.8 million new cases and 881,000 

deaths in 2018 (Bray et al. 2018). The global distribution of CRC has high geographical 
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variation, with the disease incidence being the greatest in Southern and Eastern Europe 

and the lowest in Western Africa and South Central Asia (Bray et al. 2018). CRC cases 

occur approximately 3-fold greater in transitioned countries compared to transitioning 

countries as the disease appears to be an indicator of socioeconomic development with 

the incidence of CRC rising in those countries with increased human development index 

(HDI) scores (Bray et al. 2018). Although CRC incidence has stabilised or is decreasing 

in countries classified with the highest HDI scores, such as Australia, New Zealand and 

several Western European countries; the incidence is still rapidly increasing in other 

medium to high HDI scored countries in Eastern Europe, Asia and South America 

(Center et al. 2009a). Those countries in which CRC incidence is greatest also 

experience the greatest human loss from the disease, with 60% of deaths occurring in 

countries with high or very high HDI scores (Center et al. 2009a). Mortality rates have 

decreased in some developed countries, due to improved prevention, early detection and 

treatment strategies; however, rates have increased in numerous developing countries 

(Center et al. 2009b).  

 

In Australia, CRC is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in the population, with 

15,604 people newly diagnosed with the disease in 2015 (AIHW 2018). The age-

standardised incident rate in 2015 was 57 cases per 100,000 people (AIHW 2018). In 

2019, the number of new cases of CRC is expected to be 16, 398 (11 % of all cancer 

cases) (AIHW 2019). In 2016, CRC was the most common cause of cancer related 

deaths in Australia, with 5,375 deaths recorded in 2016 (AIHW 2019). The age-

standardised mortality rate was 19 deaths per 100,000, in 2016 (AIHW 2019). Deaths 

from CRC are projected to increase in 2019 to 5,597 persons, with risk of dying from 

CRC before age 85 at 1 in 43 (AIHW 2019). The five-year survival rate for those 

diagnosed with CRC was 70 % between 2011-2015 (AIHW 2018).  

 Colorectal cancer pathogenesis 1.2.2

The colorectum consists of the ascending, transverse, descending, sigmoid sections and 

rectum. The colon normally functions to absorb remaining nutrients, salts and water, 

store waste, breakdown undigested food via bacterial fermentation using colonic flora 

and secrete residual waste products (Milla 2009). CRC develops from sporadic or 

inherited mutations leading to disordered DNA replication and accelerated colonocyte 

proliferation. With the progressive accumulation of mutations, normal colonic epithelial 

cells may develop a malignant phenotype (Cappell 2005). However, CRC often takes 

from years to decades to develop (Fearon 2011).  
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Due to the exposure of the colorectum to carcinogenic substances through food 

consumption, high epithelial cell turnover is required, and cell growth and death must 

be tightly regulated to avoid the development of a malignant phenotype. The colon is 

lined with villus structures that are composed of differentiated colorectal epithelial cells 

including enterocytes, goblet and enteroendocrine cells, which are maintained by 

multipotent stem cells and progenitor cells at the base of the crypts. The stem cells 

produce a population of transit amplifying cells which migrate up through the crypts, 

proliferate and differentiate into the aforementioned cell types (Khalek et al. 2010; 

Stoian et al. 2016). This is regulated by several signalling pathways including WNT, 

Notch, Hedgehog, BMP, EGFR and Eph–ephrin signalling (Figure 1-1) (Spit et al. 

2018). WNT signalling regulates intestinal stem cell maintenance and size. It is most 

active at the base of the crypt and gradually lessens as cells become differentiated (Farin 

et al. 2016). Notch signalling regulates cell fate and stemness within the crypts, where it 

is steadily expressed, and is critical in determining if a cell will follow absorptive or 

secretory cell type lineages (Fre et al. 2005). Hedgehog signalling (mostly Indian 

Hedgehog (Ihh)) regulates and maintains the intestinal mesenchymal cells in the 

surrounding smooth muscle and myofibroblasts of the crypts and villi (Buller et al. 

2012). BMP signalling (TGF-β family of molecules) regulates crypt formation and, 

specifically, terminal differentiation by restricting proliferation and promoting 

differentiation of progenitor cells; therefore, signalling activity is greatest in 

differentiated epithelia (luminal surface) (He et al. 2004). BMP antagonists also regulate 

BMP signalling in the crypt (He et al. 2004). EGFR signalling regulates intestinal cell 

proliferation, growth and differentiation within the crypts (where it is steadily expressed) 

through the activation of several cascades including MAPK, PI3K/AKT, JNK, 

Jak/STAT signalling (Jorissen et al. 2003). Eph–ephrin signalling regulates cell 

positioning within the crypts and villi through cell-cell signalling through EphB2 and 

EphB3 in the crypts (expression induced by WNT signalling) (Batlle et al. 2002) and 

ephrin-B1 in differentiated intestinal cells (expression induced by Notch signalling) 

(Koo et al. 2009). This influences adhesion and integrin molecules as well as 

cytoskeleton organisation which affects cell morphology, adhesion and migration within 

the intestine (Pasquale 2010).  

The origin of CRC is unclear. Mutations, due to DNA replication repair errors, cellular 

stress and exposure to carcinogens may occur in the epithelial cells; however, they are 

often lost due to a high-turnover of 4-5 days, unless migration is impeded (Huels & 

Sansom 2015). Stem-cells may also acquire mutations through similar mechanisms; 
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however, ‘neutral drift’ often results in replacement of the mutated cell with a normal 

stem cell before it can form a malignancy, and unless the mechanism is faulty, this may 

explain the long development time of CRC (Huels & Sansom 2015; Khalek et al. 2010). 

These mutations may result in gain of function or constitutively active oncogenes or loss 

of function in tumour suppressor genes that lead to a growth advantage and progression 

to a more malignant phenotype.  

Abnormal cell growth may lead to the formation of a polyp structure, which projects 

from the mucosal membrane. Polyps may be classified as hyperplastic or adenomatous. 

In general, hyperplastic polyps do not form CRC, while adenomatous polyps are more 

likely to progress to CRC (Singh et al. 2016). Serrated polyps may also form in the 

colorectum though they transform into CRC via an alternate serrated pathway (Singh et 

al. 2016). 

 

Figure 1-1 Colonic crypt structure 

Illustration depicting cell type location in colonic crypt and villus structures as well as 
level of WNT signalling activity and differentiation distribution. WNT signalling activity 
is high in the crypt to promote stemness, but decreases as cell differentiate, while BMP 
signalling increases as cells differentiate near the top of the villus. (Image 
from OpenBiol, CC-BY: (Spit et al. 2018)).   

 

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsob.180120
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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 Genetic and epigenetic changes in colorectal cancer  1.2.3

CRC has been observed as a multi-step process, involving various epigenetic changes 

and mutations in critical tumour suppressor genes and oncogenes, resulting in 

dysregulation of key pathways involved in cell proliferation, apoptosis and 

differentiation (Fearon & Vogelstein 1990). Colonic cell homeostasis is normally tightly 

controlled through key cell growth and death pathways such as WNT, PI3K/AKT and 

TGF-β signalling (Armaghany et al. 2012). Therefore, it is no surprise that the genes in 

these pathways are often mutated in CRC.  

Inherited genetic mutations account for approximately 5% of CRC cases, while about 

95% of CRCs are caused by a mixture of acquired genetic mutations, environmental and 

lifestyle factors (Stoffel & Kastrinos 2014). The most common CRC genetic syndrome 

is Hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) or Lynch syndrome (Davies et 

al. 2005). HNPCC is an autosomal dominant syndrome involving the inheritance of 

germ-line mutations in MLH1, MSH2, MSH6 or PMS2, which encode critical DNA 

mismatch repair proteins (Papadopoulos & Lindblom 1997). Familial adenomatous 

polyposis (FAP) is the second most common CRC syndrome. FAP is an autosomal 

dominant syndrome, involving the germ-line inheritance of a mutated adenomatous 

polyposis coli (APC) gene; a key tumour suppressor in WNT signalling (Olschwang et 

al. 1993).  

The multi-step process of CRC development (Figure 1-2) frequently begins with the loss 

of the tumour suppressor, APC (70-80% of adenoma and carcinoma cases), resulting in 

dysregulation of WNT signalling (Fearon & Vogelstein 1990; Fodde 2002). APC 

normally regulates cell adhesion, migration, signal transduction and chromosomal 

segregation; however, its most critical role in negative regulation of cellular β-catenin in 

WNT signalling is often lost in CRC (Fodde 2002). The loss of a functional APC gene 

allows β-catenin to enter the nucleus of cells and promote transcription factors which 

target genes involved in cell proliferation, differentiation and migration (Goss & Groden 

2000).  Later stages of tumour development are often followed by activating mutations 

in oncogenes such as KRAS and PI3K, which may result in a constitutively active 

protein (Yashiro et al. 2001). These genes are involved in promotion of cell proliferation 

and survival via RAS/RAF/MAPK and PI3K/AKT signalling pathways; therefore, 

activating mutations can lead to enhanced cell growth, and further development of an 

adenoma (Armaghany et al. 2012; Yashiro et al. 2001). Adenoma progression is 

accompanied by increase in the loss of various tumour suppressors, including SMAD4, 
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a signal transduction protein involved in cell proliferation inhibition in TGF-beta 

signalling (Handra-Luca et al. 2011), and DCC which promotes apoptosis, further 

promoting the transformation of the colorectal tumour to a late stage adenoma (Cappell 

2005). This is often followed by the loss of critical tumour suppressors such as p53, 'the 

Guardian of the Genome', which is involved in cell cycle arrest, apoptosis and 

senescence, and most importantly preventing mutations in the genome (Rodrigues et al. 

1990). As protective tumour suppressors are lost and oncogenes become over-active, 

this promotes colorectal carcinoma formation, a malignant tumour formation which can 

invade surrounding tissue (Bodmer 2006). Metastasis may occur, if critical genes in the 

Epithelial-Mesenchymal pathway become over-active, such as ZEB1/2, promoting the 

mobility of tumour cells (Fearon 2011). Other genes affected may include PTEN, BAX, 

HER2, BRAF, NRAS and c-MYC (Fearon 2011). Many CRC models have been 

suggested. However, the accumulation of multiple mutations is a highly critical factor in 

CRC development rather than the specific order of mutations acquired (Fearon 2011). 

The genetic and epigenetic changes observed in the development of CRC have been 

attributed to three major pathways of genomic instability including the Chromosomal 

Instability (CIN), Microsatellite Instability (MSI) and CpG Island Methylator Phenotype 

(CIMP) pathways (Armaghany et al. 2012). The CIN pathway involves defects in 

chromosomal segregation, telomere stability and DNA damage response, resulting in an 

imbalance in chromosomal number (aneuploidy) and loss of heterozygosity (Pino & 

Chung 2010). The MSI pathway involves inadequate DNA repair of short tandem 

repeat sequences called microsatellites. Normally when DNA polymerase makes a 

mistake the mismatch repair enzymes, expressed from genes including MLH1, MSH2, 

MSH6 and PMS2, will proofread and repair the DNA (Boland & Goel 2010). This does 

not occur when these genes acquire mutations. The CIMP pathway reflects epigenetic 

instability in CRC. This pathway involves the hypermethylation of CpG island in 

promoter regions of tumour suppressor genes in order to silence them (Mojarad et al. 

2013). Such genes affected by this mechanism include CDKN2A tumour suppressor and 

MLH1 DNA repair gene (Mojarad et al. 2013). 
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Figure 1-2 Colorectal adenoma-carcinoma development 

The transformation of the normal epithelium to adenoma and then colorectal carcinoma 
is characterized by the accumulation of mutation in genes involved in various signalling 
pathways. Mutations in mismatch-repair genes cause microsatellite instability and can be 
accompanied by various mutations in tumour suppressor genes and oncogenes. 
Microsatellite region (BAT26) that is altered in almost all mismatch-repair-deficient 
CRCs. (Image reproduced with permission: (Davies et al. 2005)). 

 Risk Factors 1.2.4

The development of CRC is influenced by a multitude of factors, both genetic and 

environmental. Familial history of CRC increases CRC risk. Those with a first degree 

relative who has suffered from CRC, without an inherited disorder, have a 2-3 fold 

greater chance of suffering from CRC themselves (Winawer 2007). Personal history of 

adenomatous polyps also increases CRC risk, with approximately 95% of sporadic cases 

forming from these types of polyps, while inflammatory bowel disease, including 

ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease, increases risk 4-20 fold (Janout & Kollarova 

2001). Inherited genetic mutations can also result in the formation of colorectal 

carcinomas, although they only contribute to a small number of CRC cases, while the 

rest are caused by a mixture of acquired genetic mutations, environmental and lifestyle 

factors (Stoffel & Kastrinos 2014). 

Lifestyle choices, which are modifiable factors, such as diet, body weight, physical 

activity, smoking and alcohol consumption are a primary influence on CRC 

development (Haggar & Boushey 2009). The risk of developing CRC also changes with 

age and sex, with risk increasing in those who are greater than 60 years old and are male 

(Davies et al. 2005). A primary influence in CRC development is diet. Previous studies 

have shown that consumption of high resistant starch foods may help prevent CRC by 

production of chemo-protective butyrate in the colon, while diets high in red meat can 
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promote the production of cytotoxic adducts promoting CRC formation (Humphreys et 

al. 2014a; Lewin et al. 2006). 

 Screening and diagnostics  1.2.5

Detection of CRC is generally via routine screening strategies including stool tests 

(faecal occult blood tests) and structural examinations (colonoscopies and 

sigmoidoscopies). Some cases may be detected by presentation of symptoms, which is 

more commonly observed in advanced stages of CRC rather than early stages. Early 

stage CRC is often first detected by a positive faecal occult blood test, followed by 

structural examination using colonoscopy (Levin et al. 2008). Colonoscopies not only 

provide a method for detecting CRC, but also a means of removing pre-cancerous 

growths (polyps) thus preventing CRC development (Von Renteln et al. 2017). The 

development of the TNM staging system allows the general classification of cancers, 

including colorectal cancer, into malignancy stages based on degree of primary tumour 

spread (T), involvement of lymph nodes (N) and the presence of metastatic spread (M) 

(Amin et al. 2017). Cancers are classified into five general stages i.e. Stage 0 (cancer in 

situ), stage I (localised cancer), stage II and III (localised cancer with some lymph node 

involvement) and stage IV (metastasised cancer to other organs) (Amin et al. 2017). 

 Current treatment 1.2.6

CRC treatment is based on the stage of cancer. Generally, treatment can include minor 

to major surgical procedures, chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. During pre-cancerous 

stages, such as the formation of adenomatous polyps and sessile polyps, from which 70-

90% and 10-30 % of CRCs form, respectively (Rudy & Zdon 2000), screening can help 

identify the formation of abnormal growths that can be surgically removed via 

colonoscopic polypectomy (Winawer et al. 1993). Once CRC has developed, surgical 

and chemotherapeutic techniques are often required. Stage 0-2 of CRC may require 

anything from local excision and colonoscopic polypectomies to wide bowel resections 

and anastomosis to remove parts of the bowel, while more aggressive stages 3-4 may 

require surgery, chemotherapy or radiotherapy and local ablation (National Cancer 

Institute 2014). Biological agents such as miRNAs are starting to make their way into 

the clinic, due to their high level of target specificity and ability to knock down gene 

expression in multiple pathways. A phase 1 clinical trial demonstrated that miR-16 

replacement therapy in patients with mesothelioma resulted in the objective and partial 

responses of some patients (van Zandwijk et al. 2017). Further investigation is required 

for use in CRC. 
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 Dietary effects on colorectal cancer 1.3

 Diet and colorectal cancer  1.3.1

The consumption of certain dietary components can result in direct changes in the 

human genome and indirect changes due to epigenetic alterations of histone acetylation 

and methylation patterns, DNA methylation and non-coding RNA expression (miRNA 

and lncRNA). Due to the exposure of the colonic epithelium to carcinogenic substances 

via food consumption, this is a likely factor affecting CRC development. Red meat, 

processed meat and charred meat consumption has been associated with an increase in 

CRC risk. Various studies have identified carcinogenic substances that are present or 

formed in meat during the cooking process including heterocyclic aromatic amines 

(HAA) (cooking at high temperatures) (Nagao et al. 1977), polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAH) (charred meat) (Fretheim 1983), N-nitroso compounds (NOC) 

(processed meat) (Lijinsky 1999) and heme iron (red meat) (Igene et al. 1979). HAA, 

PAH and NOC have been found to induce point mutations in DNA include base 

substitutions, deletions and insertions, while heme iron can promote colonic hyper-

proliferation and DNA damage (Ishikawa et al. 2010; Lewin et al. 2006; Pratt et al. 

2011). On the other hand, fibre-based foods may have some benefits in protecting the 

gut from CRC. One mechanism of protection is thought to be through faecal bulking to 

decrease transit time through the colon thereby decreasing exposure of the colon to 

carcinogenic substances contained in the stools. Another mechanism is by the bacterial 

fermentation of dietary fibre which results in the production of protective short chain 

fatty acids including butyrate, acetate and propionate. 

 Butyrate  1.4

Butyrate is a short chain fatty acid molecule produced in the proximal colon of 

mammals, by the anaerobic bacterial fermentation of dietary fibre, such as insoluble 

resistant starch (RS) (Cummings 1981). Bacteria specifically in the phylum, Firmicutes, 

including Faecalibacterium prausnitzii, Eubacterium rectale, Roseburia spp. and Anaerostipes spp. 

among others are responsible for butyrate production in the mammalian colon (Louis et 

al. 2014). Butyrate provides approximately 60% of the daily energy requirements for 

normal healthy colonocytes and has been shown to be the primary and preferential fuel 

used during colonocyte metabolism (butyrate>glucose>ketone bodies>glutamine) 

(Cummings 1984; Roediger 1982). In the normal colon, butyrate has been shown to be 

involved in maintenance of homeostasis in the colonic mucosa and regulation of colonic 
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mobility, inflammation, immune response, fluid and electrolyte flux and mucosal barrier 

integrity as well as regulation of cell growth, apoptosis, differentiation in normal 

colonocytes (Fung et al. 2012).  

 Butyrate and colorectal cancer 1.4.1

Interestingly, butyrate is also a well-known histone deacetylase inhibitor (HDACi) which 

has the ability to prevent tumour formation (Hinnebusch et al. 2002; Sealy & Chalkley 

1978). Other short chain fatty acids are also produced from dietary fibre including 

acetate and propionate; however, they are less potent HDAC inhibitors. The anti-

tumorigenic properties of butyrate include its ability to strongly induce intrinsic 

apoptosis and differentiation, inhibit cell proliferation and block the cell cycle in cancer 

cell lines, including HCT116 CRC cells, through epigenetic regulation of genes involved 

in these processes as shown in microarray studies (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Hague 

et al. 1997; Mariadason 2008). The ability of butyrate to promote healthy colonic cells 

while eliminating cancerous cells is a phenomenon called the 'butyrate paradox' (Gibson 

et al. 1999).  

 Effects of butyrate on gene expression in colorectal cancer cells 1.4.2

The effects of butyrate on CRC cells and gene expression have been studied in both in 

vitro and in non-human in vivo studies. In vitro studies, in several colorectal carcinoma cell 

lines, including HCT116 cells, have shown that butyrate alters gene expression and 

exerts anti-tumorigenic responses at concentrations as low as 0.5 mM, which is much 

lower than faecal butyrate at around 20 mM and predicted physiological concentrations 

in the gastrointestinal system (Fung et al. 2012; Humphreys et al. 2014a; Singh et al. 

1997; Yu et al. 2010a). An early study demonstrated that butyrate can alter gene 

expression in CRC cells as early as 30 minutes after exposure and up to 48 h in the 

SW480 cells (Mariadason et al. 2000). Gene and protein expression changes in CRC 

cells, caused by butyrate, have been characterised by using microarrays and proteomic 

techniques. A large microarray study determining gene expression changes in the CRC 

cell line HT29, after exposure to 5 mM butyrate over 24 h, demonstrated the ability of 

butyrate to alter the expression of a large number of genes (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 

2006). A total of 1983 genes were found to be differentially expressed (796 upregulated 

and 1187 downregulated) and of those, 221 genes were found to be involved in 

apoptosis, proliferation and differentiation (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006). Analysis of 

real-time RT-PCR data revealed the upregulation of cell cycle inhibitors, CDKN1A and 

GADD45A and the pro-apoptotic gene, BAK1, and the downregulation of anti-
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apoptotic and cell cycle progression genes, BIRC5 and CCND1, which reflects the anti-

tumorigenic abilities of butyrate (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006). An earlier 

transcriptomics study revealed similar results, with the downregulation of 21 oncogenes 

involved in cell proliferation and cell cycle regulation and upregulation of 39 apoptotic 

and DNA repair genes in HT29 cells, after 24 h periods of 4 mM butyrate exposure 

(Iacomino et al. 2001). Butyrate has also demonstrated the ability to induce gene 

expression changes in specific canonical pathways, including WNT signalling, which is a 

critical pathway in CRC development (Polakis 2000). WNT signalling becomes hyper-

activated by butyrate, which promotes induction of apoptosis in cancer cells (Bordonaro 

et al. 2008). A more recent study demonstrated that exposure of HCT116 cells to 5 mM 

of butyrate resulted in the dysregulation of 1008 genes modulated by butyrate in a WNT 

signalling-specific manner (Lazarova et al. 2014). Many proteomic studies support 

mRNA analysis studies, revealing the ability of butyrate to alter the protein levels of 

many proteins, in HCT116 and HT29 cells, involved in cell signalling, tumour 

suppression, apoptosis, and proteasomal degradation (Fung et al. 2009; Tan et al. 2008; 

Tan et al. 2002).  

The chemo-protective effects of butyrate have been demonstrated using in vivo models. 

Using rat models of CRC, high fibre diets associated with butyrate were demonstrated 

to significantly decrease colon tumour mass and number when  implemented over a 

period of 30 weeks, with up to 2 more tumours present in low fibre diet rats than high 

fibre diet rats (McIntyre et al. 1993). Le Leu et al. (2007) also demonstrated that the 

dietary supplementation of RS in CRC rat models over 4 weeks, caused a significant 

decrease in intestinal neoplasms and colorectal adenocarcinomas (P<0.01) compared to 

rats on non-RS diets. Later studies have demonstrated that a butyrylated-RS diet 

protects rat colonocytes from DNA damage; butyrylated-RS diets were shown to be 

twice as effective as high protein diets in protecting rats against genetic damage (Bajka et 

al. 2008). Clarke et al. (2012) demonstrated that the exposure to high levels of 

butyrylated-RS, in the diet, caused an increase in apoptosis of the colonocytes in 

carcinogen treated rats. More recently, Donohoe et al. (2014) demonstrated that 

BALB/c inbred mice with chemically-induced CRC tumours had less aggressive, smaller 

and fewer tumours when fed with high-fibre diets. It must be noted that some of the 

gnotobiotic mice were colonised with butyrate producing bacteria, Butyrivibrio fibrosolvens, 

which demonstrated the importance of having the correct bacteria present in order to 

achieve the most beneficial results when eating a high-fibre diet (Donohoe et al. 2014). 
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Dietary alterations, including RS, appear to be efficacious in decreasing CRC tumour 

growth and protecting colonocytes against genetic damage in animal models. 

Currently, few studies have investigated the effects of butyrate within humans. More 

human in vivo studies are required in order to support the observed efficacy of butyrate 

in eliminating CRC cells in both in vitro and non-human in vivo studies. A randomised, 

controlled cross-over trial involving diet interventions in 23 healthy volunteers 

demonstrated that a diet incorporating butyrylated-RS with red meat increased faecal 

butyrate compared to a high red meat diet (Humphreys et al. 2014a). Increased 

concentrations of faecal butyrate may counteract the carcinogenic effects caused by 

consumption of red meat (Humphreys et al. 2014a). The oncogenic miR-17-92a cluster 

was also increased in those with the high-red meat diet, but all miRNAs, except miR-21, 

were restored to baseline levels when butyrylated-RS was also consumed (Humphreys et 

al. 2014a). Le Leu et al. (2015b) also showed that butyrylated-RS helped to reduce the 

formation of DNA adducts in these volunteers. A larger study investigating the effects 

of RS on the adenomas of young FAP sufferers indicated that RS does not significantly 

decrease the number of polyps or proliferation of crypts (Burn et al. 2011). In contrast, 

results from an earlier randomised control trial involving RS supplementation in CRC 

patients for 4 weeks reported that crypt proliferation decreases after RS exposure and 

GADD45A and CDK4 genes become upregulated (Dronamraju et al. 2009), which are 

butyrate responsive genes and important cell cycle regulators (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 

2006). This highlights the need for further investigation of the butyrate response in 

humans.  

Direct delivery of butyrate to humans is also problematic due to the current delivery 

techniques and short half-life of butyrate within the human body (Miller et al. 1987). 

Currently, butyrate may be administered via pills, enemas, or indirectly through diet 

alterations (Hamer et al. 2008). Release of butyrate from a pill needs to be within the 

tumour area which can be hindered by gastric enzymes, while butyrate enemas have low 

compliance rates due to the discomfort and result in only a short exposure to butyrate 

(Breuer et al. 1997). Clarke et al. (2007) demonstrated that the supplementation of 

butyrate via butyrylated-RS in humans resulted in an approximately 75% delivery rate 

beyond the small intestine, due to the fermentation of RS into butyrate, and the 

presence of the conjugated butyrate molecules. Therefore, this may be an ideal delivery 

system. 
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 Mechanisms of action of butyrate in CRC 1.4.3

Butyrate functions through various mechanisms including histone acetylation, histone 

and DNA methylation, phosphorylation, Polycomb and Trithorax complexes and 

acetylation of non-histone proteins to regulate gene and protein expression in CRC 

cells. 

Histone acetylation  

After dietary fibre has been processed to produce butyrate in the lumen, it is thought to 

be absorbed into normal colonocytes by electroneutral transporters MCT1 (H+ coupled) 

and SMCT1 (Na+ coupled) (Sivaprakasam et al. 2017). Butyrate is converted into acetyl-

CoA through β-oxidation and processed by the citric acid cycle (CAC) for energy. This 

does not allow butyrate to accumulate in the nucleus and exert HDACi effects 

(Donohoe et al. 2012). Interestingly, not all intestinal cells are immune to the effects of 

butyrate as it was identified to be a potent inhibitor of intestinal stem cell and 

progenitor proliferation in mice studies (Kaiko et al. 2016). It was demonstrated that the 

colon structure protects stem and progenitor cells as differentiated colonocytes at the 

top of the villus metabolise butyrate before it can reach the crypt base (Kaiko et al. 

2016).  

Alternatively, CRC cells act metabolically different to normal colonocytes and are 

thought to rely on the Warburg effect (Warburg 1956). Even in the presence of oxygen, 

cancer cells primarily rely on ‘aerobic glycolysis’ (glucose to lactate) instead of oxidative 

phosphorylation via the mitochondria (Vander Heiden et al. 2009). Aerobic glycolysis 

produces far less ATP (2 molecules) compared to oxidative phosphorylation (up to 36 

ATP) (Warburg 1956). The reason for cancer cells switching to this metabolic pathway 

is unknown. Most convincingly, it has been argued that proliferating cells require 

nucleotides, amino acids, and lipids to grow, particularly rapidly growing cancer cells 

(Vander Heiden et al. 2009). So cancer cells bypass oxidative phosphorylation to avoid 

using important substrates (such as acetyl-CoA and ATP) that are required for 

production of these growth molecules (Vander Heiden et al. 2009). In CRC cells, 

therefore, butyrate accumulates in the cytoplasm, which allows it to exert its effects 

primarily as an HDACi (Figure 1-3). Butyrate inhibits the removal of acetyl groups from 

lysine residues of histone tails leading to hyperacetylation of H3 and H4 histones 

(Mariadason 2008). This results in open chromatin configuration allowing transcription 

proteins to access the DNA, therefore, promoting transcription of genes involved in the 

cell cycle, apoptosis and differentiation (Gu & Roeder 1997). Supporting this argument, 
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butyrate was shown to significantly increase the activating histone mark, H3K9ac 

(acetylation) in HT29 CRC cells (Bartova et al. 2005).  

Histone acetyl transferases (HATs) also contribute to the butyrate response in CRC 

cells, as their activity can be promoted by acetyl-CoA. Acetyl-CoA is produced from β-

oxidation of butyrate which is then converted to citrate via the CAC (Wellen et al. 

2009). Citrate is shuttled out of the mitochondria for conversion back to acetyl-CoA by 

ATP citrate lyase (ACLY) in the nucleus (Wellen et al. 2009). Acetyl-CoA is an 

important donor of acetyl groups for histone acetylation (Wellen et al. 2009). Citrate and 

acetate can also diffuse through nuclear pores, so acetyl-CoA production may also occur 

in the nucleus (Paine et al. 1975). Therefore, acetyl-CoA produced from butyrate can act 

as a HAT co-factor and acetyl group donor (Donohoe et al. 2012). The balance between 

HDACi and HAT activity is regulated by butyrate concentration in CRC cells (Donohoe 

et al. 2012). When low doses of butyrate are used (0.5 mM), it does not accumulate at 

high enough concentrations to cause HDACi, but it can alter HAT activity through the 

above mechanism (Donohoe et al. 2012). At higher concentrations (5 mM), the HDACi 

function dominates and is the primary cause of gene expression changes (Donohoe et 

al. 2012). This is due to cancer cells reaching a metabolic threshold for oxidative 

phosphorylation around 1-2 mM butyrate; therefore, butyrate is no longer metabolised 

and accumulates (Andriamihaja et al. 2009).   

 

Figure 1-3 Mechanism of action: HDAC inhibition 

Butyrate regulates histone acetylation patterns by inhibiting histone deacetylases 
(HDACs), thereby; preventing the removal of acetyl groups from lysine resides on core 
histones. This contributes to hyperacetylation of the histones and consequently, a more 
open and transcriptionally active chromatin structure. Along with induced changes in 
non-histone proteins, gene transcription becomes altered to promote several anticancer 
effects. (Adapted image from Lymphoma, CC-BY: (Rodd et al. 2012)). 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/lymph/2012/290685/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Histone and DNA methylation 

Butyrate has been shown to regulate lysine histone methylation in order to exert its 

anticancer effects (Boffa et al. 1981). In CRC, decreases in the activating mark, 

H3K9me2, is associated with poor survival rate (Tamagawa et al. 2012). However, 

butyrate has been shown to increase H3K4me2 in HT29 CRC cells (Bartova et al. 2005). 

Furthermore, butyrate was shown to decrease protein expression of DNA 

methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1), which can silence genes by marking CpG structures with 

methyl groups, in RKO, HCT116 and HT29 CRC cells (Saldanha et al. 2014).  

Phosphorylation  

Butyrate can also selectively inhibit the phosphorylation of histones 1 and 2A by an 

indirect targeting effect of substrate accessibility or modulation of systems involved in 

kinase protein activity (Boffa et al. 1981). The phosphorylation (negative charge) of 

histone tails neutralises positive lysine groups, leading to decreased interaction with 

negative DNA backbones, resulting in a more open configuration to promote 

transcription (Grant 2001). Butyrate can inhibit non-histone protein phosphorylation by 

inhibiting protein kinases, ERK1 and ERK2 (Davido et al. 2001). ERK1 and ERK2 

phosphorylate and activate proteins involved in cell proliferation so butyrate can inhibit 

cell proliferation (Davido et al. 2001).  

Polycomb and Trithorax complexes 

Butyrate has been shown to decrease expression of BMI1, a protein from the Polycomb 

Group (PcG) involved in regulation of cell proliferation and differentiation, which is 

often overexpressed in cancer (Bommi et al. 2010; Li et al. 2014b). Polycomb proteins 

are transcriptional repressors that epigenetically modify chromatin through processes 

such as methylation (Bommi et al. 2010). Conversely, Trithorax proteins oppose the 

actions of Polycomb proteins and are often involved in gene activation. Trithorax 

proteins function by rearranging nucleosomes, interacting with transcription machinery 

and modifying selected histones (Kingston & Tamkun 2014), although the effects of 

butyrate on these proteins requires further investigation.   

Non-histone proteins 

Non-histone proteins such as DNA binding transcription factors and signal 

transduction proteins can also be affected by butyrate, thereby promoting transcription 

(Wilson et al. 2010). Butyrate (0.5 and 5 mM) can also increase p53 protein acetylation 
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in HCT116 CRC cells which results in increased DNA binding activity and target 

activation (Donohoe et al. 2012). p53 is important in intrinsic apoptosis and cell cycle 

regulation as it activates key pro-apoptotic genes (PUMA) (Nakano & Vousden 2001) 

and cell cycle inhibitors (P21) (He et al. 2005). Butyrate was demonstrated to decrease 

SP1 transcription factor acetylation, which resulted in decreased binding affinity for the 

P21 and BAX promoters and increased their expression to promote cell cycle arrest and 

apoptosis (Waby et al. 2010). S6K1 acetylation was also found to be increased by 

butyrate (Cao et al. 2019), which inhibits the kinase that normally promotes mTOR 

signalling for cell growth and protein synthesis (Hong et al. 2014). 

1.4.3.1 Butyrate regulation of signalling pathways 

Butyrate regulates several key pathways and molecules involved in cell growth, death 

and migration in order to inhibit the development of CRC. Listed below are some key 

dysregulated pathways and molecules involved in the butyrate response (Figure 1-4).  

Canonical WNT signalling  

Canonical WNT signalling is a key dysregulated pathway in CRC in which various 

mutations accumulate. This pathway is exploited by CRC cells due to its critical role in 

normal colonocytes, whereby WNT signalling is involved in intestinal stem cell 

maintenance by regulating cell growth, differentiation, and cell-fate (Gregorieff & 

Clevers 2005). The WNT pathway is activated by the binding of WNT ligands (e.g. 

WNT3A) to specific Frizzled (FZD) and LRP co-receptors. This leads to LRP co-

receptor phosphorylation by glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β) and casein kinase 

(CK1α), resulting in recruitment and activation of Dishevelled (DVL) protein complexes 

at the cell membrane. The DVL complexes inactivate the destruction complex and 

subsequently β-catenin is stabilised and accumulates before translocating into the 

nucleus. β-catenin complexes with T-cell factor (TCF) and lymphoid enhancer factor 

(LEF) transcription factors by displacing transducing-like enhancer protein 

(TLE)/Groucho complexes, which hinders recruitment of histone modifying co-

activators (BRG1, BCL9, CBP/p300) (Hecht et al. 2000; Kramps et al. 2002). This 

results in the expression of key genes involved in promotion of cell growth and survival 

such as CCND1, c-MYC and BIRC5 (He et al. 1998; Kim et al. 2003; Tetsu & 

McCormick 1999). When WNT ligands are absent, this results in the phosphorylation 

and deactivation of β-catenin within the destruction complex, which includes 

components: APC, scaffold protein AXIN, kinases CKIα and GSK3β) (Liu et al. 2002). 

β-catenin is ubiquitinated by β-TrCP and processed by proteasomal degradation (Latres 
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et al. 1999). Lack of nuclear β-catenin promotes repression of target gene expression 

through a nuclear repressive complex (TCF/LEF and TLE/Groucho) which recruit 

HDACs to silence genes. 

As previously mentioned, FAP is an autosomal dominant inherited disorder whereby a 

key suppressor of WNT signalling, APC, has a truncation mutation (95% of cases) 

resulting in abnormal function of the protein (Fearnhead et al. 2001). APC is mutated or 

a wild-type allele lost in 80% of sporadic CRC cases (Fearnhead et al. 2001). These 

mutations can inhibit binding of APC to AXIN and β-catenin which can affect the 

formation and function of the destruction complex allowing β-catenin to accumulate in 

the nucleus and alter transcription (Fearnhead et al. 2001). APC mutations may also be 

involved in dysregulating β-catenin ubiquitination (Kawahara et al. 2000; Yang et al. 

2006). Other WNT signalling mutations can contribute to CRC development including 

activating mutations in the transcriptional activator, β-catenin. This can lead to 

functional changes in phosphorylation sites that prevent its inhibition by the destruction 

complex resulting in β-catenin pooling in the cytoplasm and nucleus, thereby promoting 

gene expression and cell growth (Morin et al. 1997). WNT signalling genes including 

AXIN1 and AXIN2 (Mazzoni & Fearon 2014), GSK3β (Shakoori et al. 2005), LRP6 (de 

Voer et al. 2016) have also been found to be mutated and contribute to CRC 

development. 

Butyrate is a known regulator of WNT signalling, with early studies identifying the link 

with this pathway through the increased induction of TCF activity in luciferase 

constructs containing TCF wild type (TOPflash) binding sites in SW620 CRC cells 

(Bordonaro et al. 2002; Bordonaro et al. 1999). Daly and Shirazi-Beechey (2006) 

revealed that WNT signalling inhibitors, such as AXIN2 and NLK, were upregulated by 

butyrate, while WNT signalling activators, such as WNT8A, were downregulated by 

butyrate in HT29 cells. More recently, 5 mM sodium butyrate was shown to regulate the 

expression of 1008 WNT signalling specific genes in HCT116 cells through microarray 

analysis (Lazarova et al. 2014). WNT hyperactivation is a key mechanism by which 

butyrate reduces growth and induces apoptosis in CRC cells; however, the mechanism 

by which this happens is poorly understood (Bordonaro et al. 2002; Bordonaro et al. 

2008; Lazarova et al. 2014). Lazarova et al. (2004) identified a linear relationship 

between WNT activity levels and apoptosis in ten CRC cell lines when they were treated 

with 5 mM sodium butyrate. CRC cell lines showing high induction of WNT activity 

(HWA) included HCT116 cells with mutant β-catenin and E-cadherin and DLD-1 cells 

with mutant APC (Lazarova et al. 2004). RKO cells were classified in the lower changes 
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in WNT activity levels (LWA) group as they had the smallest change in WNT activity 

(Lazarova et al. 2004). Notably, RKO cells only had a mutation in CDX2, which is 

known to bind β-catenin to inhibit its interaction with TCF proteins (Guo et al. 2010b; 

Lazarova et al. 2004). The WNT activity levels correlated with apoptosis whereby 

HCT116 and DLD-1 cells were among those cells to have the greatest increase and 

change in apoptosis compared to RKO cells which had the lowest induction (Lazarova 

et al. 2004). The WNT-apoptosis relationship was reinforced by experimentation with 

HCT116 and DLD-1 cells with dominant negative TCF4, which demonstrated that 

repression of WNT specific transcriptional activity positively correlated with a reduction 

in apoptosis (Lazarova et al. 2004).  

MAPK signalling 

Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signalling is another key dysregulated 

pathway in several cancers, including CRC, due to its regulation of proliferation, 

apoptosis, differentiation and migration (Fang & Richardson 2005). MAPK signalling 

involves three subfamilies of molecules including extracellular-regulated kinases (ERK 

and MAPK); c-jun N-terminal kinases (JNK); p38α (MAPK14) (Fang & Richardson 

2005). The ERK/MAPK pathway is important in contributing to dysregulated 

proliferation in many cancer types, specifically CRC, due to key mutations found in 

KRAS and BRAF molecules in this pathway. ERK/MAPK signalling is activated by the 

binding of growth factors or mitogens to receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), which 

initiates the recruitment of adaptor proteins (SHC and GRB2) to hydrolyse GDP to 

GTP on the GTPase protein RAS (HRAS, NRAS, and KRAS) (Imajo et al. 2006). 

Protein kinase C (PKC) is also responsible for promoting GTP binding to RAS to 

trigger a similar down-stream cascade (Rusanescu et al. 2001). A phosphorylation 

cascade is initiated resulting in activation of RAF proteins (ARAF, BRAF, and CRAF), 

which serine phosphorylate MEK1/2 followed by ERK1/2 phosphorylation and 

activation (Imajo et al. 2006). ERK can act by phosphorylating cytoplasmic proteins or 

move into the nucleus to phosphorylate and activate several transcription factors such 

as c-FOS and ELK1 (Treisman 1994). This promotes transcription of genes, such as cell 

cycle regulators CCND1 (Lavoie et al. 1996) and anti-apoptotic genes MCL1 (Domina 

et al. 2004), and inhibits pro-apoptotic genes such as BIM (Biswas & Greene 2002), 

which promote cell proliferation and protect cells against apoptosis. The JNK and 

MAPK14 signalling pathways regulate cell proliferation and apoptosis but are also 

regulated by stress and cytokines. The JNK proteins (MAPK8, MAPK9, and MAPK10) 

are activated by a phosphorylation cascade involving protein kinase G (PKG) activation 
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of MEKK1, followed by SEK1 and finally JNK protein activation (Soh et al. 2001). 

Active JNK proteins can enter the nucleus and activate several transcription factors 

such as activating protein 1 (AP1) (Ip & Davis 1998). Alternatively, MAPK14 signalling 

can be initiated by ASK1 activation which phosphorylates MKK3/6, followed by 

MAPK14 (Kyriakis & Avruch 2012). Activated MAPK14 enters the nucleus to activate 

transcription factors such as MEF2, STAT1 and ELK1 (Kyriakis & Avruch 2012).  

As previously mentioned, KRAS and BRAF are commonly mutated genes which 

contribute to CRC development and progression. Their constitutive activation 

contributes to sustained proliferation and survival of cancer cells through MAPK 

signalling pathways. KRAS mutations occur in around 40% of CRC cases (Di Fiore et 

al. 2007; Karapetis et al. 2008; Lievre et al. 2006), while BRAF mutations are in 5-15% 

of CRC cases (Davies et al. 2002; Rajagopalan et al. 2002; Yuen et al. 2002). Activating 

mutations in KRAS result in inability to deactivate the protein due to physical changes 

in the active site, that lead to impaired GTPase function and therefore GTP cannot be 

hydrolysed back to GDP (Scheffzek et al. 1997). KRAS becomes constitutively active. 

BRAF mutations in CRC and other cancers (~80%) are most commonly caused by 

amino acid substitution of valine to glutamate at residue 600 (BRAFVal600Glu) (Davies et 

al. 2002). This mutation is situated between two phosphorylation sites in the activation 

segment of the protein and is thought to mimic phosphorylation of the protein 

(phosphomimetic substitution), resulting in constitutively active BRAF (Lavoie & 

Therrien 2015; Zhang & Guan 2000).  

Butyrate has also been shown to regulate MAPK signalling. Daly and Shirazi-Beechey 

(2006) demonstrated that after 5 mM butyrate treatment of HT29 cells, ERK3 

expression was decreased while MAPK12 expression was upregulated. Butyrate 

treatment (10 and 40 mM) was shown to decrease RKO CRC cell proliferation and 

induce apoptosis (Zhang et al. 2010). A butyrate dose dependent increase of pro-

apoptotic protein, BAX, and decrease of anti-apoptotic protein, BCL2, was observed in 

RKO cells (Zhang et al. 2010). Further investigation revealed that butyrate activated 

JNK protein via increased phosphorylation and inhibition of JNK reversed the anti-

apoptotic effects of butyrate (Zhang et al. 2010). ERK1/2 phosphorylation was also 

reduced by butyrate, indicating that ERK signalling is likely inhibited to allow JNK 

signalling pathways to promote cell death (Zhang et al. 2010). A later study revealed the 

involvement of endocan in ERK signalling in the butyrate response (Zuo et al. 2013). 

Endocan is a dermatan sulfate proteoglycan that is released by endothelial cells and is 

involved in a range of cellular processes including inflammation, cell proliferation 
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migration, adhesion and angiogenesis (Kali & Shetty 2014). Previous studies have shown 

that endocan expression is correlated with CRC stage and that it is highly expressed in 

normal colonic and rectum mucosa, but downregulated in colorectal cancer (Zuo et al. 

2008). Butyrate has been shown to upregulate endocan mRNA and protein expression 

in RKO CRC cells (Zuo et al. 2013). Further investigation revealed endocan 

overexpression decreased cell cycle progression, migration and growth, while 

knockdown of endocan reversed the inhibitory effects of butyrate on RKO migration 

and growth (Zuo et al. 2013). Butyrate was also shown to regulate ERK2/MAPK 

signalling molecule protein expression in order to reduce cell proliferation and 

migration, while ERK shRNA demonstrated increased endocan expression in RKO 

cells, reiterating the endocan and ERK/MAPK signalling connection with butyrate (Zuo 

et al. 2013).  

Another study demonstrated that butyrate treatment regulates MAPK signalling and 

apoptosis by ERK and sphingosine kinase (SphK2) (Xiao et al. 2014). SphKs are 

important in regulating sphingolipid metabolites, which are involved in cell growth and 

apoptosis (Xiao et al. 2014). ERK inhibitors sensitised butyrate-treated HCT116 cells to 

apoptosis and blocked SphK2 from being exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm 

(Xiao et al. 2014), indicating a key role of ERK in the butyrate response. The 

importance of ERK in the butyrate response was further highlighted by Li et al. (2017b) 

who demonstrated that butyrate reduced migration and invasion of CRC cells (HCT116, 

HT29, LOVO and HCT8) by preventing phosphorylation and, thereby, activation of 

ERK1/2 and AKT1.  

PI3K/AKT signalling 

PI3K/AKT is another signalling pathway dysregulated in various cancers, including 

CRC, which accumulates mutations to promote cancer development and progression. 

PI3K/AKT signalling regulates proliferation, apoptosis and cytoskeleton rearrangement 

(Vivanco & Sawyers 2002). RTKs, such as MET, are activated by hepatocyte growth 

factor (HGF) ligand binding, which results in receptor dimerization and 

autophosphorylation. Inactive PI3K molecules can be recruited by interactions between 

phospho-tyrosine residues on RTKs and SRC-homology 2 (SH2) domains on the PI3K 

p85 regulatory subunit. Alternatively, adaptor proteins (IRS1 and IRS2) are recruited 

and the activated RTK phosphorylates IRS1 and IRS2, creating binding sites for the 

SH2 domains of p85 and inducing formation of the signalling complex (Metz & 

Houghton 2011). SH2–phospho-tyrosine interactions position PI3K closely to its 
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substrate at the cell membrane and activate the PI3K p110 catalytic subunit (released the 

inhibitory action of p85) which converts phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) 

into phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate (PIP3) (Ahmed & Prigent 2017). Another 

activation pathway involves RTK recruitment of adaptor proteins SHC, GRB2 and 

GAB2 to activate RAS and help bring PI3K close to the cell membrane for catalysis of 

PIP2 to PIP3 (Ahmed & Prigent 2017). PIP3 can then recruit and help activate AKT by 

directly interacting with its PH domain followed by phosphorylation at Thr308 by 3-

phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase-1 (PDK1) (Vanhaesebroeck & Alessi 2000). 

AKT must be phosphorylated at this site to be activated; however, maximal activation 

requires phosphorylation at the Ser473 site by PDK2 (Alessi et al. 1997). PTEN is a 

phosphatase that helps regulate the activity of this pathway by dephosphorylating PIP3 

to form PIP2. 

Activated AKT has several molecular targets involved in various cellular processes such 

as BAD, FKHR, NF-κB (apoptosis); GSK3β (cell cycle); mTOR (growth, protein 

translation), MDM2 (cell cycle arrest, apoptosis) (Vivanco & Sawyers 2002). Pro-

apoptotic proteins, such as BAD and caspase 9, can be phosphorylated and inhibited by 

AKT. BAD proteins normally promote cell death by forming non-functional protein 

complexes with the anti-apoptotic protein, BCLXL; however, AKT inhibition of BAD 

can release BCLXL to inhibit apoptosis (Datta et al. 1997). Furthermore, AKT can 

target and inhibit FKHR transcription factors to inhibit expression of its pro-apoptotic 

target genes, BIM and FAS ligand (Brunet et al. 1999). AKT can also phosphorylate and 

inhibit IκB kinase (IKK), which normally inhibits NF-κB transcription factor, in order 

to promote cell survival (Romashkova & Makarov 1999). The tumour suppressor, p53, 

is indirectly and negatively regulated by AKT, which phosphorylates its inhibitor MDM2 

(promotes p53 proteasomal degradation through ubiquitination) resulting in more 

efficient translocation of the protein into the nucleus and greater p53 degradation (Mayo 

& Donner 2001; Zhou et al. 2001). AKT can also regulate cell proliferation by 

promoting activity of cell cycle regulators such as CCND1. Glycogen synthase kinase-3β 

(GSK3β), which normally phosphorylates CCND1 and promotes its degradation 

(proteasome), is phosphorylated and inhibited by AKT which promotes CCND1 

accumulation (Diehl et al. 1998). AKT can negatively regulate expression of cyclin-

dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs) such as CDKN1B (p27) and CDKN1A (p21). As 

previously mentioned, FKHR transcription factors are inhibited by AKT 

phosphorylation (Brunet et al. 1999). CDKN1B is another target gene repressed as a 

result of this effect and AKT can also negatively regulate CDKN1A phosphorylation 
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and activity (Dijkers et al. 2000; Medema et al. 2000). AKT also regulates cell growth 

through the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signalling pathway which 

responds to changes in nutrient availability by regulating protein synthesis. mTOR 

activates S6 kinase (RSK) to promote translation of mRNAs and inhibits translational 

repressors of mRNAs such as EIF4EBP1. mTOR is regulated by AKT53, however the 

exact mechanism requires further investigation (Nave et al. 1999).  

Mutations in this pathway are also commonly found in several cancers including CRC. 

RAS mutations have been previously mentioned. Mutations are also found in p110α 

catalytic subunit of PI3K (PIK3CA) in 10-15% of CRC cases; PIK3CB and PIK3CD 

(p110β and p110δ, respectively) in approximately 2–3% of CRCs; PIK3CG (p110γ) in 

4% of CRCs, PIK3R1 (p85α regulatory subunit) in around 2–8% of CRCs; PTEN in 

around 2-10% of CRCs; and AKT1 in around 1% (Bleeker et al. 2008; Danielsen et al. 

2008; Day et al. 2013; Forbes et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2007; Philp et al. 2001; 

Tamborero et al. 2013). These mutations promote aberrant PI3K/AKT signalling. For 

example, PIK3CA mutations mostly result in changes in the helical and kinase domains 

that likely contribute to enhanced kinase activity (Samuels et al. 2004). PTEN mutations 

seem to destroy the phosphatase activity of the protein which means it cannot convert 

PIP3 back to PIP2 resulting in the inability to shutdown PI3K/AKT signalling (Leslie & 

Downes 2004).  

Butyrate has been shown to control components of PI3K/AKT signalling, including 

AKT itself and downstream molecules such as mTOR (Cao et al. 2019; Wang et al. 

2002). An early study revealed that exposure of KM20 CRC cells to 5 mM sodium 

butyrate and PI3K inhibitors (Wortmannin or LY294002) induced a significant pro-

apoptotic and anti-proliferative effect (Wang et al. 2002). Interestingly, butyrate 

increased AKT phosphorylation alone, although the reason is unknown, but the PI3K 

inhibitors reduced it further when combined with butyrate (Wang et al. 2002). Butyrate 

has also been shown to regulate mTOR/S6K1 signalling in HCT116 cells by decreasing 

the phosphorylation of key targets including mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), 

ribosomal protein S6 kinase β1 (S6K1), S6 and expression of silent mating type 

information regulation 2 homolog (SIRT1) (Cao et al. 2019). Butyrate increased the 

acetylation of S6K1 (Cao et al. 2019). SIRT1 inhibition had similar effects to the 

butyrate response whereby growth was inhibited, apoptosis induced and S6K1 

acetylation increased, thereby reducing mTOR/S6K1 signalling (Cao et al. 2019). 

Butyrate increased the anticancer effects of SIRT1 inhibition through reducing cell 

proliferation and activity of mTOR/S6K1 further (Cao et al. 2019). The activation of 
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mTOR/S6K1 signalling and upregulation of cell proliferation, mediated by 

overexpression of SIRT1, were blocked by butyrate (Cao et al. 2019). 

VEGF signalling pathway 

Angiogenesis, which is the development of new blood vessels, is an important process 

in the promotion of tumour growth and metastasis (Nishida et al. 2006). This process is 

regulated by proteins called vascular endothelial growth factors (VEGFs), which 

includes VEGFA (also known as VEGF), VEGFB, VEGFC, VEGFD, and placenta 

growth factor (PIGF) (Hoeben et al. 2004). Binding of these ligands to their 

corresponding receptors triggers cascades to promote angiogenesis (VEGFA, VEGFB, 

VEGFC, VEGFD, PIGF bind NRP1/2 receptors; VEGFA, VEGFC, VEGFD bind 

VEGFR2; VEGFA, VEGFB and PIGF binds VEGFR1) (Cao 2009). VEGFA, the 

most well studied growth factor, is commonly upregulated in several cancer types 

including CRC and is associated with poor prognosis in CRC patients (Bendardaf et al. 

2017; George et al. 2001; Goel & Mercurio 2013). NRP1, which is a receptor for 

VEGF, is also highly expressed in many tumour types including CRC tumour tissue 

when compared to normal mucosa (Parikh et al. 2004). NRP1 has also been associated 

with poor prognosis and survival in CRC patients (Staton et al. 2013). CRC patients with 

high NRP1 levels also had less apoptotic cells indicating that NRP1 may also be 

involved in apoptosis suppression (Ochiumi et al. 2006). 

Several studies demonstrated the ability of butyrate to induce a dose-dependent decrease 

in VEGF and NRP1 mRNA and protein expression in HCT116, Caco2 and HT29 CRC 

cells (Pellizzaro et al. 2002; Yu et al. 2010b). Interestingly normal mucosa samples had 

decreased NRP1 expression when the individual that the sample was taken from had 

high levels of butyrate in their gut (Yu et al. 2011). Butyrate was also found to cause a 

dose-dependent decrease in DNA binding affinity of SP1 transcription factors to the 

NRP1 promoter region (Yu et al. 2010b). This explains decreased NRP1 expression and 

likely contributes to its anti-angiogenic effect (Yu et al. 2010b). Interestingly, butyrate 

has also been shown to reduce angiogenesis by reversing the effects of VEGF 

stimulation by reducing COX2 expression in human intestinal microvascular endothelial 

cells, which reinforces its strong antiangiogenic properties (Ogawa et al. 2003). 

Apoptosis 

A hallmark of cancer is to resist cell death. In CRC, the ability of cells to apoptose is 

progressively lost during the acquisition of various genetic mutations (Wong 2011). 

Apoptosis functions through two key pathways: the intrinsic mitochondrial pathway and 
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extrinsic death receptor pathway. The intrinsic pathway is initiated by several internal 

stimuli such as DNA damage, hypoxia, radiation and oxidative stress. These stimuli 

induce increased mitochondrial permeability by promoting oligomerisation of BAX and 

BAK to allow for the release of cytochrome-c from the mitochondria into the 

cytoplasm (Danial & Korsmeyer 2004). Cytochrome-c forms an apoptosome protein 

complex with APAF-1 and pro-caspase 9, in order to assist in the activation of the 

initiator caspase 9. Once active, caspase 9 can cleave and activate executioner caspases 3 

and 7 which initiate apoptosis. The BCL2 family proteins are key regulators of intrinsic 

apoptosis and include the pro-apoptotic proteins such as BAX, BAK, BAD, BID and 

BIM and the anti-apoptotic proteins such as BCL2, BCLXL, and MCL1 (Levine et al. 

2008). As the release of cytochrome-c is a critical initiator of intrinsic apoptosis, anti-

apoptotic proteins function by inhibiting release of cytochrome-c while pro-apoptotic 

proteins function by promoting release from the mitochondria. Other apoptosis 

regulators include second mitochondria-derived activator of caspase (SMAC)/direct 

IAP Binding protein with Low pI (DIABLO), apoptosis inducing factor (AIF), and 

Omi/high temperature requirement protein A (HTRA2) (van Loo et al. 2002). These 

proteins can promote caspase activation by interfering with caspase and inhibitor of 

apoptosis proteins (IAPs) binding (van Loo et al. 2002). 

The extrinsic pathway is initiated when death ligands bind to a death receptor e.g. FAS 

ligand (FASL) binds to FAS receptors (CD95) (Itoh et al. 1991) and TNF ligands bind 

to type 1 TNF receptor (TNFR1) (Fuchs et al. 1992). Intracellular death domains for 

each receptor recruits their corresponding adapter proteins including FAS-associated 

death domain (FADD) and TNF receptor-associated death domain (TRADD) and pro-

caspase 8 and altogether these protein complexes are referred to as death-inducing 

signalling complexes (DISCs) (Schneider & Tschopp 2000). The DISCs promote pro-

caspase 8 activation to form initiator caspase 8, which initiates the apoptosis pathway by 

cleaving executioner caspases such as caspase 3 (Kruidering & Evan 2000). 

As previously mentioned, butyrate can regulate WNT signalling to induce apoptosis. 

However, there are other mechanisms by which apoptosis is induced by butyrate. The 

loss of the tumour suppressor gene, TP53, occurs in around 50% of CRC cases (Liu & 

Bodmer 2006). p53 is involved in regulating processes like apoptosis, but most 

importantly preventing mutations in the genome. However, when mutated, p53 cannot 

perform its function and regulate the apoptosis-related target genes p21wafl and BAX 

(Rodrigues et al. 1990). An early study demonstrated that 3 mM butyrate induced the 

expression of pro-apoptotic gene BAX in DiFi colorectal cancer cells (Mandal et al. 
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1998), while anti-apoptotic BCL2 expression was reduced in SW480 and HCT116 cells 

(Tailor et al. 2014). This was also confirmed using microarray analysis of HT29 cells 

treated with 5 mM butyrate, which resulted in upregulation of BAK1, a pro-apoptotic 

gene and downregulation of anti-apoptotic genes BIRC5, CFLAR and BCLXL (Daly et 

al. 2005; Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006). Butyrate also increased the levels of cleaved-

PARP and cleaved-caspase-3 (Tailor et al. 2014). Dynamin-related protein 1 (DRP1), 

which is involved in mitochondrial fusion and fission during the cell cycle, may also 

have a role in the pro-apoptotic effects of butyrate (Tailor et al. 2014). DRP1 expression 

was reduced by butyrate but increased again when CRC cells were treated with a pan-

caspase inhibitor (Tailor et al. 2014). 

Cell cycle regulation 

The dysregulation of the cell cycle is critical in promoting uncontrolled cell division and 

contributing to the development of cancer. The cell cycle is regulated by interactions 

between cyclin proteins and cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK) which are regulated by 

CDK inhibitors (CKIs). During growth phase 1 (G1), CDK4/cyclin D and 

CDK2/cyclin E complexes phosphorylate retinoblastoma protein (Rb), which activates 

E2F transcription factors and E2F target genes (Lim & Kaldis 2013). E2F target genes 

regulate G1/S transition of the cell cycle such as cyclin E, cyclin A and CDK1, enzymes 

involved in nucleotide synthesis (thymidine kinase) and DNA replication machinery 

(CDC6 and ORC1) (Lim & Kaldis 2013). The S-phase checkpoint includes the 

activation of CDK2/cyclin A (He et al. 2005). The G2 phase involves protein 

complexes CDK1/cyclin A and CDK1/cyclin B which phosphorylate and activate 

FOXM1 and recruit histone deacetylase p300/CREB binding protein (CBP) (Lim & 

Kaldis 2013). FOXM1 target genes include cell cycle regulators for mitosis initiation 

(cyclin B) and chromosomal segregation regulators (centromere protein F) (Major et al. 

2004). Cell cycle progression is regulated by cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs), 

which slow progression by binding to and inhibiting the cyclin-CDK complexes. CKIs 

are divided into two groups INK4 and CIP/KIP families (Molinari 2000). INK4 

includes p16 (INK4a), p15 (INK4b), p18 (INK4c) and p18 (INK4d) inhibiting CDK4 

and CDK6 (Molinari 2000). CIP/KIP families include p21 (CIP1), p27 (KIP1) and p57 

(KIP2) which can inhibit cyclin D dependent kinases (CDK) as well as CDK2/cyclin E 

and CDK2/cyclin A complexes (Vermeulen et al. 2003).  

p53 is a critical protein involved in cell cycle regulation and DNA repair during this 

process. As previously mentioned, the TP53 gene is mutated in many cancers including 
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CRC (~50%) (Liu & Bodmer 2006). p53 normally regulates the expression of cell cycle 

regulators such as p21 and GADD45A (Carrier et al. 1994). Mariadason et al. (2000) 

demonstrated that gene expression changes occur as early as 30 minutes in SW480 cells 

exposed to 5 mM butyrate. The maximal response of cell cycle related genes (arrest and 

progression) occurred at 16 h when SW480 cells were treated with 5 mM butyrate and 

was most like the synthetic HDACi TSA (1 µM) at 12 h (Mariadason et al. 2000). Genes 

such as c-FOS (cell cycle transcription factor) were induced, while CDK6 (cell cycle 

regulator) were reduced. Mariadason et al. (2000) also noted that butyrate induces G0-

G1 cell cycle arrest in CRC cells SW480 and Caco2. 

Interestingly, 5 mM butyrate was demonstrated to cause cell cycle arrest in the G1 phase 

as well as inhibit mRNA expression of cyclin D1 (CCND1) (no change in protein), 

increase protein expression of cyclin D3 (no change in mRNA) and induce mRNA and 

protein expression of p21 expression in HT29 cells (Siavoshian et al. 2000). A later 

study determined that genes involved in cell cycle regulation and arrest were upregulated 

(CDKN1A, PAK2, FOS, GADD45A) whereas those involved in cell cycle progression 

were downregulated (CCND1, CCNA2, CCNC, CDK4, CCT5) by 5 mM butyrate in 

HT29 cells (Daly et al. 2005; Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006). Interestingly, butyrate 

treatment (1-5 mM) decreased cell viability and induced G2-M phase cell cycle arrest in 

HCT116 and SW480 CRC cells (Tailor et al. 2014) rather than arrest in the G1 phase as 

mentioned above (Siavoshian et al. 2000); the difference may be due to mutational 

status, but SW480 cells were also tested by Mariadason et al. (2000). Another study also 

demonstrated that 5 mM butyrate induced G2-M cell cycle arrest in HCT116 and RKO 

cells but not HT29 cells in which butyrate induced G1 arrest (Saldanha et al. 2014). P21 

mRNA expression was induced in RKO cells by butyrate but BIRC5 levels were 

reduced, while p53 nuclear protein was increased (Saldanha et al. 2014). ChIP assays 

using p53 antibodies identified interactions with the p21 promoter indicating p53-

dependent regulation with butyrate (Saldanha et al. 2014). This change was accompanied 

by decreases in protein expression of G2-M cell cycle regulators: cyclin B1, CDK1 and 

CDC25C (Tailor et al. 2014).  

Regulation of non-coding RNAs 

Butyrate has been shown to regulate the expression of various transcription factors and 

non-coding RNAs including miRNAs to induce changes in CRC cell proliferation, 

migration and death. MicroRNAs are short non-coding RNAs with the ability to silence 

gene expression. They are involved in various cellular processes including cell 
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proliferation, apoptosis, cell cycle and differentiation (Bartel 2004). Dysregulated 

miRNAs contribute to the development and progression of numerous cancers, 

including CRC, due to their important role in regulation of tumour suppressors and 

proto-oncogenes (Lee & Dutta 2009; Orang & Barzegari 2014). Butyrate regulation of 

microRNAs is summarised in Section 1.5.5. 

 

Figure 1-4 Mechanisms of action of butyrate in colorectal cancer 

Butyrate-mediated regulation of several key growth, death and migration related 
pathways and molecules to promote CRC cell apoptosis and inhibit proliferation, 
angiogenesis and metastasis. This includes the upregulation of pro-apoptotic genes P21 
and BAX, inhibition of NRP1 growth receptor via SP1 transcription factor inhibition, 
ERK2/MAPK signalling inhibition, WNT hyperactivation promoting apoptosis and 
oncogenic miRNA downregulation. (Image from J Cancer, CC-BY-NC: (Wu et al. 
2018c)). 

 MicroRNAs in colorectal cancer 1.5

As previously mentioned, HDAC inhibitors, such as butyrate, can regulate key cell 

proliferation, apoptotic and differentiation pathways. miRNAs are another form of 

epigenetic regulators, which also target similar pathways. 

 MicroRNA discovery 1.5.1

miRNAs are endogenous small non-coding (19-25 nucleotide) RNA molecules. They 

can post-transcriptionally regulate target gene expression by binding to complementary 

mRNA molecules and, thereby, inhibiting translation of mRNAs into proteins. miRNAs 

represent a small component of non-coding RNA molecules, which also includes long 

https://www.jcancer.org/v09p2510.htm
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), PIWI RNAs (piRNAs), small nuclear RNAs (snoRNAs) 

and other non-coding RNAs of various lengths.  

miRNAs were first discovered in 1993 in the nematode, C.elegans (Lee et al. 1993; 

Wightman et al. 1993). The heterochronic gene lin-4 was found to be involved in early 

postembryonic development of C.elegans, by regulation of translation through antisense 

RNA-RNA interaction with the complimentary lin-14 mRNA 3’UTR region (Lee et al. 

1993; Wightman et al. 1993). Later, lin-4 was also found to regulate LIN-28 protein 

levels, by the same mechanism (Moss et al. 1997). Let-7, another heterochronic gene, 

was the second miRNA to be discovered in C.elegans (Reinhart et al. 2000). This miRNA 

is involved in developmental timing, specifically adult cell fate, in the nematode 

(Reinhart et al. 2000). The importance of this miRNA was confirmed through 

investigation of loss-of-function mutants in C.elegans, whereby the nematodes failed to 

reach the correct larval stages (Reinhart et al. 2000). Further investigation in other 

organisms has revealed that both lin-4 and let-7 are conserved across multiple species, 

including Drosophila and humans (Pasquinelli et al. 2000). 

Since the discovery of these miRNAs, many more have been identified in a range of 

organisms including plants and viruses (Skalsky & Cullen 2010; Zhang et al. 2006a). The 

miRBase miRNA database (version 20) now holds records of 28645 entries representing 

hairpin precursor miRNAs, which produce 35828 mature miRNA products, in 223 

different species of organisms (Kozomara & Griffiths-Jones 2014). Of those miRNAs, 

currently 1881 precursors and 2588 mature miRNAs belong to the human species 

(Kozomara & Griffiths-Jones 2014). These miRNAs can not only regulate multiple gene 

targets, but also multiple miRNAs can regulate a single gene. It is estimated that 

miRNAs regulate approximately 60% of protein-coding genes in humans (Friedman et 

al. 2009). 

 MicroRNA biogenesis and function 1.5.2

miRNA genes are structurally similar to protein-coding genes with an upstream 

promoter region, transcription start site and RNA-coding sequence. miRNA biogenesis 

is initiated with the transcription of miRNA genes, by RNA polymerase II, to produce 

primary-miRNAs (pri-miRNAs) (Figure 1-5) (Lee et al. 2004). miRNA genes can be 

intronic (alone or clustered), intergenic (alone or clustered), exonic and can be mirtrons 

(located in introns) (Kapinas & Delany 2011; Kim et al. 2009). Pri-miRNAs form 

hairpin structures which have imperfect stem base-pairing and may contain one, or 

more commonly, multiple miRNA sequences (Hwang & Mendell 2006). Drosha (RNase 
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III endonuclease enzyme) and DiGeorge syndrome Critical Region gene 8 (DGCR8) 

(mammalian double-stranded RNA binding protein) form a complex and process the 

pri-miRNA into a precursor-miRNA (pre-miRNA) (Landthaler et al. 2004; Tomari & 

Zamore 2005). A pre-miRNA is a hairpin structured molecule approximately 70-100 

nucleotides in length with a two nucleotide 3' overhang (characteristic of RNase III 

endonuclease processing) which is transported into the cytoplasm via Exportin 5 

(RanGTP-dependent double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) binding protein) (Bartel 2004; 

Denli et al. 2004; Yi et al. 2003). The pre-miRNA undergoes maturation in the 

cytoplasm involving cleavage of the hairpin loop by a protein complex composed of 

RNAse III-type endonuclease Dicer, TAR RNA binding protein (TRBP) and protein 

activator of PKR (PACT) to form a miRNA duplex approximately 19-25 nucleotides in 

length (Filipowicz et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2013). Further processing by this complex 

results in two mature miRNA strands, one of which is a passenger strand, degraded by 

enzymes, and a primary strand which is incorporated into the RNA induced silencing 

complex (RISC) with the help of the associated proteins Dicer, TRBP and PACT (Bartel 

2004; MacFarlane & Murphy 2010). The RISC is a ribonucleoprotein which contains 1 

of the 4 Argonaute proteins that are involved in miRNA mediated gene repression 

(Fabian et al. 2010). Argonaute proteins contain conserved domains including PAZ, 

MID and PIWI (Fabian et al. 2010). However, Argonaute 2 is the only protein which 

contains an enzymatically active PIWI domain with the ability to cleave miRNA-mRNA 

complexes when perfect base pairing is achieved, resulting in mRNA cleavage (Fabian et 

al. 2010). miRNA targets are identified through the binding of the conserved miRNA 

seed sequence to the complementary target mRNA 3’UTR; they are classified into 

multiple groups. There are two kinds of 7mer sites, including 7mer-m8 sites, which have 

exact matches to the seed sequence and position 8 (positions 2-8 match) of the mature 

miRNA; 7mer-1A sites which have exact matches to the seed sequence (positions 2-7 

match) of the mature miRNA with an Adenine at position 1 (Bartel 2004; Lewis et al. 

2005); 8mer sites have perfect matches to the seed sequence and position 8 (positions 2-

8) of the mature miRNA and an Adenine base at position 1 (Bartel 2004; Friedman et al. 

2009). Imperfect base pairing of the miRNA-mRNA duplex within RISC can result in 

translational inhibition or mRNA destabilisation which is mediated by interference of 

cap recognition and ribosomal subunit recruitment (Guo et al. 2010a). Destabilisation of 

the mRNA molecule involves de-capping by DCP1/DCP2 de-capping complexes and 

de-adenylation by CCR4:NOT deadenylase proteins; thereby, initiating the mRNA 

destabilisation process (Behm-Ansmant et al. 2006). miRNA mediated silencing is 

known to occur inside P-bodies, which are aggregates of proteins containing machinery 
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involved in translational inhibition and mRNA decay (Patel et al. 2016). mRNAs may be 

degraded or stored and released from P-bodies for translation at a later time (Parker & 

Sheth 2007).   

Figure 1-5 MicroRNA biogenesis pathway 

Transcribed pri-miRNAs are processed by the Drosha and DGCR8 complex in the 
nucleus, which produce pre-miRNAs that are exported into the cytoplasm by 
Exportin5. Pre-miRNAs are processed by the Dicer and TRBP complex to form a 
miRNA duplex. The primary miRNA strand is incorporated into RISC, which mediates 
miRNA-mRNA binding through Argonaute proteins. Argonaute 2 is the only protein 
that can cleave miRNA-mRNA complexes when perfect base pairing is achieved 
resulting in mRNA degradation, while all Argonaute proteins can mediate translational 
inhibition or mRNA destabilisation due to imperfect base pairing of the miRNA-mRNA 
complex. (Image reproduced with permission: (Filipowicz et al. 2008)) 
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 MicroRNAs in tumorigenesis and colorectal cancer 1.5.3

miRNAs have been demonstrated to have critical roles in several cellular processes and 

pathways, including cell proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation (Lee & Dutta 2009; 

Peng & Croce 2016). Consequently their dysregulation is important in the development 

and progression of numerous cancer types including CRC (Cummins et al. 2006; Lu et 

al. 2005; Volinia et al. 2006). Calin et al. (2002) identified the first key connection 

between miRNA dysregulation and cancer when they revealed that miR-15 and miR-16 

were frequently deleted in B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukaemia. Several other 

mechanisms have since been shown to contribute to miRNA dysregulation including 

changes in the DNA methylation status of miRNA gene promoters, histone 

modifications (acetylation or methylation), changes in transcription factor activity and 

global or miRNA specific changes in miRNA processing (Saito et al. 2009). Many 

miRNA genes are located within genomic fragile sites and cancer associated regions 

such as regions of amplification, loss of heterozygosity or breakpoints which are 

commonly amplified, deleted or rearranged in cancer (Calin et al. 2004). Zhang et al. 

(2006b) reported that miRNA and miRNA associated genes (Dicer1, Argonaute 2) had 

high copy number alterations in ovarian and breast cancers and melanoma, which may 

be attributed to amplification or deletion mutations. 

miRNAs can act as tumour suppressors or oncogenes, by altering gene expression and 

regulating signalling pathways to suppress or promote tumour development, 

respectively. They do not require one or both alleles to have a gain or loss of function 

respectively, as do typical oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes (Garzon et al. 2006; 

Kent & Mendell 2006). Across numerous cancers, the expression of specific miRNAs is 

frequently increased or decreased. Commonly dysregulated oncogenic and tumour 

suppressor miRNAs involved in the growth and death pathways of CRC are presented 

in Table 1-1. miR-143 and miR-145 were the first miRNAs to be consistently detected at 

lower levels in adenomatous and CRC tissues when compared to normal mucosa 

(Michael et al. 2003). Large scale expression analyses have identified even more 

dysregulated miRNAs in CRC. Cummins et al. (2006) identified 200 known miRNA 

genes, 133 novel miRNA candidates and 112 previously uncharacterised miRNAs in 

CRC cells using miRNA serial analysis of gene expression (miRAGE). Another profiling 

study, involving comparison of miRNA expression in colon tumour tissue and normal 

mucosa using high-throughput sequencing, revealed the dysregulation of 37 miRNAs; 

19 were downregulated while 18 were upregulated (Hamfjord et al. 2012). miRNAs 

previously shown to be involved in CRC development including miR-1, miR-96 and 
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miR-145 were identified as well as miRNAs newly associated with CRC including miR-

3163 and miR-1827 (Hamfjord et al. 2012). Schee et al. (2013) used deep sequencing to 

identify 523 miRNAs expressed similarly across 88 CRC tumours of which miR-10a-5p, 

miR-21-5p, miR-22-3p and miR-192-5p were the most highly abundant. A more recent 

study using small RNA-seq revealed 2245 known miRNAs and 515 novel miRNAs and 

of them 222 were dysregulated (135 upregulated and 87 downregulated) in paired CRC 

tumour tissue versus matched normal tissue (Neerincx et al. 2015). Other profiling 

studies, using real-time RT-PCR and microarrays, have also demonstrated dysregulation 

of miRNA expression in CRC (Bandrés et al. 2006; Guo et al. 2009; Koduru et al. 2017; 

Ng et al. 2009b; Reid et al. 2012; Rohr et al. 2013). 

Individual miRNAs and miRNA clusters which are commonly upregulated in CRC 

often exhibit oncogenic properties. miR-21 is an oncogenic miRNA that is normally 

upregulated in CRC (Table 1-1). miR-21 silences PTEN, which is particularly important 

in inhibiting the PI3K signalling pathway that normally promotes growth, in order to 

promote CRC growth and metastasis (Wu et al. 2017b). Higher expression of this 

miRNA is also associated with a worse clinical outcome in CRC patients (Mima et al. 

2016). The oncogenic miR-17-92 cluster (miR-17, 18a, 19a, 20a, 19b-1 and 92a-1) has 

been associated with colorectal cancer development and progression, whereby these 

molecules are almost always upregulated in the disease state. Key tumour suppressor 

target genes of this cluster include PTEN (miR-17, 19a, 20a and 19b-1), BCL2L11 

(miR-92a-1) and CDKN1A (miR-17 and 20a) which are involved in inhibiting cell 

growth by pathways such as PI3K signalling and promoting apoptosis and cell cycle 

arrest respectively. Interestingly, miR-18a has been demonstrated to display tumour 

suppressor properties even amongst an oncogenic cluster. Humphreys et al. (2014b) 

demonstrated that miR-18a targets CDC42, which is a key Rho GTPase involved in 

promoting growth via PI3K signalling pathway. Expression of the entire cluster is also 

upregulated and has oncogenic properties including the ability to promote cell 

proliferation and survival and inhibit differentiation in many other cancers (Olive et al. 

2010). 

Individual miRNAs and miRNA clusters, which are commonly downregulated in CRC, 

often exhibit tumour suppressor properties. miR-34a is often downregulated in CRC 

(Table 1-1) and normally acts as a tumour suppressor by inhibiting CRC cell 

proliferation (Tazawa et al. 2007). This miRNA silences the transcription factor E2F, 

which normally promotes the cell cycle, as well as increases p53 protein expression 

(Tazawa et al. 2007). miR-143 and miR-145 are a cluster of miRNAs commonly 
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downregulated in CRC (Table 1-1). These miRNAs are putative tumour suppressors 

shown to silence a range of genes involved in cell proliferation and survival, reflecting 

their anti-tumorigenic properties (Akao et al. 2010). miR-143 and miR-145 have been 

shown to decrease expression of MDM2, a ubiquitin ligase that normally promotes 

degradation of tumour suppressor p53, resulting in decreased cell proliferation and 

increased apoptosis (Zhang et al. 2013). miR-143 can also silence oncogenes including 

ERK5 and KRAS which are strongly involved in cell proliferation via the MAPK 

signalling pathways (Chen et al. 2009; Clapé et al. 2009). Alternatively, miR-145 has been 

shown to target oncogenes FLI1 and c-MYC, which are involved in chromosomal 

translocations and transcriptional regulation of genes involved in cell proliferation, 

development and differentiation (Sachdeva et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2011a). Interestingly, 

c-MYC is a transcription factor that regulates the miR-17-92 cluster which is also 

dysregulated in CRC (Diosdado et al. 2009).  

Table 1-1 Summary of key oncogenic and tumour suppressor miRNAs involved in 
colorectal cancer cell growth and death. 

miRNA Examples of key target genes 
in CRC  

Reference 

Tumour suppressor miRNAs downregulated 

let-7 KRAS (Akao et al. 2006; Cappuzzo et al. 2014; Saridaki et al. 2014) 

miR-15a BCL2, BMI1, DCLK1, YAP1 (Cimmino et al. 2005; Fesler et al. 2017; Gopalan et al. 
2018; Wu et al. 2016a) 

miR-16 BCL2 (Cimmino et al. 2005; Young et al. 2012) 

miR-25 SMAD7 (Li et al. 2013b) 

miR-29b  BCL9L (Subramanian et al. 2014) 

miR-30a CD73, ITGB3, MTDH, PIK3CD (Jin et al. 2018; Wei et al. 2016; Xie et al. 2017; Zhong et al. 
2013) 

miR-34a E2F, HMGB1 (Chandrasekaran et al. 2016; Tazawa et al. 2007) 

miR-93 SMAD7 (Tang et al. 2015) 

miR-101 COX2, ZEB1 (Strillacci et al. 2009; Xiong et al. 2018) 

miR-137 CDC42 (Liu et al. 2011b) 

miR-143 ERK5, KRAS, MDM2 (Chen et al. 2009; Clapé et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2013) 

miR-145 c-MYC, FLI-1, MDM2 (Sachdeva et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2011a; Zhang et al. 2013) 

miR-342 DNMT1, NAA10 (Wang et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2015a) 

miR-365 BCL2, CCND1 (Nie et al. 2012a) 

miR-675 RB1 (Tsang et al. 2010a) 

Oncogenic miRNAs upregulated 

miR-17-92 
cluster 

BCL2L11 (17, 18a, 20a, and 92a), 
CDKN1A (17, 20a), E2F1 (17, 
20a), PTEN (17, 19a, 19b, 20a),  

TGFBR2 (20a) 

(Humphreys et al. 2013; Humphreys et al. 2014b; Kanaan et 
al. 2012) 

miR-21 PTEN, PDCD4, RHOB, TPM1 (Chang et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2017b) 

miR-31 RASA1, SATB2 (Sun et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2013c) 

miR-96 TP53INP1, FOXO1, FOXO3a (Gao & Wang 2015) 

miR-106a ATG7, RB1 (Catela Ivkovic et al. 2013; Hao et al. 2017) 

miR-135a APC, MTSS1 (Nagel et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2012a) 

miR-135b APC (Nagel et al. 2008) 

miR-146 PDHB (Zhu et al. 2017) 

miR-155 E2F2, NTR, PTEN, SOCS1 (Bakirtzi et al. 2011; Li et al. 2014a) 

miR-301a DLC1, RUNX3 (Zhang et al. 2019b) 
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 MicroRNAs as biomarkers of tumorigenic states and 1.5.4

therapeutic agents 

miRNAs have been investigated as both biomarkers and therapeutic agents for various 

disease states, due to their dysregulation within various cancer cell types. Large profiling 

studies, involving the use of microarrays, were the first to highlight the dysregulation of 

a number of miRNAs in cancers including breast, prostate, lung, pancreatic and colon 

cancer (Lu et al. 2005; Volinia et al. 2006). Due to the limitations of microarrays, such as 

difficulty normalising data and inability to detect novel miRNAs (Pritchard et al. 2012), 

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) is becoming more widely used for the profiling of 

RNA molecules in disease states. NGS can profile miRNA expression changes in cancer 

cells with greater sensitivity, accuracy and range of detection than microarrays (Tam et 

al. 2014). Recently, Peng et al. (2015) acquired and analysed RNA-seq results from The 

Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) for 4043 cancer types and designed cancer specific 

panels to differentiate between cancer and normal cells, highlighting the power of these 

NGS techniques.  

Currently, cancer diagnosis is performed following the biopsy of cancer tissue. 

However, this technique is invasive and uncomfortable for patients. Detecting 

biomarkers within human fluids including urine, saliva or blood is easier and less 

invasive. miRNAs as biomarkers of CRC presence and stage have shown great potential 

in serum and faecal samples (Huang et al. 2010; Link et al. 2010; Ng et al. 2009a). Many 

studies have shown that members of the oncogenic clusters miR-17-92a and miR-18b-

106a are upregulated in CRC patients. (Ng et al. 2009a) revealed that miR-92 is 

significantly increased in the plasma of people suffering from CRC, while (Link et al. 

2010) demonstrated that both miR-21 and miR-106a are increased in faecal matter of 

those with adenomas and CRC. miRNAs have also been detected in the exosomes of 

CRC patients. More recently, exosomal miR-19a was found to be upregulated in the 

serum of CRC patients compared to healthy people (Matsumura et al. 2015). These 

miRNAs have the potential to be non-invasive CRC biomarkers. 

miRNA replacement therapies and anti-miR therapy have been of great interest as 

future disease treatments due to the known dysregulation and causative roles of 

miRNAs in various disease states. Re-introduction of a miRNA, which has decreased 

expression in a disease state (normally tumour suppressor miRNAs), may inhibit the 

progression of the disease when healthy miRNA levels are regained. miRNA 

replacement therapy in CRC mouse models demonstrated that the introduction of miR-
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145, which has decreased expression in CRC, caused reduced tumour proliferation and 

induced apoptosis (Ibrahim et al. 2011). Li et al. (2013b) also demonstrated that 

restoration of miR-25 in CRC mouse models, which is normally downregulated in CRC, 

resulted in suppressed growth of CRC xenografts in vivo. Many animal studies strongly 

support the protective effects of the master tumour suppressor, miR-34a, in animal 

models, including the ability to decrease tumour growth and survival and induce 

apoptosis in a variety of cancer types e.g. pancreatic cancer (Pramanik et al. 2011), lung 

cancer (Kasinski et al. 2015; Trang et al. 2011; Wiggins et al. 2010; Xue et al. 2014) and 

prostate cancer (Liu et al. 2011a). miR-34a (MRX34) replacement therapy has also been 

delivered to hepatocellular carcinoma sufferers in phase 1 clinical trials and 

demonstrated efficacy in some patients including 1 partial response and 6 stable disease 

states (Beg et al. 2017). When a miRNA has increased expression in a disease, the 

inhibition of that miRNA using antagomirs may also inhibit disease progression. ZR-75-

30 breast cancer cells transfected with antagomir-20b were subcutaneously delivered to 

BALB/c nude mice which resulted in delayed tumour formation and reduced tumour 

size compared to negative controls (Zhou et al. 2014). Anti-miR-122 (Miravirsen) 

entered phase 2 clinical trials in individuals suffering from Hepatitis C Virus (HCV); this 

treatment was used to block miR-122 which is highly expressed in the liver and used for 

HCV RNA stability and propagation (Janssen et al. 2013). Janssen et al. (2013) 

demonstrated that anti-miR-122 treatment caused dose-dependent reductions in HCV 

RNA levels in patients and there has been no viral resistance. Sicard et al. (2013) 

demonstrated that the use of lentiviral vectors in pancreatic cancer in vitro and in vivo 

models, decreases miR-21 expression. As previously mentioned, it was demonstrated 

that miR-16 replacement therapy in humans with mesothelioma resulted in the objective 

and partial responses of some patients (van Zandwijk et al. 2017). Further investigation 

is required for use of miRNA therapies in CRC. 

 Effects of butyrate on microRNAs in colorectal cancer 1.5.5

Butyrate has been shown to regulate individual miRNAs, as well as clusters of miRNAs, 

to exert its anticancer effects (Han et al. 2016b). miR-203 is a known tumour suppressor 

miRNA in CRC, which has decreased expression and has been shown to inhibit CRC 

cell proliferation, migration and invasion (Deng et al. 2016; Fu et al. 2016). Butyrate 

treatment was shown to restrict cell proliferation, colony formation, cell invasion, and 

induce cell apoptosis in CRC cells (HT29 and Caco2) through upregulating the 

expression of miR-203, which resulted in the downregulation of its target gene NEDD9 
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(Han et al. 2016b). The knockdown of NEDD9 induced similar effects to the observed 

butyrate response (Han et al. 2016b). 

A key dysregulated cluster in CRC is the miR-17-92 cluster (miR-17, miR-18a, miR-19a, 

miR-20a, miR-19b-1, and miR-92a-1), which is known to contribute to CRC 

development and progression (Diosdado et al. 2009). Hu et al. (2011) demonstrated that 

1 mM butyrate treatment, over 24 h, altered the expression of 44 miRNAs in HCT116 

colorectal carcinoma cells. Oncogenic clusters members miR-17, miR-20a, miR-20b, 

miR-93, miR-106a and miR-106b (from clusters miR-17-92a, miR-106a-363, and miR-

106b-25), which are normally upregulated in CRC, were decreased by exposure to 

butyrate (Hu et al. 2011). Hu et al. (2011) also reversed the anti-proliferative effects of 

butyrate by overexpressing miR-106b, which decreased p21 expression induced by 

butyrate. Later, Humphreys et al. (2013) confirmed the downregulation of the miR-17-

92 and miR-106a-363 (miR-18b, miR-19b, miR-20b, miR-92a, miR-106a, miR-363) 

cluster by exposing HT29 and HCT116 CRC cells to 5 mM butyrate. Contradictory data 

have been presented in terms of how butyrate regulates the miR-17-92 cluster. c-MYC, a 

transcription factor, is thought to be a key player because it upregulates the miR-17-92 

cluster in various cancers including CRC (Diosdado et al. 2009; Fuziwara & Kimura 

2015). Humphreys et al. (2013) demonstrated that c-MYC expression was unchanged in 

HT29 but significantly increased in HCT116 cells, which does not support the 

hypothesis that the miR-17-92 cluster is regulated by c-MYC in all CRC cell lines. 

Another study found that miR-92a expression was significantly decreased by 2 mM 

butyrate treatment in HCT116 and HT29 cells, while c-MYC decreased in HCT116 cells 

(Hu et al. 2015). In HCT116 cells, the other miR-17-92 cluster members were also 

found to decrease in expression following 2 mM butyrate exposure, as well as exposure 

to other HDAC inhibitors, SAHA and valproic acid in HCT116 cells (Hu et al. 2015). 

Further investigation also revealed that miR-92a mimics rescued the cells from butyrate 

by inhibiting the tumour suppressor p57 which is normally upregulated by butyrate (Hu 

et al. 2015). Butyrate treatment also reduced miR-135a/b, miR-24, and miR-106b 

expression in LT97 CRC cells (Schlormann et al. 2015). Clearly miRNA interactions 

have a role in the butyrate response. 

 lncRNAs in colorectal cancer 1.6

As previously mentioned, miRNAs and the HDACi, butyrate, have a role in the 

regulation of key cell growth and death pathways through post-transcriptional and/or 

chromatin regulation. lncRNAs are another form of RNA-mediated gene regulation, 
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often with epigenetic involvement, which also target similar pathways through the 

regulation of chromatin, RNA and protein. 

 lncRNA discovery 1.6.1

lncRNAs were unknowingly discovered in the 1980s. In 1984, Pachnis et al. (1984) 

identified the H19 imprinted maternally-expressed transcript in foetal mouse liver and it 

was noted that a corresponding protein was not identified. Further investigation in the 

1990s revealed that H19 was likely non-coding because it lacked conserved open reading 

frames (ORFs) between human and mouse transcripts, did not associate with 

ribosomes, formed cytoplasmic particles and most importantly, did not produce a 

detectable protein (Brannan et al. 1990). H19 was later confirmed to be non-coding and 

involved in epigenetic regulation through its parental imprinting patterns with the igf2 

mouse gene (Bartolomei et al. 1993; Bartolomei et al. 1991). A lncRNA called X inactive 

specific transcript (XIST), which is involved in X-inactivation, was also discovered 

during the early 1990s (Brockdorff et al. 1992). XIST also lacked conserved ORFs that 

were long enough to produce a protein and the RNA transcripts were mostly localised 

to the nucleus and associated with the inactivated X-chromosome in females; this 

confirmed its function as a non-coding RNA with a role in X-inactivation (Brown et al. 

1992; Clemson et al. 1996). 

 lncRNA biogenesis and function 1.6.2

lncRNAs are long non-coding RNA molecules, which lack the ability to produce 

proteins. They are generally classified to be >200 nt in length and may have short ORFs 

<300 nt (<100 amino acids) (Dinger et al. 2008; Prasanth & Spector 2007). There are 

notably some exceptions where small conserved peptides have been identified as being 

expressed from lncRNAs with short ORFs (Choi et al. 2018; Ji et al. 2015). lncRNAs are 

produced from various regions of the genome and are classified based on their 

proximity to a gene including intronic, exonic, intergenic and intragenic regions, the 3’ 

and 5’ UTR, and promoter and enhancer sequences (Figure 1-6) (Nie et al. 2012b). They 

may also be expressed  in both sense and antisense orientations in relation to the host 

gene or in a bidirectional manner (Nie et al. 2012b). The canonical biogenesis of 

lncRNAs is similar to mRNA transcription and processing. lncRNAs are generally 

transcribed by RNA polymerase II, but some have been reported to be produced by 

RNA polymerase III (Nie et al. 2012b). They are often spliced (98%), produced with a 

poly(A) tail and 5’cap and they often contain multiple exons, although of unusual 

structure, with a bias toward two exons (48%) (Derrien et al. 2012). Interestingly, 
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lncRNA promoters are almost as conserved as protein-coding gene promoters; lncRNA 

exons are conserved to a lesser extent (Derrien et al. 2012). lncRNAs are generally 

enriched in the chromatin and cell nucleus; however, some function in the cytoplasm 

(Derrien et al. 2012). An example of a lncRNA with a typical structure is XIST, which is 

spliced, has a poly (A) tail and 5’cap (Brown et al. 1992; Hong et al. 2000).  

 

Figure 1-6 lncRNA transcript origins 

lncRNAs can originate from various locations in relation to other genes. (Image from 
Am J Transl Res, CC-BY-NC: (Nie et al. 2012b)). 

The secondary and tertiary structures formed during lncRNA production appear to be 

particularly important in the function of some lncRNAs. Interestingly, 40% of long 

unannotated transcripts are thought to be precursors for small RNAs less than 200 nt 

(Kapranov et al. 2007). Metastasis associated lung adenocarcinoma transcript 1 

(MALAT1), for example, contains a tRNA-like secondary structure, which is removed 

during processing and localised to the cytoplasm (Wilusz et al. 2008). The small 61 nt 

molecule is broadly expressed in human tissues (Wilusz et al. 2008). H19 has been found 

to be a precursor for the microRNA, miR-675, which is involved in placental growth 

during development (Keniry et al. 2012). lncRNA structures are also important in the 

primary function of lncRNAs. HOX transcript antisense RNA (HOTAIR), which 

functions as a scaffold for chromatin modifying complexes such as Polycomb 

Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2), is composed of complex RNA structural motifs, which 

help recruit and bind enzymes that alter the chromatin structure (Tsai et al. 2010). 

lncRNA steroid receptor RNA activator (SRA) has also be shown to have a complex 

structural arrangement of four domains with an array of secondary elements, to perform 

its function in co-activation of hormone receptors (Kino et al. 2010). 

Many lncRNAs are also spliced, resulting in the production of lncRNA variants. The 

lncRNA colorectal neoplasia differentially expressed (CRNDE), for example, has been 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3353529/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/legalcode
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reported to have at least 10 different splice variants due to the CRNDE gene containing 

6 exons (Graham et al. 2011). Interestingly, CRNDE-h, which is associated with 

colorectal cancer prognosis, has 5 out of 6 CRNDE protein-coding gene exons, 

although it still functions as a non-coding RNA (Liu et al. 2016b). 

Genes encoding lncRNAs are produced with similar epigenetic marks associated with 

protein-coding transcripts. These include histone modifications H3K4me3, H3K4me2, 

H3K9ac, H3K27ac active and H3K36me3 repressive marks around the transcriptional 

start sites, and H3K36me3 repressive marks throughout the gene body (Derrien et al. 

2012; Guttman et al. 2009; Sati et al. 2012), which assists in lncRNA regulation at the 

chromatin level. Interestingly, the abundance of H3K27me3 repressive and H3K36me3 

active marks were discovered in slight excess in lncRNA transcription start sites 

compared with those of protein-coding transcripts (Derrien et al. 2012). DNA 

methylation also regulates lncRNA expression, and changes in these DNA 

modifications are commonly seen in cancer states. Chen et al. (2018c) revealed that long 

intergenic non-protein coding RNA 472 (LINC00472), a lncRNA which may be 

involved in cell growth, was downregulated in several CRC cell lines (HCT116, SW620, 

HT29, and COLO 205) due to DNA hypermethylation of its promoter region. lncRNA 

genes are also regulated by the transcription factors and chromatin remodelling enzymes 

that also regulate protein-coding gene expression (Prensner & Chinnaiyan 2011). 

lncRNAs may also be produced via non-canonical biogenesis pathways, which results in 

them lacking a poly (A) tail, 5’cap or both structural features. MALAT1, a lncRNA first 

discovered as a prognostic marker for non-small cell lung cancer (Ji et al. 2003), lacks 

polyadenylation (Wilusz et al. 2012). However, this is replaced by a uracil and adenine 

rich triple helical structure, which provides the transcript with greater stability at the 

3’end of the transcript, normally provided by a poly(A) tail (Wilusz et al. 2012). This 

triple helical structure has also been observed on the 3’end of the multiple endocrine 

neoplasia β (MEN-β) lncRNA (Brown et al. 2012). Interestingly, lncRNAs have also 

been discovered to have sno-RNAs on the 5’ and 3’ ends, in place of a 5’cap and 

poly(A) tail, which likely contributes to transcript stability (Yin et al. 2012). The 

lncRNAs that host miRNAs can be processed by the Microprocessor complex resulting 

in the production of a lnc-pre-miRNA molecule with a 3’ cap, rather than a poly(A) tail 

(Dhir et al. 2015). Further processing can result in production of the miRNA and 

unstable, non-polyadenylated lncRNA (Dhir et al. 2015). A genome wide analysis of 

RNA stability in a mouse cell line revealed that lncRNA stability is comparable to that 
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of mRNA; however, on average the half-lives of lncRNAs are shorter than those of 

mRNAs (Clark et al. 2012). 

1.6.2.1 Post-transcriptional regulation of lncRNAs 

lncRNAs can also be regulated by post-transcriptional mechanisms such as miRNA-

mediated degradation. Although the exact mechanism is not well understood, key RNA-

binding proteins including HuR and Ago2 (RISC complex catalytic unit) have been 

implicated in lncRNA decay (Leucci et al. 2013; Yoon et al. 2012). For example, 

lincRNA-p21 was found to be associated with HuR and let-7/Ago2 (ribonucleoprotein 

immunoprecipitation) in human cervical carcinoma cells (Yoon et al. 2012). Upon 

silencing of HuR and Ago2, lincRNA-p21 transcripts became more stable but this also 

reduced the interaction of the non-silenced RBP (HuR or Ago2) with lincRNA-p21, 

indicating a coordinated and key role of HuR and Ago2 in lincRNA-p21 destabilisation 

(Yoon et al. 2012). Over-expression of let-7 also reduced lincRNA-p21 expression levels 

(Yoon et al. 2012). Similarly, RNA immunoprecipitations revealed an interaction with 

MALAT1 and miR-9/Ago2 in the cytoplasm and nucleus (Leucci et al. 2013). 

Knockdown of Ago2 in Hodgkin’s lymphoma and glioblastoma cell lines increased 

expression of MALAT1 and overexpression of miR-9 decreased MALAT1 expression 

indicating an Ago2-dependent and miR-9 regulated mechanism of MALAT1 stability 

(Leucci et al. 2013). 

1.6.2.2 lncRNA basic archetypes 

The functions of lncRNAs are widely varied and as a result, they are involved in an array 

of cellular processes. lncRNAs may be classified into five basic archetypes including 

decoys, scaffolds, guides, signalling and enhancer molecules (Figure 1-7). Some 

lncRNAs may exhibit activity through more than one of these archetypes.  

Scaffolding Molecules 

lncRNAs categorised in the scaffold archetype are involved in providing a structural 

motif for RNA or protein molecules to assemble into complexes or spatial proximity 

required for various cellular processes in the nucleus or cytoplasm. The lncRNA, 

telomerase RNA component (TERC), assists in the assembly of the telomerase complex 

in the nucleus by providing a scaffold for the enzyme components, including telomerase 

reverse transcriptase (TERT) and other accessory proteins such as dyskerin (Wang & 

Chang 2011). lncRNAs such as antisense non-coding RNA in the INK4 locus (ANRIL) 

and taurine upregulated 1 (TUG1) are also known to interact and provide scaffolds for 
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chromatin modifying complexes polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) and PRC2 in 

order to promote gene silencing through the addition of repressive chromatin marks like 

H3K27me3 (Aguilo et al. 2011; Khalil et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2011a). 

Enhancers 

lncRNAs defined as the enhancer archetype function by regulating the formation of 

chromosomal loop structures in an enhancer-loop model. For example, the lncRNA 

HOTTIP binds the adaptor protein, WDR5, resulting in the recruitment of the 

MLL/Trx chromatin modifying complex to the HOXA locus for chromatin 

modification (Guil & Esteller 2012; Hung et al. 2011). In combination with 

chromosomal looping, the HOTTIP/chromatin modifying complex is moved into close 

proximity to the HOXA genes, allowing for the addition of H3K4me3 methylation 

marks to activate gene expression in cis (Guil & Esteller 2012; Hung et al. 2011). 

Signalling Molecules 

lncRNAs classified in the signalling archetype may function as molecular signals in 

response to particular stimuli such as cellular stress or markers of biologically significant 

events such as developmental stage (Wang & Chang 2011). lincRNA-p21 and PANDA, 

for example, are molecular markers of cellular stress (Huarte et al. 2010; Hung et al. 

2011). When a cell experiences DNA damage, p53-dependent induction of lincRNA-

p21 and PANDA occurs in order to trigger apoptosis through regulation of apoptotic 

genes (Huarte et al. 2010) and regulate cell cycle arrest and cell survival respectively 

(Hung et al. 2011). Upon silencing of lincRNA-p21 in mouse embryonic fibroblasts, cell 

viability increased, apoptosis decreased, pro-apoptotic genes (NOXA and PERP) 

decreased in expression and cell survival genes (BCL2l3 and STAT3) increased in 

expression, highlighting the importance of lincRNA-p21 in apoptosis induction (Huarte 

et al. 2010). PANDA regulates the NF-YA transcription factor to reduce the expression 

of pro-apoptotic genes such FAS and BIK to repress apoptosis, and interestingly this 

results in cell cycle arrest and cell survival after DNA damage (Hung et al. 2011).  

Guides 

lncRNAs classified under the guide archetype function by guiding ribonucleoprotein 

complexes (RNA and protein complexes) to regulate target genes. This can occur in cis 

(genes in close genomic proximity to the site of lncRNA production) or in trans (genes 

that are distant in genomic location relative to the site of lncRNA production) e.g. the 

guidance of chromatin modification enzymes toward the target DNA strand. HOTAIR 
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is a well-studied guide lncRNA involved in recruiting the chromatin remodelling 

complex, PRC2, in trans to specific genomic locations such as the HOXD locus in order 

to regulate gene expression through repressive methylation marks (H3K27me3) (Gupta 

et al. 2010; Rinn et al. 2007). lncRNA AIR represses the expression of its target genes 

(Slc22a3, Slc22a2, and Igf2r) in cis by guiding G9a histone methyltransferase to the 

promoter region of the target genes to add H3K9me3 repressive marks (Nagano et al. 

2008).  

Decoys 

A lncRNA defined as a decoy archetype functions by binding or sequestering RNA or 

protein molecules (e.g. transcription factors, chromatin modifiers, miRNAs and other 

regulatory proteins) to inhibit interactions with their target molecule to regulate gene 

expression within the nucleus and cytoplasm. For example, lncRNAs in this category 

can function by binding to multiple miRNA molecules through a sequestration effect to 

inhibit miRNA target gene expression. MALAT1 is a well-known sponge for the 

tumour suppressor miR-200c in several cancers (Li et al. 2016e; Liang et al. 2017; Pa et 

al. 2017). This interaction results in the promotion of migration and invasion in cancers 

due to the increase in the miR-200c target gene ZEB1, which promotes epithelial to 

mesenchymal transition (EMT) (Zhuo et al. 2018).  
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Figure 1-7 lncRNA archetypes 

lncRNAs have several functions: (A) scaffolding molecules provide structural motifs for 
RNA/protein complexes to form on; (B) enhancers form chromosomal loop structures 
to regulate gene expression, (C) signals respond to particular stimuli such as cellular 
stress to promote or repress gene expression (D) guides recruit ribonucleoprotein 
complexes (RNA and protein complexes) to regulate target genes in cis or in trans and 
(E) decoys bind or sequester RNA or protein molecules such as miRNAs to inhibit 
interactions with their target molecule to regulate gene expression. (Adapted image from 
Front Med (Lausanne), CC-BY: (Morlando et al. 2015)). 

 lncRNAs in tumorigenesis and colorectal cancer 1.6.3

lncRNAs have been reported to be involved in many fundamental cellular processes 

such as cellular development, differentiation, apoptosis and growth, and unsurprisingly 

they are important in both normal development and disease progression. The link 

between lncRNAs and cancer was first discovered by Hibi et al. (1996) through the 

investigation of lncRNA H19 which was significantly over expressed in CRC and 

oesophageal cancer. Later, Bussemakers et al. (1999) identified lncRNA DD3 which was 

significantly dysregulated in prostate cancer, followed by Srikantan et al. (2000) who 

discovered dysregulation of lncRNA PCGEM1 also in prostate cancer. Large profiling 

studies involving human tissues have confirmed that lncRNAs are dysregulated in many 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmed.2015.00023/full
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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cancer types (Chen et al. 2015; Ronchetti et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2016b). Further 

investigation of lncRNAs in cell lines and mouse models have revealed that lncRNAs 

are implicated in tumorigenesis (Chai et al. 2016), with the ability to function with 

oncogenic and tumour suppressor properties in a tissue specific manner (Hajjari & 

Salavaty 2015; Zhou et al. 2012b). The increased or reduced expression of specific 

lncRNAs can lead to tumour formation and progression (Huarte 2015; Schmitt & 

Chang 2016).  

The mechanisms by which lncRNAs become dysregulated can include genomic 

alterations such as mutations in regulatory regions (enhancer or promoter sequence) as 

well as changes in chromatin states including histone acetylation and methylation and 

DNA methylation (Yan et al. 2015). Interestingly, Calin et al. (2007) identified several 

genomic loci, commonly mutated in leukaemias and carcinomas, which encode ultra-

conserved noncoding sequences found to be dysregulated in cancer. Other studies have 

also identified that some lncRNAs span the same region as single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with increased CRC risk such as the CRC associated 

rs6983267 SNP (8q24.21 chromosomal region) that is encompassed by the dysregulated 

lncRNA, CCAT (Ling et al. 2013). At the chromatin level, it has been demonstrated that 

changes in histone acetylation can increase or decrease lncRNA expression in cancer. 

The lncRNA TINCR has increased expression in breast cancer due to H3K27 

acetylation at the TINCR promoter region (Dong et al. 2019). Another study 

demonstrated that hypoxic conditions can reduce histone acetylation in the promoter 

region of the anti-metastatic lncRNA-LET to reduce its expression and promote 

metastasis in hepatocellular carcinoma (Yang et al. 2013a). DNA methylation is also 

particularly important in the repression of genes. Through the analysis of DNA 

methylation microarray profiles, Yan et al. (2015) revealed that lncRNA promoters can 

be hypermethylated in cancer and this corresponds to a decrease in RNA expression in 

tumour tissue compared to normal tissues.  

lncRNAs have also been found to be dysregulated in colorectal cancer (Luo et al. 2017; 

Yang et al. 2017d). Through a high-throughput microarray assay, comparing paired non-

cancerous and colorectal cancer tissue, Xue et al. (2015b) demonstrated that 762 

lncRNAs (390 upregulated and 372 downregulated) were significantly dysregulated in 

colorectal cancer. Of these lncRNAs, 56.8% were aberrantly expressed from protein-

coding regions and 43.2% from intergenic regions of the genome (Xue et al. 2015b). 

More recently, Yamada et al. (2018) performed RNA-seq comparing matched normal 

mucosa and CRC tissue samples and identified 27 upregulated and 22 downregulated 
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lncRNAs confirmed using The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) dataset. An extensive 

computational analysis done on 566 CRC samples (microarray) from the Gene 

Expression Omnibus (GEO) public repository revealed 282 lncRNAs associated with 

CRC heterogeneity (James de Bony et al. 2018). Since then, many more lncRNAs have 

been identified to promote or inhibit tumorigenesis in CRC by regulating key cellular 

processes including cell proliferation, apoptosis, invasion and migration (Table 1-2).  

lncRNAs that are commonly upregulated in CRC often exhibit oncogenic properties. 

MALAT1 is a well-studied oncogenic lncRNA that is upregulated in many cancers, 

including CRC cells and tissues, and is associated with poor prognosis (Ji et al. 2014b; 

Zheng et al. 2014). MALAT1 promotes tumour growth, migration and invasion through 

several mechanisms. MALAT1 acts to sponge miR-200c to promote migration and 

invasion of cancer cells via ZEB1 and ZEB2 transcription factors as well as sequestering 

other miRNAs including miR-663a to regulate JUND and PIK3CD to induce 

proliferation, migration, and invasion in CRC (Li et al. 2016e; Liang et al. 2017; Pa et al. 

2017; Tian et al. 2018). MALAT1 can also bind to the tumour suppressor protein SFPQ, 

thereby releasing the oncogenic protein PTBP2 from the SFPQ/PTBP2 complex and 

promoting growth and migration (Ji et al. 2014b). MALAT1 has also been shown to 

regulate anchor protein AKAP-9 to exert its pro-cancer effects in CRC (Yang et al. 

2015c). Colon cancer-associated transcript 2 (CCAT2) is another key oncogenic 

lncRNA which is upregulated in CRC cells and tissues (Ling et al. 2013; Wang et al. 

2019a). Interestingly, CCAT2 indirectly increases the expression of c-MYC, miR-17 and 

miR-20a (oncogenic miR-17-92 cluster) by interacting with the TCF7L2 transcription 

factor to increase the activity of WNT signalling, thereby, promoting growth and 

metastasis in CRC cells (Ling et al. 2013). 

lncRNAs that are commonly downregulated in CRC often exhibit tumour suppressor 

properties. GAS5 is a well-known tumour suppressor lncRNA in many cancers which is 

downregulated in CRC cells and tissues and associated with poor prognosis in patients 

(Li et al. 2018b; Yin et al. 2014). GAS5 represses proliferation, migration and invasion 

and promotes apoptosis in CRC cells (Li et al. 2018b). GAS5 functions by regulating a 

key CRC related miRNA, miR-21, that normally represses tumour suppressors PTEN 

and PDCD4, in order to promote its anticancer effects (Hu et al. 2016a). GAS5 has also 

been shown to increase the expression of the tumour suppressor TP53 and decrease the 

transcription factor E2F1 in order to promote apoptosis and inhibit proliferation (Shi et 

al. 2015a). MEG3, another tumour suppressor lncRNA that is reduced in CRC, is also 

involved in inhibiting growth in CRC cells and low expression is associated with poor 
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prognosis in CRC patients (Yin et al. 2015). MEG3 functions by promoting the 

expression and enhancing the binding of tumour suppressor p53 to the GDF15 gene 

promoter region in order to inhibit proliferation (Zhou et al. 2007).  

Table 1-2 Summary of dysregulated lncRNAs involved in growth, death and 
migration in colorectal cancer cells.  

KD = knockdown and OE = overexpression.  

lncRNA Expression in CRC 
cells 

Function in CRC cells Reference 

AFAP1-AS1 Upregulated KD inhibits growth, promotes cell cycle arrest (Han et al. 2016c) 

ANRIL Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, migration and 
invasion, promotes apoptosis 

(Naemura et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2016c; Yu et 
al. 2018a) 

ATB Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation (Yue et al. 2016) 

BANCR Upregulated and 
downregulated  

KD inhibits proliferation and invasion, induces 
apoptosis 

(Guo et al. 2014; Ma et al. 2018; Shi et al. 
2015b; Wang et al. 2016b) 

BC200 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, promotes cell cycle 
arrest and apoptosis 

(Wu et al. 2018a) 

BLACAT1 Upregulated KD promotes apoptosis and cell cycle arrest, 
inhibits proliferation 

(Su et al. 2017) 

CCAL Upregulated KD decreases cell proliferation, OE promotes 
proliferation, migration and invasion 

(Ma et al. 2015) 

CASC2 Downregulated OE inhibits proliferation (Huang et al. 2016) 

CASC7 Downregulated OE inhibit proliferation, migration and 
invasion, and promote apoptosis 

(Zhang et al. 2017d) 

CASC11 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and metastasis, OE 
promotes growth and migration 

(Zhang et al. 2016b) 

CASC19 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation, migration and 
invasion, inhibits apoptosis, KD inhibits 

proliferation, migration and invasion, promotes 
apoptosis 

(Wang et al. 2019b) 

CCAT1 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation, invasion and 
metastasis 

(Alaiyan et al. 2013; He et al. 2014; Kam et 
al. 2014; Nissan et al. 2012; Yao et al. 2018; 

Ye et al. 2015) 

CCAT1-L Upregulated OE promotes growth (Xiang et al. 2014) 

CCAT2 Upregulated OE promotes growth and metastasis (Ling et al. 2013) 

CLMAT3 Upregulated KD inhibits growth and cell cycle, induces 
apoptosis 

(Ye et al. 2016b) 

CRCAL-3 Upregulated KD inhibits growth and migration (Chang et al. 2019) 

CRNDE Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, promotes apoptosis, 
OE promotes proliferation  

(Ding et al. 2017; Ellis et al. 2012; Graham et 
al. 2011) 

CTNNAP1 Downregulated OE inhibits cell proliferation (Chen et al. 2016b) 

DQ786243 Upregulated KD induced cell cycle arrest and apoptosis, 
reduced cell proliferation and invasion 

(Sun et al. 2016b) 

FER1L4 Downregulated OE Inhibits proliferation, migration and 
invasion 

(Yue et al. 2015) 

FEZF1-AS1 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation, migration and 
invasion, KD inhibits proliferation 

(Bian et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2016a) 

GAS5 Downregulated OE inhibits cell proliferation (Wang et al. 2016b; Yin et al. 2014) 

GHET1 Upregulated KD inhibited proliferation, migration, and 
invasion 

(Zhou et al. 2016a) 

H19 Upregulated KD inhibits growth and promotes cell cycle 
arrest 

(Han et al. 2016a; Liang et al. 2015a; Tsang 
et al. 2010b; Yang et al. 2017b) 

HOTAIR Upregulated KD promotes apoptosis and inhibits cell 
proliferation, migration and invasion 

(Kogo et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2018; Padua 
Alves et al. 2013; Svoboda et al. 2014; Wu et 
al. 2014; Xue et al. 2015a; Xue et al. 2015c; 

Yang et al. 2015e) 

HOTAIRM1 Downregulated KD promotes cell proliferation (Wan et al. 2016) 

    

HOTTIP Upregulated KD inhibits migration and invasion (Liu et al. 2018b; Ren et al. 2015; Rui et al. 
2018) 

KCNQ1OT1 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and induces 
apoptosis 

(Li et al. 2019b) 

LINC00659 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and induces 
apoptosis 

(Tsai et al. 2018) 

LINC00959 Downregulated OE inhibits proliferation, invasion, and 
migration, KD opposite effects 

(Sun et al. 2017) 

LINC01194 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, migration and 
invasion 

(Wang et al. 2019c) 

lincRNA-p21 Up- or Downregulated OE promotes apoptosis (Wang et al. 2014a; Wang et al. 2015; Zhai et 
al. 2013) 

lincRNA-PINT Downregulated OE inhibits migration and invasion (Marin-Bejar et al. 2013) 

lincRNA-ROR Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, migration and 
invasion 

(Zhou et al. 2016b) 

lncRNA-422 Downregulated OE inhibited cell proliferation, migration, and (Shao et al. 2018; Xue et al. 2015c) 
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invasion 

lncRNA-91H Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, migration, and 
invasion 

(Deng et al. 2014) 

lncRNA-ATB Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and promotes 
apoptosis 

(Yue et al. 2016) 

lncRNA-FTX Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, migration and 
invasion 

(Guo et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2018c) 

lncRNA-kcna3 Downregulated OE inhibits proliferation, migration and 
invasion, and induces apoptosis, KD opposite 

effects 

(Zhong et al. 2018) 

lncRNA-
ucoo2kmd.1 

Upregulated OE promotes proliferation (Wu et al. 2016c) 

lncTCF7 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation, migration and 
invasion, KD opposite effects 

(Li et al. 2017c) 

LOC285194 Downregulation OE inhibits proliferation (Liu et al. 2013a; Qi et al. 2013) 

LOC554202 Downregulated OE promotes apoptosis and cycle arrest and 
inhibits proliferation 

(Ding et al. 2015) 

LSINCT5 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation, KD opposite 
effects 

(Xu et al. 2014) 

MAFG-AS1  OE promotes cell cycle and invasion, inhibits 
apoptosis 

(Cui et al. 2018) 

MALAT1 (NEAT2) Upregulated OE promotes proliferation, migration, invasion 
and metastasis 

(Furi et al. 2015; Ji et al. 2013; Ji et al. 2014b; 
Sun et al. 2019b; Wang et al. 2016b; Xu et al. 
2011; Yang et al. 2015c; Zheng et al. 2014) 

MEG3 Downregulated  OE promotes apoptosis and inhibits 
proliferation 

(Yin et al. 2015) 

ncRAN Downregulated OE inhibits cell migration and invasion (Qi et al. 2015) 

NEAT1 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation and invasion, KD 
inhibits proliferation and invasion 

(Li et al. 2015b; Wu et al. 2015) 

NORAD Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, migration and 
invasion, promotes apoptosis 

(Zhang et al. 2018b) 

OCC-1 Upregulated OE inhibits proliferation, KD promotes 
proliferation 

(Lan et al. 2018; Pibouin et al. 2002) 

PANDAR Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, migration and 
invasion, promotes apoptosis 

(Lu et al. 2016a, 2017a) 

PCAT-1 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and promotes cell 
cycle arrest and apoptosis 

(Ge et al. 2013; Qiao et al. 2017; Wang et al. 
2016b) 

PRNCR1 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and cell cycle 
progression 

(Li et al. 2013a; Yang et al. 2015b, 2016a) 

PVT1 Upregulated OE inhibits apoptosis, KD inhibits 
proliferation and cell survival 

(Fan et al. 2018; Ping et al. 2018; Takahashi 
et al. 2014; Tseng et al. 2014; Wang et al. 
2018; Yu et al. 2018c; Zhang et al. 2018c) 

SLC25A25-AS1 Downregulated OE inhibits cell proliferation, KD promotes 
proliferation 

(Li et al. 2016f) 

SNHG1 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, invasion and 
migration, promotes apoptosis 

(Yang et al. 2018a) 

SNHG7 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation, migration, and 
invasion, KD inhibits invasion and 

proliferation 

(Shan et al. 2018) 

SNHG15 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation and invasion, KD 
inhibits proliferation and invasion 

(Saeinasab et al. 2019) 

SNHG20 Upregulated KD inhibited proliferation and promotes cell 
cycle arrest 

(Li et al. 2016a) 

Sox2ot Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and promotes cell 
cycle arrest 

(Liu et al. 2016a) 

SPRY4-IT1 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation, migration and 
invasion, induces cell cycle arrest 

(Cao et al. 2016; Shen et al. 2017) 

TINCR Downregulated OE inhibits cell proliferation, migration and 
metastasis, KD promotes cell proliferation, 

migration and metastasis 

(Zhang et al. 2016c) 

TUG1 Upregulated KD decreases proliferation (Sun et al. 2016a; Wang et al. 2016a; Zhai et 
al. 2016) 

TUSC7 Upregulated OE promotes migration and invasion (Zhang et al. 2019a) 

UCA1 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and migration and 
promotes apoptosis 

(Bian et al. 2016; Cui et al. 2019; Han et al. 
2014; Ni et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2018b) 

XIAP-AS1 Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and induces cell cycle 
arrest 

(Lu et al. 2019) 

XIST Upregulated KD inhibits proliferation and invasion (Sun et al. 2018a) 

ZDHHC8P1 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation and metastasis, KD 
inhibits proliferation and promotes cell cycle 

arrest 

(Li et al. 2019a) 

ZFAS1 Upregulated OE promotes proliferation, migration and 
invasion 

(Thorenoor et al. 2015; Wang & Xing 2016) 
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 lncRNAs as biomarkers of tumour stages and therapeutic 1.6.4

agents 

As knowledge of lncRNA involvement in disease states is expanding, so is their 

potential as new disease biomarkers. lncRNAs have been shown to be dysregulated in 

many cancers including breast, colon, lung and pancreatic cancer (Yan et al. 2015). A 

key study implicating lncRNAs in CRC development involved the analysis of HOTAIR 

expression in CRC tissues (Kogo et al. 2011). Kogo et al. (2011) discovered that 

HOTAIR was over-expressed in CRC and it was associated with metastasis and poor 

prognosis. lncRNAs have been detected in extracellular vesicles, plasma and serum of 

cancer patients, highlighting the possibility of their use as biomarkers (Dong et al. 2016; 

Duan et al. 2016). Recently, PVT1 was discovered in extracellular vesicles isolated from 

CRC cells and was also found to be upregulated in CRC tissues compared to normal 

tissue (Guo et al. 2017). In the plasma of CRC patients, CCAT1 and HOTAIR were 

upregulated and lincRNA-p21 downregulated when compared to the plasma of healthy 

controls (Zhao et al. 2015). lncRNA HULC was found to be highly expressed in the 

serum of patients with gastric cancer compared to normal controls and indicative of 

poorer overall survival in patients with high versus low HULC expression (Jin et al. 

2016). BLACAT1 was also found to be a potential plasma biomarker for CRC as it was 

significantly upregulated in CRC patient plasma versus non-cancer plasma (Dai et al. 

2017). Most recently, CCAT2 which is normally over expressed in CRC, was shown to 

be highly expressed in the serum and exosomes of CRC patients and associated with 

advanced CRC (Wang et al. 2019a). Together these studies highlight the potential of 

lncRNAs as promising disease biomarkers. 

lncRNAs are also being investigated as therapeutic targets using a range of therapeutic 

molecules such as toxic DNA plasmids (Figure 1-8). H19 is a paternally imprinted, 

oncofoetal lncRNA which is upregulated in many cancers including CRC (Smaldone & 

Davies 2010). BC-819 is a double-stranded DNA plasmid that produces the A subunit 

of the diphtheria toxin, which is regulated by the H19 gene promoter (Smaldone & 

Davies 2010). When the H19 promoter is activated upon cell entry, diphtheria toxin is 

produced in cancer cells due to high H19 expression, resulting in protein synthesis 

inhibition (Sidi et al. 2008). A study investigating BC-819 as an aerosol treatment for 

lung cancer cells and mouse models demonstrated that BC-819 decreases lung cancer 

cell proliferation and intrabronchially induced tumour growth in mice (Hasenpusch et al. 

2011). This molecule has demonstrated low toxicity in Phase I and II clinical trials in 

bladder, ovarian, peritoneal and pancreatic cancer patients (Hanna et al. 2012; Lavie et 
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al. 2017; Sidi et al. 2008). BC-819 intravesical treatment in bladder cancer patients 

resulted in 4/18 complete responses (tumour completely disappeared) and 3/18 partial 

(50% tumour disappeared) and incomplete partial responses (tumour completely 

disappeared but new tumours) (Sidi et al. 2008).  

 

Figure 1-8 Therapeutic targeting of lncRNA molecules 

Summary of potential lncRNA therapeutic approaches including (A) ASOs can 
knockdown NATs can promote transcriptional upregulation of their target (tumour 
suppressor) (B) steric blocks such as morpholinos can block binding of regulatory 
molecules to RNAs (C) ASOs can be used to knockdown over-expressed oncogenic 
lncRNAs in cancer (D) siRNAs can induce post-transcriptional degradation of 
oncogenic lncRNAs through RISC. (Image reproduced with permission: (Arun et al. 
2018)). 

Antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), Antago-Natural Antisense transcripts 

(AntagoNATs), siRNAs, and lncRNA replacement therapy using gene therapy vectors 

are other avenues of investigation for lncRNA therapeutics that are currently in pre-

clinical stages. ASOs are single stranded oligonucleotides which repress lncRNAs by the 

formation of RNA: DNA complexes, whereby the RNA molecule is degraded by 

RNAse H activity. For example, ASOs targeting MALAT1 in mouse models with lung 

cancer xenografts resulted in decreased metastasis (Gutschner et al. 2013), while ASOs 

targeting TUG1 in mouse models with glioma demonstrated reduced tumour growth 

(Katsushima et al. 2016). AntagoNATs are single stranded oligonucleotides that repress 

the gene inhibitory effects of antisense lncRNAs or Natural Antisense Transcripts 
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(NATs) (Wahlestedt 2013). Modarresi et al. (2012) demonstrated that using siRNAs, 

which function via RISC, and AntagoNATs, which induce RNAse H activity, against 

BDNF-AS, restored BDNF expression in HEK293T cells and C57BL/6 mouse brains, 

respectively and induced neuronal outgrowth and differentiation. lncRNA replacement 

therapies are also another area of investigation, whereby lncRNA gene therapy vectors 

can be introduced into cells to restore lncRNA expression. lncRNA-422 lentiviral 

vectors, in CRC in vitro models, induced apoptosis and suppressed migration and 

invasion and reduced tumour growth in mouse xenograft models (Shao et al. 2018). 

Another therapeutic possibility is morpholinos. Morpholino oligomers are chemically 

modified DNA analogues that can regulate RNAs by inhibiting translation, splicing, as 

well as miRNA-mediated silencing by blocking binding sites on their target RNA. These 

molecules were originally designed for knockdown studies in zebrafish (Nasevicius & 

Ekker 2000) but can also be used to regulate lncRNA expression in mammalian models 

(Wu et al. 2019). Morpholinos have been used to regulate splicing of dystrophin mRNA 

in Duchenne muscular dystrophy sufferers (Aartsma-Rus et al. 2003; Alter et al. 2006), 

although more investigation is required for their use against lncRNAs in cancer 

treatment. With the ability to reduce oncogenic lncRNA expression, re-activate gene 

expression by targeted inhibition and increase tumour suppressor lncRNA expression, 

these molecules certainly show therapeutic potential. 

 Effects of HDAC inhibitors on lncRNAs in cancer 1.6.5

Currently there are no studies investigating the effects of butyrate on lncRNAs in 

colorectal cancer. However, other HDAC inhibitors have been shown to regulate 

lncRNAs to mediate their anticancer effects. Yang et al. (2013b) identified 447 

upregulated and 512 downregulated lncRNAs (microarray) in liver cancer cells after 1 

µM treatment of the HDACi, TSA. The lncRNA, uc002mbe.2, was induced by more 

than 300-fold after TSA treatment, indicating a strong regulatory effect (Yang et al. 

2013b). Another study demonstrated that XIST lncRNA expression can predict the 

response of breast cancer cells to HDACi, abexinostat (Salvador et al. 2013)  

 Aims and hypotheses 1.7

 General hypotheses and aims  1.7.1

The development and progression of CRC is associated with alterations in epigenetic 

modifications such as histone acetylation and dysregulation of key ncRNA genes. It is 

known that the dietary molecule and HDACi, butyrate, can alter miRNA expression to 
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exert some of its anticancer properties. However, there is a small amount of evidence 

indicating that the manipulation of miRNA levels can also regulate this response. The 

aim of this study was to systematically identify miRNAs with the ability to promote the 

anticancer properties of butyrate in CRC cells and to further examine the role of 

miRNAs in the butyrate response. It was hypothesised that specific miRNAs can 

synergistically enhance the anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic effects of butyrate in 

CRC cells. To address this hypothesis, the validation of an unbiased, high-throughput, 

functional screen utilising a synthetic miRNA mimic library in combination with 

butyrate treatment was performed. 

While butyrate is known to alter global histone acetylation patterns and consequently 

the expression of genes involved in apoptosis, proliferation and the cell cycle to exert its 

anticancer properties, there is still the need for a wholistic understanding of this 

response. To the best of our knowledge, a systems biology approach has not yet been 

employed to gain a comprehensive understanding of the complex RNA interactions 

occurring and contributing to the butyrate response of CRC cells. This study, therefore, 

aimed to examine the diverse effects of butyrate on the transcriptomic profile of CRC 

cells and to investigate the role of key miRNA-target interactions in butyrate-specific 

signalling networks to further elucidate the butyrate response. It was hypothesised that 

the manipulation of miRNA levels in CRC cells may contribute to the anticancer 

properties of butyrate in cell growth and death-related signalling pathways. To address 

this hypothesis, total and small RNA sequencing was performed on butyrate-treated 

CRC cells and integrative network and pathways analyses and experimental validation 

were used to identify key miRNA-mRNA interactions involved in the butyrate response.  

To further elucidate the role of complex RNA interactions and biological pathways in 

the butyrate response of CRC cells, a second class of RNA molecules was examined; 

lncRNAs. lncRNAs have not been studied in the context of butyrate. However, they 

may regulate miRNA expression, specifically by functioning as miRNA sponges, to 

regulate miRNA target genes. As lncRNAs directly regulate key genes involved in cancer 

cell growth and death, they may influence the butyrate response of CRC cells. This 

study, therefore, aimed to systematically identify lncRNAs that enhance the anticancer 

effects of butyrate and reveal critical lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA interactions involved in 

butyrate regulated biological pathways in CRC cells. It was hypothesised that 

knockdown of specific lncRNAs would lead to synergistic enhancement of the anti-

proliferative and pro-apoptotic effects of butyrate in CRC cells. To address this 

hypothesis, a high-throughput RNAi functional screen utilising a lncRNA-targeting 
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siRNA library in combination with butyrate treatment was performed as well as 

integrative network and pathway analyses and experimental validation.  

As previously discussed, there is an urgent need to develop novel CRC therapies that 

target a broader range of biological capabilities of cancer cells. Therefore, the 

combination of HDAC inhibitors with RNAi technology could reveal a valuable dual-

acting therapy to reduce toxic side effects and increase anti-tumour effects of a single 

therapeutic agent. This study could form the basis for further exploration of these 

innovative combinations as potential cancer treatments as well as reveal novel 

therapeutic targets and pathways.  

 Chapter 3 Aim  1.7.2

To systematically identify miRNAs with the ability to enhance the anticancer properties 

of butyrate, including inhibition of cell proliferation and promotion of apoptosis, in 

CRC cell lines through the validation of an unbiased, high-throughput, functional 

screen. 

 Chapter 4 Aim 1.7.3

To investigate the diverse effects of butyrate on the transcriptome profile of CRC cells 

and to identify key miRNA-target interactions within biological signalling pathways that 

contribute to the anticancer effects of butyrate.  

 Chapter 5 Aim 1.7.4

To use high-throughput RNAi functional screening and networking analyses to 

systematically identify lncRNAs that enhance the anti-cancer effects of butyrate and 

reveal critical lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA interactions involved in the butyrate response of 

CRC cells. 

 Chapter 1: Preliminary data 1.8

 Summary 1.8.1

The miRNA high-throughput screen validation component of this project was 

commenced during my Honours year in 2014 (Ali 2014). This data must be included in 

the current thesis in order to justify and understand the continuation of the project in 

chapter 3. Work from my Honours is currently unpublished. 

In 2013, Research Associate Dr. Karen Humphreys performed an unbiased high-

throughput functional screen, at the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre in Victoria, 
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involving the analysis of 1280 miRNAs in HCT116 colorectal carcinoma cells. The aim 

was to identify miRNAs with the ability to enhance the anticancer properties of 

butyrate. The cells were reverse transfected with a Human miRIDIAN miRNA Mimic 

Library V16 (GE Healthcare Dharmacon) for 48 h and treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 

butyrate for 24 h. The 2.5 mM butyrate concentration was chosen because it caused 

~20-30% cell death after 24 hours and therefore enabled the study of combinatorial 

effects of miRNA mimics to be observed in addition to butyrate exposure (data not 

shown). Other butyrate doses were not suitable for this study. High doses of butyrate (5 

mM) were found to induce excessive cell death (Humphreys et al. 2013), while low 

doses of butyrate (0.5 mM) induce alternative mechanisms (HAT activity) not 

investigated in this study (Donohoe et al. 2012). An endpoint assay, ApoLive-Glo 

Multiplex assay (Promega), was used to determine cell viability and apoptosis changes. 

miRNA mimics were selected for validation based on their ability to sensitise CRC cells 

to butyrate by further reducing cell viability and increasing apoptosis.  This high 

throughput screen resulted in the identification of 13 butyrate-sensitising miRNAs 

(Table 1-3), which were further investigated in the current study.  

Table 1-3 Butyrate-sensitising miRNAs from an unbiased high-throughput 
functional screen 

Butyrate-sensitising miRNAs selected from an unbiased high-throughput functional 
screen based on their ability to decrease cell viability and increase cell apoptosis in 
HCT116 cells, particularly those treated with butyrate. Cell viability results were 
categorised as Hi>1.15 (increase), CV1>0.8-1.15 (no change), CV2<0.8-0.5 (decrease), 
LC<0.5 (lethal effect). Caspase data were analysed using Z-score distribution, with a Z-
score >2 indicating significant caspase activity and an average fold change ratio, a 
positive ratio (>1) indicating increased apoptosis when the miRNA was used with 
butyrate treatment compared to the negative control (Ali, 2014). 

MicroRNA 
mimic 

Normalised 
viability 

(mimic vs NC) 
0 mM butyrate 

Normalised 
viability 

(mimic vs NC) 
2.5 mM butyrate 

Normalised 
caspase activity 
(mimic vs NC) 
0 mM butyrate 

Z-score 
(caspase 
activity) 

Normalised 
caspase activity 
(mimic vs NC) 

2.5 mM butyrate 

Z-score 
(caspase 
activity) 

Average fold 
change ratio 

(caspase 
activity) 

miR-29b-2-5p CV1 0.8 CV2 0.71 1.31 0.3 2.1 2.59 1.6 

miR-125b-1-3p CV1 0.88 CV2 0.74 1.43 0.6 1.66 1.45 1.16 

miR-181a-5p CV1 0.84 CV2 0.78 1.27 0.2 1.7 1.56 1.34 

miR-509-5p CV1 0.86 CV2 0.69 1.5 0.77 1.75 1.69 1.17 

miR-593-3p CV1 0.88 CV2 0.76 1.23 0.1 1.48 0.99 1.2 

miR-1227-3p CV1 0.82 CV2 0.74 1.66 1.17 2.04 2.44 1.23 

miR-1231 CV1 0.85 CV2 0.73 2.97 4.45 2.19 2.83 0.74 

miR-1256 CV1 0.91 CV2 0.77 1.94 1.87 1.9 2.08 0.98 

miR-1265 CV1 0.84 CV2 0.76 1.5 0.77 1.92 2.13 1.28 

miR-3151 CV1 0.88 CV2 0.7 4.02 7.07 2 2.33 0.5 

miR-3179 CV1 0.8 CV2 0.55 2.57 3.45 2.19 2.83 0.85 

miR-3654 CV1 0.82 CV2 0.67 3.16 4.92 1.88 2.02 0.59 

miR-4252 CV1 0.92 CV2 0.64 1.21 0.05 1.58 1.25 1.31 
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In 2014, validation of the 13 miRNAs commenced. The project aim was to validate 

butyrate-sensitising miRNAs and identify key target genes involved in cell growth and 

death pathways. With the use of the xCELLigence and Incucyte real-time systems, all 

miRNAs were demonstrated to significantly enhance the butyrate response of CRC cells 

by further increasing the anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic effects of butyrate. miR-

593 and miR-1227 were identified to have the most significant and lethal effects on 

CRC cell proliferation both alone and in combination with butyrate (Ali, 2014). Of all 

the miRNAs, miR-1227 was shown to have the greatest ability to induce apoptosis in 

the presence of butyrate, while miR-593 alone had the greatest pro-apoptotic effect 

(Table 1-4) (Ali 2014). miR-1227 also significantly induced apoptosis alone and miR-593 

significantly enhanced apoptosis in the presence of butyrate (Table 1-4) (Ali 2014).  

Table 1-4 Summary of results collated during Honours year 2014 

miRNA miRNA effect 
alone 

miRNA effect in 
combination with 
butyrate 

IPA Pathway analysis  
(Top pathways) 

Target genes 
investigated 

miR-593-3p ↓ proliferation, ↑ 
apoptosis 

Enhanced ↓ 
proliferation and ↑ 
apoptosis 

Molecular Mechanisms of Cancer, Epithelial-
Mesenchymal Transition pathway, TGF-β 
signalling, PTEN signalling, Colorectal Cancer 
Metastasis signalling 

BCL2, BIRC5, CBL, 
FZD7, JUN, KRAS, 
MDM2, MET 

miR-1227-3p ↓ proliferation, ↑ 
apoptosis 

Enhanced ↓ 
proliferation and ↑ 
apoptosis 

WNT signalling, PTEN signalling, STAT3 
signalling, Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition 
pathway, TGF-β signalling, Colorectal Cancer 
Metastasis signalling, Molecular Mechanisms 
of Cancer 

BIRC5, CBL, DVL3, 
HNF1A, KSR2, 
MTHFR, NUP62, 
PRKCi, XRCC2 

 

Further investigation of these miRNAs using miRNA target prediction programs 

(miRWalk) identified 2914 predicted target genes of miR-593 and 1019 predicted target 

genes of miR-1227 (Ali, 2014). Predicted target genes were then analysed using 

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA), which is a multifaceted database used to analyse and 

represent data in various molecular networks and canonical signalling pathways, and 

categorise data based on cellular functions and diseases. The bioinformatics analysis 

revealed that their target genes were involved in key cell growth and death pathways. 

miR-593 predicted target genes were primarily involved in 'Molecular Mechanisms of 

Cancer' (33 molecules), the 'Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition pathway' (22 molecules) 

and 'TGF-β signalling' (15 molecules) among others (Table 1-4) (Ali, 2014). miR-1227 

predicted target genes were found to be associated with CRC development, survival and 

metastasis. As an example, some miR-1227 predicted target genes were involved in 

'WNT signalling' (11 molecules) (Table 1-4) (Ali 2014). WNT signalling has been 

strongly implicated in CRC and is often over-active in CRC, promoting cell proliferation 

(Polakis 2000). Other genes were also involved in 'PTEN signalling' (9 molecules), 
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'STAT3 signalling' (7 molecules), 'Epithelial-Mesenchymal transition pathway' (10 

molecules) and 'TGF-β signalling' (7 molecules) (Table 1-4) (Ali 2014).  

Based on canonical pathways and relevant cellular functions, including cell death, 

survival, growth and proliferation, a more specific gene list for each miRNA was 

identified for further analysis. Oncogenic molecules were specifically selected from this 

list as they were thought to be likely targets inhibited by the miRNA in order to decrease 

cell proliferation or increase cell apoptosis in HCT116 cells. A final gene list for miR-

593 predicted target genes included BCL2, BIRC5, CBL, FZD7, JUN, KRAS, MDM2 

and MET and for miR-1227 target genes included BIRC5, CBL, DVL3, HNF1A, KSR2, 

MTHFR, NUP62, PRKCi and XRCC2 (Table 1-4) (Ali 2014).  

These genes were then validated for mRNA expression changes using real time RT-

PCR. HCT116 cells, which were reverse transfected with miR-593 or miR-1227 mimics, 

showed altered mRNA expression levels of some miRNA predicted target genes, when 

compared with NC mimic transfected cells not treated with butyrate (Ali 2014). As for 

miR-593 predicted targets, BCL2, KRAS and MET had significantly reduced transcript 

levels, while FZD7 was significantly increased and BIRC5, CBL, JUN and MDM2, did 

not significantly change after miR-593 mimic transfection in CRC cells (Ali 2014). Only 

those genes with reduced expression were further investigated in the context of 

butyrate. When miR-593 mimic transfection with butyrate treatment BCL2, KRAS and 

MET had significantly reduced transcript levels (Ali 2014). As for miR-1227, predicted 

target genes, DVL3 and NUP62 had significantly reduced transcript levels, while 

XRCC2 was significantly increased and HNF1A and MTHFR transcript levels had an 

increasing trend; however, the changes were not significant (Ali 2014). The transcript 

levels of predicted target genes, including BIRC5, CBL, KSR2 and PRKCi did not 

significantly change (Ali 2014). Interestingly, when miR-1227 was combined with 

butyrate treatment there were no significant decreases in DVL3 or NUP62 transcript 

levels; however, DVL3 mRNA levels had a decreasing trend (Ali 2014). Butyrate 

significantly decreased levels of DVL3 and NUP62 (Ali 2014). 

Some of the targets which appeared to be regulated by miR-593 or miR-1227 were then 

investigated for protein expression changes. MET protein expression was significantly 

decreased when exposed to 2.5 mM butyrate (Ali 2014). When cells were exposed to 

miR-593 in combination with butyrate, protein expression levels significantly decreased 

compared to the NC transfected cells (Ali 2014). MET expression in the cells did not 

respond to miR-593 mimics alone (Ali 2014). 
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In conclusion, this study identified 13 butyrate-sensitising miRNAs with the ability to 

further enhance the anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic effects of butyrate in CRC cells. 

miR-593 and miR-1227 were selected for further validation and their target genes were 

identified to be involved in key cell growth and death pathways involved in CRC. 

Potential new targets were identified for miR-593 (BCL2, KRAS, MET) and miR-1227 

(NUP62 and DVL3). 
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 Materials and Methods Chapter 2.

 Cell culture 2.1

 Cell lines 2.1.1

HCT116, LIM1215 and RKO human colorectal carcinoma and HaCaT human 

keratinocytes, HEK293 human embryonic kidney, HFF human foreskin fibroblast, 

MCF10A human mammary gland cell lines were used for in vitro experiments. All cell 

lines were acquired from ATCC, Virginia, USA, except LIM1215 cells which were 

acquired from Sigma-Aldrich, Missouri, USA. HCT116 cells are an adherent epithelial 

cell line that originated from a colorectal carcinoma tumour surgically removed from an 

adult male (Brattain et al. 1981). HCT116 cells have mutant KRAS (G13D) and PIK3CA 

(H1047R) and wild-type (WT) phenotypes for BRAF, PTEN, TP53 and APC (Ahmed 

et al. 2013; Brink et al. 2003; Samuels et al. 2005; Yeh et al. 2009). LIM1215 cells are an 

adherent epithelial cell line that originated from a primary lesion in the ascending colon 

of a 34 year old male (Whitehead et al. 1985). LIM1215 cells have mutant β-catenin and 

have WT phenotypes for TP53 and KRAS. RKO cells are an adherent epithelial cell line 

that originated from a colorectal carcinoma tumour surgically removed from an adult 

(Brattain et al. 1984). RKO cells have mutant BRAF (V600E) and PIK3CA (H1047R) 

and WT phenotypes for KRAS, TP53 and PTEN (Ahmed et al. 2013). HaCaT cells are 

an adherent epidermal cell line that originated from adult skin (Boukamp et al. 1988). 

HEK293 cells are an adherent epithelial cell line that originated from embryonic kidney 

tissue surgically removed from a foetus (Graham et al. 1977). HFF cells are an adherent 

fibroblast cell line that originated from foreskin tissue surgically removed from a 

newborn male (Compton 1993). MCF10A cells are an adherent epithelial cell line that 

originated from mammary gland tissue surgically removed from a 36 year old female 

(Soule et al. 1990). 

Cells were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2 in McCoy’s 5A (Modified) Medium 

(HCT116), Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium 1X (HaCaT, HEK293, HFF, 

LIM1215, RKO) (Invitrogen, New South Wales, Australia) or Mammary Epithelial Cell 

Growth Medium (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) (MCF10A) containing 10% foetal bovine 

serum (Bovogen Biologicals, Victoria, Australia). Cells were grown to <85% confluence 

and passaged approximately 1-2 times per week using 3 ml of 1X PBS (Sigma-Aldrich) 

prepared in the laboratory and 1.5 ml of TrypLE (trypsin-EDTA) (Invitrogen). Cells 
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were used between passages 15-25; cells were disposed of beyond passage 25 to limit 

changes in the clonal population. 

 Storage and revival 2.1.2

Cells were stored in a cryopreservation mixture composed of the appropriate cell media, 

foetal bovine serum (FBS) and DMSO in a ratio of 5:3:1 respectively, in cryovials at -

80°C (for short term storage) or liquid nitrogen (for long term storage). A container of 

isopropanol was used to slowly freeze cells to avoid ice crystal formation (Mr. Frosty™, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, USA). When required, cells were resuscitated 

by thawing cryovials in a 37°C water bath. 

 Mycoplasma testing 2.1.3

Cells were routinely tested for mycoplasma using AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase 

(Applied Biosystems, Massachusetts, USA) and mycoplasma specific primers. A 200 µl 

aliquot of cells was collected, diluted in 1 ml sterile saline to and centrifuged at 6500 

rpm for 5 minutes. Supernatant was removed and the pellet was resuspended in 90 µl of 

0.05 M NaOH and vigorously mixed. Tubes were heated at 98°C for 10 minutes to lyse 

cells and when cool, 10 µl of 1M Tris pH 7.5 was added to each tube to neutralize. A 

1:10 dilution was prepared by adding 10 µl of DNA to 90 µl of sterile water. A master 

mix was prepared: 2.5 µl 10X PCR Buffer II, 1 µl 50 mM MgCl2, 0.5 µl 10 mM dNTPs, 

0.2 µl AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase, 15.8 µl sterile H2O, 2 µl DNA, mycoplasma 

genus specific primer pairs (1 µl 100 ng/µl GPO-1 and 1 µl 100 ng/µl MGSO) and 

internal control primer pairs (0.5 µl 100 ng/µl HRAG-I-F and 0.5 µl 100 ng/µl HRAG-

I-R). The Veriti© thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems) was used to detect the presence 

of mycoplasma DNA using the following cycling conditions: denaturation for 1 cycle at 

94°C for 10 minutes, annealing for 50 cycles at 94°C for 30 seconds, 53°C for 1 minute 

and 72°C for 1 minute and extension for 1 cycle at 72°C for 5 minutes. Products were 

then separated using a 1% agarose gel and imaged using a 1:1000 dilution of GelRed dye 

(Biotium, California, USA). 
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 Transfections and treatments with miRNA mimics, lncRNA 2.2

siRNAs and target gene siRNAs 

 High-throughput functional screen experiments 2.2.1

2.2.1.1 lncRNA siRNA primary screen: reverse transfection 

The lncRNA siRNA screen was performed in duplicate, with two replicates for the 

butyrate treatment plates and two for no butyrate treatment plates; no butyrate 

treatment plates were termed A and B, and butyrate treatment plates were termed C and 

D. Reverse transfection was performed in 384 well plates with the Human Lincode 

siRNA SMARTpool Library V54 (2231 lncRNA siRNAs) (Dharmacon, Colorado, 

USA), as well as controls on each plate (positive death control siRNA: siPLK1) 

(Dharmacon); positive miRNA mimic control: miR-18a (GenePharma, Shanghai, 

China); negative control siRNA: ON-TARGETplus Non-targeting Control siRNAs 

(OTP-NT) (Dharmacon) and mock transfection control. PLK1 was used as a positive 

control as it is a potent repressor of growth and inducer of death in CRC (Driscoll et al. 

2014). miR-18a was selected as mimic control as previous studies demonstrated its pro-

apoptotic and anti-proliferative effects in HCT116 cells (Humphreys et al. 2014b). The 

controls and lncRNA inhibitors were tested at a final concentration of 20 nM in each 

well. Transfections were performed with DharmaFECT 2 lipid (Dharmacon) in Opti-

MEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific), using volumes of 0.06 μl /well in 10.94 μl Opti-

MEM/well. The BioTek EL406 liquid dispenser (BioTek, Vermont, USA) was used to 

dispense 4 x lipid (44 μl for siRNA) into A plates. The SciClone ALH3000 Lab 

Automation Liquid Handler (Caliper Lifesciences, Massachusetts, USA)) was used to 

dispense 4 x siRNA (6 μl of 0.5 μM library i.e. 1.5 μl /well for 20 nM concentration) 

from library plates into A plates (final volume 50 μl), and to then distribute 12.5 μl to 

each of B, C and D plates. Plates were incubated at room temperature (RT) for 20 min. 

Cells were counted on the Countess (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and diluted 

appropriately, to seed the cells at 1400/well for a 72 h experiment. The BioTek liquid 

dispenser was used to dispense 25 μl cells/well, and plates were then incubated at 37°C 

for 24 h. Media was changed on all assay plates 24 h after transfection using the BioTek 

liquid dispenser, followed by the addition of 50 μl pre-warmed fresh growth medium 

with 10% FBS to each well. Plates were incubated for a further 24 h. 
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2.2.1.2 Secondary lncRNA screen: reverse transfection 

A similar protocol was performed compared to the primary lncRNA screen; however, 

each individual duplex from each SMARTpool was tested for efficacy in lncRNA 

knockdown. Each individual duplex was tested at 25 nM as recommended and the 

SMARTpools were used for comparison and tested at the primary screening 

concentration of 20 nM.  The same controls were used as above. 

2.2.1.3 Butyrate treatment 

Media was removed from wells as above and replaced with 15 μl of butyrate-containing 

or plain McCoy’s 5A (Modified) Medium. Cells were treated with butyrate at a 

concentration of 4.166 mM to achieve a final concentration of 2.5 mM per well. Vehicle 

treated wells received medium without butyrate. Plates were incubated for a further 24 

h. 

2.2.1.4 ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay for cell viability and apoptosis  

The ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay was performed at 72 h post transfection. Cell Titre 

Fluor (CTF) is a fluorescent viability assay involving a cell-permeable, peptide substrate. 

Live cells take up the substrate and normal protease activity cleaves it to produce a 

molecule, which generates a fluorescent signal proportional to the number of live cells. 

For the high-throughput screen, the BioTek liquid handler was used to dispense 5 μl of 

CTF per well prior to incubation at 37°C for 1 h. Plates were read with the Cytation 3 or 

Synergy H4 plate readers (BioTek) at an excitation level of 380-400 nm and emission at 

505 nm. For validation experiments, 20 μl of CTF was added to 96 well plates prior to 

incubation at 37°C for 30 minutes and read using the EnSight plate reader 

(PerkinElmer, Massachusetts, USA). Caspase-Glo 3/7 is a luminescent endpoint assay 

which measures the activity of caspases 3 and 7; executioner caspases involved in 

intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis pathways. The luciferase reaction releases light, which is 

proportional to the amount of caspase activation in the well. For the high-throughput 

screen, the BioTek was used to dispense 12 μl of Caspase-Glo 3/7, prior to incubation 

at RT for approximately 30 minutes. Luminescence was measured using the plate 

readers mentioned above. For validation experiments, 100 μl of Caspase-Glo 3/7 was 

added to 96 well plates prior to incubation at RT for 30 minutes and read using the 

EnSight. 

2.2.1.5 Screen data analysis and hit selection 

Quality control analysis was performed to determine the quality and reliability of the 

screen data, including the dynamic range between the positive and negative controls 
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using the Z’factor and coefficient of variation. For cell viability (CV) data from the 

lncRNA screen, wells were binned based on viability fold change to OTP-NT (lethal cell 

viability (LC) is <0.5 viability, CV2 <0.8 – 0.5, CV1 >0.8 – 1.15, Hi >1.15. For synthetic 

lethality, hit 1 was classified as without butyrate CV1 and with butyrate CV2, hit 2 was 

classified as without butyrate CV1/CV2 and with butyrate LC, hit 3 was classified as 

without butyrate CV1/Hi and with butyrate CV2/CV1, and hit 4 was classified as 

without butyrate Hi and with butyrate CV1. For caspase data the robust Z-score was 

used with a score >1.5 indicating a significant increase in apoptosis in butyrate treated 

groups compared to without treatment and a score <-1.5 indicating reduced apoptosis 

comparing the same groups. The robust Z-score normalisation method takes into 

account the sample value, median and median absolute deviation which is less sensitive 

to outliers compared with Z-score. 

Screen quality control was also performed to determine the performance and reliability 

of the screen using the Z’ factor, Pearson correlation and coefficient of variation. The 

Z’factor indicates the dynamic range between positive and negative controls. If the 

difference is too small between positive and negative controls this will increase the 

number of false positives. Plate values were considered as excellent between 0.5->1, 

good 0.3-0.5, acceptable 0->3 and too much overlap between positive and negative 

controls <0. The coefficient of variation was also determined, and this indicates control 

variability (~10% good, >24% unacceptable). The Pearson correlation coefficient 

indicates reproducibility of the data between replicate plates and 0.6-0.8 is acceptable 

while >0.8 is good.  

 Proliferation and apoptosis assays  2.2.2

2.2.2.1 Proliferation and apoptosis validation: reverse transfections 

Proliferation experiments were performed using 16 well E plates (ACEA Biosciences, 

California, USA) and the xCELLigence RCTA platform (ACEA Biosciences) which 

measures electrical impedance in cell media in a well, proportional to cell proliferation, 

morphology and adhesion. Apoptosis experiments were performed with Greiner 96 well 

plates (Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany) and the Incucyte FLR (Essen 

BioScience, Michigan, USA) which uses phase contrast imaging to determine cell 

confluence changes and fluorescence imaging for assays including for apoptosis assays 

(wells were equivalent in size in both types of well plates). Reverse transfections were 

performed using Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to deliver miRNAs, 

siRNAs, negative control (NC) mimics/siRNAs (a scrambled sequence with no reported 
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biological significance) (GenePharma) and target gene siRNAs or NC siRNAs (Qiagen, 

California, USA) to CRC cells. All transfections were performed in triplicate or 

quadruplicate per miRNA mimic per treatment group. Prior to transfection, 

xCELLigence E plates were blanked using 50 μl of growth medium, contributing to part 

of the total well volume of 150 μl; 50 μl of growth medium was also added to 96 well 

plates prior to transfections to maintain consistency in Incucyte studies, although not 

required for blanking. Transfections were performed using 0.25 μl of Lipofectamine 

2000 in 25 μl of Opti-MEM per well which was combined with 0.15 μl of 20 µM mimic 

in 25 μl of Opti-MEM per well. The final concentration of miRNA and NC mimics in 

each well was 20 nM each. Cells were passaged and counted by using a Brightline 

Hemocytometer (Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were diluted and seeded at 7500 cells in 50 μl of 

growth media per well in 16 well E plates or 96 well plates. The total well volume was 

150 μl. Plates were incubated at RT for 20 minutes before being placed in the 

xCELLigence instrument (cell proliferation studies) or Incucyte (apoptosis studies) for a 

48 h post-transfection period at 37°C and 5% CO2. 

Reverse transfections were also performed using Greiner 24 well plates (Greiner Bio-

One), to generate enough cells for RNA or protein extraction. These transfections 

involved using 1 μl of Lipofectamine 2000 in 50 μl of Opti-MEM per well which was 

combined with 0.6 μl of 20 µM mimic (stock) in 50 μl of Opti-MEM per well. Cells 

were seeded at 75,000 per well in 500 μl of growth medium, to make a total well volume 

of 600 μl. Cells for the RNA-seq and flow cytometry (cell cycle and apoptosis) were 

collected from 6 well plates (Greiner Bio-One). These transfections involved using 3 μl 

Lipofectamine 2000 in 250 μl of Opti-MEM per well which was combined with 2 μl of 

mimic in 250 μl of Opti-MEM per well. Cells were seeded at 200,000 per well in 1.5 mL 

of growth medium, to make a total well volume of 2 ml.  

2.2.2.2 Butyrate treatment 

CRC cells were exposed to 0 mM or 2.5 mM sodium butyrate (Sigma-Aldrich) treatment 

after the 48 h transfection period. Sodium butyrate powder was dissolved in the 

appropriate volume of McCoy’s 5A (Modified) Medium to make a 1 M solution of 

butyrate. The solution was filtered using a 0.2 µM filter and a 2 ml syringe. To avoid 

disturbing cells, the butyrate solution was diluted to 5 mM in growth medium and used 

to replace half of the total volume in each well to reach a final concentration of 2.5 mM.  
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2.2.2.3 xCELLigence proliferation data analysis 

Cell index data points were collated from the xCELLigence software and represented 

graphically over the 72 h incubation period in time plots and at 72 h post-transfection in 

bar-graphs (endpoint of the experiment) using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software 

Inc, California, USA). Unpaired t-tests (P<0.05) were performed on data sets to 

compare differences between the NC and miRNA mimic transfected CRC cells within 

each treatment group to determine changes in cell proliferation; graphs display the mean 

of replicates ± standard error of the mean (SEM). 

2.2.2.4 Coefficient of drug interaction (CDI)  

The coefficient of drug interaction was calculated for xCELLigence proliferation data 

using the calculation CDI = AB/ (A × B), whereby A = miRNA 

mimic/inhibitor/siRNA to negative control ratio, B= 2.5 mM butyrate treatment to 

negative control, AB = combination of miRNA mimic/inhibitor/siRNA and 2.5 mM 

butyrate treatment to negative control ratio (Cao & Zhen 1989). CDI <1, = 1 or >1 

indicates that the drugs are synergistic, additive or antagonistic, respectively and a CDI 

<0.7 indicates that the drug is significantly synergistic (Cao & Zhen 1989).  

   

2.2.2.5 Caspase 3/7 Reagent assay for apoptosis studies 

Apoptotic changes in CRC cells were measured using CellPlayer™ 96-well Caspase 3/7 

reagent (Essen BioScience) which fluoresces when cleaved by executioner caspases 3 

and 7 during intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis. The Incucyte FLR was used to detect 

fluorescent changes in cells. Cells were exposed to the apoptosis reagent 48 h post 

transfection. The Caspase 3/7 reagent, provided in a 5 mM stock solution, was diluted 

to 5 µM in 4 ml of growth medium. A 1 M butyrate solution was diluted to 5 mM in 2 

ml of Caspase 3/7 reagent solution by adding 10 μl of butyrate. As mentioned above, 75 

μl of the butyrate and Caspase 3/7 reagent, or just Caspase 3/7 reagent solution, were 

used to replace growth medium in each well, to create a final concentration of 2.5 mM 

or 0 mM of butyrate and 2.5 µM of Caspase 3/7 reagent in appropriate wells. The plates 

were incubated for a further 24 h in the Incucyte FLR instrument. 

Due to background fluorescence and confluence variation between wells, apoptosis 

changes were normalised. Objects per image (fluorescent cell points) and confluence 

data were obtained using the Incucyte Object Counting v2.0 analysis software (Essen 

BioScience). Objects per image were normalised to confluence and represented as 

Normalised Caspase Activity graphically. Normalised data was statistically analysed 
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using unpaired t-tests (P<0.05) at 72 h post-transfection (endpoint of the experiment) to 

compare apoptotic changes between experimental groups. Graphs display the mean of 

replicates ± standard error of the mean (SEM). 

2.2.2.6 Crystal violet assay 

For some experiments, crystal violet was used to examine viability changes. Crystal 

violet is a viability assay used to quantify the changes in cellular adherence in a culture 

plate through the staining of DNA. A 10X concentrated crystal violet solution was 

made by dissolving 1 g crystal violet powder (Sigma-Aldrich) in 500 ml of buffered-

formalin (Orion Labs, California, USA), followed by further dilution to a 1X solution in 

buffered-formalin. The assay was performed in 96 well plates and cell media was 

removed from the wells gently and the plate washed twice with 150 µL 1×PBS. To each 

well, 50 μl of 1X crystal violet solution was added and incubated at RT for 20 minutes. 

The plate was then washed once by immersion in a tray of water and air dried. To each 

well, 100 μl of 1% SDS (Sigma-Aldrich) was added in order to solubilize the crystal 

violet stained DNA followed by agitation on an orbital shaker until a uniform colour 

was achieved. To quantify the stained cells, the absorbance at 570 nm was measured 

using the Infusion plate reader (PerkinElmer). Data was analysed and represented in 

bar-graphs (endpoint of the experiment) using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software 

Inc). Unpaired t-tests (P<0.05) were performed on data sets to compare differences 

between the NC and miRNA mimic transfected CRC cells within each treatment group 

to determine changes in cell viability. Graphs display the mean of replicates ± standard 

error of the mean (SEM). 

 Bioinformatics 2.3

 miRNA target prediction 2.3.1

miRWalk (Dweep et al. 2011), an online target prediction program, was used to collate 

information about predicted miRNA target genes using eight prediction programs 

including DIANA-mT (Maragkakis et al. 2009), miRanda (Enright et al. 2003; John et al. 

2004), miRDB (Wang 2008), miRWalk (Dweep et al. 2011), PICTAR5 (Krek et al. 

2005), PITA (Kertesz et al. 2007), RNA22 (Miranda et al. 2006) and TargetScan 

(Grimson et al. 2007; Lewis et al. 2005). These prediction programs use complex 

mathematical algorithms to determine the probability of a miRNA binding to a target 

mRNA based on several criteria including conservation of canonical binding sites 

(complete pairing in the seed sequence), free energy of binding and mRNA 3'UTR 
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secondary structures (Kertesz et al. 2007; Miranda et al. 2006; Witkos et al. 2011). 

Predicted target genes were labelled as hits if 4 or more prediction programs identified 

those genes as possible miRNA targets (specifically if miRNAs had 3'UTR binding sites 

for those genes). Microsoft Excel 2007 (Microsoft Corporation, Washington, USA) was 

used to compile the gene lists and they were transferred into the KEGG Mapper 

(Kanehisa & Goto 2000; Kanehisa et al. 2016) online program for pathway analysis. 

 KEGG Mapper 2.3.2

The KEGG Mapper pathway mapping tool (Kanehisa & Goto 2000; Kanehisa et al. 

2016) is a basic pathway analysis online program used to present molecular datasets in 

key canonical signalling pathways, based on the KEGG PATHWAY database. Predicted 

target genes were analysed using KEGG Mapper to investigate CRC relevant canonical 

signalling pathways, specifically oncogenes involved in CRC cell growth and death.  

 mRNA expression analysis 2.4

 TRIzol RNA extraction 2.4.1

RNA was collected for mRNA expression analysis of miRNA predicted target genes 

using TRIzol Reagent extraction methods (Thermo Fisher Scientific). After the 72 h 

incubation period, including miRNA transfection and butyrate treatment, each well was 

exposed to 400 μl (24 well plate) or 1 ml (6 well plate) of TRIzol reagent to lyse the 

CRC cells and inhibit RNase activity. The cells were vigorously scraped from the base of 

the wells. The lysate of each replicate was stored at -20°C in separate microcentrifuge 

tubes for RNA extraction or RNA was extracted immediately. 

TRIzol RNA extraction from 24 well plates or 6 well plates involved the addition of 80 

μl or 200 μl of chloroform (Chem-supply) respectively to each tube, followed by 

vigorous mixing and 2 minute incubation at RT. Tubes were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 

15 minutes at 4°C and the top aqueous phase containing the RNA was removed into 

new tubes. Isopropanol (Chem-supply) (200 μl- 24 well plate/500 μl- 6 well plate) was 

added to each tube to precipitate the RNA, followed by a 10 minute RT incubation. 

Tubes were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 20 minutes at 4°C to form an RNA pellet and 

500 μl (24 well plate) or 1 ml (6 well plate) of 70% ethanol (Chem-supply) was used to 

clean the RNA pellet. Tubes were centrifuged at 7,500 g for 5 minutes at 4°C, the wash 

was removed, and the remaining RNA pellet dried on ice. RNA was resuspended in 15 

μl (24 well plate) or 40 μl (6 well plate) of RNase free water. 
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 RNA quantification 2.4.2

The Nanodrop8000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to quantify 

RNA samples. The Nanodrop8000 was blanked with 1 μl of sterile water, followed by 

quantification of 1 μl of RNA represented as a concentration in ng/μl. The ratios of 

absorbance, 260/280 and 260/230, were analysed to determine the presence of 

contaminants including phenols (from TRIzol) and proteins. 

 RNA quality analysis 2.4.3

The Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, California, USA) was used to 

determine the integrity of RNA samples used for mRNA analysis, based on the ratio of 

18s and 28s ribosomal subunits. The instrument analyses samples using micro-fluidics 

and capillary electrophoresis (Schroeder et al. 2006). One sample, from each treatment 

group, was used to represent each RNA extraction performed. RNA samples were 

diluted (using sterile water) to a concentration between 25-500 ng/μl, to ensure they 

were within the quantitative range of the instrument. A gel-dye mix was prepared using 

65 μl of RNA 6000 Nano Gel Matrix (Agilent Technologies) and 1 μl of RNA 6000 

Nano Dye concentrate (Agilent Technologies) which was centrifuged at 13,000 g for 10 

minutes. Diluted RNA samples were heated to 70°C for 2 minutes using a heating 

block. An Agilent RNA 6000 Nano chip (Agilent Technologies) was placed into the 

chip priming station and 9 μl of gel-dye mix was loaded into the appropriate well. The 

syringe plunger in the chip priming station was positioned at 1 ml and the gel was set for 

30 seconds, and then 9 μl of gel-dye mix was added to appropriate wells. Each sample 

well and the ladder well was loaded with 5 μl of the RNA 6000 Nano marker (Agilent 

Technologies), followed by 1 μl of the RNA 6000 ladder (Agilent Technologies) in the 

ladder well and 1 μl of RNA into corresponding sample wells. The chip was vortexed in 

the IKA vortex mixer (IKA-works, North Carolina, USA) at 2400 rpm for 1 minute and 

then placed in the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer for approximately 30 minutes for analysis. 

 Relative quantitation real-time reverse transcriptase PCR 2.5

 Real-time RT-PCR for microRNAs 2.5.1

2.5.1.1 cDNA synthesis 

miRNA expression was determined using RNA from control and butyrate treated (2.5 

mM) CRC cells. cDNA was synthesised from 20-100 ng of RNA using microRNA or 

RNU6B (endogenous control) specific primers as specified by the TaqMan MicroRNA 
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Assay protocol (Applied Biosystems). For the reverse transcriptase (RT) step each 

reaction contained 3.5 μl master mix (0.075 μl 100 mM dNTPs, 0.5 μl MultiScribe™ RT 

enzyme, 0.75 μl 10X RT buffer, 0.095 μl RNase inhibitor, 2.08 μl water), 2.5 μl RNA, 

and 1.5 μl RT primer. After the reaction components were combined and added to the 

wells of eight-strip tubes, samples were loaded into the Veriti Thermal Cycler (Applied 

Biosystems). The RT program included 30 minute incubation at 16°C, a 30 minute 

incubation at 42°C and finally a 5 minute incubation at 85°C. 

2.5.1.2 Real-time PCR 

Real-time PCR was performed as specified by the TaqMan MicroRNA Assay protocol. 

PCR amplification reactions of 10.84 μl, containing 5 μl TaqMan Universal PCR Master 

Mix No AmpErase UNG, 0.5 μl miRNA-specific primers and probe assay mix and 3.84 

μl water, were pipetted into four-strip PCR tubes. Each sample was performed in 

triplicate. Tubes were loaded into the Qiagen Rotorgene Q (Qiagen) and the program 

included a 10 min incubation at 95°C, then 50 cycles of a 15 sec denaturing step at 95°C 

and a 60 sec annealing/ extension step at 60°C. 

miRNA levels were normalised relative to the levels of the endogenous small nuclear 

RNA gene RNU6B. Expression levels were calculated from Ct values using Qgene 

(Muller et al. 2002). Data was represented graphically using GraphPad Prism, to 

represent changes in mRNA levels of predicted targets and statistically analysed using 

unpaired t-tests (P<0.05). Graphs display the mean of triplicates ± standard error of the 

mean (SEM). Refer to Table 2-3 for primer sequences. 

 Real-time RT-PCR for mRNAs 2.5.2

2.5.2.1 DNase treatment 

Quantified RNA samples were diluted to 0.1 µg/μl in 22.5 μl of sterile water. To each 

sample, 2.5 μl of DNase buffer (Promega, Wisconsin, USA) and 1μl of 1u/μl DNase 

enzyme (Promega) was added to remove remnant DNA, followed by a 20 minute 

incubation period at 37°C. The DNase buffer and enzyme were from the RQ1 RNase 

free DNase kit (Promega). Samples were resuspended in 2.5 μl of DNase inactivation 

slurry (DNA-free™ Kit) (Ambion, California, USA), to inactivate DNase enzymes and 

then incubated at RT for 2 minutes. Tubes were centrifuged at 10,000 g for 1.5 minutes 

to pellet slurry and the RNA solution was removed. A 10 μl aliquot of DNase treated 

sample was used for cDNA synthesis.  
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2.5.2.2 cDNA synthesis 

cDNA synthesis was initiated with the addition of 1 μl of Random Primer 6 (New 

England Biolabs, Massachusetts, USA) to 10 μl of DNase treated sample, followed by 

an incubation period of 5 minutes at 70°C and 5 minutes on ice. A master mix 

consisting of 5 μl of 200u/μl Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus Reverse Transcriptase 

(M-MLV RT) buffer (Promega), 1.25 μl of dNTP mix, 1 μl of M-MLV RT enzyme 

(Promega) and 6.75 μl of sterile water was added to each sample i.e. 14 μl of master mix. 

Tubes were incubated for 10 minutes at RT and then placed in the Programmable 

Thermal Controller 100 (PTC100) (MJ Research, Quebec, Canada) with the following 

RT-PCR conditions: 50°C for 50 minutes; 70°C for 15 minutes and 4°C hold. The 

cDNA was diluted to a 1:3 ratio by adding 50 μl of sterile water to each sample.  

2.5.2.3 Real-time PCR 

mRNA expression of miRNA predicted target genes were analysed using Power SYBR 

green quantitative real-time RT-PCR (Applied Biosystems) and the Qiagen Rotorgene Q 

real-time PCR cycler. Standard curves for each of the predicted target genes and 3 

reference genes including Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (GAPDH), 

Beta-2 Microglobulin (B2M) and Beta-Actin (ACTB) were prepared for mRNA 

expression normalisation by using normal colon or CRC cell line RNA. Real-time PCR 

was performed as per the Power SYBR green protocol provided by Thermo Fisher 

Scientific. PCR amplification reactions were performed in triplicate using 20 μl reactions 

of 10 μl of Power SYBR green reagent, 2 μl of forward primer, 2μl of reverse primer, 4 

μl of water and 2 μl of cDNA. Primers were prepared at 3 µM dilutions for final 

concentrations of 300 nM in the reaction mix. Refer to Table 2-3 for primer sequences. 

Cycling conditions included 95 ºC hold for 10 minutes, 90 ºC for 15 seconds for 

denaturation and 60 ºC for 1 minute for annealing and extension.  

2.5.2.4 mRNA expression normalisation and analysis 

mRNA levels were normalised using relative quantitation. The 3 reference genes used 

for mRNA normalisation included GAPDH, B2M and ACTB. Relative quantitation was 

used to convert threshold cycle (Ct) values of the reference genes and predicted target 

genes to relative quantities with the highest relative quantity for each gene set to 1 i.e. 

the sample with the earliest Ct value. The geometric mean of the 3 reference genes was 

calculated from the raw values to produce a gene expression normalization factor. The 

predicted target gene means were normalised using the normalisation factor for each 

sample. Data was represented graphically using GraphPad Prism, to represent changes 
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in mRNA levels of predicted targets and statistically analysed using unpaired t-tests 

(P<0.05). Graphs display the mean of replicates ± standard error of the mean (SEM). 

 Protein analysis 2.6

 Protein purification and quantification 2.6.1

Protein was extracted from a 24 well plate of CRC cells transfected with miRNAs or 

NC mimics and treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM of butyrate, with 6 replicate wells per 

plate. Protein lysis buffer was prepared using 1.5 ml of RIPA buffer (Table 2-5), 300 μl 

of protease solution (Complete mini protease inhibitor cocktail tablet, Roche Applied 

Science, Basel, Switzerland) and 2 μl of 1 M DL-Dithiothreitol (DTT) (Sigma-Aldrich). 

Cell medium was removed from each well and replaced with 100 μl of 1X PBS to wash 

cells. The PBS was removed and replaced with 55 μl of protein lysis buffer and cells 

were vigorously scraped from the wells. Two replicates were pooled, per tube, to 

increase protein yield (n=3) and stored at -20°C for Western blotting.  

Protein quantification was performed using an EZQ Protein Quantification kit (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) as per manufacturer's instructions using a total of 1 μl of protein per 

sample, which were diluted to a 1:2 ratio using 2.5 μl of RIPA buffer. The ChemidocMP 

Imaging System (BioRad) was used to image the prepared EZQ assay paper. Image lab 

4.1 (BioRad) was used to quantify protein concentrations based on image analysis of 

EZQ Protein Quantification assay results. Average protein concentrations were 

collected for each sample and used to calculate protein loading for Western blotting.  

 Western blotting 2.6.2

Protein extracts were analysed for changes in selected protein levels. Protein extracts 

were prepared at 10-50 µg per tube, combined with 1:5 ratio of 1M DTT to 3X blue 

loading dye (New England Biolabs). The total volume of 13 μl was reached with RIPA 

buffer. These mixtures were boiled at 98°C for 3-5 minutes and then loaded into 15 well 

15 μl mini PROTEAN TGX precast gels (BioRad) along with 5 μl of Pre-stained 

Protein Marker 7-190 kDa or 11-195 kDa (p7708s or p7706s) (New England Biolabs). 

BioRad PROTEAN TGX precast gels contain trihalo compounds that react with 

tryptophan residues in proteins in a UV-induced 1-minute reaction to produce 

fluorescence. No additional staining is required. Gels were submerged in 1X SDS 

Running buffer (Table 2-5). Protein was separated at 150 V for 30-35 minutes using a 

PowerPac™Basic (BioRad). Protein transfer was performed using a 0.2 µM 
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Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) membrane (BioRad) and the Trans-blot Turbo 

Transfer System (BioRad) for 7 minutes at a constant current of 1.3 A. The gels and 

membranes were imaged, after transfer, using the ChemidocMP Imaging System and 

Image Lab 4.1 imaging system (BioRad) for transfer efficiency and total protein loading. 

Membranes were then blocked with 5 % BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) or Diploma skim milk 

powder (Fonterra, Victoria, Australia) in TBS-T buffer (Table 2-5) prior to being 

exposed to primary antibodies (Table 2-4) in an overnight incubation period. 

Corresponding horse-radish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies (Table 

2-4) were used with Enhanced Chemiluminescence (ECL) substrate (BioRad) to 

develop the membrane which was imaged using the ChemiDoc MP imaging system. 

 Protein expression normalisation and analysis 2.6.3

Image lab 4.1 (BioRad) was used to collate band intensity data for proteins of interest 

and normalise data. The band intensity data were normalised to total protein loading 

and presented graphically using GraphPad Prism as normalised mean intensity. Total 

protein normalisation was determined to be the most reliable method of protein 

expression normalisation (Aldridge et al. 2008). GAPDH and alpha-actinin were initially 

tested as loading controls; however, they were deemed unreliable as they are 

dysregulated in CRC and regulated by butyrate (Hu et al. 2016b). Data were statistically 

analysed using unpaired t-tests (P<0.05). Graphs display the mean of replicates ± 

standard error of the mean (SEM). 

 WNT signalling: TOPflash and FOPflash assays 2.7

 Forward transfection 2.7.1

TOPflash and FOPflash (Merck, New Jersey, USA) are firefly luciferase reporters that 

can be transfected into mammalian cells and used to determine beta-catenin-mediated 

transcriptional activation in WNT signalling. TOPflash has three wild type TCF 

transcription factor binding sites, while FOPflash has three mutant TCF binding sites. 

When β-catenin enters the nucleus during canonical WNT signalling activation, it can 

bind to the functional TCF binding sites of TOPflash and induce the production of 

luciferase mRNA and eventually luciferase protein is translated. The amount of 

luminescence from this protein is directly proportional to the activation of this pathway. 

FOPflash is negative control plasmid which should not bind β-catenin and if changes in 

luminescence are detected non-specific pathway activity may be occurring.  
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CRC cells were seeded at 7500 per well in 96-well clear Greiner plates and incubated at 

37°C for 24 h. Cells were then forward transfected with 50 ng per well 

TOPflash/FOPflash vector (Firefly), 5 ng per pRL Null vector (Renilla control) and 20 

nM microRNA mimics, using 0.15 μl Lipofectamine 2000 and Opti-MEM. Cells were 

incubated for a further 24 h at 37°C. Conditioned media from L-cells with and without 

WNT3A was combined with the appropriate volume of 1 M sodium butyrate solution 

to make a 5 mM solution. Half of the total well volume was removed (75 μl) and 

replaced with conditioned media to make a final concentration of 2.5 mM sodium 

butyrate in selected wells. Control wells did not have butyrate added to conditioned 

media. Cells were incubated for a further 24 h at 37°C. At 72 h a Dual Luciferase 

Reporter Assay was performed (Promega). All media was removed, and cells were lysed 

using 20 ul of Passive Lysis Buffer (PLB) per well for 15 minutes on a plate shaker. Cell 

lysate (10 μl) was transferred to a white-walled 96-well plate and 25 μl of LARII was 

added to each well and Firefly luminescence was read using the EnSight plate reader. 

Stop&Glo reagent (25 μl) was added to each well and the plate was read again for 

luminescence (Renilla). 

 TOPflash/FOPflash assay analysis  2.7.2

The TOPflash and FOPflash Firefly luminescent readings were normalised to pRL Null 

Renilla luminescent readings. Luminescent values were collected and presented as mean 

± standard error of the mean (SEM) including a minimum of four replicates. Data were 

statistically analysed using GraphPad Prism using an unpaired Student’s t-test, with a P 

value < 0.05 considered statistically significant. Graphs display the mean of replicates ± 

standard error of the mean (SEM). 

 Total and small RNA-seq 2.8

Total RNA and small RNA expression was determined using RNA from HCT116 

control and butyrate treated (2.5 mM) cells. The cells were treated over 48 h. Prior to 

sequencing preparation, samples were analysed for quality using the Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyzer system as previously mentioned. The RNA-Seq libraries were prepared and 

sequenced at the Flinders Genomics Facility (Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia). 

Samples underwent rRNA depletion (only total RNA-seq), adapter ligation and PCR 

amplification using the TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina 

Inc., California, USA) for total RNA-seq and TruSeq small RNA Library Preparation 

(Illumina Inc.) for small RNA-seq, refer to manufacturer’s instructions. For total RNA-

seq, aliquots (1 μg) of the 4 RNA samples (duplicate samples for the control and 
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untreated experimental groups), were subjected to paired-ends 100 bp sequencing using 

the Illumina Nextseq sequencing platform (Illumina Inc.) and approximately 30 million 

reads were generated per sample. While 6 RNA samples (triplicate samples for the 

control and untreated experimental groups) for small RNA-seq generated approximately 

10 million reads each. 

RNA-seq data were analysed by the bioinformatician, Dr. Shashikanth Marri, from the 

Flinders Genomics Facility (Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia). Data were 

trimmed for adaptors using the Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 2014) program, followed by 

quality analysis of reads using FASTQC and assembly, mapping and alignment of reads 

to Ensembl human genome (Grch38.p5_v24) using STAR (Dobin et al. 2013). Aligned 

reads were then converted to raw counts using HTseq (Anders et al. 2015) and 

differential expression analysis performed using DESeq2 (Love et al. 2014). 

 Network and pathway analysis 2.9

 Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network construction 2.9.1

miRNA-mRNA networks were produced from the top differentially expressed miRNAs 

and mRNAs selected from small RNA-seq and total RNA-seq data respectively. Criteria 

used to select differentially expressed miRNAs included log2FC<-1 or log2FC>1, 

padj<0.05 and mean raw counts >25. Criteria used to select differentially expressed 

mRNAs included log2FC<-1.5 or log2FC>1.5, padj<0.01 and mean raw counts per 

group >25. The final protein-coding gene list was refined using the biological network 

analysis and visualisation tool, Network analyst (Xia et al. 2014; Xia et al. 2015), to 

define interactors with degree interactions (node connections) >1. Only zero-order 

networks were investigated as these show direct interactions with the input list (seed 

proteins). The protein-protein interaction network was visualized using the open source 

network construction software, Cytoscape (Version 3.4.0) (Shannon et al. 2003) and 

then analysed (undirected network) using the in-built NetworkAnalyser tool to 

determine the network properties.  

 Gene ontology (GO) analysis 2.9.2

Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis allows the classification and interpretation of 

gene lists based on their functional characteristics including molecular function, 

biological processes and cellular components. GO enrichment analysis was used to 

examine dysregulated genes identified in the PPI network. ClueGO (Bindea et al. 2009) 
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is a Cytoscape plug-in which can be used for GO enrichment analysis of gene lists. 

ClueGO was used to identify the enriched GO terms for dysregulated mRNA genes for 

each of the following classifications: Biological Processes, Molecular Functions, and 

Cellular Compartments.  

 miRNA-mRNA network analysis 2.9.3

miRNA-mRNA networks were then constructed based on miRNA target predictions. 

miRNA target predictions were collated from multiple target prediction programs 

including TargetScan Human Release 7.0 (total context++ score ≤ -0.3) (Agarwal et al. 

2015), miRDB (prediction score ≥ 85) (Wong & Wang 2015), DIANA Tools microT-

CDS (miTG score ≥ 0.95) (Paraskevopoulou et al. 2013), miRTarBase (strong evidence) 

(Chou et al. 2018b) and miRecords (strong evidence) (Xiao et al. 2009b). The Cytoscape 

application, CluePedia (Bindea et al. 2013), was used to perform network construction 

for differentially expressed mRNAs and miRNAs, including only those with predicted 

interactions and with anti-correlating expression values. Gene ontology analysis (section 

2.10.2) and literature review was then used to further refine the list and identify key, 

relevant interactions in colorectal cancer for further investigation.  

 lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA network analysis 2.9.4

lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA networks were produced from the top lncRNA hits selected 

during high-throughput screening and miRNA-mRNA interactions found in section 

2.10.3. lncRNA-miRNA interactions were predicted using a sequence based algorithm 

called DIANA-LncBase V2 (threshold ≥0.6) (Paraskevopoulou et al. 2016). Some 

lncRNAs were excluded as they were not listed within the prediction program or their 

targets were not within the list of butyrate dysregulated miRNAs. The Cytoscape 

application, Cluepedia (Bindea et al. 2013), was then used to construct a network based 

on these interactions with miRNAs and their target genes due to the known role of 

lncRNAs as miRNA sponges and the ability of miRNAs to regulate lncRNAs (section 

1.5.2). Literature review was then used to further refine the list and identify key, relevant 

interactions in colorectal cancer for further investigation. 

 Flow cytometry  2.10

CRC cells were further investigated for changes in cell growth and death using flow 

cytometry. HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with NC or miRNA mimics as per 

previous protocols for 48 h followed by 24 h butyrate treatment. Cells were seeded at 

200,000 cells per well in a 6 well plate. Supernatant was collected in 2 ml 
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microcentrifuge tubes and combined with 200 μl trypsinised cells from the 

corresponding well. 

 Cell cycle analysis 2.10.1

Cells were spun at 300 g for 5 minutes and resuspend in 1 ml of 1X PBS in a 1.5 ml 

microcentrifuge tube. The pellet was resuspended in 200 μl of 1X PBS by pipetting 

vigorously several times to create a single cell suspension. Cells were vortexed and 800 

μl of 100% cold ethanol was added dropwise to get a final concentration of 80% 

ethanol. Samples were transferred to -20°C for 2 h and then immediately centrifuged at 

300 g for 10 minutes. Cells were washed with 1 ml of cold 1X PBS and spun at 600 g 

for 10 minutes at 4°C. Cells were resuspended in 400 μl staining PI/RNAse/Triton-x 

solution (Table 2-5) and passed through cell strainer FACS tube tops (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). Cells were incubated for 30 minutes in the dark at RT and analysed or stored 

at 4°C and read within 48 h. The cells were not synchronised as there are several 

disadvantages in synchronising cells including the induction of cell death and alterations 

to their metabolic state (Davis et al. 2001). As butyrate and miRNAs regulate these 

pathways and cell death was a particular focus of this project, synchronisation would not 

have led to a true representation of the cellular response; therefore, cells were not serum 

starved (Davis et al. 2001). 

 Cell death analysis 2.10.2

Cells were centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. The media was removed, and the 

pellet resuspend in 1 ml 1X PBS. Centrifugation and resuspension steps were repeated 

once. Pellets were resuspended in 100 μl 1X annexin V binding buffer (BD Biosciences, 

New South Wales, Australia). To each tube 2 μl of annexin V (BD Biosciences) and 5 μl 

of PI (BD Biosciences) were added. Tubes were gently vortexed and incubated for 15 

minutes at RT in the dark. After incubation, 100 μl of 1X Binding Buffer was added to 

each tube. Tubes were stored on ice and analysed within 1 h. 

 Flow cytometry analysis 2.10.3

Cell cycle and cell death data were analysed using the flow cytometry analysis program, 

CytExpert (Beckman Coulter, California, USA). Cell percentages were collected and 

presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) including a minimum of three 

biological replicates. Data were statistically analysed using GraphPad Prism using an 

unpaired Student’s t-test, with a P value < 0.05 considered statistically significant.   
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 Reagents and equipment used for experiments 2.11

Table 2-1: Chemicals, consumables and reagents 

Reagent Supplier 

Agilent RNA 6000 Nano chip Agilent Technologies, California, USA 

Agilent RNA 6000 Nano kit Agilent Technologies, California, USA 

AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase  Applied Biosystems, California, USA 

Annexin V BD Biosciences, New South Wales, Australia 

Annexin V Binding Buffer  BD Biosciences, New South Wales, Australia 

ApoLive-Glo Multiplex assay  Promega, Wisconsin, USA 

Bovine serum albumin Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

Buffered Formalin (10%) Orion Labs, California, USA 

CellPlayer™ 96-well Caspase 3/7 reagent  Essen Bioscience, Michigan, USA 

Chloroform Chem-supply, South Australia, Australia 

Complete Mini Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Tablets Roche, Basel, Switzerland 

Crystal Violet Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

DharmaFECT 2 Transfection Reagent  Dharmacon, Colorado, USA 

Dimethyl sulfoxide Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

DL-Dithiothreitol Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

  

DNase inactivation slurry Ambion, California, USA 

dNTP mix Promega, Wisconsin, USA 

Dual Luciferase Reporter Assay Promega, Wisconsin, USA 

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific, New South Wales, Australia 

Enhanced chemiluminescence reagents BioRad, California, USA 

E-plate 16 Roche, Basel, Switzerland 

Ethanol Chem-supply, South Australia, Australia 

EZQ Protein Quantitation kit Thermo Fisher Scientific, New South Wales, Australia 

Foetal bovine serum Bovogen Biologicals, Victoria, Australia 

Glycine Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

Greiner 96/24/6 well plates  Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany 

Human Lincode siRNA SMARTpool Library V54 Dharmacon, Colorado, USA 

Human miRIDIAN miRNA Mimic Library V16  Dharmacon, Colorado, USA 

Hydrochloric acid Chem-supply, South Australia, Australia 

Isopropanol Chem-supply, South Australia, Australia 

Lipofectamine 2000 Transfection Reagent Thermo Fisher Scientific, New South Wales, Australia 

Mammary Epithelial Cell Growth Medium Lonza, Basel, Switzerland  

McCoy's 5A (Modified) Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific, New South Wales, Australia 

M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase, RNase H minus, Point 
mutant 

Promega, Wisconsin, USA 

Opti-MEM Reduced Serum Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific, New South Wales, Australia 

Ovalbumin (2mg/ml) BioRad, California, USA 

Phosphate Buffer Saline Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) membrane BioRad, California, USA 

Power SYBR Green Master Mix Applied Biosystems, California, USA 

Pre-stained protein markers (7-190 kDa or 11-195 kDa) New England Biolabs, Massachusetts, USA 

Propidium Iodide (PI) BD Biosciences, New South Wales, Australia 

Protein loading dye New England Biolabs, Massachusetts, USA 

Random Primer 6 New England Biolabs, Massachusetts, USA 

RQ1 RNase-Free DNase kit Promega, Wisconsin, USA 

Skim milk powder Fonterra, Victoria, Australia 

Sodium butyrate Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

Sodium chloride Chem-Supply, South Australia, Australia 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate  Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

TaqMan MicroRNA Reverse Transcription Kit Applied Biosystems, California, USA 

TOPflash and FOPflash vectors Merck, New Jersey, USA 

Triton X-100  Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

Trizma Base Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

TRIzol Reagent Thermo Fisher Scientific, California, USA 

TruSeq small RNA Library Preparation Illumina Inc., California, USA 

TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Sample Preparation Kit  Illumina Inc., California, USA 

TrypLE Express (trypsin) Thermo Fisher Scientific, New South Wales, Australia 

Tween-20 Sigma–Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

Whatman filter paper Whatman, Kent, UK 
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Table 2-2 Equipment and Software 

Equipment Supplier 

Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer Agilent Technologies, California, USA 

Allegra X-22 R centrifuge Beckman Coulter, California, USA 

BioTek EL406 Liquid Handler BioTek, Vermont, USA 

Brightline Hemocytometer  Sigma-Aldrich, Missouri, USA 

ChemiDoc Image System BioRad, California, USA 

CO2 water jacketed cell incubator Forma Scientific, Ohio, USA 

Cytation 3 plate readers BioTek, Vermont, USA 

CytExpert Beckman Coulter, California, USA 

Cytoscape software (version 3.4.0) National Institute of General Medical Sciences, Maryland, USA 

Dry block heater Thermoline L+M, New South Wales, Australia 

Ensight Multimode Plate Reader Perkin Elmer, Massachusetts, USA 

FCS Express 6 De Novo Software, California, USA 

Gel tank blotting system BioRad, California, USA 

GraphPad Prism  GraphPad Software Inc, California, USA 

IKA vortexer Applied Biosystems, California, USA 

Illumina Nextseq sequencing platform Illumina Inc., California, USA 

Image Lab 4.1 BioRad, California, USA 

IncuCyte FLR System Essen Bioscience, Michigan, USA 

IncuCyte Object Counting v2.0 analysis software  Essen Bioscience, Michigan, USA 

αInfusion plate reader Perkin Elmer, Massachusetts, USA 

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis Software  Ingenuity Systems, Redwood City, CA, USA 

Microcentrifuge 5424 Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany 

Mr. Frosty Thermo Fisher Scientific, New South Wales, Australia 

Nanodrop-8000 Thermo Fisher Scientific, New South Wales, Australia 

Power-Pac Basic BioRad, California, USA 

Programmable Thermal Controller MJ Research, Massachusetts, USA 

Rocking platform Ratek, Victoria, Australia 

Rotorgene Q and machine software Qiagen, California, USA 

SciClone ALH3000 Lab Automation Liquid Handler  Caliper Lifesciences, Massachusetts, USA 

Synergy H4 plate readers BioTek, Vermont, USA 

Tempette Junior TE-85 water bath Techne, Staffordshire, UK 

Turbo Semi-wet Transfer System BioRad, California, USA 

Ultra-low temperature freezer (-80°C) Thermo Scientific Revco, Massachusetts, USA 

Veriti Thermocycler  Applied Biosystems, California, USA 

Weigh scales Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan 

xCELLigence RTCA DP instrument Roche, Basel, Switzerland 

 

Table 2-3: Primers and Oligonucleotides 

Assay Assay ID Supplier 

Random primer 6  S1230S 
(5' d (N6) 3' [N=A,C,G,T]) 
 

New England Biolabs, 
Massachusetts, USA 

   

Taqman assays: Assay ID Supplier 

hsa-miR-139-5p 005364_mat Applied Biosystems, 
Foster City, CA, USA hsa-miR-200b-3p 002251 

hsa-miR-200c-3p 002300 

hsa-miR-335-3p 002185 

hsa-miR-381-3p 000571 

hsa-miR-542-3p 001284 

RNU6B 001093 

  

miRNA oligonucleotide duplexes: Sequences Supplier 
 

hsa-miR-125b-1-3p sense 5’ ACGGGUUAGGCUCUUGGGAGCU 3’ GenePharma, Shanghai, 
China hsa-miR-125b-1-3p antisense 5’ CUCCCAAGAGCCUAACCCGUUU 3’ 

hsa-miR-139-5p sense 5’ UCUACAGUGCACGUGUCUCCAGU 3’ 

hsa-miR-139-5p antisense 5’ UGGAGACACGUGCACUGUAGAUU 3’ 

hsa-miR-181a-5p sense 5’ AACAUUCAACGCUGUCGGUGAGU 3’ 

hsa-miR-181a-5p antisense 5’ UCACCGACAGCGUUGAAUGUUUU 3’ 

hsa-miR-200b-3p sense 5’ UAAUACUGCCUGGUAAUGAUGA 3’ 

hsa-miR-200b-3p antisense 5’ AUCAUUACCAGGCAGUAUUAUU 3’ 

hsa-miR-200c-3p sense 5’ UAAUACUGCCGGGUAAUGAUGGA 3’ 

hsa-miR-200c-3p antisense 5’ CAUCAUUACCCGGCAGUAUUAUU  3’ 

hsa-miR-335-3p sense 5’ UUUUUCAUUAUUGCUCCUGACC 3’ 

hsa-miR-335-3p antisense 5’ UCAGGAGCAAUAAUGAAAAAUU 3’ 

hsa-miR-542-3p sense 5’ UGUGACAGAUUGAUAACUGAAA 3’ 

hsa-miR-542-3p antisense 5’ UCAGUUAUCAAUCUGUCACAUU 3’ 

hsa-miR-593-3p sense 5’ UGUCUCUGCUGGGGUUUCU 3’ 
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hsa-miR-593-3p antisense 5’ AAACCCCAGCAGAGACAUU 3’  

hsa-miR-1227-3p sense 5’ CGUGCCACCCUUUUCCCCAG 3’ 

hsa-miR-1227-3p antisense 5’ GGGGAAAAGGGUGGCACGUU 3’ 

Negative control sense 5’ UUCUCCGAACGUGUCACGUTT 3’ 

Negative control anti-sense 5’ ACGUGACACGUUCGGAGAATT 3’ 

  

Gene specific primers Sequences Supplier 

ACTNB Forward 5’ TTGCCGACAGGATGCAGAAG 3’ Sigma–Aldrich, 
Missouri, USA 
 

ACTNB Reverse 5’ GCCGATCCACACGGAGTACT 3’ 

  

AKT3 Forward 5’ CCTTCCAGACAAAAGACCGTT 3’ GeneWorks Thebarton, 
South Australia AKT3 Reverse 5’ CGACAAATGGAAAAACAGCTCG 3’ 

B2M Forward 5’ GCCGTGTGAACCATGTGACTTT 3’ 

B2M Reverse 5’ CCAAATGCGGCATCTTCAAA 3’ 

BCL2 Forward 5' CAGGATAACGGAGGCTGGGATG 3' 

BCL2 Reverse 5' AGAAATCAAACAGAGGCCGCA 3' 

BIRC5 Forward 5' ACTGAGAACGAGCCAGACTTG 3' 

BIRC5 Reverse 5' TGTTCCTCTATGGGGTCGTCA 3' 

CBL Forward 5' ATCCCAGAGTTCACGAGCAT 3' 

CBL Reverse 5' GCTCTCGGTGATAGATGGCG 3' 

CCND1 Forward 5’ GATCAAGTGTGACCCGGACTG 3’ 

CCND1 Reverse 5’ CCTTGGGGTCCATGTTCTGC 3’ 

CDK19 Forward 5’ TATGGGGGAAGCAGACAATGG 3’ 

CDK19 Reverse 5’ AACAAATCCTCCACCCGCTC 3’ 

COX2 Forward 5’ GCTGTTCCCACCCATGTCAA3’ 

COX2 Reverse 5’ AAATTCCGGTGTTGAGCAGT 3’ 

DUSP1 Forward 5’ AGGACAACCACAAGGCAGAC 3’  Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Iowa, 
USA 

DUSP1 Reverse 5’ TCCAGCATTCTTGATGGAGTCTATG 3’  

DVL3 Forward 5' TGGACGACGATTTCGGAGTG 3' GeneWorks Thebarton, 
South Australia DVL3 Reverse 5' GCTCCGATGGGTTATCAGCA  3' 

EEF2K Forward 5’ CAGCTCTGGACGGGTATGTG 3’ 

EEF2K Reverse 5’ CCCCAAAATGGACTTCCCGA 3’  

EIF4G2 Forward 5’ TGTTCCAGGTGAATCAGTGGC 3’ Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Iowa, 
USA 

EIF4G2 Reverse 5’ GCAGTGGTTAGGTCAAATGCAG 3’ 

ERBB2 Forward 5’ AGATTGCCAAGGGGATGAGC 3’ GeneWorks Thebarton, 
South Australia ERBB2 Reverse 5’ GCCAGCCCGAAGTCTGTAAT 3’ 

FN1 Forward 5’ ACAAACACTAATGTTAATTGCCCA 3’  Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Iowa, 
USA 

FN1 Reverse 5’ CGGGAATCTTCTCTGTCAGCC 3’  

FOS Forward 5’ GGAGAATCCGAAGGGAAAGGA 3’ GeneWorks Thebarton, 
South Australia FOS Reverse 5’ AGTTGGTCTGTCTCCGCTTG 3’ 

FZD4 Forward 5’ AACGTGACCAAGATGCCCAA 3’  

FZD4 Reverse 5’ TAAACAGAACAAAGGAAGAACTGC 3’ 

GAB2 Forward 5’ CCCACCGCAAGCCATCTA 3’ 

GAB2 Reverse 5’ TCTCCTTGTCCACCTGAACG 3’ 

GAPDH Forward 5’ TGCACCACCAACTGCTTAGC 3’ 

GAPDH Reverse 5’ GGCATGGACTGTGGTCATGAG 3’ 

GPO1 5’ ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAGTA 3’ 

GRB2 Forward 5’ GCAAAATCCCCAGAGCCAAG 3’ 

GRB2 Reverse 5’ TTCCAAACTTGACAGAGAGGGAG 3’ 

HNF1A Forward  5' TATGCTCATCACCGACACCAC 3' 

HNF1A 5' TGAGGTGAAGACCTGCTTGG 3' 

HRAG-1 Forward 5’ AGGAATTTAACTCACAAACTGC 3’ 

HRAG-1 Reverse 5’ GCCATGAAGAGCAGTGAATTA 3’ 

IGF1R Forward 5’ AAGGGATGAAGTCTGGCTCCG 3’ 

IGF1R Reverse 5’ CCCGCAGATTTCTCCACTCG 3’ 

JUN Forward 5' CCGGCTGGAGGAAAAAGTGA 3' 

JUN Reverse 5' GCGTTAGCATGAGTTGGCAC 3' 

KRAS Forward 5' GGTGAGGGAGATCCGACAAT 3' 

KRAS Reverse 5' AGGCATCATCAACACCCAGATT 3' 

LRP6 Forward 5’ TTTGGATGGGACAGAACGGG 3’ 

LRP6 Reverse 5’ TCCGGTTAGCACCTGAGAGA 3’  

MALAT1 Forward 5’ GTTCAGTGATCTTTAGTGCATTGTT 3’ Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Iowa, 
USA 

MALAT1 Reverse 5’ GCTGAGTGTTCCTGCATGT 3’ 

MAP3K8 Forward 5’ TGGCGTGTAAACTGATCCCA 3’ GeneWorks Thebarton, 
South Australia MAP3K8 Reverse 5’ CCCTCGCCTGCTTCCATAAA 3’ 

MET Forward 5' ACCAAGTCAGATGTGTGGTCC 3' 

MET Reverse 5' GTCTGGGCAGTATTCGGGTT 3' 

MGSO 5’ TGCACCATCTGTCACTCTGTTAACCTC 3’ 

NUP62 Forward 5' TTCTCTGTTGCAGAAACCCAC 3' 

NUP62 Reverse 5' GCCTTGGGAAGATTTCGCTC 3' 

PAK2 Forward 5’ CCGGGAGCTCTGACCGA 3’ 

PAK2 Reverse 5’ TCAGAATTATGAAATGGCCCCG 3’ 
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PIK3R3 Forward 5’ CTTGCTGCTCTGTGGCCGAT 3’ 

PIK3R3 Reverse 5’ TGGAGCACTAGCTCCTCAGA 3’ 

PRKAA2 Forward  5’ GGCAAAGTGAAGATTGGAGAACA 3’ 

PRKAA2 Reverse 5’ TCCAACAACATCTAAACTGCGA 3’ 

STAT3 Forward  5’ GAAACAGTTGGGACCCCTGA 3’ 

STAT3 Reverse 5’ AGGTACCGTGTGTCAAGCTG 3’ 

TRIM29 Forward 5’ GCCACGTTGAGAAGATGTGC 3’ 

TRIM29 Reverse 5’ GATGGTCACCACCGTTCTCC 3’ 

WEE1 Forward  5’AAGTGTGTGAAGAGGCTGGA 3’ Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Iowa, 
USA 

WEE1 Reverse 5’ TCTCAAAGCGTTCTGCTCATC 3’ 

ZEB1 Forward  5’ GATGACCTGCCAACAGACCA 3’ GeneWorks Thebarton, 
South Australia ZEB1 Reverse 5’ TCTTGCCCTTCCTTTCTGTCA 3’ 

   

siRNAs Sequence Supplier 

DVL3_7 FlexiTube siRNA 5’ CTGCGGGAGATTGTGCACAAA 3’ Qiagen, California, USA 

EIF4G2_5 FlexiTube siRNA 5’ ACGATCAATCAAATTCGTCAA 3’ 

PIK3R3_8 FlexiTube siRNA 5’ CAGGGCTGTAGTATTCAGTAA 3' 

Negative control siRNA 5’ AATTCTCCGAACGTGTCACGT 3’ 

 

Table 2-4: Antibodies 

Antibody Dilution Supplier 

CCND1 (92G2) 1:1000  Cell Signalling Technology, Massachusetts, USA 

COX2 1:1000 Cell Signalling Technology, Massachusetts, USA 

DVL3  1:1000 Cell Signalling Technology, Massachusetts, USA 

eEF2K 1:1000 Cell Signalling Technology, Massachusetts, USA 

NUP62 (ab140651) 1:1000 Abcam, Massachusetts, USA 

PI3 Kinase p55 (D2B3) 1:1000 Cell Signalling Technology, Massachusetts, USA 

TRIM29 (GTX115749) 1:500 GeneTex, California, USA 

 

Table 2-5: Buffers and Solutions 

Buffer/ solution Formula 

RIPA buffer Final concentrations:10 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1mM EGTA, 1% 
Triton X-100, 1% deoxcycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM DDT. 
For 50 mM: 0.5 ml 1M Tris/HCl, 6.25 ml 1.2 M NaCl, 1 ml 50 mM EGTA, 0.5 
ml Triton X-100, 5 ml 10% deoxcycholate, 0.5 ml 10% SDS, 50 μl 1M DTT, 
water to 50 ml. 

5× SDS Running buffer Final concentrations: 125 mM Tris Base, 1 M Glycine, 0.5% SDS. 
For 500 ml: 7.57 g Tris/HCl, 37.5 g Glycine, 25 ml of 10% SDS, water to 500 
ml. 

Western Transfer buffer For 1 L: 200 ml of 5x BioRad Transfer buffer, 600 ml 100% ethanol, water to 1 
L. 

10× TBS Final concentrations: 0.2 M Tris Base, 1.37 M NaCl. 
For 500 ml: 12.1 g Tris Base, 40 g NaCl, water to 500 ml. pH adjusted to 7.6 
using conc. HCl. 

1× TBS-T Final concentrations: 1× TBS, 0.1% Tween-20 
For 500 ml: 50 ml 10× TBS, 5 ml 10× Tween-20, water to 500 ml. 

Cell cycle staining solution Final concentrations: 200 µg/ml RNASE A, 50 µg/ml PI, 0.1% Triton X-100, 1 
×PBS 
For 1 ml: 200 µl 1mg/ml RNASE A, 50 µl 1mg/ml PI, 100 µl 1% Triton X-100, 
650 µl 1× PBS 
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 High-throughput Chapter 3.
functional microRNA screen and 
validation 

 Introduction  3.1

Butyrate is a naturally occurring HDACi with the ability to decrease proliferation and 

increase apoptosis in CRC cells by altering global histone acetylation and consequently 

global gene expression. This chemo-protective fermentation product has been found to 

alter the expression of non-coding RNAs, including miRNAs, in order to mediate its 

anticancer effects in CRC cells through various cellular pathways including apoptosis 

and the cell cycle (Wu et al. 2018c). Interestingly, it has been shown that the 

manipulation of tumour suppressor miRNAs in a combined cell treatment with 

butyrate, including the oncogenic miR-17-92a cluster member miR-18a, can enhance the 

anticancer properties of butyrate in CRC cells (Humphreys et al. 2014b). miRNAs are 

known to regulate similar pathways and molecules compared to butyrate, so this is not 

unexpected. This novel finding warranted the further investigation of other miRNAs 

with the ability to enhance the anticancer properties of butyrate given that miRNA 

replacement therapy has shown promising results (Beg et al. 2017) and this may reveal 

novel therapeutic miRNAs. In this study, enhancement of the butyrate response in CRC 

cells by non-coding RNAs refers to the greater decrease in proliferation or increase in 

apoptosis observed in the combination treatments, which may be synergistic or additive 

in nature. Both combinatorial effects were considered as they could potentially be useful 

in the development of different therapeutic approaches. The investigation of these 

functional RNA molecules may also further reveal how butyrate influences key cell 

growth and death pathways in CRC and assist in identification of potential therapeutic 

miRNA target genes. 

To investigate butyrate-sensitising miRNAs with the ability to enhance the anticancer 

properties of butyrate, unbiased high-throughput functional screening (performed by 

Dr. Karen Humphreys) was used to identify miRNAs for further investigation (section 

1.9). miRNA and predicted miRNA target gene validation was completed using real-

time cell analysis assays, pathway analysis, real-time RT-PCR, western blotting and 

pathway specific assays. This chapter contains data collected during this candidature, but 
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it is based on the continuation of an undergraduate Honours project outlined in section 

1.9. 

 Results 3.2

 Butyrate-sensitising miRNA selection 3.2.1

Based on the functional high-throughput screen performed (Ali 2014), 13 butyrate-

sensitising miRNAs were identified (refer to section 1.9) and of those four were further 

validated in this study. miR-593 and miR-1227 butyrate-sensitising miRNAs were 

previously selected for validation (section 1.9); however, the candidate miRNA and gene 

lists were expanded to also include miR-125b and miR-181a. miRNAs were initially 

selected based on their significance in which those candidate miRNAs with the lowest 

P-values had the greatest butyrate-sensitising ability (Ali 2014). However, as the project 

progressed, coefficient of drug interaction (CDI) was substituted as it was found to be a 

more suitable indicator of synergistic interactions with butyrate (Table 3-1). miR-1227 

had the lowest CDI value at 0.19 indicating significant synergism with butyrate. miR-

125b had the second lowest CDI value, 0.40. miR-181a was the miRNA with the third 

lowest CDI value at 0.43. miR-593 was considered borderline synergistic with a CDI 

value of 0.92; however, as mentioned in section 1.9, it had the most potent ability to 

decrease growth and increase death alone. This miRNA was therefore selected for 

further validation due to its individual therapeutic potential. Based on the overall CDI 

calculations all miRNAs displayed significantly synergistic (CDI<0.7) or synergistic 

(CDI<1) behaviour when combined with 2.5 mM butyrate treatment. Of the 13 

miRNAs identified in the high-throughput screen none had an additive or antagonistic 

effect when combined with butyrate (Table 3-1).  
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Table 3-1 Coefficient of drug interaction values for miRNA and butyrate 
interactions for xCELLigence proliferation data   

Coefficient of drug interaction values were calculated as described in the methods 
section. CDI <1, = 1 or >1 indicates that when the miRNA mimic and butyrate 
combined, they behave synergistically, additively or antagonistically, respectively. CDI 
<0.7 indicates that the drug is significantly synergistic.  

miRNA CDI value Classification 

miR-29b-2-5p 0.61 Significantly synergistic 
miR-125b-1-3p 0.40 Significantly synergistic 
miR-181a-5p 0.43 Significantly synergistic 
miR-509-5p 0.53 Significantly synergistic 
miR-593-3p 0.92 Synergistic 
miR-1227-3p 0.19 Significantly synergistic 
miR-1231 0.73 Synergistic 
miR-1256 0.52 Significantly synergistic 
miR-1265 0.50 Significantly synergistic 
miR-3151 0.76 Synergistic 
miR-3179 0.46 Significantly synergistic 
miR-3654 0.54 Significantly synergistic 
miR-4252 0.72 Synergistic 

 Further validation of miRNA and butyrate growth and death 3.2.2

effects in CRC cells using flow cytometry 

3.2.2.1 Effect of miRNAs on apoptosis in CRC in the presence of butyrate  

The effect of miRNAs on apoptosis and viability was further investigated using the 

Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with miRNA mimics 

(miR-125b, miR-181a, miR-593 or miR-1227) or controls for 48 h; followed by 0 mM or 

2.5 mM butyrate treatment for 24 h. Cells were stained with annexin V and propidium 

iodide to differentiate between viable, early and late apoptotic cells and dead cells as 

described in Chapter 2. No miRNA alone had a significant effect on viability, which was 

in contrast to previous observations; however, miR-125b, miR-593 and miR-1227 

significantly enhanced the reduction in viability induced by butyrate (Figure 3-1, 3-2). In 

terms of early apoptosis, miR-125b and miR-181a appeared to have anti-apoptotic 

effects alone and not have any significant effect in the presence of butyrate. Only miR-

593 significantly increased early apoptosis alone; however, both miR-593 and miR-1227 

significantly enhanced the pro-apoptotic properties of butyrate. None of the miRNAs 

influenced late apoptosis alone; however, miR-125b, miR-593 and miR-1227 enhanced 

the pro-apoptotic effect of butyrate. miR-125b and miR-181a also slightly, but 

significantly, increased the number of dead cells in the absence of butyrate.   
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Figure 3-1 Flow cytometry analysis of apoptosis in miRNA transfected HCT116 
cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Examples of flow charts depicting the apoptosis analyses of HCT116 cells reverse 
transfected with NC or miRNA mimics for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 
mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period (A) NC transfected 0 mM 
butyrate, (B) miR-593 transfected 0 mM butyrate, (C) NC transfected 2.5 mM butyrate, 
(D) miR-593 transfected 2.5 mM butyrate. Cells were stained with propidium iodide and 
annexin V stain and measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. NC= Negative 
Control mimic. 
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Figure 3-2 Flow cytometry analysis of apoptosis in miRNA transfected HCT116 
cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Bar chart showing viability and apoptosis analysis of HCT116 cells reverse transfected 
with miRNA mimics (A) miR-125b, (B) miR-181a, (C) miR-593, (D) miR-1227 for 48 h, 
followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-
transfection period. Cells were stained with propidium iodide and annexin V stain and 
measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. The mean ± SEM of 3 replicate wells is 
shown. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, 
****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 

3.2.2.2 Effect of miRNAs on the cell cycle in CRC in the presence of butyrate 

miRNAs were further investigated for their role in the butyrate response of CRC cells 

by determining their effects on the cell cycle. Earlier studies (section 1.9) demonstrated 

that butyrate-sensitising miRNAs induced cell proliferation changes using the 

xCELLigence instrument; however, as these changes may have been the result of cell 

cycle regulation among other cellular effects, it was important to investigate these 

responses. HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with miRNA mimics or controls for 

48 h, followed by 24 h of 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate treatment. The Cytoflex Flow 

Cytometer and propidium iodide staining were used to measure changes in percentage 

of cells in each cell cycle phase in the CRC cells. The results demonstrated that miR-

125b had no effects on any phases alone or in combination with butyrate (Figure 3-4 A). 

miR-593 or miR-1227 alone significantly increased the percentage of cells in the G0/G1 

phase, while miR-181a had no significant effect (Figure 3-3, 3-4 B, C, D). In the 
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presence of butyrate miR-1227 and miR-181a significantly reduced the percentage of 

cells in the G0/G1 phase, while miR-593 increased cells in this phase. miR-593 and 

miR-1227 alone had no significant effects on the S phase; however, miR-181a 

significantly increased the percentage of cells in the S phase. Interestingly, the 

combination of butyrate and miR-181a or miR-593 significantly reduced the percentage 

of cells in the S phase. miR-181a and miR-1227 alone significantly reduced percentage 

of cells in the G2/M phase, while miR-593 had no effect. In combination with butyrate, 

miR-181a and miR-593 significantly increased the percentage of cells in G2/M, but 

miR-1227 combined with butyrate significantly reduced cells in this phase. 

 

Figure 3-3 Flow cytometry analysis of the cell cycle in miRNA transfected 
HCT116 cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Examples of flow charts depicting cell cycle analyses of HCT116 cells reverse 
transfected with NC or miR-593 mimics for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 
mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period (A) NC transfected 0 mM 
butyrate, (B) miR-593 transfected 0 mM butyrate, (C) NC transfected 2.5 mM butyrate, 
(D) miR-593 transfected 2.5 mM butyrate. Cells were stained with propidium iodide and 
measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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Figure 3-4 Flow cytometry analysis of the cell cycle in miRNA transfected 
HCT116 cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Bar chart showing cell cycle analysis of HCT116 cells reverse transfected with miRNA 
mimics (A) miR-125b, (B) miR-181a, (C) miR-593, (D) miR-1227 for 48 h, followed by 
24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. 
Cells were stained with propidium iodide and measured using the Cytoflex Flow 
Cytometer. The mean ± SEM of 3 replicate wells is shown. Significant results are 
indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control 
mimic. 
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 Validation of viability and apoptosis in LIM1215 CRC cells after 3.2.3

miRNA mimic transfection and butyrate treatment 

The cellular effects of the miRNAs studied were further tested in another CRC cell line, 

LIM1215, to determine if their effects were consistent in different CRC models. 

LIM1215 cells have wild type TP53, KRAS, BRAF and PIK3CA but mutant β-catenin. 

As butyrate more readily hyperactivates WNT signalling in CRC cells with high WNT 

levels in order to induce apoptosis (Lazarova et al. 2004), similar responses to HCT116 

cells were expected even with a differing mutational status. The ApoLive-Glo™ 

Multiplex Assay was used to confirm cell viability and apoptotic changes. Transfection 

of LIM1215 cells with miRNA mimics, combined with 2.5 mM butyrate treatment, led 

to significantly decreased viability when compared to NC transfected cells (2.5 mM 

butyrate) over a 72 h time period for all miRNAs, except miR-125b (Figure 3-5). 

miRNAs that significantly decreased viability of LIM1215 cells independently of 

butyrate (NC 0 mM butyrate vs. miRNA 0 mM butyrate) included miR-181a, miR-593 

and miR-1227. miR-181a induced the greatest reduction in viability of LIM1215 cells 

alone (P <0.0001). miR-125b alone significantly increased LIM1215 cell viability. 

Butyrate alone was able to significantly decrease cell viability within all miRNA 

experiments (NC 0 mM butyrate vs. NC 2.5 mM butyrate and miRNA 0 mM butyrate 

vs. miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate) (P<0.01). 

Cell apoptosis changes were measured following viability measurements. miRNAs 

which induced significant increases in apoptosis of LIM1215 cells, both independently 

of butyrate (NC 0 mM butyrate vs. miRNA 0 mM butyrate), and by enhancing the 

butyrate effect (NC 2.5 mM butyrate vs. miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate) included miR-181a, 

miR-593 and miR-1227 (Figure 3-5). miR-125b did not affect apoptosis alone; however, 

a slight enhancement effect was observed in the presence of butyrate. miR-181a and 

miR-1227 induced the greatest increases in apoptosis in LIM1215 cells independently (P 

<0.0001). miR-1227 induced a dramatic increase in apoptosis in the presence of 

butyrate. Butyrate alone was able to significantly increase apoptosis within all miRNA 

experiments (NC 0 mM butyrate vs. NC 2.5 mM butyrate and miRNA 0 mM butyrate 

vs. miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate) (P<0.01). 
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Figure 3-5 Cell viability and apoptosis in miRNA transfected LIM1215 cells after 
24 h of butyrate treatment 

ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay: fluorescence signal for viability changes (A) miR-125b, 
(B) miR-181a, (C) miR-593, (D) 1227 and luminescent signal for normalised caspase 
activity for apoptosis changes (E) miR-125b, (F) miR-181a, (G) miR-593, (H) 1227 in 
LIM1215 cells transfected with butyrate-sensitising miRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h 
of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The 
mean ± SEM of 4 replicate wells is shown. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, 
** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic.  

 Investigation of miR-125b in KRAS mutant disrupted cells, 3.2.4

Hke3 

As previously mentioned, miR-125b induced pro-proliferative effects in LIM1215 cells 

(Figure 3-5 A) in contrast to the anti-proliferative effects seen in HCT116 cells (Ali 

2014). The key difference between these cell lines is KRAS status. As previously 

described, KRAS is a commonly mutated gene which contributes to CRC development 

and progression. The constitutive activation of this GTPase protein contributes to 

sustained proliferation and survival of cancer cells through aberrant MAPK signalling. 

KRAS mutations occur in around 40% of CRC cases (Di Fiore et al. 2007; Karapetis et 

al. 2008; Lievre et al. 2006). HCT116 cells have a KRAS wild type allele and KRASG13D 

mutant allele, resulting in constitutively activated KRAS protein, whereas LIM1215 cells 

only have KRAS wild type alleles. It was hypothesised that the cell growth response of 
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CRC cells to miR-125b may be KRAS dependent. Hke3 cells are derived from HCT116 

cells in which the mutant allele has been knocked out via homologous recombination 

(Shirasawa et al. 1993), while the wild type allele remains active. The real-time cell 

analysis platform, xCELLigence, was used to measure cell index over time as a 

representation of cell proliferation changes in Hke3 cells. miR-125b mimics had no 

effect alone on Hke3 cell proliferation (Figure 3-6), in contrast to the changes seen in 

HCT116 and LIM1215 cells. Transfection of Hke3 cells with miR-125b mimics and 

treatment with 2.5 mM butyrate in combination led to significantly decreased 

proliferation (NC 2.5 mM butyrate vs. miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate). This requires further 

investigation. 

 

Figure 3-6 Cell proliferation in miR-125b transfected Hke3 cells after 24 h of 
butyrate treatment 

Real-time cell index measurements using the xCELLigence RTCA platform, in Hke3 
cells transfected with (A) miR-125b for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM 
or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The mean ± SEM of 4 
replicate wells is shown at 72 h post-transfection (B) miR-125b. Significant results are 
indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control 
mimic. 

 Investigation of viability and apoptosis in HFF ‘normal’ 3.2.5

fibroblasts after miRNA mimic transfection and butyrate 

treatment 

To ensure that the effects of miRNA and butyrate treatments were cancer specific, it 

was important to assess their toxicity in normal cells. For this purpose, a noncancerous 

cell line was selected for further investigation. Crystal violet assays were used to assess 

the viability of a panel of immortalised ‘normal’ human cells to a range of butyrate 

concentrations (0.5-20 mM) for 24 h (Figure 3-7). HFF cells, which are human foreskin 

fibroblasts, were the only cell line that did not have a significant response to butyrate, 

except at the 5 mM concentration. HaCaT human keratinocytes and MCF10A human 
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breast cells showed a dose-dependent decrease in cell viability when exposed to 

butyrate. HEK293 human embryonic kidney cells showed a significant decrease in 

viability in response to butyrate; however, the effect was not dose-dependent.  

HFF cells were selected for further validation with the four selected miRNAs due to 

lack of response to butyrate. HFF cells were reverse transfected with NC or miRNA 

mimics for 48 h, followed by 2.5 mM butyrate treatment for 24 h for a total growth 

period of 72 h.  The ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay was performed to determine the 

changes in cell viability and apoptosis. HFF cell viability did not significantly change in 

response to any miRNA mimics or butyrate alone or in combination treatments except 

for the combination of miR-1227 and butyrate which slightly but significantly increased 

growth (Figure 3-8). Apoptosis data revealed that all miRNAs alone were able to 

significantly increase apoptosis, while miR-181a, miR-593 and miR-1227 significantly 

increased growth in combination with butyrate.   

 

Figure 3-7 Butyrate response of immortalised ‘normal’ cells  

Crystal violet assay: Absorbance signal at 570 nm for viability changes in ‘normal’ cells 
treated with a range of butyrate concentrations 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10 and 20 mM (A) 
HaCaT, (B) HEK293, (C) HFF, (D) MCF10A and treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 
butyrate at 48 h, over a 72 h growth period. The mean ± SEM of 4 replicate wells is 
shown. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, 
****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic.  
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Figure 3-8 Cell viability and apoptosis in miRNA transfected HFF ‘normal’ cells 
after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay: fluorescence signal for viability changes (A) miR-125b, 
(B) miR-181a, (C) miR-593, (D) 1227 and luminescent signal for normalised caspase 
activity for apoptosis changes (E) miR-125b, (F) miR-181a, (G) miR-593, (H) 1227 in 
HFF ‘normal’ cells transfected with butyrate-sensitising miRNAs for 48 h, followed by 
24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. 
The mean ± SEM of 4 replicate wells is shown. Significant results are indicated by * 
P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic.  

 miRNA target prediction using bioinformatics analysis 3.2.6

Following the expanded validation of butyrate-sensitising miRNAs, by analysis of cell 

proliferation and apoptosis in other cell lines, predicted miRNA target genes were 

investigated to determine their involvement in the cellular responses observed. 

Predicted target genes with known oncogenic functions were the primary focus. miR-

593 and miR-1227 pathway analyses had already been previously performed using IPA 

(Ali 2014). Therefore, a new subset of cell growth and death related genes was selected 

from these analyses as well as some based on their association with CRC for further 

investigation. miR-125b and miR-181a target genes were identified using the miRWalk 

target prediction program. This involved collating a list of genes for each miRNA from 

eight prediction programs, based on a four-hit minimum i.e. four or more programs 

predict that the mRNAs have 3'UTRs with binding sites for those miRNAs (refer to 

chapter 2). An open source pathway analysis tool, KEGG Mapper, was utilised to 
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analyse canonical pathways of miR-125b and miR-181a target genes as IPA was no 

longer available.  

3.2.6.1 miR-593 and miR-1227 predicted target genes  

As previously mentioned, a new subset of predicted target genes associated with cell 

growth and death pathways were selected from earlier IPA analyses (Ali 2014). The 

literature was also used to help refine the final gene list. The new target gene list for 

miR-593 included CCND1 (1 predicted binding site), PAK2 (1 predicted binding site), 

EEF2K (3 predicted binding site), ERBB2 (1 predicted binding site). The new target 

gene list for miR-1227 included CDK19 (1 predicted binding site), GRB2 (1 predicted 

binding site) and PAK2 (1 predicted binding site). 

3.2.6.2 KEGG mapper analysis of miR-125b predicted target genes 

miRWalk analysis involved the collation of 82 predicted target genes of miR-125b for 

further bioinformatics analysis. The predicted target gene list was refined by selecting 

the top CRC cell growth and death related pathways with the largest representation of 

target genes including Pathways in Cancer (5 molecules) (Figure 3-9), RAS Signalling 

Pathway (4 molecules), MAPK Signalling Pathway (3 molecules), PI3K-AKT signalling 

(3 molecules) and WNT signalling (3 molecules) (refer to Appendix 1). Target genes 

were further investigated through reviewing the literature and selected if they were 

reported to be involved in promoting cell proliferation and inhibiting apoptosis in CRC. 

Due to the small number of target genes collated from pathway analysis, other target 

genes that were not in KEGG Mapper pathways were selected based on the literature 

for relevance in CRC as well as their oncogenic potential. A small list of target genes 

was assembled with the above criteria and 3'UTR binding site information collected 

from miRanda. These genes included TRIM29 (1 predicted binding site), IGF1R (1 

predicted binding site) and ZEB1 (1 predicted binding sites). Refer to Table 2-3 for 

primer sequences. 

3.2.6.3 KEGG mapper analysis of miR-181a predicted target genes 

miRWalk analysis involved the collation of 4270 predicted target genes of miR-181a for 

further bioinformatics analysis. The predicted target gene list was refined by selecting 

the top CRC cell growth and death related pathways with the largest representation of 

target genes including Pathways in cancer (30 molecules), PI3K-AKT signalling pathway 

(16 molecules), MAPK signalling pathway (15 molecules), RAS signalling pathway (13 

molecules) and Apoptosis (8 molecules). As an example, some genes were found to be 

involved in the PI3K-AKT signalling pathway (Figure 3-10). Other signalling pathways 
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previously described can be found in Appendix 2. The gene list was further refined by 

investigating oncogenic predicted target genes through reviewing the literature for 

relevance to CRC as previously described. Oncogenic molecules involved in promoting 

proliferation or inhibiting apoptosis were selected as targets for further investigation. A 

small list of target genes was assembled using the above criteria and 3'UTR binding site 

information collected from miRanda. These genes included BCL2 (1 predicted binding 

site), PIK3R3 (2 predicted binding sites), FZD4 (2 predicted binding sites), FOS (1 

predicted binding site), LRP6 (1 predicted binding site), PTGS2 (alias COX2; 2 

predicted binding sites), GAB2 (1 predicted binding site), AKT3 (1 predicted binding 

site) and MAP3K8 (1 predicted binding site).  
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Figure 3-9 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis for miR-125b: Pathways in 
Cancer 

Highlighted molecules represent the predicted target genes of miR-125b analysed in 
KEGG Mapper. The following genes involved in Pathways in Cancer include GNG4, 
IGF1R, PRKCA, RALBP1 and WNT8B. 
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Figure 3-10 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis miR-181a: PI3K-Akt 
Signalling Pathway 

PI3K-Akt Signalling Pathway was present in the top canonical pathways related to CRC 
for miR-181a predicted target genes. Predicted target genes are highlighted in red. 
Example target genes in PI3K-Akt Signalling Pathway include PIK3R3, PTEN, CREB5 
and MAP3K8. 
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 mRNA expression analysis 3.2.7

Based on the aforementioned criteria, 3 predicted target genes were selected for miR-

125b, 9 predicted target genes were selected for miR-181a, 4 predicted target genes for 

miR-593 and 3 predicted target genes for miR-1227 for further investigation by real-

time RT-PCR to determine if their mRNA level could be altered by the selected 

miRNAs (refer to Table 2-3 for primer sequences). The investigation of these genes was 

primarily performed to determine molecules which may be involved in the cellular 

responses mediated by miR-125b, miR-181a, miR-593 and miR-1227. HCT116 cells 

were transfected with miRNA or NC mimics and treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 

butyrate as per previous experiments. Due to the larger number of candidate targets, 

only non-butyrate treated HCT116 samples (NC or miRNA mimic transfected; 0 mM 

butyrate treated) were used to initially identify miR-181a binding transcripts. These 

targets were defined as mRNAs that had significantly decreased levels after transfection 

with the selected miRNA. Some targets were selected for further validation if the P-

value was close to P<0.05, but not significant, as the number of experimental replicates 

was increased in the second validation experiment. Those predicted targets which had 

no change or increased expression were not further investigated. The validated targets 

of miRNAs were further analysed to examine if the miRNAs and butyrate synergistically 

altered transcript levels. The same screening process was not applied to targets for miR-

125b, miR-593 or miR-1227 due to the small number of targets. Predicted target genes 

which showed decreased expression following transfection with the miRNA alone and 

enhanced the response to butyrate were selected for protein expression analysis. 

3.2.7.1 Effects of miR-593 and butyrate on predicted target gene transcript 

levels 

To determine the effects of miR-593 and butyrate on predicted target gene transcript 

levels, HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with miR-593 mimics or controls for 48 h, 

followed by 24 h of 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate treatment. miR-593 transfection alone 

significantly decreased the transcript levels of CCND1 (P=0.0001) and EEF2K 

(P=0.0214), while ERBB2 and PAK2 transcript levels had a non-significant decreasing 

trend (Figure 3-11). When HCT116 cells were exposed to miR-593 mimics in 

combination with 2.5 mM butyrate, EEF2K (P=0.0178) transcript levels were 

significantly reduced; however, the other transcripts did not significantly change. 

Butyrate alone significantly decreased all transcript levels when comparing 0 mM 

butyrate and 2.5 mM butyrate treated NC transfected cells as well as 0 mM butyrate and 

2.5 mM butyrate treated miR-593 transfected cells (P≤0.0029). As CCND1 and EEF2K 
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were the only genes to significantly respond to the miRNA, they were selected for 

further validation at the protein level. 

 

Figure 3-11 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of predicted miR-593 target gene mRNA 
levels in HCT116 cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

mRNA levels of miR-593 predicted target genes (A) CCND1, (B) EEF2K, (C) ERBB2 
and (D) PAK2 in HCT116 cells transfected with miR-593 or NC mimics for 48 h, 
followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-
transfection period. The mean mRNA levels ± SEM of 5 replicates is represented and 
their expression is normalised to the geometric mean of three reference genes, ACTB, 
B2M and GAPDH. Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, 
****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 

3.2.7.2 Effect of miR-1227 and butyrate on predicted target gene 

transcript levels  

To determine the effects of miR-1227 and butyrate on predicted target gene transcript 

levels, HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with miR-1227 mimics or controls for 48 

h, followed by 24 h of 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate treatment. miR-1227 alone and in 

combination with butyrate did not significantly affect the transcript levels of CDK19 or 

GRB2; however, a non-significant decreasing trend was seen in GRB2 transcript levels 

when cells were exposed to miR-1227 (Figure 3-12). STAT3 transcript levels 

significantly increased when cells were exposed to miR-1227 alone (P=0.0310) and this 

increase was further enhanced in the presence of butyrate (P=0.0086). Butyrate 

significantly increased the transcript levels of GRB2 (P≤0.0021) and STAT3 (P≤0.0001) 

when comparing NC 0 mM butyrate versus 2.5 mM butyrate treated and miR-1227 0 

mM butyrate versus 2.5 mM butyrate treated; however, no significant changes were 

observed with CDK19 transcript levels. Analyses of DVL3 and NUP62 were repeated 

with a greater number of replicates to confirm previous results (Ali 2014). miR-1227 

alone significantly decreased expression of DVL3 (P=0.0132) and NUP62 (P=0.0278). 
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After HCT116 cells were exposed to miR-1227 and 2.5 mM butyrate in combination, 

there were no further significant decreases in DVL3 or NUP62 transcript levels; 

however, DVL3 mRNA levels had a decreasing trend. Butyrate significantly decreased 

levels of DVL3 when comparing miR-1227 0 mM butyrate versus 2.5 mM butyrate 

treated cells and NUP62 transcript levels decreased when comparing NC 0 mM butyrate 

versus 2.5 mM butyrate treated cells. As only DVL3 and NUP62 responded 

significantly to miR-1227 alone, they were selected for further validation through 

protein analysis (section 3.2.8.2).    

 

Figure 3-12 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of predicted miR-1227 target gene 
mRNA levels in HCT116 cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

mRNA levels of miR-1227 predicted target genes (A) CDK19, (B) DVL3 (C) GRB2, (C) 
NUP62, (E) STAT3 in HCT116 cells transfected with miR-1227 or NC mimics for 48 
h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-
transfection period. The mean mRNA levels ± SEM of 5 replicates is represented and 
their expression is normalised to the geometric mean of three reference genes, ACTB, 
B2M and GAPDH. Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, 
****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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3.2.7.3 Effect of miR-125b and butyrate on predicted target gene 

transcript levels  

To determine the effects of miR-125b and butyrate on predicted target gene transcript 

levels, HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with miR-125b mimics or controls for 48 

h, followed by 24 h of 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate treatment. miR-125b alone 

significantly reduced the transcript levels of TRIM29 (P=0.0034) in HCT116 cells; 

however, IGF1R and ZEB1 transcript levels did not significantly change (Figure 3-13). 

After CRC cells were exposed to miR-125b and 2.5 mM butyrate in combination, 

TRIM29 transcript levels significantly increased (P=0.0484) when compared to 2.5 mM 

butyrate treated NC transfected cells; there was no significant change in IGF1R or 

ZEB1 transcript levels when comparing the same groups. Butyrate significantly 

increased the transcript levels of all genes (P≤0.0001) when comparing NC 0 mM 

butyrate versus 2.5 mM butyrate treated as well as miR-125b 0 mM butyrate versus 2.5 

mM butyrate treated cells. As TRIM29 was the only gene to respond to miR-125b alone, 

it was further investigated as a target using protein analysis (section 3.2.8.3).  

 

Figure 3-13 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of predicted miR-125b target gene 
mRNA levels in HCT116 cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

mRNA levels of miR-125b predicted target genes (A) CDK19, (B) GRB2 and (C) 
STAT3 in HCT116 cells transfected with miR-125b or NC mimics for 48 h, followed by 
24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. 
The mean mRNA levels ± SEM of 5 replicates is represented and their expression is 
normalised to the geometric mean of three reference genes, ACTB, B2M and GAPDH. 
Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. 
NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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3.2.7.4 Effects of miR-181a on predicted target gene transcript levels 

HCT116 cells that were transfected with miR-181a mimics showed altered expression 

levels of some predicted miR-181a target genes, when compared with NC mimic 

transfected cells (0 mM butyrate) (Figure 3-14). COX2 (P=0.0118) and FZD4 

(P=0.0215) had significantly decreased transcript levels in HCT116 cells when exposed 

to miR-181a mimics alone. In addition, LRP6 (P=0.0717), MAP3K8 (P=0.0821) and 

PIK3R3 (P=0.0644) transcript levels showed a non-significant decreasing trend. AKT3 

transcript levels did not change after exposure to miR-181a mimics, while BCL2, FOS 

and GAB2 showed slight, non-significant increases in transcript levels.  

 

Figure 3-14 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of predicted miR-181a target gene 
mRNA levels in HCT116 cells 72 h post-transfection. 

mRNA levels of miR-181a predicted target genes (A) AKT3, (B) BCL2, (C) COX2 (D) 
FOS, (E) FZD4, (F) GAB2, (G) LRP6, (H) MAP3K8 and (I) PIK3R3 in HCT116 cells 
transfected with miR-181a or NC mimics, and treated with 0 mM butyrate, over a 72-
post-transfection period. The mean mRNA levels ± SEM of the triplicates is 
represented, and their expression is normalised to the geometric mean of three reference 
genes, ACTB, B2M and GAPDH. Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, 
**P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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3.2.7.5 Effect of miR-181a and butyrate on predicted target gene 

transcript levels  

To examine the effects of miR-181a and butyrate on predicted target gene transcript 

levels, HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with miR-181a mimics or controls for 48 

h, followed by 24 h of 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate treatment. miR-181a alone 

significantly decreased mRNA levels of COX2 (P=0.0014), FZD4 (P=0.0120), MAP3K8 

(P=0.0001) and PIK3R3 (P=0.0395); however, LRP6 transcript levels significantly 

increased (P=0.0494) (Figure 3-15). Following exposure of HCT116 cells to 2.5 mM 

butyrate, transcript levels of all predicted target genes dramatically and significantly 

increased when compared to the NC 0 mM butyrate cells. With the addition of miR-

181a and 2.5 mM butyrate, COX2 (P=0.0490), LRP6 (P<0.0001) and PIK3R3 

(P=0.0018) levels significantly increased again; however, FZD4 (P=0.0429) levels 

significantly decreased compared to 2.5 mM butyrate treated NC cells. MAP3K8 mRNA 

levels did not significantly change after CRC cells were exposed to miR-181a and 

butyrate; however, there was a decreasing trend. All transcript levels were significantly 

increased by butyrate treatment (P≤0.009) as shown by the comparison of the NC 

transfected 0 mM butyrate and 2.5 mM butyrate treated groups and the miRNA mimic 

transfected 0 mM butyrate and 2.5 mM butyrate treated groups. All genes, except LRP6, 

had significantly reduced transcript levels when cells were exposed to miR-125b; 

therefore, they were selected for further investigation through protein analysis (section 

3.2.8.4).  
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Figure 3-15 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of predicted miR-181a target gene 
mRNA levels in HCT116 cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment. 

mRNA levels of miR-181a predicted target genes (A) COX2, (B) FZD4, (C) LRP6 (D) 
MAP3K8 and (E) PIK3R3 in HCT116 cells transfected with miR-181a or NC mimics 
for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h 
post-transfection period. The mean mRNA levels ± SEM of 5 replicates is represented 
and their expression is normalised to the geometric mean of three reference genes, 
ACTB, B2M and GAPDH. Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, 
***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic.  

 Protein expression analysis 3.2.8

Selected predicted target genes, including miR-593 targets CCND1 and EEF2K; miR-

1227 targets DVL3 and NUP62; miR-125b target TRIM29 and miR-181a targets COX2, 

FZD4, PIK3R3 and MAP3K8 were further investigated to determine if the miRNAs 

affect the level of corresponding target proteins in CRC cells. HCT116 cells were 

transfected and butyrate treated as per previous experiments; however, protein lysates 

were prepared, separated using SDS-PAGE and subjected to immunoblotting.  
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3.2.8.1 Effect of miR-593 on predicted target gene protein expression 

CCND1 protein expression was significantly decreased when exposed to miR-593 

mimics alone (P = 0.0102) (Figure 3-16 A, C). When cells were exposed to miR-593 

mimics and butyrate in combination, CCND1 expression significantly increased (P 

=0.0495). Butyrate was able to reduce CCND1 protein expression when comparing NC 

0 mM butyrate to NC 2.5 mM butyrate treated (P=0.0168) and miR-593 transfected 0 

mM butyrate to miR-593 transfected 2.5 mM butyrate treated cells (P=0.0153). Protein 

loading across all lanes was consistent when compared to reference lane 1 (Figure 3-16 

E) (Appendix 3). 

EEF2K protein expression was unaffected by miR-593 (NC 0 mM butyrate vs miRNA 

0 mM butyrate) or butyrate alone when comparing NC 0 mM butyrate to NC 2.5 mM 

butyrate treated cells; however, EEF2K expression showed a non-significant decreasing 

trend when comparing miRNA 0 mM butyrate to miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated 

conditions (Figure 3-16 B, D). EEF2K protein expression was slightly but significantly 

decreased when cells were exposed to miR-593 and butyrate alone (P=0.0348). Protein 

loading across all lanes was consistent when compared to reference lane 1, except lane 4 

which appeared to be under loaded (Figure 3-16 F) (Appendix 3). 
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Figure 3-16 Protein expression of miR-593 predicted targets 

Western blots of (A) CCND1 and (B) EEF2K in HCT116 cells transfected with miR-
1227 or NC mimics for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 
butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The mean normalised intensity of bands 
± SEM of the triplicates is represented for the protein analysis of (C) CCND1 and (D) 
EEF2K and their expression is normalised to (E) total protein loaded (CCND1) and (F) 
total protein loaded (EEF2K) respectively. All significant results are indicated by 
*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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3.2.8.2 Effect of miR-1227 on predicted target gene protein expression 

DVL3 protein expression did not significantly change in HCT116 cells when exposed to 

miR-1227 alone (Figure 3-17 A, C). When CRC cells were exposed to both miR-1227 

and butyrate in combination, protein levels significantly decreased (P=0.0106). Butyrate 

was also able to significantly reduce DVL3 protein expression when comparing NC 0 

mM butyrate to NC 2.5 mM butyrate treated cells (P=0.0005) and miRNA 0 mM 

butyrate to miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated cells (P= 0.0081). Protein loading across all 

lanes was consistent when compared to reference lane 1; however, lane 12 was slightly 

underloaded (Figure 3-17 E) (Appendix 3). 

NUP62 protein expression was significantly reduced when CRC cells were exposed to 

miR-1227 mimics alone (P= 0.0004) (Figure 3-17 B, D). When cells were exposed to the 

combination treatment of miR-1227 and butyrate NUP62 protein levels were 

significantly decreased (P= 0.0046). Butyrate alone was also able to reduce NUP62 

protein levels when comparing NC 0 mM butyrate to NC 2.5 mM butyrate treated cells 

(P=0.0018). Protein loading across all lanes was consistent; however, lane 1 appeared to 

be slightly underloaded when compared to the other lanes (Figure 3-17 F) (Appendix 3). 
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Figure 3-17 Protein expression of miR-1227 predicted targets 

Western blots of (A) DVL3 and (B) NUP62 in HCT116 cells transfected with miR-1227 
or NC mimics for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, 
over a 72 h post-transfection period. The mean normalised intensity of bands ± SEM of 
the triplicates is represented for the protein analysis of (C) DVL3 and (D) NUP62 and 
their expression is normalised to (E) total protein loaded (DVL3) and (F) total protein 
loaded (NUP62) respectively. All significant results are indicated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, 
***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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3.2.8.3 Effect of miR-125b on predicted target gene protein expression 

Protein analysis demonstrated that TRIM29 protein expression levels were unaffected 

by miR-125b alone or by butyrate alone (Figure 3-18 A, B). When HCT116 cells were 

exposed to the combination treatment of miRNA and butyrate, the protein expression 

levels of TRIM29 significantly reduced. Protein loading across all lanes was consistent 

when compared to reference lane 1 (Figure 3-18 C) (Appendix 3). 

 

 

Figure 3-18 Protein expression of miR-125b predicted targets 

Western blots of (A) TRIM29 in HCT116 cells transfected with miR-125b or NC 
mimics for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 
72 h post-transfection period. The mean normalised intensity of bands ± SEM of the 
triplicates is represented for the protein analysis of (B) TRIM29 and their expression is 
normalised to (C) total protein loaded. All significant results are indicated by *P<0.05, 
**P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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3.2.8.4 Effect of miR-181a on predicted target gene protein expression 

COX2 showed relatively low protein levels in HCT116 cells. miR-181a did not have a 

significant effect on COX2 protein expression (Figure 3-19 A, C). However, COX2 

expression was decreased in the presence of butyrate when comparing NC 0 mM 

butyrate to NC 2.5 mM butyrate treated cells (P=0.0450) and miRNA 0 mM butyrate to 

miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated cells (P= 0.0011). When butyrate was combined with 

miR-181a mimics there was no significant effect on COX2 protein expression; however, 

a decreasing trend was observed. Protein loading across all lanes was consistent when 

compared to reference lane 1 (Figure 3-19 E) (Appendix 3). 

The protein expression levels of PIK3R3 were significantly reduced when cells were 

exposed to miR-181a alone (P= 0.0033) and in combination with butyrate (P=0.0008) 

(Figure 3-19 B, D). PIK3R3 protein expression did not respond to butyrate alone. 

Protein loading across all lanes was consistent when compared to reference lane 1; 

however, lane 12 was slightly underloaded (Figure 3-19 F) (Appendix 3). 

Unfortunately, a suitable antibody could not be identified to detect FZD4 or MAP3K8 

protein expression levels; therefore, these targets were not further assessed.   
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Figure 3-19 Protein expression of miR-181a predicted targets  

Western blots of (A) COX2 and (B) PIK3R3 in HCT116 cells transfected with miR-
181a or NC mimics for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 
butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The mean normalised intensity of bands 
± SEM of the triplicates is represented for the protein analysis of (C) COX2 and (D) 
PIK3R3 and their expression is normalised to total protein (E) COX2 and (F) PIK3R3. 
All significant results are indicated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. 
NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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 miRNA target gene suppression in the butyrate response and 3.2.9

effect on proliferation 

Predicted miRNA target genes DVL3 and PIK3R3 were further investigated due to their 

significant responses at the mRNA and protein levels when HCT116 cells were exposed 

to miR-1227 or miR-181a respectively, and when combined with butyrate (Figure 3-12 

B,  Figure 3-15 E, Figure 3-17 A, C, E, Figure 3-19 B, D, F). These genes were also of 

interest because they are involved in critical oncogenic pathways: WNT signalling 

(DVL3) and PI3K-AKT signalling (PIK3R3). RNA interference (siRNAs) was used to 

knockdown these target genes in order to determine if siRNAs had a similar effect on 

cell proliferation as the corresponding miRNA. Knockdown efficiency was determined 

by exposing HCT116 cells to DVL3 or PIK3R3 siRNAs for 72 h without butyrate 

treatment. DVL3 mRNA levels were reduced by ~80% (P<0.0001) in HCT116 cells 

(Figure 3-20 A). PIK3R3 mRNA levels were reduced by ~73% (P=0.0007) in HCT116 

cells (Figure 3-20 B). 

HCT116 cells were transfected with DVL3 or PIK3R3 siRNAs for 72 h followed by 24 

h of 2.5 mM butyrate treatment and cell proliferation was measured using the 

xCELLigence real-time cell analyser. DVL3 siRNA did not have a significant effect on 

cell proliferation alone; however, when combined with butyrate there was a slight but 

significant reduction in proliferation (P= 0.0398) (Figure 3-21 A). Butyrate alone was 

able to reduce proliferation as expected when comparing NC 0 mM butyrate to 2.5 mM 

butyrate treated cells (P=0.0003) as well as siRNA 0 mM butyrate to 2.5 mM butyrate 

treated cells (P<0.0001). PIK3R3 siRNA significantly reduced cell proliferation alone 

(P<0.0001) and this was further enhanced in the presence of butyrate (P<0.0001) 

(Figure 3-21 B). Butyrate alone was able to reduce proliferation as expected when 

comparing NC 0 mM butyrate to 2.5 mM butyrate treated cells (P<0.0001) as well as 

siRNA 0 mM butyrate to 2.5 mM butyrate treated cells (P<0.0001). The CDI calculation 

indicates a synergistic effect when DVL3 siRNA is combined with butyrate at 0.91, 

while the PIK3R3 siRNA effect with butyrate is significantly synergistic at 0.44.  
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Figure 3-20 DVL3 and PIK3R3 siRNA knockdown efficiency in HCT116 

mRNA levels of (A) DVL3 and (B) PIK3R3 in HCT116 cells transfected with NC, 
DVL3 or PIK3R3 siRNA over a 72 h post-transfection period. The mean mRNA levels 
± SEM of the triplicates is represented, and their expression is normalised to the 
geometric mean of three reference genes, ACTB, B2M and GAPDH. Significant values 
are indicated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative 
Control mimic.  

 

Figure 3-21 Cell proliferation in DVL3 and PIK3R3 siRNA transfected HCT116 
cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Real-time cell index measurements using the xCELLigence RTCA platform, in HCT116 
cells transfected with (A) DVL3 siRNA or (B) PIK3R3 siRNA for 48 h, followed by 24 
h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. 
The mean ± SEM of 4 replicates is shown at 72 h post-transfection (C) DVL3 siRNA, 
(D) PIK3R3 siRNA. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** 
P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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 WNT signalling activity 3.2.10

Following the investigation of predicted miRNA target genes, the WNT signalling 

pathway was further investigated due to its importance in the development of CRC 

(Polakis 2000). Many predicted miRNA target genes and butyrate responsive genes 

identified during the validation process were implicated in this pathway. HCT116 cells 

have high WNT activity as they have a mutated β-catenin allele leading to constitutive 

activation of WNT signalling; however, they have a wild type allele for APC. RKO cells 

are classified as low WNT activity cells, as they have wild type alleles for β-catenin and 

APC; however, they have mutant CDX2 (dominant negative mutation), which is 

normally involved in APC and AXIN2 activation (Dang et al. 2001). Luciferase reporter 

plasmids carrying wild type and mutant TCF binding sites (TOPflash and FOPflash 

respectively) were used to monitor WNT signalling activity in these cells. Treatment of 

the cells with WNT3A ligand activates the reporter gene by increasing binding of β-

catenin to the TCF sites. In this context, the effect of miRNA overexpression and 

butyrate treatment on WNT pathway activation could be assessed. 

When HCT116 cells were not treated with WNT3A, miR-125b, miR-593 and miR-1227 

alone did not alter TOPflash reporter activity, indicating that they did not affect the 

WNT signalling pathway (Figure 3-22). In contrast, miR-181a alone did significantly 

increase WNT activity (P<0.0001). When the miRNAs were combined with butyrate, 

only miR-593 showed any effect, producing a significant reduction in WNT activity 

(P<0.0001). In all cases, butyrate alone significantly induced WNT activity (P<0.0001). 

HCT116 cells treated with WNT3A alone showed a large induction of the WNT 

signalling pathway as expected. In the presence of WNT3A, both miR-125b (P=0.0030) 

and miR-181a (P=0.0003) significantly increased WNT activity, miR-1227 significantly 

reduced activity (P=0.0438), while miR-593 had no effect. In combination with butyrate, 

only miR-181a (P<0.0001) was able to significantly induce WNT activity, while miR-593 

significantly reduced activity (P<0.0001) and miR-125b and miR-1227 had no effect.  

Further analysis was performed using the low WNT activity CRC cell line, RKO. Most 

interestingly, when RKO cells were not treated with WNT3A, butyrate was unable to 

induce the TOPflash reporter suggesting that it did not activate the WNT pathway 

(Figure 3-23). In the absence of WNT3A, miR-1227 (P<0.0001) and miR-181a 

(P=0.0019) significantly induced the WNT pathway, while miR-125b and miR-593 

showed non-significant increasing trends. When combined with butyrate there was a 

highly significant but subtle reduction in WNT activity for all miRNAs (P≤0.0005). 
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When RKO cells were treated with WNT3A, RKO cells did not respond to any of the 

miRNAs alone. When miR-125b (P=0.0167) or miR-1227 (P=0.0117) were combined 

with butyrate there was a significant reduction in WNT activity in the CRC cells; 

however, no change was seen with miR-181a or miR-593. Butyrate alone significantly 

induced WNT activity in the presence of WNT3A (P<0.0001). 

 

Figure 3-22 Butyrate responsive miRNAs and butyrate alter WNT reporter 
activity in HCT116 cells 

WNT reporter activity in HCT116 cells reverse transfected with TOPflash vectors and 
butyrate-sensitising miRNAs (A) miR-125b, (B) miR-181a, (C) miR-593, (D) miR-1227, 
for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h 
post-transfection period. The mean ± SEM of 4 replicates is shown. Significant results 
are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative 
Control mimic. 
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Figure 3-23 Butyrate responsive miRNAs and butyrate alter WNT reporter 
activity in RKO cells 

WNT reporter activity in RKO cells reverse transfected with TOPflash vectors and 
butyrate-sensitising miRNAs (A) miR-125b, (B) miR-181a, (C) miR-593, (D) miR-1227, 
for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h 
post-transfection period. The mean ± SEM of 4 replicates is shown. Significant results 
are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative 
Control mimic. 
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 Discussion 3.3

 Summary 3.3.1

Butyrate is a naturally occurring HDACi with the ability to decrease proliferation and 

increase apoptosis in CRC cells by altering global histone acetylation and consequently 

global gene expression (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Mariadason 2008). Butyrate has 

been shown to alter non-coding RNA expression, including miRNAs, in order to 

mediate its anticancer effects in CRC cells through various cellular growth and death 

pathways (Wu et al. 2018c). It was previously demonstrated that the overexpression of 

tumour suppressor miRNAs, such as miR-18a, in a combination treatment with butyrate 

can enhance the anticancer properties of butyrate in CRC cells (Humphreys et al. 

2014b). To the best of our knowledge this interesting observation has not been further 

investigated. A high-throughput functional screen was previously performed and 13 

butyrate-sensitising miRNAs were identified (refer to section 1.9) (Ali 2014). The aim of 

these experiments was to further validate these butyrate-sensitising miRNAs and their 

target genes in order to reveal their roles in the butyrate response. Several predicted 

miRNA-mRNA interactions were identified to be involved in key cell growth and death 

pathways including WNT and PI3K-AKT signalling. The knockdown of some predicted 

miRNA target genes using siRNAs also revealed potential therapeutic targets. 

 Butyrate-sensitising miRNAs regulate CRC cell proliferation, 3.3.2

apoptosis and the cell cycle 

Of the 13 miRNA hits identified from unbiased high-throughput screening, miR-125b, 

miR-181a, miR-593 and miR-1227 were further investigated based on their strong 

synergistic effects with butyrate. These miRNAs previously demonstrated the ability to 

significantly enhance the butyrate response by increasing apoptosis and decreasing 

proliferation (Ali 2014), indicative of tumour suppressor properties. Apoptotic and 

viability parameters were further examined using flow cytometry as the previously 

observed effects of these miRNAs on viability and apoptosis (Ali 2014) were not fully 

validated. 

miR-125b cellular effects 

miR-125b has diverse roles in cancers including oncogenic behaviour in blood cancers 

such as B-cell leukaemia (Willimott & Wagner 2012) and myeloid leukaemia (Lin et al. 

2011) by promoting growth, or tumour suppressor behaviour in breast cancer (Ferracin 

et al. 2013) and endometrial cancer (Shang et al. 2012) by inhibiting growth and 
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invasion. Previous studies have suggested that miR-125b may have oncogenic potential 

in CRC as high expression has been associated with poor prognosis in patients, and also 

with inhibition of the tumour suppressor p53 (Nishida et al. 2011). However, in contrast 

to this finding, a tumour suppressor function was demonstrated in HCT116 cells 

whereby miR-125b mimics induced apoptosis by silencing anti-apoptotic genes MCL1 

and BCLW (Gong et al. 2013). This is consistent with the results observed in my 

previous studies showing apoptosis induction (Ali 2014), but not the current flow 

cytometry study whereby miR-125b alone did not increase the number of apoptotic 

cells, nor affect viability. Other reported studies in HCT116 cells did not report changes 

in cell growth after exposure to miR-125b (Fujino et al. 2017), which do not support 

previous results (Ali 2014) and requires further investigation. Interestingly, the 

combination of miR-125b and miR-125a was found to sensitise paclitaxel 

chemoresistant HT29 CRC cells by inducing apoptosis and reducing growth and 

survival (Chen et al. 2013b), indicating that miR-125b has the ability to contribute to the 

anticancer effects of chemotherapeutics. In terms of the cell cycle, miR-125b has been 

previously shown to induce G2/M phase arrest to inhibit growth in HCT-8 and LOVO 

cells (Zhang et al. 2017c), although this was not seen in the current study and may be 

attributed to cell line differences.  

miR-181a cellular effects 

miR-181a has been shown to have oncogenic potential in CRC cells and high expression 

is associated with poor prognosis (Gu et al. 2018). Wei et al. (2014) demonstrated that 

the overexpression of miR-181a resulted in increased cell proliferation in HCT116 cells. 

A decrease in proliferation was observed in the previous study (Ali 2014) even though 

the percentage of viable cells did not change in the current study. It was previously 

reported that apoptosis was unaffected in HCT116 cells exposed to miR-181a alone 

(Galluzzi et al. 2010), which was consistent with the current study and my previous 

study (Ali 2014). miR-181a has also been shown to have diverse functions across cancer 

cell types. In gastric cancer miR-181a has oncogenic properties as it promotes 

proliferation (Zhang et al. 2014b). Similarly, another study in gastric cancer cells 

demonstrated that miR-181 reduced the percentage of cells in the G0/G1 phase and 

increased those in the S phase, while the G2/M phase cell percentage did not change 

(Yu et al. 2018b), which is similar to findings in the current study. In contrast to these 

oncogenic effects, in glioma and lung cancer miR-181a suppresses growth and promotes 

apoptosis (Shi et al. 2008; Shi et al. 2017) again showing that effects are context specific. 
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Interestingly, pre-miR-181a was shown to enhance the anticancer properties of cisplatin 

in lung cancer (Galluzzi et al. 2010), indicating potential benefit for cancer treatment.  

miR-593 and miR-1227 cellular effects 

miR-593 and miR-1227 are relatively poorly characterised miRNAs in CRC and other 

cancers. miR-593 has been shown to inhibit CRC and oesophageal cancer cell 

proliferation and induce G2/M arrest by silencing a critical cell cycle regulator, PLK1 

(Ito et al. 2011; Ma et al. 2019), which coincidentally was used as a control in this high-

throughput screen (Ali 2014). Results of the previous study did show that miR-593 had 

anti-proliferative effects in CRC cells (Ali 2014). However, in the current study miR-593 

alone did not affect the percentage of viable cells detected by flow cytometry. The 

percentage of cells in the G2/M phase only significantly increased when the miRNA 

was combined with butyrate. Interestingly, CCND1 protein, which is involved in cell 

cycle regulation, was reduced by miR-593 and butyrate alone. When CRC cells were 

exposed to miR-593 and butyrate in combination, CCND1 protein increased in 

expression but it did not reach that of the untreated control group. This may indicate 

that reduction of CCND1 protein contributes to the accumulation of cells in the G2/M 

phase. As previously mentioned, miRNAs and butyrate are known to regulate several 

hundred genes; therefore, other targets may also be involved in this response. Further 

investigation of other cell cycle-related targets is required to understand this response.  

More recently, several studies have implicated miR-593 in circular RNA (circRNA) and 

lncRNA regulatory axes (Dong et al. 2018b; Han et al. 2019; Song & Xiao 2018). For 

example, (Song & Xiao 2018) demonstrated that miR-593 was bound (sponged) and 

inhibited by hsa_circ_0007534 circRNA in order to promote the expression of its target 

MUC19, resulting in cell proliferation and invasion of breast cancer cells; this was 

reversed upon knockdown of the circRNA.  

miR-1227 was demonstrated to be downregulated in HCT116 CRC cells relative to the 

embryonic kidney cell line HEK293A (Butkytė et al. 2016). Interestingly, in the current 

study miR-1227 had a strong synergistic effect with butyrate in greatly increasing the cell 

percentage in the S phase, which was not observed with other miRNAs. Previous 

studies in HCT116 cells have demonstrated that several drugs can induce S phase arrest 

such as Daurinol which inhibits topoisomerase 2α and has a potent anti-proliferative 

effect (Kang et al. 2011). Chlorophyllin was also shown to increase S phase arrest in 

HCT116 cells; however, this is a result of decreased DNA damage and induction of 

checkpoint related proteins including RR, p53, p21, CCDN1, Rb and MDM2 (Chimploy 
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et al. 2009). S phase accumulation was also found to precede apoptosis which was 

discovered when CRC cells were treated with 5-fluorouracil (Yamane et al. 1999). This 

may explain why the combination of miR-1227 transfection and butyrate treatment 

promotes a large percentage of cells to accumulate in the S phase and strongly induce 

apoptosis. The phenomenon was also found in human oral cancer cells and lung cancer 

cells after treatment with celecoxib derivative OSU03012 and pemetrexed respectively 

which was shown to upregulate and activate ERK1/2 and CDK2/Cyclin A (Ding et al. 

2008; Yang et al. 2011b). The findings in this study are novel for miR-1227 and warrants 

further investigation in the context of cell cycle regulation.  

Limitations of cell-based studies 

There are several reasons as to why the literature is not fully consistent with the findings 

of the current study. These reasons include cell line heterogeneity, experimental 

conditions and assay differences. As mentioned above, variation was seen between 

previous studies even using the same HCT116 cell line. Recently, Ben-David et al. 

(2018) identified genetic and transcriptional heterogeneity across 27 MCF7 breast cancer 

cell lines collected from several laboratories. Most concerningly, when the drug response 

of these cell lines was tested against 321 anticancer compounds, it was revealed that 

approximately 75% of the compounds which inhibited some MCF7 cell lines had no 

effect in others (Ben-David et al. 2018). Several approaches can be used to avoid these 

issues, such as recording passage numbers, examining the diversification of cell lines by 

genome-wide analyses and maintaining consistent culture conditions in order to 

maintain the quality and consistency of research (Ben-David et al. 2018). The 

experimental conditions can also be a source of variation in results. In the current study, 

a 20 nM concentration of miRNA mimics was used to induce responses in CRC cells; 

however, concentrations used in other studies vary greatly and were up to 50 nM 

(Fujino et al. 2017; Gong et al. 2013; Wei et al. 2014). The endogenous concentrations 

of miRNAs are normally much lower. A cell may have less than 10 copies of a low 

abundance miRNA and sometimes >10,000 copies per cell for highly abundant cell-type 

restricted miRNAs (Liang et al. 2007). Generally, miRNA species largely vary within 

cells. The use of a 20 nM concentration was to maintain consistency with previous 

studies (Humphreys et al. 2013) and high-throughput screening protocols. The effects 

of miRNAs are subtle; therefore, the cellular response may be minimal and difficult for 

real-time platforms such as the xCELLigence or Incucyte FLR to detect. It must be 

noted that if miRNAs are used therapeutically, cells are likely to be exposed to high 
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concentrations of miRNAs. miR-16 was delivered to mesothelioma patients in Phase 1 

clinical trials at doses of 1·5 μg RNA in 5 x 109 minicells across several weeks (van 

Zandwijk et al. 2017). However, if functional studies are being performed to identify 

gene targets, results must be carefully considered as highly supraphysiological 

concentrations of miRNAs can induce non-specific gene expression changes in cells (Jin 

et al. 2015). Another key point is that different types of assays were used across studies. 

For example, the Incucyte FLR real-time cell imaging system and CellPlayerTM 96-well 

Caspase 3/7 reagent were used to detect overall apoptotic events in my previous study 

(Ali 2014). This system is advantageous because of the real-time monitoring of cells; 

however, the clumping of cells can make it difficult for the Incucyte software to detect 

individual cells which fluoresce during apoptosis. Conversely, PI and annexin V stains, 

which were used for flow cytometry, are specific markers of apoptotic state and can 

differentiate between early and late apoptosis. Issues can include lack of dye binding to 

cells resulting in high background signals (Demchenko 2013), which may reduce the 

sensitivity of the assay. It must be noted that many published studies that have 

measured miRNA levels in cells do not provide details of the quantitative PCR protocol 

(for example Taqman assay number) or mention which arm of the mature miRNA was 

being quantified. As a general issue, many studies do not distinguish between the mature 

miRNA arms (5p or 3p) generated from the same hairpin precursor. Asymmetrical 

miRNA arm switching, whereby one strand is dominant, is common but it does not 

follow that the other arm is not functional (Chen et al. 2018a). Co-accumulation of miR-

30e-3p and miR-30e-5p has been shown, though they do target different genes (Ro et al. 

2007).  

 Butyrate-sensitising miRNAs regulate cell viability and 3.3.3

apoptosis in LIM1215 CRC cells 

The cellular effects of the miRNAs studied here were further tested in another CRC cell 

line, LIM1215, to determine if their effects were consistent in different CRC models. 

The endpoint ApoLive Multiplex assay was used to determine proliferative and 

apoptotic changes. In terms of viability and apoptosis, the response of LIM1215 cells to 

miR-181a, miR-593 and miR-1227 was largely consistent with the response of HCT116 

cells (Ali 2014).  The key difference observed was when cells were exposed to miR-

125b, which resulted in an unexpected increase in cell viability, that was not seen in 

HCT116 cells (Ali 2014). As previously mentioned, the mutational status of LIM1215 

and HCT116 cells are different as LIM1215 cells have wild type KRAS and PIK3CA, 

while HCT116 cells have mutant KRAS and PIK3CA and both have wild type 
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phenotypes for BRAF and TP53. The Hke3 cell line is derived from HCT116 cells. The 

KRAS mutant allele has been knocked out by homologous recombination (Shirasawa et 

al. 1993), while the wild type allele remains active; therefore, this was a suitable model to 

identify the involvement of KRAS in this response. Interestingly, viability was 

unchanged in this cell line when exposed to miR-125b alone, whereas in HCT116 cells it 

reduced growth, which indicates that KRAS might be implicated in this response. KRAS 

is a key gene involved in RAS signalling, which is mutated in ~40% of CRC cases 

(Fearon 2011). KRAS status in CRC has been shown to be important in the response of 

cells to several miRNAs. An investigation in HCT116 KRASWT/− and HCT116 

KRASWT/G13D mutant cell lines revealed that the mutant cell line was particularly 

sensitive to miR-512, miR-618 and miR-1298 mimics, which significantly reduced cell 

viability compared to the WT cell line (Zhou et al. 2016d). Further examination revealed 

that lung cancer cell lines with mutant KRAS were also highly sensitive to miR-1298 

(Zhou et al. 2016d), which highlights the importance of this mutation in specific 

miRNA responses. Further investigation is required as this emphasises the importance 

of identifying key mutations that may drive differential miRNA responses in cancers. 

 Butyrate-sensitising miRNAs regulate cell viability and death in 3.3.4

‘normal’ cell line models  

To ensure that the effects of miRNA and butyrate treatments were cancer specific a 

noncancerous cell line was selected for investigation. Interestingly, HaCaT, MCF10A 

and HEK293 cells all responded to butyrate and had reduced growth, while HFF cells 

only slightly increased growth at 5 mM butyrate. Although butyrate has previously been 

shown to reduce viability and induce apoptosis in HaCaT cells (Daehn et al. 2006), these 

results were confirmed using a range of more relevant butyrate concentrations before 

being discounted as a potential cell line for further investigation. Interestingly, previous 

studies demonstrated that MCF10A cells only responded to butyrate at 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 

and 20 mM when exposed for 72 h, but no effects were seen at 24 h (Salimi et al. 2017), 

whereas in this study they responded to the same concentrations at 24 h and as low as 

0.5 mM butyrate. This may be due to cell line heterogeneity as previously mentioned 

(Ben-David et al. 2018). HEK293 cells were also shown to previously respond to 

butyrate with decreasing viability; however, the butyrate concentrations tested were 

different (0.1, 0.5, 2, 8 mM) as well as the exposure time (96 h) (Li et al. 2015a); 

therefore, the cells were tested under the new conditions, but they still responded. HFF 

cells were the only cells that did not respond to butyrate. It is unclear from the literature 

as to whether butyrate decreases HFF growth alone as several studies have investigated 
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HFF cells and butyrate; however, in the context of induced pluripotency and viral 

infection (Radsak et al. 1985; Zhang et al. 2011b; Zhang & Wu 2013). The difference in 

responses may be due to the expression of butyrate receptors for example GPR41 

(FFAR3), GPR43 (FFAR2) and GPR109A, which are not only present in colonic cells 

but also several other cell types such as macrophages, adipose, pancreatic and spleen 

cells among others (Koh et al. 2016; Nohr et al. 2013; Thangaraju et al. 2009). These 

receptors are responsible for activating a wide range of intracellular signalling pathways 

related to cellular metabolism and immune responses; unsurprisingly they are often 

silenced in CRC cells to restrict butyrate’s activity (Tang et al. 2011; Thangaraju et al. 

2009). Based on data available in GEO Profiles (Edgar et al. 2002), these receptors are 

all expressed in MCF10A (Stinson et al. 2011; Wali et al. 2014), HEK293 (Liu et al. 

2008) and HaCat cells (Semini et al. 2011); however, HFF cells appear to express some 

GPR43 (Behnke et al. 2012), but not GPR41 or GPR109A. This might explain why 

HFF cells do not significantly respond to butyrate.  

Alternatively, butyrate transporters monocarboxylate transporter 1 (MCT1) and sodium 

monocarboxylate transporter 1 (SMCT1), are important in the absorption of butyrate 

from the gut into colonocytes (Gopal et al. 2007; Gupta et al. 2006; Ritzhaupt et al. 

1998). For butyrate to exert its HDACi effects, to regulate cell growth and death related 

genes, it must accumulate inside the cell. Not surprisingly, these receptors are silenced in 

colon cancer to prevent this (Lambert et al. 2002; Li et al. 2003). It must also be noted 

that colonocytes are efficient at utilising butyrate as it constitutes approximately 60% of 

their energy requirements (Cummings 1984) whereas other normal cells are less capable 

of metabolising it. HEK293, MCF10A and HaCaT cells have all been shown to express 

both MCT1 (Ahlin et al. 2009; Hussien & Brooks 2011; Semini et al. 2011) and SMCT1 

(Babu et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2008; Semini et al. 2011) so, butyrate is capable of entering 

the cells. HFF cells appear to express MCT1 (Behnke et al. 2012), but not SMCT1, 

which may also explain their lack of response to butyrate in combination with lack of 

receptor expression mentioned above. Most body cells are not exposed to significant 

levels of butyrate because it is primarily metabolised by the colonic epithelium and very 

small amounts are transported into the portal and peripheral blood system (Cummings 

et al. 1987). Butyrate also has a short-half life (Miller et al. 2005). It must be noted that 

HFF cells are fibroblasts, not epithelial cells like HEK293 and MCF10A, or epidermal 

cells like HaCaTs. In future work, it would be useful to compare the response of CRC 

lines to those of a normal epithelial colon cell line, resected normal colon epithelium or 

3D cell models such as organoids (discussed in section 6.5). However, such lines are 
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difficult to maintain and cells such as FHC cells are also susceptible to tumorigenicity 

and may have TP53 mutations (Soucek et al. 2010).  

A key issue faced with current cancer therapeutics are the toxic side effects experienced 

by normal cell types as signalling pathways required by normal cells are often disrupted 

(Cleeland et al. 2012); therefore, this needs to be considered. HFF cells were selected for 

further validation with the identified butyrate-sensitising miRNAs. It was demonstrated 

that no viability changes were observed with any of the miRNAs except a slight increase 

in growth with miR-1227 and butyrate. All miRNAs were able to induce increases in 

apoptosis in HFF cells either alone or in combination with butyrate. One way to offset 

the potential toxicity of the miRNAs to normal cells is by using targeted delivery vectors 

to reduce non-target cell exposure (Hosseinahli et al. 2018). Several delivery systems 

have been designed to encapsulate or bind miRNAs including non-viral vectors such as 

lipid-based carriers, charged polymeric vectors with varying chemical coatings and 

inorganic materials and viral vectors (adenovirus and lentivirus) (Hosseinahli et al. 2018). 

In some cases, these vehicles may be modified to selectively target cancer cells 

(Hosseinahli et al. 2018). Results from a phase 1 clinical trial have supported the 

potential of targeted miRNA replacement therapy using EGFR-targeted minicells to 

deliver miR-16 mimics to mesothelioma sufferers, with outcomes including 1 objective 

response, 1 partial response and 15 stable disease out of 22 patients (van Zandwijk et al. 

2017). Further development of these vectors will hopefully help avoid issues with 

miRNA toxicities and unwanted immune responses.  

 Validation of predicted miRNA target genes 3.3.5

The ability of specific miRNAs to modulate cell proliferation or apoptosis in 

combination with butyrate is presumably due to modulation of specific downstream 

target mRNAs. Hence, predicted targets of these miRNAs were investigated. Many 

target genes were involved in key CRC and butyrate related pathways such as WNT 

signalling, PI3K-AKT signalling, MAPK signalling, RAS signalling and apoptosis. As 

described in detail in sections 1.1.3 and 1.3.3.1, several mutations associated with CRC 

are found within these pathways as well as genes regulated by butyrate to exert its 

anticancer properties.  

miR-593 predicted target genes 

miR-593 was shown to regulate the mRNA level of the target genes CCND1 and 

EEF2K. A significant reduction in CCND1 protein expression was also observed while 
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EEF2K protein was unaffected by miR-593. CCND1 is a well-known cell cycle 

regulator which interacts with CDK4 and CDK6 in order to regulate G1 to S phase 

transition (VanArsdale et al. 2015). CCND1 gene expression has been associated with 

metastasis in CRC (Balcerczak et al. 2005), while it has been shown to be downregulated 

by butyrate (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006). CCND1 was found to be associated with 

several pathways including WNT signalling as a target of the β-catenin/TCF/LEF 

transcriptional complex (Tetsu & McCormick 1999), PI3K-AKT signalling which 

regulates its degradation by GSK3-β (Diehl et al. 1998) and MAPK signalling which 

promotes CCDN1 expression via the AP-1 transcription factors (Shaulian & Karin 

2001). It has been demonstrated that the silencing of CCND1 via other miRNAs, like 

miR-374a, in CRC has been able to inhibit proliferation, migration and invasion (Chen 

et al. 2016c), which is similar in terms of the growth effects induced by miR-593 in the 

current study.  

EEF2K is an elongation factor which is involved in inhibiting protein synthesis and is 

regulated via mTORC signalling and mTOR phosphorylation, PI3K signalling through 

GS3K phosphorylation and MAPK signalling pathways via ERK phosphorylation to 

inhibit its activity (Wang et al. 2014c). EEF2K expression is upregulated in CRC 

(Rhodes et al. 2004). EEF2K has been identified as a potential therapeutic target 

because its inhibition is related to apoptosis induction and reduced growth in cancer (Fu 

et al. 2014). Although few studies have been performed in CRC cells, other studies have 

shown that EEF2K silencing by tumour suppressor miRNAs in renal cell carcinoma and 

breast cancer reduces cell growth, migration and invasion (Bayraktar et al. 2017; Shi et 

al. 2016), which is promising. Previous studies have also shown that silencing EEF2K in 

HCT116 cells induces autophagy (Xie et al. 2014).  

miR-1227 predicted target genes 

miR-1227 was shown to reduce the transcript levels of predicted target genes DVL3 

and NUP62. NUP62 protein also declined after miRNA exposure; however, DVL3 

protein levels did not change significantly. It is possible that DVL3 protein has a long 

half-life or that it is subject to additional levels of regulation. DVL3 is a phosphoprotein 

involved in WNT signalling, which negatively regulates the destruction complex in order 

to release β-catenin to promote gene expression (Gao & Chen 2010). DVL3 is 

overexpressed in several cancers including CRC (Hong et al. 2007), lung cancer 

(Uematsu et al. 2003a) and mesothelioma (Uematsu et al. 2003b). DVL3 knockdown in 

several other cancers has revealed promising results, as inhibition resulted in reduced 
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proliferation in lung cancer (Uematsu et al. 2003a) and breast cancer cells (Castro-

Piedras et al. 2018) through regulation of the WNT pathway. Interestingly, DVL1-3 

have been shown to contribute to multi-drug resistance (vincristine, 5-fluorouracil and 

oxaliplatin) in CRC cells; silencing of these genes resensitised the cells to these drugs 

(Zhang et al. 2017b), indicating DVL proteins are potential therapeutic targets.  

NUP62 is a nuclear pore protein which localises to the central channel and assists in 

nucleocytoplasmic transport as well as pore permeability (Schwarz-Herion et al. 2007). 

There is some evidence to support the association of NUP62 with β-catenin nuclear 

import in WNT signalling; however, further investigation is required (Yang et al. 2015d). 

NUP62 has been detected in CRC cells and patient tissues, although its expression is 

inconsistent when compared to normal mucosa (Chang et al. 2007; Tsukamoto et al. 

2011); however, it is over expressed in squamous cell carcinoma (Hazawa et al. 2018). 

Recently, NUP62 was shown to promote the nuclear transport of the oncogenic 

transcription factor P63 and hence its knockdown reduced proliferation and increased 

differentiation of squamous cell carcinoma (Hazawa et al. 2018). Other nucleoporins 

have been associated with CRC development, including NUP358 which is involved in 

mitotic cell death; however, further investigation of NUP62 is required (Wong & 

D'Angelo 2016) as it may be a potential therapeutic target.  

Interestingly, miR-1227 was shown to significantly increase transcript levels of STAT3. 

There are several mechanisms by which miRNAs may induce post-transcriptional up-

regulation of their target genes (Vasudevan 2012). For example, miR-369 has been 

shown to bind the 3’UTR of TNFα and recruit AGO2 and FXR1 in order to activate 

translation (Vasudevan et al. 2007). Alternatively, miR-125b has been shown to bind to 

the 3’UTR of кB-Ras2 to block binding of degradation proteins to the AU-rich element 

(ARE) thereby enhancing mRNA stability (Murphy et al. 2010). miR-328 can act as a 

miRNA mediated-decoy by binding hnRNP-E2 to prevent it from silencing c/EBPα 

(Eiring et al. 2010). Interestingly, STAT3 is commonly upregulated and associated with 

poor prognosis in several cancer states including CRC (Corvinus et al. 2005; Wu et al. 

2016b). However, particular isoforms (STAT3β) can have tumour suppressor properties 

and are associated with better prognosis in oesophageal cancer and AML (Aigner et al. 

2019; Zhang et al. 2016a). Although specific isoforms were not investigated in this 

study, the tumour suppressor properties of STAT3β may provide an explanation as to 

why miR-1227 and butyrate promote its expression to partly exert their anticancer 

properties. This requires further investigation. 
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miR-125b predicted target genes 

miR-125b was shown to regulate the expression of TRIM29 (also known as ATDC) at 

the transcript level but it had no effect at the protein level unless combined with 

butyrate. TRIM29 is involved in promoting WNT signalling through the regulation of β-

catenin stabilisation, localisation and expression as well as promoting PI3K/AKT 

signalling through AKT phosphorylation in order to promote cell growth (Sun et al. 

2019a; Zhou et al. 2016c). TRIM29 is overexpressed in CRC (Sun et al. 2019a) and 

several other cancers such as pancreatic cancer (Wang et al. 2009), lung cancer (Tang et 

al. 2013) and gastric cancer (Kosaka et al. 2007). Knockdown of TRIM29 in CRC 

resulted in decreased cell proliferation, migration, invasion and metastasis as well as 

inducing cell cycle arrest and apoptosis by reduction of β-catenin expression and nuclear 

accumulation (Sun et al. 2019a; Xu et al. 2016). As the protein levels did not change 

with miRNA exposure, it is unclear whether this protein is responsible for the cellular 

responses observed with the miRNA, although it might be implicated in the butyrate 

response.   

miR-181a predicted target genes 

miR-181a was shown to regulate the expression of COX2, FZD4, MAP3K8 and PIK3R3 

by decreasing transcript levels although interestingly, in the presence of butyrate all 

genes were significantly induced. COX2 protein levels did not change with miR-181a 

exposure although it was reduced in the presence of butyrate, while PIK3R3 protein 

levels were reduced by the miRNA and in the combination treatment. COX2 is a well-

studied pro-inflammatory protein; however, it has been implicated in WNT signalling as 

its promoter region contains a TCF/LEF responsive element which promotes its 

expression during WNT signalling activation (Nunez et al. 2011). It was also shown that 

when rat intestinal epithelial cells were created to overexpress COX2, this resulted in 

increased anti-apoptotic protein BCL2 as well as resistance to butyrate induced 

apoptosis (Tsujii & DuBois 1995). COX2 is normally upregulated in CRC and other 

cancers (Dannenberg et al. 2001; Ferrandez et al. 2003; Wang & Dubois 2010), while its 

expression is reduced by butyrate (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006). Interestingly, 

knockdown of COX2 can resensitise CRC cells to cetuximab and induce apoptosis (Lu 

et al. 2016b), which is supportive of its potential as a therapeutic target. miRNA studies 

in cancer have also revealed that knockdown of COX2 inhibits cell proliferation and 

promotes cell apoptosis (Agra Andrieu et al. 2012).  
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PIK3R3 is a regulatory subunit of PI3K which is involved in the negative regulation of 

the tumour suppressor PTEN in PI3K/AKT signalling (Martini et al. 2014). PIK3R3 is 

upregulated in CRC (Wang et al. 2014b; Zhang et al. 2017a) and other cancers like 

pancreatic cancer (Peng et al. 2018). miR-212 has been shown to silence PIK3R3 in 

order to inhibit viability and invasion of CRC cells (Zhang et al. 2017a), which indicates 

it may be a good therapeutic target. Conversely, PIK3R3 overexpression has been shown 

to promote cell survival but also increase chemotherapeutic sensitivity in HT29 and 

SW480 CRC cells (Ibrahim et al. 2018); further testing is required understand these 

dichotomous functions, including in other cell lines.  

In the current study, MAP3K8 and FZD4 protein levels were not determined although 

they appeared to be regulated by miR-181a and butyrate at the mRNA level. Frizzled 

(FZD) proteins are well known WNT receptors which bind WNT ligands in order to 

activate the WNT pathway and cell growth (Zeng et al. 2018). However, FZD4 is not a 

well-studied family member. FZD4 is upregulated in CRC (Hong et al. 2007) and other 

cancers like glioma (Riva et al. 2018). A previous study demonstrated that miR-493-

mediated silencing of FZD4 in bladder cancer inhibited growth and migration (Ueno et 

al. 2012), which suggests that it may play an oncogenic role. MAP3K8 (also known as 

COT) is a kinase protein involved in activating MEK kinases in the MAPK signalling 

pathway which normally promotes growth (Fang & Richardson 2005). MAP3K8 

expression is upregulated in CRC and is associated with poor prognosis (Tunca et al. 

2013); it is also overexpressed in breast cancer (Sourvinos et al. 1999) and T-cell 

lymphomas (Patriotis et al. 1993). A previous study revealed that miRNA-mediated 

silencing of MAP3K8 in renal cancer inhibited proliferation and migration (Su et al. 

2015), although further investigation of this gene is required in CRC cells, it may also be 

a useful therapeutic target.   

Limitations of gene expression studies  

As noted previously, in this study miRNA-mediated changes in mRNA and protein 

expression levels did not always correlate. The lack of correlation is not uncommon and 

has been discussed in several studies (Liu et al. 2016c; Payne 2015; Vogel & Marcotte 

2012). This could be due to the multiple modes of regulation involved including 

transcriptional, translational and protein degradation. For example, on average less 

mRNA transcripts are produced compared to their corresponding proteins over one 

hour in mammalian cells and mRNAs are usually less stable than proteins 

(Schwanhausser et al. 2011; Sharova et al. 2009). Stability also varies based on function 
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as many metabolic proteins are more stable than those involved in dynamic processes 

like transcriptional regulation (Schwanhausser et al. 2011; Vogel et al. 2010). In cancer 

states, some highly expressed oncogenes experience 3’UTR shortening in order to avoid 

miRNA mediated translation repression (Mayr & Bartel 2009). miRNAs can regulate 

protein synthesis by destabilising their target mRNAs in order to decrease mRNA 

abundance or by inducing translational inhibition that does not affect mRNA levels 

(Baek et al. 2008). Although, it is important to note that the protein is the effector of the 

cellular response and so changes in steady-state protein levels are more informative at 

least in understanding the cellular changes. A limitation of this study was that only the 

protein level was investigated and not activity or changes such as protein 

phosphorylation, which may control the cellular response.  

 PIK3R3 knockdown mimics miR-181a cellular response 3.3.6

The next investigation involved determining if the knockdown of target genes could 

mimic the effects of the miRNAs, potentially illustrating the importance of these genes 

in the cellular responses observed. DVL3 and PIK3R3 were knocked down using 

siRNAs and it was revealed that PIK3R3 knockdown had the most lethal effects on 

HCT116 cell growth alone and in combination with butyrate, whereas the effects of 

DVL3 knockdown were very subtle. A previous study demonstrated that the use of 

PI3K catalytic subunit inhibitors (Wortmannin or LY294002) and 5 mM butyrate in 

combination significantly induced a pro-apoptotic and anti-proliferative effect in KM20 

(Wang et al. 2002). This highlights the importance of the PI3K signalling pathway in 

complementing the butyrate response as a strong anticancer effect is induced by 

targeting both the catalytic subunit (Wang et al. 2002) and regulatory subunit, PIK3R3, 

as identified in the current study. Hence PIK3R3 could be a good therapeutic target. 

 miR-181a regulates WNT signalling 3.3.7

The final set of studies examined whether the butyrate-sensitising miRNAs modulated 

key pathways revealed through pathway analysis. All miRNAs had at least one target 

gene involved in the WNT signalling pathway, which is a critical dysregulated pathway 

in CRC (Fodde 2002). miR-181a was the only miRNA that appeared to regulate the 

WNT pathway in both the presence and absence of WNT ligand in high WNT activity 

HCT116 cells. In contrast, all miRNAs had some effect on WNT signalling in the 

absence of WNT ligand in low WNT activity RKO cells. These results are difficult to 

interpret because the mechanisms involved are unclear. Previous studies have implicated 

miR-181a in WNT signalling as it targets β-catenin and TCF4 in CRC (Lv et al. 2018); 
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however, this may be expected to decrease WNT activity rather than increase in WNT 

activity as seen in the current study. However, the earlier study only showed changes in 

expression of WNT pathway proteins but did not investigate activity changes, and 

different CRC cell lines were used (Lv et al. 2018). Conversely, another study in CRC 

cells demonstrated that miR-181a inhibits WIF1 which is a WNT signalling inhibitor, 

WNT activity was also not determined in this study; however, this may imply miR-181a 

can increase WNT activity (Ji et al. 2014a). miR-125b has been previously shown to 

silence WNT inhibitors (APC2 DKK1, DKK3, RNF43, ZNRF3) in CRC in order to 

promote WNT signalling which induces cetuximab resistance (Lu et al. 2017b). miR-593 

and miR-1227 have not been well studied in the context of WNT signalling. 

Another interesting observation was that RKO cells did not respond to butyrate without 

WNT ligands; however, they did show hyperactivation of the WNT pathway when 

exposed to WNT ligands. Previous studies have demonstrated that when RKO cells 

were exposed to 5 mM butyrate for 48 h this weakly induced WNT activity (Lazarova et 

al. 2004), which supports the aforementioned results. It is likely that the differences in 

responses to WNT between the cell lines are due to β-catenin levels. It was 

demonstrated that exposure to a dose range of 0-50 ng/ml of WNT3A, induced a dose 

dependent increase in β-catenin levels in RKO cells, with negligible amounts in the 

absence of WNT3A; in contrast, β-catenin levels in HCT116 cells were not affected by 

WNT3A (Song et al. 2014a). HCT116 cells have stabilising mutations in β-catenin, while 

RKO cells have wild type β-catenin, which contributes to their baseline WNT activity 

and differential response to WNT3A. Another study demonstrated that P300 

interactions with β-catenin are important in butyrate-mediated WNT hyperactivation as 

the knockdown of P300 repressed the effect of butyrate on WNT activity in HCT116 

cells (Lazarova et al. 2013). Interestingly, P300 levels are low in RKO cells (Zhang et al. 

2017e). This requires further investigation.  

Limitations of WNT activity assays 

A key limitation of the WNT activity assay used was that butyrate was hyperactivating 

WNT activity in the cells providing little capacity for the miRNA to induce further 

effects on WNT activity (i.e. ceiling effect). Reducing butyrate concentration might have 

reduced the hyperactivation response; however, this condition would have been 

inconsistent with the other studies performed. Moreover, previous published studies 

have shown that the effect of butyrate on HATs and HDAC inhibition is concentration 

dependent (Donohoe et al. 2012). Although CRC cells primarily rely on aerobic 
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glycolysis (Warburg effect), they still have the ability to perform oxidative metabolism 

(Donohoe et al. 2012). CRC cells have the capacity to metabolise butyrate up to 

approximately 1-2 mM, before it begins to accumulate and act as a HDACi 

(Andriamihaja et al. 2009). Below this threshold, butyrate can be metabolised into acetyl 

CoA, where it enters the citric acid cycle to produce citrate, which is shuttled out of the 

mitochondria and converted to acetyl CoA by ATP citrate lyase (ACL) in the nucleus 

(Donohoe et al. 2012; Wellen et al. 2009). This free acetyl CoA can be utilised as a co-

factor by HATs to transfer acetyl groups to histones and non-histone proteins 

(Donohoe et al. 2012; Wellen et al. 2009). This results in different cellular effects 

compared to butyrate when it acts as a HDACi because it was demonstrated that low 

doses (0.5 mM) of butyrate increased cell growth in CRC cells (Donohoe et al. 2012).   

 Conclusion 3.3.8

In conclusion, this study identified several miRNAs and potential target genes that could 

enhance the ability of butyrate to reduce CRC cell proliferation and induce apoptosis. 

These included miR-125b and its target TRIM29, miR-181 and targets COX2, FZD4, 

MAP3K8 and PIK3R3, miR-593 and targets CCND1 and EEF2K and miR-1227 and 

targets NUP62 and DVL3. The future directions will involve further validation of the 

key miRNA targets, including determining if they are directly bound by the miRNAs. In 

order to define the involvement of key miRNA target genes in WNT signalling, siRNAs 

could be used to knockdown the targets and determine WNT activity changes. The key 

outcomes of this study are that several butyrate-sensitising miRNAs have been 

identified and the PI3K regulatory subunit, PIK3R3, has been revealed as a critical 

target gene that may control proliferation and apoptosis in HCT116 cells. Although 

further investigation is required, this study may provide the basis to develop these 

miRNAs and this gene as potential therapeutic targets.  
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 Integrative Chapter 4.
transcriptome network analysis in 
butyrate treated CRC cells 

 Introduction 4.1

CRC development and progression involves the dysregulation of thousands of genes in 

the transcriptome (Huo et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2017). Butyrate, which is an HDACi that 

alters global acetylation and consequently global gene expression in CRC cells, can 

counteract CRC development (Wu et al. 2018c). Through microarray and small-scale 

profiling studies, it has been shown to regulate thousands of genes involved in 

apoptosis, proliferation, the cell cycle and differentiation in order to exert its anticancer 

properties (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Iacomino et al. 2001). Of the altered genes, 

many include non-coding RNAs such as miRNAs which are known to regulate cell 

proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation. To the best of our knowledge, a systems 

biology approach has not yet been employed to gain a comprehensive understanding of 

the complex RNA interactions occurring and contributing to the butyrate response in 

CRC cells. Next generation sequencing and network analysis has yet to be utilised to 

reveal the extent of butyrate mediated gene regulation in cancer. Such analyses could 

identify the key RNA contributors and the networks in which they function to promote 

the anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic effects of butyrate. The investigation of these 

functional networks and RNA molecules may also further reveal the mechanism by 

which butyrate influences key cell growth and death pathways in CRC and assist in 

identification of potential therapeutic targets. 

To investigate the diverse effects of butyrate and identify key miRNA hubs involved in 

the butyrate response of CRC cells, Illumina total and small RNA-seq was performed on 

HCT116 cells which were treated with 2.5 mM butyrate. Differentially expressed (DE) 

genes were selected and key miRNA-gene hubs were identified in cell death and growth-

related pathways including apoptosis and the cell cycle. The expression changes of the 

selected miRNAs and their predicted target genes were validated using real-time RT-

PCR analysis. 
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 Results 4.2

 Identification of butyrate regulated mRNAs 4.2.1

To identify protein-coding genes that were differentially expressed after treatment with 

butyrate, Illumina total RNA-seq was performed on the RNA of 2.5 mM butyrate 

treated or untreated HCT116 CRC cells. The total RNA-seq revealed that out of 15,000 

protein-coding genes detected, 2447 mRNAs showed altered expression (1110 

downregulated and 1337 upregulated) by butyrate when the criteria log2FC<-1.5 or 

log2FC>1.5 and padj<0.01 was applied (Figure 4-1). The differentially expressed genes 

were further investigated for their potential roles in the butyrate response of CRC cells 

though network and pathway analyses. 

 

Figure 4-1 Volcano plot representing the differential expression of butyrate 
responsive mRNAs 

HCT116 cells (n=2) were treated with 2.5 mM butyrate for 48 h and total RNA 
sequencing was performed to determine differential mRNA expression. The x-axis 
represents the differential expression (log2 fold change (FC)) and the y-axis represents 
the significance (–log10 (p-value)). Highly differentially expressed microRNAs, which 
have log2FC ≤-1.5 or log2FC ≥ 1.5 and adj p-value<0.01, are coloured in red and black 
dots show miRNAs with no significant change. The plot was generated using Advaita 
iPathway Guide tool (Ahsan & Draghici 2017). 

 Identification of butyrate regulated miRNAs 4.2.2

To identify miRNAs that were differentially expressed after treatment with butyrate, 

Illumina small RNA-seq was performed on the RNA of 2.5 mM butyrate treated or 

untreated HCT116 CRC cells. The small RNA-seq data revealed that out of 845 

miRNAs detected, 113 miRNAs were dysregulated (50 downregulated and 63 
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upregulated) by butyrate when log2FC<-1 or log2FC>1 and padj<0.05 was applied 

(Figure 4-2). Criteria were less stringent for miRNA selection due to limited 

dysregulation of miRNA genes. Previous studies have demonstrated that endogenous 

concentrations of miRNAs vary greatly within cells. A cell may have less than 10 copies 

of a low abundance miRNA and sometimes >10,000 copies per cell for highly abundant 

cell-type restricted miRNAs (Liang et al. 2007). Marginal changes in miRNA expression 

can lead to repression of hundreds of targets (Selbach et al. 2008); therefore, this subtle 

variation is considered in the above criteria. The differentially expressed miRNAs were 

further investigated for their functional role in the butyrate response of CRC cells 

though network and pathway analyses. 

 

Figure 4-2 Volcano plot representing the differential expression of butyrate 
responsive miRNAs 

HCT116 cells (n=3) were treated with 2.5 mM butyrate for 48 h and small RNA 
sequencing was performed to determine differential miRNA expression. The x-axis 
represents the differential expression (log2 fold change (FC)) and the y-axis represents 
the significance (–log10 (p-value)). Highly differentially expressed miRNAs, which have 
log2FC ≤ -1 or log2FC ≥ 1 and adj p-value<0.05, are coloured in red and black dots 
show miRNAs with no significant change. The plot was generated using Advaita 
iPathway Guide tool (Ahsan & Draghici 2017). 
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 Butyrate regulated protein-protein interaction (PPI) network 4.2.3

analysis 

The differentially expressed mRNA gene list was further filtered by the criteria mean 

raw counts ≥25 in both untreated and butyrate treated samples in order to remove very 

low expressed genes which may be difficult to validate by real-time RT-PCR. This 

resulted in a final list of 1623 mRNAs regulated by butyrate (1026 downregulated and 

597 upregulated) (refer to Appendix 4). 

Network Analyst (http://www.networkanalyst.ca) (Xia et al. 2015), an online PPI 

network analysis tool, was used to further define and construct networks for DE 

mRNAs to assist in identification of key biological interactions involved in the butyrate 

response. The PPI database, IMEx Interactome which is a comprehensive literature-

curated database from InnateDB, was used to define the network. Only zero-order 

networks were investigated as these show direct interactions with the input list (seed 

proteins). 

The protein-protein interaction network was visualized using the open source network 

construction software, Cytoscape (Version 3.4.0) (Shannon et al. 2003) and then 

analysed (undirected network) using the in-built NetworkAnalyser tool to determine the 

network properties. A total of 507 DE genes with degree ≥ 1 were selected for network 

visualisation and further investigation (Figure 4-3). Refer to Appendix 5 (Table 7-1) for 

a list of protein-coding gene nodes within the PPI network with degree ≥1. The PPI 

network identified several hub proteins (greatest degree value) regulated by butyrate 

including p53 with degree 80 and KIAA0101 and FN1 with degree 75. Proteins with the 

greatest degree value are the most central to the network i.e. they have the greatest 

number of protein connections.  

 

 

http://www.networkanalyst.ca/
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Figure 4-3 Butyrate regulated PPI network for DE protein-coding genes  

PPI network analysed using NetworkAnalyst and constructed using Cytoscape software. 
Pink nodes represent the upregulated protein-coding genes and purple nodes represent 
the downregulated protein-coding genes. Solid grey lines are edges and represent direct 
protein-protein interactions between two nodes. The size of the nodes is proportional 
to the number of interactions with other nodes i.e. degree value. 
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 Functional gene ontology (GO) analysis of butyrate regulated 4.2.4

genes 

Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis allows the classification and interpretation of 

gene lists based on their functional characteristics including molecular function, 

biological processes and cellular components. GO enrichment analysis was used to 

further examine the butyrate response in CRC cells at the transcriptomic level based on 

protein-coding genes identified in the PPI network with degree ≥ 1 (Figure 4-3). 

ClueGO (Bindea et al. 2009) is a Cytoscape plug-in which can be used for GO 

enrichment analysis of gene lists. ClueGO was used to identify the enriched GO terms 

for the butyrate response for each of the following classifications: Biological Processes, 

Molecular Functions, and Cellular Compartments. The functional characteristics for 

Biological Processes identified 68 significantly enriched terms per group, Molecular 

Functions identified 26 significantly enriched terms per group, and Cellular 

Compartments identified 31 significantly enriched terms per group (Figure 4-4). The 

two most highly represented terms in Biological Processes were ‘cell cycle process’ and 

‘positive regulation of macromolecule metabolic processes.’ The ‘cell cycle’ had the 

lowest term p-value at 6.89E-72 (Table 4-1). Interestingly, ‘DNA binding’ and ‘ATP 

binding’ were the top two Molecular Functions; however, ‘enzyme binding’ had the 

lowest term p-value at 1.82E-21 (Appendix 6). The top Cellular Components identified 

were ‘chromosomal part’ and intracellular ‘non-membrane-bounded organelle’, while the 

term with the lowest p-value was ‘chromosome’ at 2.79E-61 (Appendix 6).   
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Figure 4-4 Gene Ontology Enrichment analysis for butyrate DE genes  

Pie charts representing ClueGO enrichment analysis for butyrate regulated genes 
including the functional characteristics (A) biological processes, (B) molecular functions 
and (C) cellular compartments illustrating enriched GO terms (p value ≤ 0.05 corrected 
using Bonferroni step down method and kappa score threshold ≥ 0.4). The most 
significant terms in each group are labelled on the graph and the proportion of each 
pathway indicates the percent terms per group. 
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Table 4-1 Top three ‘Biological processes’ identified in GO enrichment analysis 

GO ID GO 
Term 

Number 
of 
Genes 

% 
Associated 
Genes 

Term 
PValue 
Corrected 
with 
Bonferroni 
step down 

Associated Genes Found 

GO:0007049 cell 
cycle 

206 11.41 6.89E-72 ABCB1, ANAPC16, APEX1, ASNS, ASPM, ATF5, AURKA, 
AURKB, BANF1, BID, BIRC5, BLM, BORA, BRCA1, BRCA2, 
BRIP1, BUB1, BUB1B, CAMK2D, CAV2, CCNA2, CCNB1, 
CCNB2, CDC20, CDC25A, CDC25B, CDC25C, CDC45, CDC6, 
CDCA3, CDCA8, CDK1, CDK2AP1, CDK4, CDK5RAP2, 
CDKN2A, CDT1, CENPA, CENPE, CENPF, CENPH, CENPK, 
CENPL, CENPM, CENPN, CENPQ, CHAF1A, CHD3, CHEK1, 
CIT, CKS1B, CLSPN, CTGF, CUL1, DAPK3, DBF4, DDIT3, 
DHFR, DLGAP5, DSN1, DTL, DUSP1, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, ECT2, 
EIF4G2, EME1, ERCC6L, ESPL1, ETS1, FANCA, FANCD2, 
FANCG, FANCI, FANCM, FBXO5, FBXO6, FEN1, FOSL1, 
FOXM1, GINS1, GINS2, GNAI1, GRK5, GSG2, GTSE1, H2AFX, 
HELLS, HJURP, HMGA2, HMMR, HSPA2, ITGB3BP, JUN, 
KIF11, KIF15, KIF23, KIF2C, KIF4A, KNL1, LIN9, LZTS1, 
MAD2L1, MAPK13, MAPRE3, MCM10, MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, 
MCM5, MCM6, MCM7, MELK, MEPCE, MKI67, MYBL2, 
NCAPD2, NCAPG, NCAPH, NDC80, NDE1, NEK2, NKX3-1, 
NR2F1, NR4A1, NUF2, NUMA1, NUP210, OIP5, ORC1, ORC6, 
PARP3, PBK, PCLAF, PHGDH, PKMYT1, PLAGL1, PLK1, 
PLK4, PMF1, POLA1, POLA2, POLE2, PPP3CA, PRC1, PRKAA2, 
PRKACB, PSME1, PSRC1, PTPA, PTTG1, RACGAP1, RAD21, 
RAD51, RAN, RANBP1, RBBP4, RBBP8, RCC1, RCC2, RHOB, 
RMI2, RNASEH2A, RNASEH2B, RPA1, RRM1, RRM2, SASS6, 
SGO1, SGO2, SKA1, SKA3, SLX4, SMC2, SMC4, SNX9, SPAG5, 
SPC24, SPC25, SRC, STAG2, STMN1, SUV39H1, TACC3, TFAP4, 
THBS1, TIMELESS, TOP2A, TOPBP1, TP53, TP73, TPX2, 
TRIP13, TTK, TUBA1A, TUBB, TYMS, UBE2C, UBE2E1, USP2, 
VRK1, WEE1, XRCC2, ZMYND11, ZWINT 

GO:0022402 cell 
cycle 
process 

178 12.81 4.97E-68 ABCB1, ANAPC16, APEX1, ASPM, ATF5, AURKA, AURKB, 
BANF1, BID, BIRC5, BLM, BORA, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, 
BUB1, BUB1B, CAMK2D, CAV2, CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, 
CDC20, CDC25A, CDC25B, CDC25C, CDC45, CDC6, CDCA3, 
CDCA8, CDK1, CDK4, CDK5RAP2, CDKN2A, CDT1, CENPA, 
CENPE, CENPF, CENPH, CENPK, CENPL, CENPM, CENPN, 
CENPQ, CHD3, CHEK1, CIT, CKS1B, CLSPN, CTGF, CUL1, 
DAPK3, DBF4, DDIT3, DHFR, DLGAP5, DSN1, DUSP1, E2F1, 
ECT2, EIF4G2, EME1, ERCC6L, ESPL1, FANCA, FANCD2, 
FANCI, FANCM, FBXO5, FEN1, FOXM1, GINS1, GINS2, 
GSG2, GTSE1, HELLS, HMGA2, HMMR, HSPA2, ITGB3BP, 
KIF11, KIF15, KIF23, KIF2C, KIF4A, KNL1, LZTS1, MAD2L1, 
MAPRE3, MCM10, MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, 
MCM7, MELK, MEPCE, MKI67, MYBL2, NCAPD2, NCAPG, 
NCAPH, NDC80, NDE1, NEK2, NKX3-1, NUF2, NUMA1, 
NUP210, OIP5, ORC1, ORC6, PARP3, PBK, PHGDH, PKMYT1, 
PLAGL1, PLK1, PLK4, PMF1, POLA1, POLA2, POLE2, PPP3CA, 
PRC1, PRKAA2, PSME1, PSRC1, PTPA, PTTG1, RACGAP1, 
RAD21, RAD51, RAN, RANBP1, RBBP8, RCC1, RCC2, RHOB, 
RMI2, RNASEH2B, RPA1, RRM2, SASS6, SGO1, SGO2, SKA1, 
SKA3, SLX4, SMC2, SMC4, SNX9, SPAG5, SPC24, SPC25, 
STAG2, STMN1, TACC3, TFAP4, THBS1, TIMELESS, TOP2A, 
TOPBP1, TP53, TP73, TPX2, TRIP13, TTK, TUBA1A, TUBB, 
TYMS, UBE2C, UBE2E1, VRK1, WEE1, XRCC2, ZWINT 

GO:0000278 mitotic 
cell 
cycle 

154 14.82 2.90E-66 ABCB1, ANAPC16, APEX1, ASNS, ASPM, AURKA, AURKB, 
BANF1, BID, BIRC5, BLM, BORA, BRCA2, BRIP1, BUB1, 
BUB1B, CAMK2D, CAV2, CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC20, 
CDC25A, CDC25B, CDC25C, CDC45, CDC6, CDCA3, CDCA8, 
CDK1, CDK4, CDK5RAP2, CDKN2A, CDT1, CENPA, CENPE, 
CENPF, CENPN, CHEK1, CIT, CKS1B, CLSPN, CUL1, DAPK3, 
DBF4, DHFR, DLGAP5, DSN1, DUSP1, E2F1, EME1, ERCC6L, 
ESPL1, FANCI, FBXO5, FOXM1, GINS1, GINS2, GSG2, GTSE1, 
HELLS, HMGA2, HMMR, ITGB3BP, KIF11, KIF15, KIF23, 
KIF2C, KIF4A, KNL1, LZTS1, MAD2L1, MAPRE3, MCM10, 
MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, MCM7, MELK, MEPCE, 
MKI67, MYBL2, NCAPD2, NCAPG, NCAPH, NDC80, NDE1, 
NEK2, NKX3-1, NUF2, NUMA1, NUP210, OIP5, ORC1, ORC6, 
PARP3, PBK, PKMYT1, PLAGL1, PLK1, PLK4, PMF1, POLA1, 
POLA2, POLE2, PPP3CA, PRC1, PSME1, PSRC1, PTPA, PTTG1, 
RACGAP1, RAD21, RAN, RANBP1, RBBP8, RCC1, RCC2, 
RNASEH2B, RPA1, RRM1, RRM2, SGO1, SKA1, SKA3, SMC2, 
SMC4, SNX9, SPAG5, SPC24, SPC25, STAG2, STMN1, TACC3, 
TFAP4, TIMELESS, TOP2A, TOPBP1, TP53, TP73, TPX2, TTK, 
TUBA1A, TUBB, TYMS, UBE2C, UBE2E1, USP2, VRK1, WEE1, 
XRCC2, ZWINT 
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 Pathway enrichment analysis of butyrate regulated genes 4.2.5

ClueGO pathway enrichment analysis was used to further investigate the role of the DE 

protein-coding genes in the butyrate response of CRC cells. Butyrate is known to have 

anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic properties; therefore, genes involved in these 

processes were of interest. KEGG and WikiPathways pathway analysis programs 

revealed that DE genes were enriched in key pathways such as the cell cycle and 

apoptosis as expected (Figure 4-5). KEGG pathway analysis identified 11 significantly 

enriched pathway groups in which ‘Apoptosis’ had the most percent terms per group 

allocated. The ‘Cell cycle’ pathway had the lowest term p-value at 2.53E-21 followed by 

‘DNA replication’ (P=8.21E-09) (Table 4-2). WikiPathways pathway analysis identified 9 

significantly enriched pathway groups in which ‘ATM signalling pathway’ and 

‘Apoptosis modulation and signalling’ had the most percent terms per group allocated 

(Figure 4-5 B). The ‘Retinoblastoma in Cancer’ pathway had the lowest term p-value at 

1.10E-29 followed by the ‘Cell cycle’ (P= 3.62E-17) (Appendix 7). Reactome pathway 

analysis identified 18 significantly enriched pathway groups in which ‘IRS-mediated 

signalling’ and ‘oxidative stress induced senescence’ had the most percent terms per 

group allocated (Figure 4-5 C). Interestingly, the ‘Cell cycle’, ‘Meiosis’ and ‘Meiotic 

synapsis’ shared the same and lowest term p-values (P=6.62E-67) (Appendix 7). 
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Figure 4-5 KEGG, WikiPathways and Reactome pathway analysis of 
differentially expressed butyrate responsive mRNAs  

Pie graph depicting the enriched pathway terms identified after performing ClueGO 
pathway enrichment analysis in Cytoscape with butyrate responsive genes (A) KEGG, 
(B) WikiPathways, (C) Reactome. The most significant terms in each group are labelled 
on the graph and the proportion of each pathway indicates the percent terms per group 
(p value ≤ 0.05 corrected using Bonferroni step down method and kappa score 
threshold ≥ 0.4). 
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Table 4-2 Enriched pathway terms identified using KEGG in ClueGO 

GO ID GO Term No. of 
Genes 

% 
Associated 
Genes 

Term PValue 
Corrected with 
Bonferroni step 
down 

Associated Genes Found 

GO:0004110 Cell cycle 38.00 30.65 2.53E-21 BUB1, BUB1B, CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC20, CDC25A, 
CDC25B, CDC25C, CDC45, CDC6, CDK1, CDK4, CDKN2A, 
CHEK1, CUL1, DBF4, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, ESPL1, MAD2L1, 
MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, MCM7, ORC1, ORC6, 
PKMYT1, PLK1, PTTG1, RAD21, STAG2, TP53, TTK, WEE1 

GO:0003030 DNA replication 14.00 38.89 8.21E-09 FEN1, MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, MCM7, POLA1, 
POLA2, POLE2, RFC3, RNASEH2A, RNASEH2B, RPA1 

GO:0005166 HTLV-I infection 35.00 13.67 4.39E-08 ATF1, ATF3, ATF4, BUB1B, CCNB2, CDC20, CDK4, CDKN2A, 
CHEK1, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, EGR2, ETS1, FOS, FOSL1, HLA-
DPB1, HLA-DRA, IL15, IL15RA, JUN, MAD2L1, MYBL2, 
NFKB1, NFKBIA, POLE2, PPP3CA, PRKACB, PTTG1, RAN, 
RANBP1, TNFRSF1A, TP53, XBP1, XIAP 

GO:0004210 Apoptosis 25.00 18.12 4.58E-08 ATF4, BID, BIRC5, CAPN2, CASP8, CFLAR, DDIT3, FAS, FOS, 
ITPR1, ITPR3, JUN, LMNB1, LMNB2, MAP3K5, MAPK10, 
NFKB1, NFKBIA, PARP3, TNFRSF10A, TNFRSF1A, TP53, 
TUBA1A, TUBA1B, XIAP 

GO:0003460 Fanconi anaemia 
pathway 

14.00 25.45 4.49E-06 BLM, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, EME1, FANCA, FANCD2, 
FANCG, FANCI, FANCM, RAD51, RMI2, RPA1, SLX4 

GO:0004115 p53 signalling 
pathway 

15.00 21.74 1.41E-05 BID, CASP8, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDK1, CDK4, CDKN2A, CHEK1, 
FAS, GTSE1, IGFBP3, RRM2, THBS1, TP53, TP73 

GO:0004114 Oocyte meiosis 20.00 16.13 2.12E-05 AURKA, BUB1, CAMK2D, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC20, CDC25C, 
CDK1, CUL1, ESPL1, FBXO5, ITPR1, ITPR3, MAD2L1, 
PKMYT1, PLK1, PPP3CA, PRKACB, PTTG1, SGO1 

GO:0005161 Hepatitis B 21.00 14.58 5.94E-05 ATF4, BIRC5, CASP8, CCNA2, CDK4, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, EGR2, 
FAS, FOS, IRF7, JUN, MAPK10, MYD88, NFKB1, NFKBIA, SRC, 
STAT4, STAT6, TP53 

GO:0005219 Bladder cancer 11.00 26.83 7.52E-05 CDK4, CDKN2A, DAPK3, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, ERBB2, RPS6KA5, 
SRC, THBS1, TP53 

GO:0005203 Viral 
carcinogenesis 

25.00 12.44 1.04E-04 ATF4, C3, CASP8, CCNA2, CDC20, CDK1, CDK4, CDKN2A, 
CHEK1, EGR2, HDAC9, HIST1H2BJ, HIST1H2BK, HIST1H4E, 
HIST2H2BE, HIST3H2BB, IRF7, JUN, NFKB1, NFKBIA, 
PRKACB, RANBP1, SP100, SRC, TP53 

GO:0003440 Homologous 
recombination 

10.00 24.39 6.31E-04 BLM, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, EME1, RAD51, RBBP8, RPA1, 
TOPBP1, XRCC2 

GO:0004914 Progesterone-
mediated oocyte 
maturation 

15.00 15.63 1.12E-03 BUB1, CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC25A, CDC25B, CDC25C, 
CDK1, GNAI1, MAD2L1, MAPK10, MAPK13, PKMYT1, PLK1, 
PRKACB 

GO:0004668 TNF signalling 
pathway 

16.00 14.81 1.13E-03 ATF4, BCL3, CASP8, CFLAR, FAS, FOS, IL15, JUN, MAP3K5, 
MAPK10, MAPK13, MLKL, NFKB1, NFKBIA, RPS6KA5, 
TNFRSF1A 

GO:0005205 Proteoglycans in 
cancer 

23.00 11.33 1.39E-03 CAMK2D, CAV1, CAV2, CD44, EIF4B, ERBB2, ERBB3, ERBB4, 
FAS, FN1, ITGB5, ITPR1, ITPR3, MAPK13, MET, PLAU, 
PLAUR, PRKACB, SRC, TFAP4, THBS1, TIMP3, TP53 

GO:0005212 Pancreatic cancer 11.00 17.19 7.16E-03 BRCA2, CDK4, CDKN2A, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, ERBB2, MAPK10, 
NFKB1, RAD51, TP53 

GO:0005145 Toxoplasmosis 15.00 13.27 7.91E-03 ALOX5, CASP8, GNAI1, HLA-DPB1, HLA-DRA, HSPA2, 
IRAK1, LAMB1, MAPK10, MAPK13, MYD88, NFKB1, NFKBIA, 
TNFRSF1A, XIAP 

GO:0005142 Chagas disease 
(American 
trypanosomiasis) 

14.00 13.73 9.51E-03 C3, CASP8, CFLAR, FAS, FOS, GNAI1, IRAK1, JUN, MAPK10, 
MAPK13, MYD88, NFKB1, NFKBIA, TNFRSF1A 

GO:0005168 Herpes simplex 
infection 

20.00 10.81 9.96E-03 ALYREF, C3, CASP8, CDK1, CUL1, FAS, FOS, GTF2I, HLA-
DPB1, HLA-DRA, IL15, IRF7, JUN, MAPK10, MYD88, NFKB1, 
NFKBIA, SP100, TNFRSF1A, TP53 

GO:0004010 MAPK signalling 
pathway 

24.00 9.41 1.99E-02 ATF4, CDC25B, DDIT3, DUSP1, DUSP10, FAS, FOS, HSPA2, 
JUN, MAP3K5, MAP4K1, MAPK10, MAPK13, MAPK8IP1, 
MAPK8IP2, MAPK8IP3, NFKB1, NR4A1, PPP3CA, PRKACB, 
RPS6KA5, STMN1, TNFRSF1A, TP53 

GO:0005222 Small cell lung 
cancer 

12.00 14.29 2.05E-02 CDK4, CKS1B, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, FN1, ITGA3, LAMB1, NFKB1, 
NFKBIA, TP53, XIAP 

GO:0005200 Pathways in cancer 32.00 8.10 2.93E-02 BID, BIRC5, BRCA2, CASP8, CDK4, CDKN2A, CKS1B, DAPK3, 
E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, ERBB2, ETS1, FAS, FN1, FOS, GNAI1, 
ITGA3, JUN, LAMB1, MAPK10, MET, MITF, NFKB1, NFKBIA, 
NKX3-1, PPARG, PRKACB, RAD51, RET, TP53, XIAP 

GO:0004215 Apoptosis 7.00 21.21 4.08E-02 BID, BIRC5, CASP8, MAPK10, NGFR, TNFRSF1A, XIAP 

GO:0005134 Legionellosis 9.00 16.36 4.67E-02 C3, CASP8, EEF1A1, HSPA2, HSPD1, MYD88, NFKB1, NFKBIA, 
TLR5 

GO:0005322 Systemic lupus 
erythematosus 

15.00 11.28 4.68E-02 C3, H2AFX, H2AFY2, H2AFZ, HIST1H2AG, HIST1H2BJ, 
HIST1H2BK, HIST1H3H, HIST1H4E, HIST2H2AC, HIST2H2BE, 
HIST2H3A, HIST3H2BB, HLA-DPB1, HLA-DRA 
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 Integrative network construction using miRNA target 4.2.6

prediction  

Butyrate is known to regulate miRNA expression in order to exert its anticancer 

properties on cell growth and death. For example, butyrate regulates the expression of 

key members of the miR-17-92 cluster in order to regulate their tumour suppressor 

targets such as PTEN and CDKN1A (Humphreys et al. 2013) and this contributes to 

decreased cell growth and increased apoptosis (Hu et al. 2011). In order to identify key 

miRNA and mRNA gene interactions regulated by butyrate, a miRNA-mRNA network 

analysis incorporating PPI was performed using Cytoscape. The differentially expressed 

miRNA gene lists collected (section 4.2.2) were further filtered by the criteria mean raw 

counts ≥25, in both untreated and butyrate treated samples, to remove low expressed 

genes that may be difficult to validate using real-time RT-PCR. This resulted in a final 

list of 77 miRNAs regulated by butyrate (38 downregulated and 39 upregulated) 

(Appendix 8). The predicted and validated mRNA targets of these selected miRNAs 

were identified using online target prediction programs or validated target databases. 

miRTarBase (Chou et al. 2018a) and miRecords (Xiao et al. 2009a) databases identified 

validated targets based on strong experimental evidence i.e. luciferase reporter assays. 

TargetScan, miRDB and DIANA microT-CDS were used in combination to identify 

predicted miRNA target genes based on the thresholds mentioned in the methods 

section. The miRNA-mRNA interactions were presented in the network if they were 

predicted or validated by two or more programs or databases respectively and if their 

expression was negatively correlated. The rationale behind this is that if a miRNA 

targets an mRNA, its levels are very likely to be reduced due to target degradation. If the 

miRNA expression is reduced, then the mRNA target expression is expected to increase 

and vice versa. Based on the above criteria, a total of 52 miRNA-mRNA target pairs 

were revealed in the miRNA- mRNA integrative network incorporating PPI and of 

these interactions 16 were both predicted and validated, while 36 were only predicted 

targets (Figure 4-6). The network had a total of 566 nodes including miRNAs, miRNA 

targets and non-target proteins. 
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Figure 4-6 Integrative miRNA-mRNA interaction network of butyrate regulated 
genes in CRC 

Butyrate-regulated integrative miRNA-mRNA network constructed using Cytoscape 
based on interactions between miRNA and target protein-coding genes and PPI. Refer 
to key for node information and expression profiles. The colour of the node represents 
the expression changes due to 2.5 mM butyrate treatment and the shape represents the 
type of molecule for each node.  Solid lines are edges and represent direct interactions 
between two nodes. 
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 Investigation of key miRNA-mRNA interactions involved in cell 4.2.7

growth and death pathways in the butyrate response 

Network interactions were further defined based on pathway enrichment analysis results 

(Section 4.2.5). As previously mentioned, butyrate is known to regulate cell growth and 

death pathways including the cell cycle and apoptosis. The ‘Cell cycle’ pathway was 

reported as highly enriched by each of the pathway analysis programs and is highly 

relevant in the butyrate response (Figure 4-5). The protein-coding genes from each of 

the pathway analysis programs, which mapped to the ‘Cell cycle’, were collated into lists 

for further investigation in network analysis. GO functional analysis for ‘Biological 

Processes’ was also included in the list to strengthen the cell cycle association and 

included genes which appeared in the ‘Cell cycle’ process, which was the top enriched 

process (Table 4-1). Apoptosis is also another key pathway regulated and induced by 

butyrate. This pathway was not as prominent in the pathway analysis; however, it 

appeared as a key group term in both the KEGG and WikiPathways analysis programs 

(Figure 4-5) and was therefore further investigated. In total 215 cell cycle-related and 

143 apoptosis-related protein-coding genes were retrieved. To further elucidate the role 

of miRNA-mRNA interactions in the butyrate response, these genes were used to select 

predicted and validated miRNA-mRNA pairs for further investigation (Table 4-3, 4-4). 

This list was further refined by identifying miRNA-mRNA interactions that were known 

to have key roles in CRC based on the literature. This resulted in a small list of three 

anti-correlating miRNA-mRNA pairs including miR-139 and EIF4G2, miR-381 and 

WEE1 which were cell cycle-related interactions plus miR-542 and BIRC5 which was 

cell cycle and apoptosis related.  
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Table 4-3 Cell cycle related miRNA-mRNA interactions identified by interactive 
network analysis 

miRNA-mRNA predicted, and validated interactions collated from cell cycle network 
analysis which were identified in two or more programs or databases. V = validated 
targets from miRTarBase or miRecords, V (literature) = validated targets that did not 
appear in miRTarBase or miRecords but were found to be validated in the literature or 
(-) representing unvalidated targets. 

miRNAs Expression Genes Expression Program/Database Validated 

hsa-miR-542-3p Up BIRC5 Down TargetScan, miRTarBase V 
hsa-miR-532-3p Up BORA Down microT-CDS, TargetScan - 
hsa-miR-503-5p Up CDC25A Down miRTarBase, miRecords V 
hsa-miR-424-5p Up CHEK1 Down miRDB, miRTarBase V 
hsa-miR-18a-5p Down CTGF Up miRDB, miRTarBase V 
hsa-miR-200b-3p Down DUSP1 Up microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-200c-3p Down DUSP1 Up microT-CDS, miRDB V (literature) 
hsa-miR-139-5p Up EIF4G2 Down microT-CDS, miRDB V (literature) 
hsa-miR-146a-5p Up EIF4G2 Down microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-146b-5p Up EIF4G2 Down microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-3127-5p Up EIF4G2 Down microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-379-5p Up EIF4G2 Down microT-CDS, miRDB V (literature) 
hsa-miR-222-3p Down ETS1 Up microT-CDS, miRTarBase V 
hsa-miR-532-3p Up HMGA2 Down miRDB, TargetScan - 
hsa-miR-200b-3p Down JUN Up microT-CDS, miRDB V (literature) 
hsa-miR-200c-3p Down JUN Up microT-CDS, miRDB V (literature) 
hsa-miR-381-3p Up KIF11 Down microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-424-5p Up KIF23 Down miRDB, TargetScan, miRTarBase V 
hsa-miR-135b-5p Down LZTS1 Up microT-CDS, miRDB, 

miRTarBase 
V (literature) 

hsa-miR-335-3p Down PRKAA2 Up microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-19a-3p Down RHOB Up microT-CDS, miRDB, TargetScan V (literature) 
hsa-miR-542-3p Up UBE2E1 Down microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-381-3p Up WEE1 Down microT-CDS, miRTarBase V 
hsa-miR-424-5p Up WEE1 Down microT-CDS, miRDB, TargetScan, 

miRTarBase 
V 

 

Table 4-4 Apoptosis related miRNA-mRNA interactions identified by interactive 
network analysis 

miRNA-mRNA predicted, and validated interactions collated from apoptosis network 
analysis which were identified in two or more programs or databases. V = validated 
targets from miRTarBase or miRecords, V (literature) = validated targets that did not 
appear in miRTarBase or miRecords but were found to be validated in the literature. 

miRNAs Expression Genes Expression Program/Database Validated 
miR-542-3p Up BIRC5 Down TargetScan, miRTarBase V 
hsa-miR-424-5p Up CHEK1 Down miRDB, miRTarBase V (literature) 
hsa-miR-92a-1-5p Down COL1A1 Up miRDB, TargetScan - 
hsa-miR-125a-5p Down DAAM1 Up microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-200b-3p Down DUSP1 Up microT-CDS, miRDB V (literature) 
hsa-miR-200c-3p Down DUSP1 Up microT-CDS, miRDB V (literature) 
hsa-miR-222-3p Down ETS1 Up microT-CDS, miRTarBase V (literature) 
hsa-miR-200b-3p Down FN1 Up miRDB, miRTarBase V (literature) 
hsa-miR-200c-3p Down FN1 Up miRDB, miRTarBase V (literature) 
hsa-miR-222-3p Down FOS Up miRTarBase, miRecords V 
hsa-miR-146a-5p Up IRAK1 Down microT-CDS, miRDB, miRTarBase V 
hsa-miR-146b-5p Up IRAK1 Down microT-CDS, miRDB, miRTarBase V 
hsa-miR-200b-3p Down JUN Up microT-CDS, miRDB V (literature) 
hsa-miR-200c-3p Down JUN Up microT-CDS, miRDB V (literature) 
hsa-miR-335-3p Down PRKAA2 Up microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-450b-5p Up RARG Down microT-CDS, miRDB - 
hsa-miR-31-5p Down RGS4 Up miRDB, TargetScan - 
hsa-miR-19a-3p Down RHOB Up microT-CDS, miRDB, TargetScan V (literature) 
hsa-miR-32-5p Up TBL1XR1 Down microT-CDS, miRDB - 
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 Validation of the butyrate effect on miRNA and mRNA target 4.2.8

gene expression 

Regulation of selected miRNA and target genes by butyrate was confirmed using real-

time RT-PCR. HCT116 cells were treated with 2.5 mM butyrate and RNA was 

extracted, quantified and the quality confirmed using the Bioanalyzer. Taqman miRNA 

real time RT-PCRs confirmed that miR-139 (P=0.0053) and miR-542 (P=0.0065) had 

significantly increased expression when CRC cells were exposed to butyrate (Figure 4-7). 

The validated targets for miR-139 and miR-542 including EIF4G2 (P=0.0022) and 

BIRC5 (P<0.0001) respectively had significantly decreased expression when CRC cells 

were treated with butyrate. Unfortunately, miR-381 was not detected using real-time 

RT-PCR, although expression was significant in the RNA-seq data. The validated target 

gene of miR-381, WEE1 (P<0.0001), was significantly decreased with butyrate 

treatment which correlates with RNA-seq data. Only miR-139, miR-542 and their target 

genes were pursued for further analysis. 

 

Figure 4-7 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of networking miRNAs and predicted 
target gene expression validation in HCT116 cells treated with 2.5 mM butyrate 
for 24 h 

Expression levels of miRNAs and predicted target genes identified by network analysis 
(A) miR-139, (B) miR-542, (C) EIF4G2, (D) BIRC5, (E) WEE1 in HCT116 cells treated 
with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate for 24 h. The mean miRNA or mRNA levels ± SEM of 
the technical triplicates is represented, and their expression is normalised to RNU6B 
endogenous control (miRNAs only) or the geometric mean of three reference genes, 
ACTB, B2M and GAPDH (mRNAs only). Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, 
**P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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 Effect of miRNA nodes on both cell cycle and cell growth in CRC 4.2.9

in the presence of butyrate 

miRNA genes were further investigated for their role in the butyrate response in CRC 

cells by determining their effects on the cell cycle, cell growth and death. HCT116 cells 

were reverse transfected with miRNA mimics or negative control for 48 h, followed by 

24 h with or without 2.5 mM butyrate treatment as described in Chapter 2. Both miR-

139 and EIF4G2 and miR-542 and BIRC5 miRNA-mRNA pairs were found to be 

involved in the cell cycle through pathway analysis, therefore, cell cycle analysis using 

flow cytometry was performed. Cell proliferation changes, which may be a result of 

direct effects on the cell cycle among other cellular effects, were detected using the real-

time cell imaging system, xCELLigence.  

4.2.9.1 Effects of miRNAs on the cell cycle in CRC cells after butyrate 

treatment 

The cell cycle was investigated due to the identification of key butyrate regulated genes 

involved in this pathway that were targeted by DE miRNAs. The Cytoflex Flow 

Cytometer and propidium iodide staining were used to measure cell cycle phases in 

HCT116 cells reverse transfected with miRNA mimics for 48 h followed by 24 h 

butyrate treatment (2.5 mM). The results demonstrated that miR-139 (NC 0 mM 

butyrate vs miRNA 0 mM butyrate treated) did not appear to have an effect on the 

G0/G1 phase; however, the miRNA alone significantly induced an increase in the 

percentage of cells in the S phase (P=0.0152) while causing a significant decrease in cell 

percentage in the G2/M phase (P=0.0041) (Figure 4-9). Butyrate alone (NC 0 mM 

butyrate vs. 2.5 mM butyrate treated) significantly reduced the percentage of cells in the 

S phase (P=0.0361) and increased the percentage in the G2/M phase (P=0.0045); 

however, when combined with miR-139 (NC 2.5 mM butyrate treated vs. miRNA 2.5 

mM butyrate treated) a decreasing but non-significant trend was seen in the S phase and 

increasing trend in the G2/M phase. miR-542 alone (NC 0 mM butyrate vs miRNA 0 

mM butyrate) was able to significantly increase the percentage of cells in the G0/G1 

phase (P= 0.0327), while causing a significant decrease in the G2/M phase (P=0.0397) 

(Figure 4-8, 4-9). When miR-542 was combined with butyrate (NC 2.5 mM butyrate 

treated vs. miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated), there was a significant increase in the 

percentage of cells in the G0/G1 phase (P=0.0098), and a significant reduction in the S 

phase (P=0.0152). Only a non-significant increasing trend was observed in the G2/M 

phase when cells were treated with a combination of miR-542 and butyrate. 
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Figure 4-8 Flow cytometry analysis of the cell cycle in miRNA transfected 
HCT116 cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Examples of flow charts depicting cell cycle analyses of HCT116 cells reverse 
transfected with NC or miR-542 mimics for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 
mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period (A) NC transfected 0 mM 
butyrate, (B) miR-542 transfected 0 mM butyrate, (C) NC transfected 2.5 mM butyrate, 
(D) miR-542 transfected 2.5 mM butyrate. Cells were stained with propidium iodide and 
measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. NC= Negative Control mimic. 
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Figure 4-9 Cell cycle analysis using flow cytometry in miRNA transfected 
HCT116 cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Bar charts for cell cycle analysis of HCT116 cells reverse transfected with miRNA 
mimics (A) miR-139, (B) miR-542 for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 
2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. Cells were stained with 
propidium iodide and cell percentage measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. The 
mean ± SEM of 3 replicate wells is shown. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, 
** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 

4.2.9.2 Proliferation of HCT116 CRC cells after miRNA mimic transfection 

and butyrate treatment 

miRNA-mRNA pairs were further investigated for their roles in cell growth by 

investigating their effects on proliferation in the presence of butyrate using a real-time 

cell analysis system (xCELLigence instrument). Reverse transfection of HCT116 CRC 

cells with miRNA mimics (48 h) and treatment with 2.5 mM butyrate (24 h) led to 

decreased proliferation over a 72 h time period for all miRNAs when compared to 2.5 

mM butyrate treated controls. Both miR-139 and miR-542 significantly decreased 

proliferation of HCT116 cells; both independently of butyrate (NC vs. miRNA 

transfected 0 mM butyrate treated) but also by enhancing the butyrate effect (NC vs. 

miRNA transfected 2.5 mM butyrate treated) (Figure 4-10).  

miR-139 showed the most significant ability to decrease proliferation of HCT116 cells 

with P-values <0.0001, for all comparison groups. miR-542 showed the most dramatic 
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effects on cell proliferation independently of butyrate (P = <0.0001). Butyrate alone was 

able to significantly decrease cell proliferation within all miRNA experiments (NC 

transfected 0 mM butyrate vs. 2.5 mM butyrate treated and miRNA transfected 0 mM 

butyrate vs. 2.5 mM butyrate treated) (P<0.05). 

CDI calculations illustrated that both miR-139 and miR-542 were acting synergistically 

with butyrate to enhance its anticancer properties. miR-542 had the lowest CDI 

indicating synergism with butyrate, followed closely by miR-139 (Table 4-5).  

 

Figure 4-10 Proliferation of HCT116 cells after transfection with miRNA mimics 
and butyrate treatment for 24 h 

Real-time cell index measurements using the xCELLigence RTCA platform, in HCT116 
cells transfected with miRNAs (A) miR-139, (B) miR-542 for 48 h, followed by 24 h of 
treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The 
mean ± SEM of 4 replicate wells is shown at 72 h post-transfection (C) miR-139, (D) 
miR-542. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, 
****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic.  
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Table 4-5 Coefficient of drug interaction values for miRNA and butyrate 
interactions for xCELLigence proliferation data   

Coefficient of drug interaction values were calculated as described in Chapter 2. CDI 
<1, = 1 or >1 indicates that when the miRNA mimic and butyrate are combined, they 
behave synergistically, additively or antagonistically together, respectively. CDI <0.7 
indicates that the drug is significantly synergistic.  

miRNA CDI value Classification  

miR-139 0.768945052 Synergistic 

miR-542 0.742196056 Synergistic 

 

4.2.9.3 Apoptosis of HCT116 CRC cells after miRNA mimic transfection and 

butyrate treatment 

Although miR-542 and BIRC5 was the only miRNA-mRNA pair identified as being 

involved in the apoptosis pathway, both miRNAs that synergistically reduced growth of 

CRC cells with butyrate were examined for their effects on apoptosis using flow 

cytometry. HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with each miRNA mimic for 48 h 

followed by 24 h butyrate treatment. Cells were prepared and stained with annexin V 

and propidium iodide to differentiate between cell death phases: early apoptosis, late 

apoptosis and necrosis. The Cytoflex Flow Cytometer was used to measure the samples 

and FSC Express 6 data analysis program was used to analyse the results.  

When cells were transfected with the miRNAs alone, only miR-542 induced significant 

decreases in the percentage of viable cells (P=0.0097), while miR-139 had no effect 

(Figure 4-11, 4-12). Only miR-542 significantly increased early apoptosis (P=0.0111) and 

late apoptosis (P=0.0068) alone, while miR-139 significantly reduced late apoptosis 

(P=0.0359), but to a lesser extent. Both miRNAs were able to significantly reduce the 

percentage of viable cells when combined with butyrate relative to butyrate alone 

(P<0.0001). Early apoptosis was also significantly increased when both miR-139 

(P=0.0049) and miR-542 (P<0.0001) were combined with butyrate. miR-139 (P=0.0015) 

and miR-542 (P<0.0001) showed the same trends for late apoptosis when combined 

with butyrate. miR-139 mimics alone produced a slight but significant increase in 

necrosis (P=0.0047) and in combination with butyrate (P=0.0025), while the opposite 

was seen for miR-542 with the combination treatment (P=0.0215). 
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Figure 4-11 Flow cytometry analysis of apoptosis in miRNA transfected HCT116 
cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Examples of flow charts depicting the apoptosis analyses of HCT116 cells reverse 
transfected with NC or miRNA mimics for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 
mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period (A) NC transfected 0 mM 
butyrate, (B) miR-542 transfected 0 mM butyrate, (C) NC transfected 2.5 mM butyrate, 
(D) miR-542 transfected 2.5 mM butyrate. Cells were stained with propidium iodide and 
annexin V stain and measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. NC= Negative 
Control mimic. 
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Figure 4-12 Apoptosis analysis of networking miRNAs using Cytoflex flow 
cytometry 

Bar charts showing apoptosis analysis of HCT116 cells reverse transfected with miRNA 
mimics (A) miR-139, (B) miR-542 for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 
2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. Cells were stained with 
propidium iodide and annexin V stain and measured using the Cytoflex Flow 
Cytometer. The mean ± SEM of 3 replicate wells is shown. Significant results are 
indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control 
mimic. 

 Effects of miR-139 and miR-542 on cell growth and death in 4.2.10

other cell types 

miR-139 and miR-542 were further tested in another CRC cell line model, LIM1215 and 

a normal but immortalised cell line, HFF, to examine their potential as therapeutic 

molecules. LIM1215 cells originate from human colorectal carcinoma. This cell line has 

wild-type TP53, KRAS, BRAF and PIK3CA and mutant β-catenin. HFF cells, which are 

human foreskin fibroblasts, were the only cell line that did not have a significant 

response to butyrate (except 5 mM butyrate) when examined using crystal violet assays 

(Section 3.2.5).  
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In terms of viability, LIM1215 cells did not respond to miR-139 alone (NC 0 mM 

butyrate vs. miRNA 0 mM butyrate) or their combination with butyrate (NC 2.5 mM 

butyrate treated vs. miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated) (Figure 4-13); however, viability 

was significantly decreased by miR-542 alone (P<0.0001) and when combined with 

butyrate treatment (P<0.0001). Butyrate alone was able to reduce cell viability as 

previously observed with a P-value <0.001 or less for all groups (NC 0 mM butyrate vs. 

NC 2.5 mM butyrate treated and miRNA 0 mM butyrate vs. miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate 

treated).    

Cell apoptosis changes, which were measured following viability measurements in 

LIM1215 cells, demonstrated that miR-139 significantly increased apoptosis alone 

(P=0.0107), miR-542 significantly reduced apoptosis alone (P=0.0004) (Figure 4-13). 

When combined with butyrate miR-139 (P=0.0362) and miR-542 (P=0.0459) 

significantly increased apoptosis. As expected, butyrate significantly increased apoptosis 

in all conditions (minimum P= 0.0001). 

 

Figure 4-13 Cell viability and apoptosis in miRNA transfected LIM1215 cells after 
24 h of butyrate treatment 

ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay: fluorescence and luminescent signals for viability 
changes (A) miR-139, (B) miR-542 and normalised caspase activity for apoptosis 
changes respectively (C) miR-139, (F) miR-542 in LIM1215 cells transfected with 
butyrate-sensitising miRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 
mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. Significant results are indicated by * 
P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic.  

HFF cells did not show any significant viability changes when exposed to miRNA 

mimics and/or butyrate in any combination (Figure 4-14). miR-139 significantly 

increased apoptosis alone (P=0.0021); while, miR-542 showed a non-significant 

increasing trend. Interestingly the comparison of miRNA 0 mM butyrate vs. miRNA 2.5 

mM butyrate treated groups for miR-139 (P=0.0028) and miR-542 (P=0.0172) revealed 

a significant decrease in apoptosis, demonstrating that butyrate antagonized the miRNA 

effect. 
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Figure 4-14 Cell viability and apoptosis in miRNA transfected HFF normal cells 
after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay: fluorescence and luminescent signals for viability 
changes (A) miR-139, (B) miR-542 and normalised caspase activity for apoptosis 
changes respectively (C) miR-139, (F) miR-542 in HFF cells transfected with butyrate-
sensitising miRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 
butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The mean ± SEM of 4 replicates is 
shown. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, 
****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic.  

 miRNA target confirmation using miRNA mimics in HCT116 4.2.11

cells 

In order to determine the effect of miRNA mimics on their target genes, each miRNA 

was individually transfected into HCT116 CRC cells and treated with or without 2.5 

mM butyrate. mRNA expression changes of targets were measured using real-time RT-

PCR. The miRNAs tested all had previously validated targets that were expected to 

decrease in expression. miR-139 and miR-542 were confirmed to significantly decrease 

the expression levels of their targets EIF4G2 (P=0.0011) and BIRC5 (P<0.0001) 

respectively (Figure 4-15). The target gene expression was further reduced in the 

presence of butyrate for EIF4G2 and BIRC5 with P<0.001 when comparing NC 2.5 

mM butyrate treated to miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated. Butyrate alone decreased the 

expression of these genes as previously observed (section 4.2.8). 
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Figure 4-15 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of miRNA target gene expression in 
HCT116 cells treated with butyrate for 24 h 

mRNA levels of (A) EIF4G2 and miR-542 predicted target genes (D) BIRC5 in 
HCT116 cells transfected with miRNA or NC mimics for 48 h, followed by 24 h of 
treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The 
mean mRNA levels ± SEM of the triplicates is represented, and their expression is 
normalised to the geometric mean of three reference genes, ACTB, B2M and GAPDH. 
Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. 
NC= Negative Control mimic. 

 Effect of miRNA target gene silencing and butyrate treatment 4.2.12

on CRC cell proliferation and the cell cycle 

Based on network analysis in section 4.2.7, EIF4G2 had the greatest number of 

connections with DE miRNAs including predicted interactions with miR-146a, miR-

146b, miR-3127 and validated interactions with miR-139 and miR-379 (Table 4-3). This 

gene was, therefore, selected for further investigation by RNA interference in CRC cells. 

Knockdown efficiency was determined by exposing HCT116 cells to EIF4G2 siRNA 

for 72 without butyrate treatment. EIF4G2 mRNA expression was reduced by ~89% 

(P=0.0001) (Figure 4-16).  

HCT116 cells were transfected with EIF4G2 or NC siRNAs for 72 h and treated with 

or without 2.5 mM butyrate for 24 h before cell proliferation was measured using the 

xCELLigence platform. EIF4G2 siRNA significantly reduced cell proliferation alone 

(P<0.0001) and when combined with butyrate this effect was further enhanced 

(P<0.0001) (Figure 4-17). The CDI calculation indicates a significantly synergistic effect 

when EIF4G2 siRNA is combined with butyrate at 0.49. Butyrate alone reduced 

proliferation as expected when comparing NC siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs. 2.5 mM 

butyrate treated and EIF4G2 siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs. 2.5 mM butyrate treated 

(P<0.0001).  
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Cell cycle analysis was then performed on HCT116 cells that were treated under the 

same conditions described above. Cells were stained with PI and the Cytoflex Flow 

Cytometer was used to measure the percentage of cells in each phase. The results 

demonstrated that when cells were exposed to EIF4G2 siRNAs alone (NC 0 mM 

butyrate vs. siRNA 0 mM butyrate) there was a significant increase in cell percentage in 

the G0/G1 phase (P=0.0237) while a significant decrease was observed in the G2/M 

phase (P=0.0251) (Figure 4-18, 4-19). When exposed to butyrate alone (NC 2.5 mM 

butyrate vs. miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated) the same decrease in S phase was 

observed and there was a significant increase in cells in the G2/M phase (P=0.0214) as 

previously observed (Figure 4-8). The combination of siRNA and butyrate (NC 2.5 mM 

butyrate treated vs. miRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated) resulted in a non-significant 

increase in G0/G1 phase and G2/M phase; however, the cell percentage significantly 

decreased in S phase (P=0.0201).  

 

Figure 4-16 EIF4G2 siRNA knockdown efficiency in HCT116 cells 

mRNA levels of EIF4G2 in CRC cells (A) HCT116 cells transfected with NC siRNA or 
EIF4G2 siRNA for 72 h. The mean mRNA levels ± SEM of the triplicates is 
represented, and their expression is normalised to the geometric mean of three reference 
genes, ACTB, B2M and GAPDH. Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, 
**P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic.  
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Figure 4-17 siRNA knockdown of miR-139 target gene EIF4G2  

Real-time cell index measurements using the xCELLigence RTCA platform, in (A) 
HCT116 cells transfected with NC or EIF4G2 siRNA for 48 h, followed by 24 h of 
treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The 
mean ± SEM of 4 replicates is shown at 72 h post-transfection (B) EIF4G2 siRNA. 
Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. 
NC= Negative Control mimic. 

 

Figure 4-18 Flow cytometry analysis of the cell cycle in siRNA transfected 
HCT116 cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Examples of flow charts depicting cell cycle analyses of HCT116 cells reverse 
transfected with NC or EIF4G2 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 
mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period (A) NC transfected 0 mM 
butyrate, (B) EIF4G2 siRNA transfected 0 mM butyrate, (C) NC transfected 2.5 mM 
butyrate, (D) EIF4G2 siRNA transfected 2.5 mM butyrate. Cells were stained with 
propidium iodide and measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. NC= Negative 
Control siRNA. 
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Figure 4-19 Cell cycle analysis of EIF4G2 siRNA transfected HCT116 cells using 
flow cytometry  

Bar charts showing the cell cycle analysis of HCT116 cells reverse transfected with 
EIF4G2 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 
butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. Cells were stained with propidium iodide 
and cell percentage measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. The mean ± SEM of 
3 replicate wells is shown. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** 
P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control mimic. 

 Discussion 4.3

 Summary 4.3.1

Butyrate is a well-studied chemo-protective agent, with the ability to induce apoptosis 

and inhibit cell proliferation in CRC cells through the global regulation of gene 

expression (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Mariadason 2008). miRNAs are commonly 

dysregulated in CRC and some can enhance the anticancer properties of butyrate 

(Humphreys et al. 2013); however, the complex interactions and networks that are 

involved in this response have yet to be elucidated. The aim of these experiments was to 

investigate the diverse effects of butyrate on the transcriptome profile of CRC cells and 

to identify key miRNA-target interactions within biological signalling pathways that 

contribute to the anticancer effects of butyrate. Additionally, butyrate-sensitising 

miRNAs were also identified (and their target genes) with the ability to enhance the 

anticancer properties of butyrate in CRC cells. This was done by using a systems biology 

approach to examine butyrate induced transcriptomic changes through integrative 

pathway and network analysis. Several miRNA-mRNA interactions were identified to be 

important in cell cycle regulation and apoptosis in CRC cells. 

 Butyrate regulated gene expression 4.3.2

The global effect of butyrate on the HCT116 cell transcriptome was examined using 

Illumina total and small RNA-seq analysis. It was revealed that thousands of protein-
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coding and non-coding genes are regulated by 2.5 mM butyrate (48 h). From the total 

RNA-seq, 15,000 protein-coding genes were detected and 1110 were downregulated and 

1337 were upregulated when comparing control cells to butyrate treated cells (log2FC<-

1.5 or log2FC>1.5 and padj<0.01). From the small RNA-seq, it was revealed that out of 

845 miRNAs detected, 50 were downregulated and 63 were upregulated by butyrate 

log2FC<-1 or log2FC>1 and padj<0.05). Butyrate is a HDACi known to alter global 

gene expression through the regulation of global acetylation patterns through H3 and 

H4 hyperacetylation (Mariadason 2008). This results in a more open chromatin 

configuration allowing transcription factors to access the DNA more easily, therefore, 

promoting transcription of cell cycle, apoptosis and differentiation related genes (Gu & 

Roeder 1997). Interestingly, the total and small RNA-seq data show that the number of 

genes which are downregulated, although less, are near equal to those upregulated, 

which was similar to a previous profiling study in CRC (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006). 

The mechanisms behind this downregulation have been studied in CRC and 

hepatocellular carcinoma cells, whereby histone acetylation around the promoter 

regions, and specifically transcription start sites of particular genes can be decreased 

resulting in decreased gene expression (Rada-Iglesias et al. 2007). Histone deacetylation 

of selected gene regions was accompanied by reduced RNA polymerase II initiation and 

elongation and reduced transcription factor binding to regulatory sequences (Duan et al. 

2005; Rada-Iglesias et al. 2007). GO analysis revealed that these particular genes were 

similar in functions and involved in processes promoting cell proliferation (Rada-Iglesias 

et al. 2007). Of course, butyrate has many other functions including the regulation of 

non-coding RNAs, transcription factors and heterochromatin factors, which could 

result in the repression of gene expression (Davie 2003; Taddei et al. 2001). 

 Butyrate regulated PPI networks 4.3.3

Further investigation of the interactions between protein-coding genes using butyrate-

regulated PPI networks revealed that the topmost highly connected interactors were p53 

with degree 80 and KIAA0101 and FN1 with degree 75. TP53 is a well-studied tumour 

suppressor gene which is commonly mutated in ~50% of CRC cases (Liu & Bodmer 

2006); however, HCT116 cells have wild type TP53. p53 regulates the cell cycle and 

apoptosis by regulating the expression of p21 cell cycle inhibitor (He et al. 2005) and 

PUMA pro-apoptotic genes (Nakano & Vousden 2001). TP53 transcript expression was 

found to be significantly reduced by butyrate, which is initially counterintuitive. 

However, several other studies have also found reduced TP53 transcript expression and 

p53 protein accumulation after treatment with butyrate and other HDAC inhibitors, for 
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example Trichostatin A (TSA) (Emenaker et al. 2001; Janson et al. 1997; Taniguchi et al. 

2012). Butyrate-regulated p53-independent mechanisms have been identified in CRC 

cell lines (Hague et al. 1993; Kobayashi et al. 2003; Mahyar-Roemer & Roemer 2001). 

Kobayashi et al. (2003) demonstrated that butyrate inhibited growth and induced cell 

cycle arrest in cells such as LS513 (TP53 wild type), Lovo (TP53 wild type), HT29 (TP53 

point mutation) and Caco2 (TP53 truncation), regardless of their TP53 status. P21 

transcript and protein levels were also increased in all cell lines after butyrate exposure 

as well as promoter activity in Caco2 and Lovo cells, indicating the mechanism is 

independent of p53 (Kobayashi et al. 2003). It appears that TP53 status may not be a 

limiting variable in the chemo-protective effects of butyrate as it seems not to play a role 

in the butyrate effect on CRC growth (Kobayashi et al. 2003). Further investigation will 

need to be done for other genetic aberrations that may influence the butyrate response.  

FN1 or fibronectin 1 is a protein involved in cell adhesion, migration, differentiation, 

and proliferation that has been implicated in CRC development and growth (Saito et al. 

2008). Increased expression of FN1 has been associated with poor prognosis in CRC 

and several other cancers (Saito et al. 2008; Wang & Hielscher 2017). Interestingly, FN1 

expression was significantly induced in CRC cells by butyrate; however, there is 

precedent for induction of FN1 in cancer cells by butyrate. Specifically Halgunset et al. 

(1988) revealed that exposing prostatic carcinoma cells to butyrate induced up to a 100-

fold increase in FN1 expression and cells produced stress fibres and had decreased 

proliferation.  

KIAA0101 (PCLAF), which is a proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) clamp 

associated factor involved in DNA replication, is known to be upregulated in several 

cancers and have oncogenic functions (Cheng et al. 2013; Su et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 

2013). KIAA0101 was significantly increased in CRC cells by butyrate, which might 

suggest that it plays no role in the protective effect of butyrate, or that it has a non-

oncogenic function in this cell type. As noted previously, it is commonly observed that 

many genes have oncogenic functions in one cancer type and tumour suppressor 

functions in another. 

 GO and pathway enrichment analysis 4.3.4

Further investigation of target genes was performed using gene ontology enrichment 

analysis to examine the functional roles of genes including biological processes, 

molecular functions and cellular components. This analysis revealed that butyrate 

regulated genes that are involved in a wide range of processes including the cell cycle as 
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well as DNA related functions and components such as DNA binding and 

chromosomal parts. Previous studies investigating the functional enrichment of butyrate 

regulated genes also demonstrated that DE genes were significantly enriched in the 

same or similar pathways including regulation of mismatch repair, cell cycle, DNA 

replication, and the replication fork (Zhou et al. 2019). Further examination of this gene 

set was performed to define the biological importance of butyrate DE genes.  

Pathway enrichment analysis was achieved using KEGG, WikiPathways and Reactome 

pathway analysis programs. The analysis revealed that DE genes were enriched in 

several key pathways including the cell cycle, DNA replication and apoptosis, which 

correlates with the GO analysis. All of these pathways have previously been shown to 

have biological relevance in the butyrate response in microarray and small-scale profiling 

studies (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Iacomino et al. 2001), which supports the 

analysis. As mentioned in section 1.3.3, butyrate is a very well-known regulator of the 

cell cycle and has been shown to regulate numerous cell cycle related genes and induce 

G1 phase and G2/M phase arrest in several CRC cell lines (Daly et al. 2005; Daly & 

Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Mariadason et al. 2000; Saldanha et al. 2014; Siavoshian et al. 

2000; Tailor et al. 2014). Butyrate is also a well-known apoptotic inducer of CRC cells 

(section 1.3.3) which upregulates pro-apoptotic gene BAK1 and caspase 3, and 

downregulates anti-apoptotic genes BIRC5, CFLAR and BCLXL (Daly et al. 2005; Daly 

& Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Tailor et al. 2014). As for the direct effects of butyrate on 

DNA, animal studies demonstrated that a butyrylated-RS diet protects rat colonocytes 

from DNA damage (Bajka et al. 2008). Butyrylated-RS diets were shown to be twice as 

effective as high protein diets in protecting rats against genetic damage (Bajka et al. 

2008). Le Leu et al. (2015a) also demonstrated that alkylating agent-induced DNA 

adducts were reduced by a high butyrylated starch dietary intervention, indicating a key 

role of butyrate in DNA damage repair.  

Limitations of GO and pathway enrichment analysis 

GO and pathway enrichment analyses are clearly useful tools, but they have limitations. 

Well studied genes and pathways are most well represented in functional annotations 

and, therefore, there is a bias which may result in important information being lost 

during the analysis process (i.e. poorly characterized genes may be overlooked due to 

lack of useful annotation). Annotations can be incomplete, and some databases include 

pseudogenes, predicted and hypothetical genes (Khatri et al. 2012). The most analogous 

results were observed between KEGG and WikiPathways and these differed from the 
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Reactome output. Differences may be due to the curation process. Reactome is the 

most comprehensive database; it is curated by experts using experimental data and the 

literature and is peer-reviewed to avoid errors (Bauer-Mehren et al. 2009; Croft et al. 

2011). KEGG is curated by experts in the field using the literature (Kanehisa et al. 

2017). WikiPathways is an open source database which is curated based on public 

contributions and other databases like KEGG, which would explain some of the 

overlap in KEGG and WikiPathways output (Pico et al. 2008). The curation process 

itself is compromised as the literature is used to guide the formation of these pathways; 

however, they may lack key information about the conditions in which the data was 

acquired such as cell type and time points (Khatri et al. 2012). 

 Integrative network analysis  4.3.5

Integrative network construction was then performed in order to identify key miRNA-

mRNA interactions in the butyrate response. DE miRNAs were selected, and miRNA 

target prediction was used to identify mRNA interactors. Only interactors whose 

response to butyrate (expression change) anti-correlated with that of the miRNA and 

were present in the PPI network were presented in the final network analysis. This led 

to the identification of 52 miRNA-mRNA interactions; GO and pathway analysis results 

were used to refine the list of interactions to those identified in cell cycle and apoptosis 

pathways. The literature was used to further refine the list to three interactions: miR-139 

with EIF4G2, miR-381 with WEE1 and miR-542 with BIRC5.  

miR-139 interactions 

miR-139 is a known tumour suppressor that is commonly downregulated in CRC and 

several other cancers, and decreased expression is associated with poor prognosis 

(Huang et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2013b; Miyoshi et al. 2017; Song et al. 2014b). miR-139 

inhibits migration, invasion, growth and induces apoptosis and cell cycle arrest by 

targeting several genes including AMFR, NOTCH1 and BCL2 in CRC (Li et al. 2016c; 

Song et al. 2014b), EIF4G2 in acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) (Emmrich et al. 2016) 

and IGF1R in lung cancer (Huang et al. 2017). EIF4G2, which is a translation initiation 

complex component has not been well-studied in general. Knockdown studies of 

EIF4G2 demonstrated that the cell cycle inhibitor P27 increased in expression to 

promote cell cycle arrest and inhibit proliferation in glioblastoma, human embryonic 

kidney and AML cells (Emmrich et al. 2016; Lee & McCormick 2006), which is 

promising. 
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miR-381 interactions 

miR-381 is also a known tumour suppressor that is normally downregulated in CRC and 

numerous other cancers (Cao et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2013a; He et al. 2016; Liang et al. 

2015b). miR-381 inhibits migration, invasion, growth and induces apoptosis and cell 

cycle arrest through targeting several genes including TWIST1 in CRC (He et al. 2016), 

WEE1 in renal cancer (Chen et al. 2013a), SETDB1 in breast cancer (Wu et al. 2018b). 

WEE1, which is a cell cycle checkpoint kinase that inhibits G2/M transition, is well-

studied (Fasulo et al. 2012). In fact, WEE1 is already a drug (AZD1775) target due to its 

importance in cancer development (Fu et al. 2018). Cancer cells bypass the G1 

checkpoint in order to accumulate mutations to promote their survival; therefore, cells 

rely on the G2/M phase checkpoint to repair DNA damage to avoid apoptosis 

(Matheson et al. 2016). As WEE1 regulates this checkpoint, WEE1 inhibition by 

AZD1775 results in apoptosis (Fu et al. 2018; Matheson et al. 2016).  

miR-542 interactions 

miR-542 is also a known tumour suppressor miRNA that is normally downregulated in 

CRC and other cancers (Long et al. 2016; Ye et al. 2016a; Yuan et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 

2018d). It functions by inhibiting proliferation, migration, invasion and inducing cell 

cycle arrest by targeting several genes such as BIRC5, OTUB1 and cortactin in CRC 

(Long et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2017a; Ye et al. 2016a; Yuan et al. 2017) TGFβ1 in 

hepatocellular carcinoma (Zhang et al. 2018d), BIRC5 in breast cancer (Lyu et al. 2018) 

among others. BIRC5 (Survivin) is a well-studied member of the Inhibitor of Apoptosis 

(IAP) family, that is highly expressed in several cancer and is involved in the regulation 

of several important pathways such as apoptosis, cell cycle, proliferation, metastasis and 

invasion (Garg et al. 2016; Li et al. 2018a). BIRC5 has a key role in inhibition of 

apoptosis by inhibiting caspase 3 and 7 (Altieri 2003) and regulation of cell division by 

centrosome and mitotic spindle structure (Li et al. 1998). YM155, which is a small 

molecule inhibitor of BIRC5 mRNA has also been tested in clinical trials for several 

cancers including breast cancer (Clemens et al. 2015; Kelly et al. 2013; Kudchadkar et al. 

2015). Overall, integrative networking in conjunction with literature-based information 

was able to provide meaningful miRNA-mRNA interactions that were appropriate for 

further study.  
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Limitations of gene expression studies  

The expression of the miRNA-mRNA interactors and their response to butyrate was 

assessed in the HCT116 cell line. Real-time RT-PCR revealed that miR-139 and miR-

542 were significantly increased in expression while their target genes EIF4G2 and 

BIRC5 were significantly decreased by butyrate, consistent with the total and small 

RNA-seq results. WEE1 transcript levels were significantly decreased with butyrate 

treatment; however, miR-381 was not detected by real-time RT-PCR. This is not 

consistent with the literature as miR-381 has been previously detected in HCT116 cells 

and several other CRC cell lines (He et al. 2016; Liang et al. 2015b). Notably, these 

articles do not mention whether they measured the 5p or 3p arm of the miRNA 

although as only the miR-381-3p Taqman assay is available commercially, this is likely 

the most studied form. It is also possible that different miRNA variants with different 3’ 

end structures (isomiRs) are expressed and as others have reported Taqman assays may 

not detect all isomiRs (Androvic et al. 2017; Schamberger & Orban 2014; Soundara 

Pandi et al. 2013). Thus, our inability to detect miR-381-3p may be a technical artefact; 

other techniques could be explored to resolve this issue in the future. One method is 

amplification of the primary miRNA; however, this will not identify which mature form 

(3p and 5p) is produced. Another technique involves the amplification of the mature 

miRNA by using poly(A) polymerase to add a poly(A) tail to the mature miRNA 

followed by reverse transcription with a tagged poly(T) primer and finally amplification 

with two primers using SYBR green master mix (Balcells et al. 2011). The 3’ primer can 

be designed to detect individual isomiRs or they can be designed to sit outside of the 

regions of variation to detect all variants together (Balcells et al. 2011). Although we 

have assumed here that the inability to confirm the RNA-seq data using the RT-PCR 

data is due to technical issues with the latter, it is worth mentioning that small RNA-seq 

can also produce artefacts. Ultimately, only miR-139 and miR-542 and their target genes 

were pursued for further analysis as the inability to amplify miR-381 was not resolved 

due to time constraints. 

 Butyrate-sensitising miRNAs regulate CRC cell proliferation, 4.3.6

apoptosis and cell cycle  

Butyrate is a regulator of the cell cycle as mentioned in section 1.3.3 and it affects the 

expression of many related genes to induce cell cycle arrest. As the key interactions that 

were selected were involved in the cell cycle, flow cytometry analysis was used to assess 

the changes in the cell cycle at 72 h post transfection with miRNA mimics. Further 
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investigation of the cellular effects of miR-139 and miR-542 in HCT116 cells was 

determined by using the xCELLigence real-time cell system to determine changes in 

proliferation. The effects of these miRNAs on apoptosis were also examined. 

miR-139 cellular effects 

miR-139 is a known tumour suppressor in several cancers that inhibits migration, 

invasion, growth and induces apoptosis and cell cycle arrest by targeting key growth and 

death related genes such as NOTCH1, BCL2, EIF4G2, IGFR1 (Emmrich et al. 2016; 

Huang et al. 2017; Li et al. 2016c; Song et al. 2014b). Results supported the tumour 

suppressor function of miR-139 which significantly reduced HCT116 cell growth both 

alone and in combination with butyrate through a synergistic mechanism. miR-139 was 

previously shown to decrease growth to a similar extent in HCT116 cells (Zhang et al. 

2014a); however, there are some contradictory data in other studies indicating it has no 

effect on growth in HCT116 cells (Li et al. 2016c; Song et al. 2014b). Interestingly, the 

contradictory studies both used the same type of endpoint assay (Cell Counting Kit-8 

assay) (Li et al. 2016c; Song et al. 2014b), while Zhang et al. (2014a) used a metabolic 3-

(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-

tetrazolium (MTS) assay which may account for the differences observed.  

Examination of the cell cycle revealed that miR-139 did not affect G0/G1 phase alone 

or in combination with butyrate. However, previous studies revealed that 

overexpression of miR-139 suppressed proliferation in HCT116 cells and prostate 

cancer cells by promoting G0/G1 phase arrest (Sun et al. 2018b; Zhang et al. 2014a), 

which is contradictory to the current study. Furthermore, the current study showed 

miR-139 alone increased the percentage of cells in S phase, while butyrate reduced this 

effect; however, the opposite effect was induced in the G2/M phase. miR-139 was 

found to decrease the percentage of cells in the S and G2 phases in prostate cancer cells 

(Sun et al. 2018b), while miR-139 decreased the percentage of cells in S phase and 

induced G2/M phase arrest in AML to inhibit growth (Zhang et al. 2019c). It is unclear 

why the G0/G1 phase is unaffected by miR-139 in the current study as the knockdown 

of the miR-139 target, EIF4G2, was shown to increase protein levels of the G0/G1 

phase inhibitor cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor CDKN1B (p27Kip1) (Lee & 

McCormick 2006). The cell cycle responses to miR-139 are varied across cancer cell 

types; however, changes in this process may still contribute to proliferative effects 

observed in the current study. Thus, this requires further investigation. 
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Further examination of miR-139-mediated cellular responses revealed that miR-139 had 

no effect on the percentage of viable HCT116 cells, which is supported by previous 

evidence that miR-139 does not affect viability (Li et al. 2016c; Song et al. 2014b). miR-

139 alone did not affect apoptosis in the current study. miR-139 has been previously 

shown to induce cell cycle arrest and inhibit of migration and invasion (Li et al. 2016c; 

Song et al. 2014b; Zhang et al. 2014a), which could explain cell index changes seen using 

the xCELLigence platform and lack of change in apoptotic analysis. Interestingly, miR-

139 significantly enhanced the anti-apoptotic effects of butyrate, even though it had no 

effect on apoptosis alone. The mechanism behind this response was not further 

investigated; however, this combinatorial effect with butyrate has been observed 

previously with other molecules. For example, the epigenetic regulatory molecule 

epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) was unable to reduce HCT116 cell proliferation alone 

at concentrations of 10 µM, but when combined with various concentrations of butyrate 

it was able to enhance butyrate’s anti-proliferative effects (Saldanha et al. 2014). Several 

experiments revealed that this enhancement effect is due to numerous changes induced 

by the combination treatment including reduced BIRC5, increased p53 and p21 protein 

expression as well as epigenetic changes that were not strongly induced by the drugs 

alone (Saldanha et al. 2014). This highlights the importance of investigating combination 

treatments as some agents may be useful therapeutically only in conjunction with 

another drug. 

miR-542 cellular effects 

miR-542 is a known tumour suppressor in several cancers that functions by inhibiting 

proliferation, migration, invasion and inducing cell cycle arrest by silencing several 

growth related genes such as BIRC5, OTUB1, TGFβ1 and cortactin (Long et al. 2016; 

Lyu et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2017a; Ye et al. 2016a; Yuan et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018d). 

Results revealed the tumour suppressor capabilities of miR-542 which was able to 

significantly reduce CRC cell growth both alone and in combination with butyrate 

through a synergistic mechanism. Interestingly, miR-542 had very dramatic effects even 

in the absence of butyrate. Previous studies have shown that miR-542 significantly 

reduced proliferation in several CRC cells lines including HCT116 cells (Long et al. 

2016; Yuan et al. 2017); however, not to the same extent seen in this study. This may be 

attributed to the differences in the assays used to assess cell proliferation as Yuan et al. 

(2017) used a colorimetric based Cell Counting Kit-8 assay for proliferation while Long 

et al. (2016) used a BrdU colorimetric based assay which is based on changes in DNA 

synthesis. These are both endpoint assays. The advantage of the xCELLigence platform 
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is that it is a real-time cell analysis system which monitors growth over a period. It does, 

however, have its limitations as the cell index values are an indication of several cellular 

changes, not just proliferation, including adherence, morphology, cell cycle arrest, 

apoptosis, necrosis or a combination of these events. 

Cell cycle analysis revealed that miR-542 alone and in combination with butyrate 

significantly increased the percentage of cells in the G0/G1 phase. A previous study 

demonstrated that miR-542 inhibits lung cancer cell growth by inducing G1 phase arrest 

(Yoon et al. 2010). Similarly, miR-542 inhibited hepatocellular carcinoma cell growth by 

increasing cells in G1 phase (Chen et al. 2018d). This indicates G1 phase regulation is a 

likely contributing factor to reduced HCT116 cell growth induced by miR-542. The 

current study revealed that miR-542 enhanced the reduction in the percentage of cells in 

the S-phase in combination with butyrate and similarly miR-542 was shown to decrease 

cells in S phase in hepatocellular carcinoma cells to reduce growth (Chen et al. 2018d). 

miR-542 also induced G2/M cell cycle arrest in lung cancer cells (Yoon et al. 2010); 

however, in contrast miR-542 without butyrate reduced percentage of HCT116 cells in 

the G2/M phase. This effect was counteracted by butyrate which increased the 

percentage of cells in the G2/M phase. As miR-542 has strong anti-proliferative effects 

independently of butyrate, effects on the G2/M phase are likely not as critical in the cell 

response. This is further supported by the fact that a target of miR-542, BIRC5, is a 

critical regulator of the cell cycle and its inhibition in several cancer types was 

demonstrated to induce G1 phase arrest (Ai et al. 2006; Bian et al. 2012). In liver cancer 

cells BIRC5 has been shown to promote resistance to G1 phase arrest (Suzuki et al. 

2000).  

Further investigations revealed that miR-542 without butyrate induced significant 

decreases in percentage of viable cells, which may partly explain the reduction seen in 

cell index using the xCELLigence platform. Previous studies also demonstrated a 

reduction in HCT116 cell viability after miR-542 mimic transfection (Yuan et al. 2017). 

miR-542 significantly increased early and late apoptosis and this was further enhanced in 

the presence of butyrate. This effect is not unexpected as both miR-542 and butyrate are 

known to downregulate genes such as BIRC5 which is implicated in the reduction of 

apoptosis via caspase inhibition (Altieri 2003). Further repression of this gene when 

both molecules are combined might explain the enhanced reduction in apoptosis.  

Limitations of cell studies  
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It is difficult to determine exactly what is happening to the cell cycle due to the 

limitations of using a single dye. The protocol used during this study was only able to 

determine the percentage of cells within a phase as PI only stains the DNA. To observe 

if cell cycle arrest was occurring would have required further optimisation of the 

protocol with another dye. One approach of determining resting or proliferating cells is 

to use proliferation associated proteins like Ki-67 or nuclear proliferation antigens like 

proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) (Kim & Sederstrom 2015). Ki-67 is present in 

proliferating cells specifically those in G2 and early M phase, but is not normally 

detected in the G0 phase and decreases in anaphase and telophase (mitosis) (Gerdes et 

al. 1984). Alternatively, PCNA indicates cells are proliferating and can be found in the S-

phase (Kurki et al. 1986). Cell cycle status can also be studied by examining RNA levels 

within cells, which are normally higher in proliferating cells (G1 to M phase) compared 

to resting cells (G0 phase) (Kim & Sederstrom 2015). This involves the use of Hoechst 

33342 and Pyronin Y to double stain the cells (Kim & Sederstrom 2015).  

 Butyrate-sensitising miRNAs regulate cell viability and 4.3.7

apoptosis in LIM1215 cells  

The cellular effects of these miRNAs were further examined in another CRC cell line, 

LIM1215. The endpoint ApoLive Multiplex assay was used to determine viability and 

apoptotic changes. In terms of viability, LIM1215 cells did not respond to miR-139 

alone which was also seen in HCT116 cells during flow cytometry apoptotic analysis; 

however, the cells did not respond to the combination with butyrate unlike the HCT116 

response. Interestingly, miR-139 significantly increased apoptosis alone (not seen in 

HCT116) and when combined with butyrate (also seen in HCT116). LIM1215 cell 

viability was significantly decreased by miR-542 alone and this was enhanced when 

combined with butyrate treatment. Interestingly, in the absence of butyrate, miR-542 

significantly reduced apoptosis in LIM1215 cells, which was not seen in HCT116 cells; 

however, it significantly enhanced the pro-apoptotic effects of butyrate. LIM1215 cells 

may be more sensitive to miRNA-induced apoptosis than HCT116 cells due to 

differences in mutational status. LIM1215 cells have wild-type TP53, KRAS, BRAF and 

PIK3CA, while HCT116 cells have mutant KRAS and PIK3CA and wild-type 

phenotypes for BRAF and TP53. KRAS and PI3K are critical regulators of the PI3K 

signalling pathway (section 1.4.3.1) which regulates cell growth and death. PI3K is 

especially critical in this pathway as it is one of the main effectors of the RAS signalling 

component; however, it is involved in several other signalling pathways which makes it 

an ideal drug target (Castellano & Downward 2011). For example, previous studies have 
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shown that CRC cell lines with PI3KCA mutations are resistant to growth factor 

deprivation induced apoptosis; however, they are particularly sensitive to apoptosis 

induced by PI3K inhibitors (Wang et al. 2007). Interestingly, KRAS mutations in CRC 

have been associated with increased spontaneous apoptosis (Liu et al. 2011c). This 

highlights the importance of identifying key mutations involved in the response to 

combination treatments as not all CRCs may respond in the same way.  

 Butyrate-sensitising miRNAs regulate cell viability and 4.3.8

apoptosis in ‘normal’ cell line models 

A key issue faced with current cancer therapeutics are the toxic side effects experienced 

by normal cell types as signalling pathways required by normal cells are often disrupted 

(Cleeland et al. 2012). Hence, miRNAs were further investigated in a normal but 

immortalised cell line, HFF, to test their potential as therapeutic molecules. miR-139 

significantly increased apoptosis alone, but this was reduced by butyrate, hence the 

combined effect was non-significant, while miR-542 had no significant effect alone or in 

combination with butyrate. As mentioned in chapter 3 (section 3.2.5), butyrate-

sensitising miRNAs identified through the screen were also able to induce similar effects 

in HFF cells. Toxicity related effects of chemotherapies are a well-studied issue; 

therefore, it is important to address this problem in the development of miRNA 

therapies. As previously mentioned, the systemic effects of miRNA therapy may be 

avoided by using targeted delivery systems and has previously been shown to be used in 

the treatment of mesothelioma patients (van Zandwijk et al. 2017); however, more 

research is required. 

 Butyrate regulates target gene expression 4.3.9

Real-time RT-PCR was used to confirm the effect of the miRNA on the target mRNA, 

alone and in combination with butyrate. As previously demonstrated in section 4.2.8, 

butyrate significantly reduced the expression of BIRC5 and EIF4G2. miR-139 and miR-

542 significantly reduced EIF4G2 and BIRC5 transcript levels respectively, as expected 

(section 4.2.11). When combined with butyrate, both transcript levels were further 

reduced. This may explain some of the combinatorial effects that were mentioned 

previously including enhancement of reduced proliferation, increased apoptosis and 

reduced percentage of cells in the S-phase, which were achieved by both miRNAs in 

combination with butyrate. The mechanisms responsible for the reduction in gene 

expression may be due to several factors including indirect regulation of transcription 

factors and co-regulators or repressors induced by butyrate or other miRNA targets. 
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 Effect of target gene knockdown and butyrate treatment on 4.3.10

cell proliferation and the cell cycle 

To further investigate the roles of specific target mRNAs in the observed cellular 

responses, RNA interference was used to mimic the effects of the miRNAs. Specifically, 

EIF4G2 was further examined based on network analysis in section 4.2.7. EIF4G2 had 

the greatest number of connections with DE miRNAs (miR-146a, miR-146b, miR-3127, 

miR-139 and miR-379). EIF4G2 is not a well-studied gene, but it appeared to be a key 

target in the butyrate regulated network, and it has been shown to regulate key proteins 

in the cell cycle (Lee & McCormick 2006). Interestingly, EIF4G2 inhibition significantly 

reduced cell proliferation in the absence of butyrate. When combined with butyrate this 

effect was further enhanced. This result is very similar to that observed following 

transfection of miR-139 mimics in HCT116 cells (section 4.2.9.2). The CDI calculation 

indicated a significantly synergistic effect when EIF4G2 siRNA was combined with 

butyrate.  

Cell cycle analysis was performed to determine if EIF4G2 regulates the cell cycle as 

previously described in other cancers including AML and glioblastoma cells (Emmrich 

et al. 2016; Lee & McCormick 2006). The cell cycle effects of EIF4G2 knockdown were 

similar to those produced by miR-139 mimics; however, there were some differences. 

EIF4G2 siRNAs alone and in combination with butyrate increased the percentage of 

cells in the G0/G1 phase, but miR-139 had no effect. EIF4G2 has previously been 

shown to regulate G1 cell cycle progression by inhibiting the activation of cyclin E-

CDK2 or cyclin D-CDK4 complexes (Lee & McCormick 2006), which is consistent 

with the observed results. The siRNA alone had no effect on S phase, while miR-139 

increased the percentage of cells in this phase in the absence of butyrate. Butyrate alone 

reduced the percentage of cells in S phase, while the combination with EIF4G2 siRNA 

or miR-139 mimic further reduced the percentage of cells in S phase. EIF4G2 siRNA 

then reduced cells in G2/M phase but enhanced the cell percentage when in 

combination with butyrate, in a similar pattern to miR-139. The differences that were 

observed between the siRNA and miRNA response may be due to the fact that the 

miRNA only induced a 50% knockdown of EIF4G2 compared to the ~89% induced by 

the siRNA. miRNAs have also been shown to regulate hundreds of target genes (Muljo 

et al. 2010), hence other target genes in similar pathways may also contribute to the 

response of the cells to the miRNA.  
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 Conclusion  4.3.11

In conclusion, this study identified several miRNAs and predicted target genes that 

could enhance the ability of butyrate to reduce CRC cell proliferation and induce 

apoptosis. These included miR-139 and its target EIF4G2 and miR-542 and its target 

BIRC5. There are several future directions for this work, including further investigating 

other key interactions that were identified during integrative network analysis such as 

members of the oncogenic miR-17-92 cluster, miR-18a and miR-19a, which are known 

to have key roles in CRC development and progression (Ng et al. 2009a; Tsuchida et al. 

2011; Yu et al. 2012). Target confirmation in this cell line should also be performed to 

ensure EIF4G2 is a true target of miR-139 which can be done using target protectors or 

luciferase reporter gene studies. While EIF4G2 seems promising as a future therapeutic 

target, its effects on CRC cell growth and survival will need to be further elucidated in 

cell studies and more physiologically relevant 3D models such as organoids before 

proceeding to animal studies (Duval et al. 2017). While further investigation is necessary, 

this study may provide the basis to develop these miRNAs and this gene as potential 

therapeutic targets. 
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 High-throughput Chapter 5.
functional lncRNA screen and 
validation 

 Introduction 5.1

As previously discussed, butyrate has anticancer properties in CRC cells by altering 

global acetylation and consequently global gene expression. The previous chapters 

focused on miRNAs that can be regulated by butyrate, and may enhance its anticancer 

properties in CRC. Other non-coding RNAs, such as lncRNAs, have not been 

investigated in the context of butyrate; however, they may regulate miRNAs, in 

particular by acting as miRNA sponges to regulate miRNA target genes (Li et al. 2016e; 

Liang et al. 2017; Pa et al. 2017). The RNA-seq data, described in Chapter 4, were also 

analysed for lncRNA expression and revealed that lncRNAs are regulated by butyrate 

treatment of CRC cells, which has not been previously reported. lncRNAs are also 

known to directly regulate key genes in cell death and growth pathways such as 

apoptosis and the cell cycle and they may act as tumour suppressors or oncogenes. 

Given their known involvement in key cancer related pathways, lncRNAs are potential 

novel therapeutic targets. Here the study sought to identify lncRNAs that influenced the 

response of CRC cells to butyrate to gain further insight into how butyrate influences 

key cell growth and death pathways in CRC and assist in identification of potential 

therapeutic target genes. 

In order to investigate lncRNAs with the ability to sensitise CRC cells to butyrate, a 

high-throughput functional screen was utilised, employing lncRNA-targeting RNA 

interference. The effect of suppressed lncRNA function was validated using real-time 

cell analysis assays. The response of the lncRNAs to butyrate was assessed by real-time 

RT-PCR. In addition, predicted miRNA targets of these lncRNAs (interactors) were 

also investigated using real-time RT-PCR.  

 Results 5.2

 Primary high-throughput screen 5.2.1

An unbiased high-throughput functional screen was performed in 2016, involving the 

analysis of 2231 siRNAs that target lncRNAs in HCT116 colorectal carcinoma cells 
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(Figure 5-1) (Methods section 2.2.1). Cells were reverse transfected with the Human 

Lincode siRNA SMARTpool Library V54 (GE Healthcare Dharmacon, Colorado, USA) 

for 48 h and treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate for 24 h (48 h post-transfection) 

using the SciClone ALH3000 Lab Automation Liquid handler (Caliper Life Sciences) 

and BioTek liquid dispenser (BioTek). At 72 h post-transfection, the fluorescent and 

luminescent endpoint assay ApoLive-Glo Multiplex assay (Promega) was used to 

determine cellular changes in cell viability (CellTiter-Fluor reagent) and apoptosis 

(Caspase-Glo reagent) as described in Chapter 2. Controls included a positive death 

control siRNA (siPLK1) and miRNA mimic control (miR-18a), negative scrambled 

sequence siRNA control (OPT-NT) and mock transfection control. All experiments 

were performed in duplicate plates. Screen quality control was performed to determine 

the performance and reliability of the screen as described in Chapter 2 and values were 

within the acceptable ranges (Appendix 9). 

 

Figure 5-1 High-throughput screen workflow summary  

HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with lncRNA-targeting siRNAs at 0 h; followed 
by a media change at 24 h. Cells were treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate at 48. Plate 
reader assays were performed at 72 h for cell viability and apoptosis changes. 

5.2.1.1 Hit selection 

lncRNA hits were selected for validation based on their ability to induce changes in cell 

viability and apoptosis, ideally with the ability to enhance the anticancer properties of 

butyrate (Figure 5-2). Hits were allocated to 5 groups including changes to viability and 
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apoptosis together or alone. Significant decreases in viability were labelled as synthetic 

lethal (SL) hits if they were ≥20% difference between siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs siRNA 

2.5 mM butyrate treated fold change, while significant changes in normalised caspase 

activity were classified as robust Z-score above 1.5 representing significantly increased 

apoptosis and below 1.5 representing significantly decreased apoptosis. A Z-score 

represents the comparison of two different standard distributions of data sets.  

List 1: 

 Synthetic lethal hit at least ≥20% difference between siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs 

siRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated fold change (decreased viability) 

 Z-score >1.5 (siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs siRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated) ranked 

as Hi (increased apoptosis)  

 Assumption: Cause for decline in viability is likely due to death by apoptosis 

List 2: 

 Synthetic lethal hit at least ≥20% difference between siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs 

drug fold change (decreased viability) 

 No change in apoptosis 

 Assumption: Cause for decline in viability, but no change in apoptosis, is likely 

due to an alternative form of cell death i.e. necrosis, senescence/cell cycle arrest 

List 3:  

 No change in viability 

 Z-score >1.5 Z-score (siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs siRNA 2.5 mM butyrate 

treated) was ranked as Hi (increased apoptosis)  

 Assumption: Cells may be in early apoptosis (viability signal is still detected 

within cells up until the proteases are released whereupon they become 

inactivated; therefore, during early apoptosis cells are still alive and can still be 

detected) 

List 4: 

 Synthetic lethal hit at least ≥20% difference between siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs 

siRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated fold change (decreased viability) 

 Z-score <-1.5 (siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs siRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated) for 

apoptosis (decreased apoptosis) 
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 Assumption: Cells may be undergoing a form of cell death other than apoptosis 

(apoptosis may decrease as caspase activity is affected by the siRNAs/drug, but 

other forms of cell death or senescence/cell cycle arrest are occurring)  

List 5:  

 No change in viability 

 Z-score <-1.5 (siRNA 0 mM butyrate vs siRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated) for 

apoptosis (decreased apoptosis) 

 Assumption: Caspases may be affected by siRNAs/drug and they are less active; 

however, this does not translate to any change in viability. 

lncRNAs were selected for further investigation if they fit the criteria for any of the five 

groups listed. Due to the low hit percentage, various scenarios were considered in hit 

selection criteria. In order to refine the final hit list, total RNA-seq data were used to 

identify lncRNAs present in the HCT116 cell line to maintain biological relevance. If 

lncRNAs were expressed with a p-adj <0.05, then they were considered for the 

secondary screen. This identified 3 hits in List 1, 15 hits in List 2, 22 hits in List 3, 2 hits 

in List 4, plus 7 cherry picked hits based on literature review from List 5 (least relevant 

list). The top 49 hits were selected for a secondary screen (Table 5-1).  

 

Figure 5-2 Summary of primary screen data 

Graphical summaries of (A) viability and (B) apoptosis data depicting viability percent 
difference and average fold change ratio z-score (y-axis) for each siRNA SMARTpool 
(x-axis). Decreased viability (red) ≥20% difference and increased viability (blue) ≤-20% 
difference. Increased apoptosis (red) z-score >1.5 and decreased apoptosis (blue) z-
score <-1.5. 
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Table 5-1 Selected lncRNA hits from the primary high-throughput functional 
siRNA screen 

List 
Number 

lncRNA Normalised 
viability 
(siRNA vs 
NC) 
0 mM 
butyrate 

Normalised 
viability 
(siRNA vs 
NC) 
2.5 mM 
butyrate 

Viability 
percent 
difference 

Normalised 
caspase 
activity 
(siRNA vs 
NC) 
0 mM 
butyrate 

Normalised 
caspase 
activity 
(siRNA vs 
NC) 
2.5 mM 
butyrate 

Average 
fold 
change 
ratio 
z-score 
(caspase 
activity) 

Padj 
Value 

1 LINC00487 1 0.8 20 0.8 1.06 2.54 2.84E-02 

1 LINC00971 1 0.72 28 0.94 1.23 2.49 4.61E-02 

1 LINC-PINT 1.09 0.89 20 0.8 1.04 2.44 7.65E-25 

2 AQP4-AS1 0.86 0.66 20 1.19 1.28 1.3 4.05E-10 

2 LINC00944 0.94 0.72 22 0.82 0.84 0.99 3.65E-02 

2 LINC01123 0.91 0.68 23 1.09 1.09 0.88 9.56E-06 

2 LINC00898 1.11 0.9 21 0.92 0.84 0.42 6.53E-04 

2 ST3GAL4-AS1 1 0.78 22 0.97 0.84 0.21 1.85E-02 

2 PRR7-AS1 1.08 0.84 24 0.8 0.68 0.1 8.11E-03 

2 PAXIP1-AS2 1.04 0.83 21 1.37 1.16 0.1 2.89E-08 

2 LINC00936 1.02 0.81 21 1.54 1.24 -0.1 1.31E-02 

2 LINC01098 1.01 0.76 25 1.47 1.15 -0.26 5.79E-03 

2 ATP6V0E2-AS1 1.06 0.83 23 1.33 1.04 -0.26 3.58E-09 

2 KIAA0125 1.02 0.82 20 1.43 1.04 -0.52 1.38E-08 

2 DNAJC9-AS1 1.01 0.72 29 1.06 0.76 -0.57 3.42E-02 

2 SPANXA2-OT1 0.9 0.62 28 1.27 0.88 -0.73 2.53E-02 

2 MIR22HG 0.71 0.5 21 0.98 0.64 -0.93 1.38E-03 

2 FGD5-AS1 0.9 0.66 24 1.21 0.77 -0.99 1.01E-02 

3 MIR503HG 0.74 0.58 16 0.94 1.25 2.59 2.47E-05 

3 LINC00608 0.86 0.74 12 1.27 1.62 2.33 1.88E-04 

3 BHLHE40-AS1 1.06 0.94 12 0.98 1.24 2.28 5.95E-04 

3 GAS5 0.96 0.84 12 1.29 1.5 1.71 3.04E-04 

3 CECR7 0.76 0.65 11 0.72 0.98 2.75 8.19E-11 

3 FAM83H-AS1 0.78 0.71 7 0.88 1.23 2.96 1.03E-03 

3 PAXBP1-AS1 1.02 0.95 7 0.95 1.12 1.82 1.03E-05 

3 PDCD4-AS1 0.9 0.87 3 1.01 1.54 3.58 1.12E-04 

3 CHKB-AS1 0.88 0.85 3 0.76 1.02 2.65 8.20E-03 

3 LINC00271 0.99 0.96 3 1.08 1.3 1.92 1.34E-09 

3 WWTR1-AS1 0.76 0.76 0 1.08 1.52 3.01 5.52E-05 

3 PRC1-AS1 0.89 0.89 0 0.76 0.92 1.97 1.15E-03 

3 LINC00482 0.84 0.84 0 1 1.19 1.87 1.75E-10 

3 DIAPH3-AS2 0.8 0.82 -2 1.14 1.52 2.59 3.56E-09 

3 DKFZP434K028 0.76 0.78 -2 0.9 1.04 1.71 3.46E-05 

3 LINC00941 0.75 0.78 -3 0.94 1.64 4.72 2.95E-02 

3 CCDC148-AS1 0.85 0.88 -3 0.94 1.52 4.1 1.71E-03 

3 KMT2E-AS1 0.76 0.79 -3 0.98 1.17 1.87 1.21E-23 

3 RNASEH2B-
AS1 

0.98 1.04 -6 0.97 1.16 1.92 3.01E-07 

3 SLC8A1-AS1 0.96 1.04 -8 0.88 1.04 1.82 4.77E-02 

3 SH3PXD2A-AS1 0.32 0.41 -9 0.31 0.38 2.08 8.16E-16 

3 LOXL1-AS1 0.86 1 -14 0.97 1.16 1.92 4.67E-03 

4 SNHG5 0.64 0.35 29 1.99 0.83 -2.13 3.53E-05 

4 LINC01012 0.94 0.69 25 1.66 0.75 -1.97 3.17E-02 

5 MALAT1 0.78 0.83 -5 1.21 0.61 -1.71 6.70E-03 

5 MKNK1-AS1 0.98 1 -2 1.52 0.74 -1.76 2.58E-06 

5 MIR17HG 0.71 0.72 -1 2.45 0.98 -2.23 7.97E-17 

5 MIRLET7BHG 1.02 0.96 6 1.21 0.62 -1.66 3.00E-07 

5 HOXA-AS3 0.73 0.64 9 1.84 0.86 -1.87 5.36E-04 

5 ZFAS1 0.84 0.71 13 1.18 0.59 -1.71 9.92E-07 

5 ST7-AS2 0.59 0.53 6 2.41 1.29 -1.5 1.83E-07 

 

 Secondary lncRNA-targeting siRNA screen 5.2.2

To confirm the cellular responses induced by lncRNA-targeting siRNAs in HCT116 

CRC cells and identify siRNAs for further testing, cells were individually transfected 

with duplexes from each lncRNA siRNA SMARTpool (a mixture of 4 individual 

siRNAs designed against a single lncRNA) and their effect on cell viability and 

apoptosis determined. Cells were also transfected with the SMARTpool and with 
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negative control siRNA as reference standards. Hits (individual siRNAs) were selected 

based on their concordance to SMARTpool data which were used to confirm positive 

results. If the siRNA 0 mM butyrate siRNA 2.5 mM butyrate treated fold change ratios 

of individual duplexes were <25% discordant when compared to the SMARTpool 0 

mM butyrate SMARTpool 2.5 mM butyrate treated fold change ratios, then the 

individual siRNA was selected for further investigation. Validation outcomes were based 

on the confidence that the phenotypes produced by individual siRNAs were on-target 

and reflected those phenotypes observed in the primary screen (Simpson et al. 2008). 

These included high confidence hits for which 3/4 or 4/4 siRNAs validated, moderate 

confidence hits for which 2/4 siRNAs validated and low confidence hits or off-target 

effects for which only 1/4 siRNAs validated (Simpson et al. 2008). Low confidence hits 

were initially kept in the analysis to assess their relevance in pathway analysis as a 

phenotype was observed for 1 out of 4 siRNAs tested (Thomas et al. 2014). As 

lncRNA-targeted siRNA efficacy varies, a single siRNA out of 4 could still be a valid hit, 

and not assessing low confidence hits may omit critical data (Lennox & Behlke 2016). 

This resulted in the identification of 17 hits with 1 or more duplexes that validated (1 

with 3 validated siRNAs, 7 with 2 validated siRNAs and 9 with 1 validated siRNA) 

(Table 5-2, Figure 5-3). HOXA-AS3 had the greatest number of individual siRNAs 

validate when compared to the SMARTpool results, with a total of 3 validated siRNAs. 

Other well-studied lncRNAs, including GAS5 tumour suppressor lncRNA and 

MALAT1 oncogene lncRNA, had 2 validated siRNAs.  

Table 5-2 Secondary screen hits 

Summary of secondary screen data presenting average drug/control normalised caspase 

ratios for lncRNA-targeting siRNA SMARTpools (SP) and individual siRNAs (Du). 

Entrez gene symbol Primary screen 
hit list 

Validation outcome 
apoptosis 
(No. siRNAs) 

Average drug/control 
normalised caspase 
ratio SP 

Average drug/control 
normalised caspase 
ratio Du 
(+/-25% of SP) 

HOXA-AS3 5 3 0.99 0.93, 0.68, 0.77, 1.01 

DKFZP434K028 3 2 0.82 0.69, 0.47, 0.87, 1.26 

GAS5 3 2 1.39 1.47, 1.68, 1.05, 1.41 

PAXBP1-AS1 3 2 1.39 1.56, 1.24, 0.75, 1.03 

SLC8A1-AS1 3 2 1.07 0.77, 1.21, 1.13, 0.76 

PRC1-AS1 3 2 0.74 0.9, 0.28, 1.11, 0.52 

MALAT1 5 2 0.72 0.42, 0.67, 1.19, 0.86 

ZFAS1 5 2 0.92 0.97, 1.05, 1.25, 0.64 

DIAPH3-AS2 3 1 1.73 1.67, 1.02, 0.87, 0.58 

BHLHE40-AS1 3 1 1.64 1.59, 1.05, 0.63, 0.73 

MIR503HG 3 1 1.47 1.28, 0.43, 0.95, 0.59 

CECR7 3 1 1.27 0.98, 0.72, 1.5, 0.88 

KMT2E-AS1 3 1 1.12 0.88, 0.27, 0.78, 0.47 

CHKB-AS1 3 1 0.95 1.5, 0.49, 0.81, 0.62 

FAM83H-AS1 3 1 0.63 0.93, 2.08, 1.04, 0.47 

ST7-AS2 5 1 1.97 1.05, 1.41, 1.4, 2.19 

MIRLET7BHG 5 1 0.96 0.4, 0.44, 1.56, 1.02 
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Figure 5-3 lncRNA siRNA secondary screen SMARTpool validation of apoptosis 
data 

The average normalised caspase ratio representing apoptosis changes for lncRNA 
siRNAs which validated ≥1 siRNA compared to the Dharmacon lncRNA siRNA 
SMARTpools (4 siRNAs per pool) BHLHE40-AS1, CECR7, CHKB-AS1, DIAPH3-
AS2, DKFZP434K028, FAM83H-AS1, GAS5, HOXA-AS3, KMT2E-AS1, MALAT1, 
MIR503HG, MIRLET7BHG, PAXBP1-AS1, PRC1-AS1, SLC8A1-AS1,  ST7-AS2, 
ZFAS1 representing apoptotic change after 2.5 mM butyrate treatment of HCT116 
cells. Validated siRNAs with ± 25 % discrepancy threshold for hit selection. 

 lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA interaction networking using Cytoscape 5.2.3

In order to elucidate the role of the lncRNA-targeting siRNA hits in the butyrate 

response, lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA interactions were further investigated due to the 

known role of lncRNAs as miRNA sponges and the ability of miRNAs to regulate 

lncRNAs (Li et al. 2016e; Liang et al. 2017; Pa et al. 2017). Identified hits were only 

shown to alter apoptosis; therefore, miRNA-mRNA interactions involved in apoptosis 

were collated from the Chapter 4 analysis to assist in the construction of a lncRNA-

miRNA-mRNA apoptotic network with differentially expressed (DE) lncRNAs. This 

resulted in a list of 19 miRNA-mRNA interactions that were potential interactors with 

the secondary screen lncRNAs.  

lncRNA-miRNA interactions were predicted using a sequence based algorithm called 

DIANA-LncBase V2 (Paraskevopoulou et al. 2016). Some lncRNAs were excluded as 

they were not listed within the prediction program or their targets were not within the 

list of butyrate dysregulated miRNAs. The network was constructed using 8 lncRNAs: 

CECR7, GAS5, HOXA-AS3, KMT2E-AS1, MALAT1, PAXBP1-AS1, PRC1-AS1 and 

ZFAS1. MALAT1 was identified as a key hub with 15 miRNA interactions, of which 

three had down-stream mRNA targets that were associated with apoptosis (Figure 5-4, 

Table 5-3 and Appendix 10). Interestingly 5/15 MALAT1-miRNA interactions which 

appeared in the networking analysis were already validated in the literature, which is very 

supportive of this analysis that incorporates prediction data.  
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Figure 5-4 Integrative apoptotic lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA interaction network of 
butyrate regulated genes in CRC 

Butyrate-regulated integrative lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA network constructed using 
Cytoscape based on interactions between lncRNAs-miRNA- target protein-coding 
genes and Protein-protein interactions (PPI). Refer to key for node information and 
expression profiles. The colour of the node represents the expression changes due to 2.5 
mM butyrate treatment and the shape represents the type of molecule for each node.  
Solid lines are edges and represent direct interactions between two nodes. 
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Table 5-3 Interaction table representing anti-correlating lncRNA-miRNA-
mRNA interactors only 

lncRNAs Expression miRNAs Expression Validated 
lncRNA-miRNA 
interaction 

miRNA targets Expression 

HOXA-AS3 Down hsa-miR-424-5p Up - CHEK1 Down 

HOXA-AS3 Down hsa-miR-450b-5p Up - RARG Down 

KMT2E-AS1 Down hsa-miR-542-3p Up - BIRC5 Down 

MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-200b-3p Down V DUSP1, FN1, JUN Up 

MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-200c-3p Down V DUSP1, FN1, JUN Up 

MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-335-3p Down - PRKAA2 Up 

PAXBP1-AS1 Down hsa-miR-32-5p Up - TBL1XR1 Down 

PAXBP1-AS1 Down hsa-miR-450b-5p Up - RARG Down 

 

 MALAT1 functional investigation 5.2.4

5.2.4.1 Butyrate regulation of MALAT1 expression 

MALAT1 was selected for further investigation due to its high relevance in CRC and 

known involvement in cell growth and death. MALAT1 also has known sponge 

interactions (described in section 1.6.2.2) with key miRNAs including the miR-200 

family miRNAs including miR-200b and miR-200c (Li et al. 2016e; Liang et al. 2017; Pa 

et al. 2017) but it has not been studied in the context of butyrate, nor have they been 

studied with respect to the three predicted target genes DUSP1, FN1 and JUN. Another 

well-known tumour suppressor miRNA in CRC, miR-335, was also identified as a 

potential interactor, along with its predicted target gene PRKAA2. The expression of 

MALAT1, as determined by RNA-seq, was confirmed using real-time RT-PCR before 

any further functional validation was performed to ensure biological relevance and to 

determine a suitable primer set to measure MALAT1 expression changes. Real-time RT-

PCR results revealed that the transcript levels of MALAT1 significantly increased 

(P=0.0017) (Figure 5-5) in the presence of 2.5 mM of butyrate as observed in the RNA-

seq results (Appendix 11).  
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Figure 5-5 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of MALAT1 expression in HCT116 CRC 
cells 

MALAT1 lncRNA levels in HCT116 cells treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate for 24 
h. The mean lncRNA expression ± SEM of 4 technical replicates is represented and 
expression is normalised to the geometric mean of three reference genes, ACTB, B2M 
and GAPDH. Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, 
****P<0.0001.  

5.2.4.2 MALAT1 siRNA knockdown efficiency 

Based on the secondary screen data the MALAT1 siRNA with the most similar effect to 

the MALAT1 SMARTpool was used in subsequent experimentation to reproduce the 

phenotype (Figure 5-3, Table 5-2). Knockdown efficiency was determined prior to 

further investigation to ensure MALAT1 was being adequately targeted. HCT116 cells 

were reverse transfected with 20 nM of MALAT1 siRNA or NC siRNA for 72 h 

resulting in 65% knockdown of MALAT1 (P<0.0001) (Figure 5-6). 

 

Figure 5-6 MALAT1 siRNA knockdown efficiency in HCT116 CRC cells 

MALAT1 expression levels in CRC cells (A) HCT116 cells transfected with NC siRNA 
or MALAT1 siRNA for 72 h. The mean relative RNA levels ± SEM of the triplicates is 
represented, and their expression is normalised to the geometric mean of three reference 
genes, ACTB, B2M and GAPDH. Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, 
**P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control siRNA. 
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5.2.4.3 Effect of MALAT1 RNAi and butyrate on apoptosis, proliferation 

and viability in CRC cells  

MALAT1 knockdown has previously been shown to increase CRC apoptosis and 

reduce proliferation in the absence of butyrate (Xu et al. 2018). However, the screen 

demonstrated that when combined with butyrate treatment the ability of MALAT1 to 

induce apoptosis was significantly decreased, but viability did not change. The screen 

results were validated using the same endpoint ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay and 

flow cytometry. HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with lncRNA or NC siRNAs for 

48 h and treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate for 24 h, as per previous experiments. 

After transfection with MALAT1 siRNAs alone, there were no significant effects on 

apoptosis (Figure 5-7 B). As expected, butyrate significantly induced apoptosis of 

HCT116 cells (P<0.0001). When MALAT1 siRNA was combined with butyrate 

treatment, apoptosis levels were significantly increased (P<0.0001). These results do not 

correlate with the screen data, which showed the opposing effects. The viability 

measurements in the ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay demonstrated that MALAT1 

siRNA alone did not induce a decrease in viability (Figure 5-7 A). When MALAT1 

siRNA was combined with butyrate treatment there was a slight but significant increase 

in cell viability (P=0.0045).  

Flow cytometry was used to further validate apoptotic changes in HCT116 cells. These 

results demonstrated that MALAT1 siRNA alone caused a significant increase in 

viability (P=0.0144), while the combination of MALAT1 siRNA and butyrate cause a 

significant decrease in viability (P=0.0245) (Figure 5-8, 5-9). When MALAT1 siRNA 

was combined with butyrate, early apoptosis significantly increased (P=0.0011) which 

correlates with the ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay results; however, alone the 

MALAT1 siRNA caused a slight but significant decrease in early apoptosis (P=0.0021). 

In terms of late apoptosis, the siRNA caused no significant effects in the absence of 

butyrate, although a slight but non-significant decrease is observed, while the 

combination with butyrate had no significant effects. MALAT1 siRNA alone caused a 

slight but significant decrease in necrosis (P=0.0145). Butyrate alone was able to 

significantly reduce viability and increase apoptosis as expected (P≤0.0024).  

Further investigation was undertaken to confirm the growth effects observed in the 

initial screen. HCT116 cells were reverse transfected with NC or MALAT1 siRNAs and 

treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate as previously mentioned and real-time cell 

growth was measured using the xCELLigence. It was observed that MALAT1 siRNA 
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alone had no significant effect on the growth of HCT116 cells and butyrate alone 

significantly decreased growth as expected (P<0.0001) (Figure 5-10). When MALAT1 

siRNAs were combined with butyrate treatment a significant enhancement effect 

(P=0.0003) was observed and cell growth was further decreased. This was not observed 

in the primary or secondary screen. The viability effects were investigated by performing 

crystal violet assays. This assay showed that the MALAT1 siRNA alone did not 

influence cell viability at 72 h (Figure 5-11), which correlates with the xCELLigence 

results (Figure 5-10). When MALAT1 siRNAs were combined with butyrate a 

significant effect was not observed, which does not correlate with xCELLigence results 

or ApoLive-Glo™ assay results. Butyrate induced a significant decrease in viability as 

previously observed (P=0.0006). 

To further characterise the changes observed, flow cytometry was used to identify 

changes in the cell cycle, which might contribute to changes observed in proliferation 

using the xCELLigence. It was demonstrated that alone MALAT1 siRNAs had no 

significant effect on accumulation of cells in the G0/G1 phase; however, percentage of 

cells significantly increased in the S phase (P=0.0174), while it significantly decreased in 

the G2/M phase (P=0.0002) (Figure 5-11, 5-12). When the siRNA was combined with 

butyrate, again no significant effects were seen in G0/G1 phase, while cells significantly 

accumulated in the G2/M phase (P=0.0489) but decreased in the S phase (P=0.0007). 

Butyrate alone was able to reduce the percentage of cells in the S phase and increase the 

percentage of cells in the G2/M phase as shown in previous experiments (P≤0.0361). 

 
 
Figure 5-7 Cell viability and apoptosis in MALAT1 siRNA transfected HCT116 
cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

ApoLive-Glo™ Multiplex Assay: fluorescence and luminescent signals for (A) viability 
changes and (B) normalised caspase activity for apoptosis changes respectively, for 
HCT116 cells reverse transfected with MALAT1 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of 
treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The 
mean ± SEM of 4 technical replicates is shown. Significant results are indicated by * 
P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control siRNA.  
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Figure 5-8 Flow cytometry analysis of apoptosis in siRNA transfected HCT116 
cells after 24 h of butyrate treatment 

Examples of flow charts depicting the apoptosis analyses of HCT116 cells reverse 
transfected with NC or MALAT1 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 
0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period (A) NC transfected 0 
mM butyrate, (B) MALAT1 siRNA transfected 0 mM butyrate, (C) NC transfected 2.5 
mM butyrate, (D) MALAT1 siRNA transfected 2.5 mM butyrate. Cells were stained 
with propidium iodide and annexin V stain and measured using the Cytoflex Flow 
Cytometer. NC= Negative Control siRNA. 
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Figure 5-9 Apoptosis analysis of MALAT1 siRNA using Cytoflex flow cytometry 

Bar chart depicting apoptosis analysis of HCT116 cells reverse transfected with 
MALAT1 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 
butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. Cells were stained with propidium iodide 
and annexin V stain and measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. The mean ± 
SEM of 3 replicate wells is shown. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** 
P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control siRNA. 

 

Figure 5-10 Proliferation of HCT116 cells after transfection with MALAT1 
siRNAs and 24 h butyrate treatment 

Real-time cell index measurements using the xCELLigence RTCA platform, in HCT116 
cells transfected with (A) MALAT1 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment 
with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The mean ± SEM 
of 4 replicates is shown at 72 h post-transfection (B) MALAT1 siRNAs. Significant 
results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= 
Negative Control siRNA.  
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Figure 5-11 Viability of HCT116 cells after transfection with MALAT1 siRNAs 
and 24 h butyrate treatment 

Crystal violet assay: Absorbance signal at 570 nm indicates viability changes in HCT116 
cells reverse transfected with NC or MALAT1 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of 
treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The 
mean ± SEM of 4 replicate wells is shown. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, 
** P<0.01, *** P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control siRNA.  

 
Figure 5-12 Flow cytometry analysis of the cell cycle in siRNA transfected and 
butyrate treated HCT116 cells 

Examples of flow charts depicting cell cycle analyses of HCT116 cells reverse 
transfected with NC or MALAT1 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 
0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period (A) NC transfected 0 
mM butyrate, (B) MALAT1 siRNA transfected 0 mM butyrate, (C) NC transfected 2.5 
mM butyrate, (D) MALAT1 siRNA transfected 2.5 mM butyrate. Cells were stained 
with propidium iodide and measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. NC= 
Negative Control siRNA. 
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Figure 5-13 Cell cycle analysis using flow cytometry in butyrate treated HCT116 
cells 

Bar chart depicting cell cycle analysis of HCT116 cells reverse transfected with 
MALAT1 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 
butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. Cells were stained with propidium iodide 
and cell percentage measured using the Cytoflex Flow Cytometer. The mean ± SEM of 
3 replicate wells is shown. Significant results are indicated by * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** 
P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control siRNA. 

5.2.4.4 Effect of MALAT1 siRNA on miRNA and mRNA expression 

To further elucidate the role of MALAT1 in the butyrate response of HCT116 cells the 

lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA axis was investigated. MALAT1 interactions with miR-200b, 

miR-200c and miR-335 were investigated by examining whether the expression of these 

miRNAs is altered by MALAT1 knockdown. Using LncBase version 2, MALAT1 was 

identified to have 10 binding sites each for miR-200b (Table 5-4) and miR-200c (Table 

5-5), while miR-335 was identified to have 11 sites (Table 5-6). HCT116 cells were 

transfected with MALAT1 siRNAs and treated with 2.5 mM butyrate as previously 

mentioned and RNA collected for real-time RT-PCR. Knockdown of MALAT1 alone 

resulted in a significant increase in miR-200b (P=0.0018), miR-200c (P=0.0283) and 

miR-335 (P=0.0006) (Figure 5-14). When the siRNA was combined with butyrate the 

expression levels for miR-200b (P=0.0078) and miR-335 (P<0.0001) were significantly 

increased, but not miR-200c. Knockdown of MALAT1 alone only caused a significant 

reduction in JUN (P=0.0348) expression, but not DUSP1, FN1 or PRKAA2. When the 

siRNA was combined with butyrate, there was a significant reduction in JUN 

(P=0.0029) expression and a non-significant increase in PRKAA2 expression, but no 

change in DUSP1 and FN1. MALAT1 knockdown was confirmed (P=0.0004). 
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Table 5-4 Binding sites for miR-200b in MALAT1  

miRNA binding 
category 

Transcript 
position 

Binding area with target lncRNA transcript (top) and miRNA 
(bottom) 

Binding 
score 

8mer 5445-5457 5’G A U A A G U U U A A C U U G _ _ _ _ U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C A U C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G C A G U A U U G 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | | | . 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G U A G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C G U C A U A A U 

3’’_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ _ U A A U G G U C 
          

0.008 

7mer 3443-3464 A C U G A _ G _ _ _ _ G G G G A G U U U U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 
_ _ _ _ _ G _ C G G G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C A G U A U U _ 
_ _ _ _ _ . _ | . | | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | | _ 
_ _ _ _ _ U _ G U C C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G U C A U A A _ 
_ _ _ _ A _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.003 

6mer 7969-7988 G C C U G C A A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ A A G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A U U G U U A _ C A G _ _ _ G G U A U U A 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | . . | | | _ | | | _ _ _ . | | | | | | 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U A G U A A U _ G U C _ _ _ U C A U A A U 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ C G _ _ 
       

0.003 

6mer 1079-1095 C U U U C C A C A C _ _ _ _ _ U A A U U U A _ _ _ _ _ _ U 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G C U A G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A G U A U U _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . | . | | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U G G U C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U C A U A A _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ _ _ C G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.002 

6mer 3920-3937 G A G C U G C U U _ _ _ _ _ C _ _ _ G A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U U A U C _ U U G _ _ A G _ _ A G U A U U _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | . | | | _ | | . _ _ | | _ _ | | | | | | _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A G U A G _ A A U _ _ U C _ _ U C A U A A _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U _ _ _ G G _ _ C G _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.002 

6mer 7296-7318 G U C A G _ _ _ A _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ A C A A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ A U C _ G U U A U _ G G _ _ _ _ U A G U A U U G 
_ _ _ _ _ | | | _ . | | | . _ . | _ _ _ _ . | | | | | | . 
_ _ _ _ _ U A G _ U A A U G _ U C _ _ _ _ G U C A U A A U 

_ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
     

0.002 

6mer 4604-4627 G A U U _ _ U _ _ U G A _ _ G _ _ _ C U U U U _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ U C _ U C _ _ _ U G _ U A G _ _ _ _ _ G U A U U A 
_ _ _ _ | | _ | | _ _ _ | . _ . | | _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | 
_ _ _ _ A G _ A G _ _ _ A U _ G U C _ _ _ _ _ C A U A A U 

_ _ _ _ _ _ U _ _ U A _ _ _ G _ _ _ C G U _ _ _ 
 
     

 

0.002 

6mer 4409-4419 U A U A G A G C U U U U G G G G A _ _ _ A A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A G G _ _ A G U A U U G 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | _ _ | | | | | | . 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U C C _ _ U C A U A A U 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 

0.002 

6mer 3334-3359 G _ _ _ G U _ _ _ G U _ G _ _ _ _ A A U G A _ _ _ _ _ _ U 
_ U A U _ _ U U A _ _ U _ G G G U _ _ _ _ _ A G U A U U _ 
_ . | | _ _ | | | _ _ . _ . | | . _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | _ 
_ G U A _ _ A A U _ _ G _ U C C G _ _ _ _ _ U C A U A A _ 
A _ _ _ G U _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.002 

8mer+mismatch 4901-4921 U C U G A _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ _ G C C U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G A 
_ _ _ _ _ G U C A U _ A C C A _ _ _ _ G G C A G U A U _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ . | | | | _ | | | | _ _ _ _ | | | | | | | | _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ U A G U A _ U G G U _ _ _ _ C C G U C A U A _ _ 
_ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ 

 

0.002 
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Table 5-5 Binding sites for miR-200c in MALAT1  

miRNA binding 
category 

Transcript 
position 

Binding area with target lncRNA transcript (top) and 
miRNA (bottom) 

Binding 
score 

8mer 5436-5457 G A U A A G _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ U U U A _ C _ U U G C _ U C _ G C A G U A U U G 
_ _ _ _ _ _ | . . | _ | _ | | . | _ . | _ | | | | | | | | . 
_ _ _ _ _ _ A G G U _ G _ A A U G _ G G _ C G U C A U A A U 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 

0.008 

7mer 3445-3464 A C U G A G G _ _ _ G G G G G A G U U U U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ C G G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C A G U A U U _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | | _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ G C C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G U C A U A A _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.003 

6mer 7962-7988 G _ _ U G C A A _ _ _ _ _ _ A A C A G A A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ C C _ _ _ _ _ A U U G U U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G G _ _ G U A U U A 
_ | | _ _ _ _ _ | | | . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | _ _ | | | | | | 
_ G G _ _ _ _ _ U A A U G G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C C _ _ C A U A A U 
A _ _ U A G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G U _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 

0.003 

6mer 1072-1095 C U U _ _ _ _ C A _ _ C _ _ G _ A A U U U A _ _ _ _ _ _ U 
_ _ _ U C C A _ _ C G _ U A _ U _ _ _ _ _ _ A G U A U U _ 
_ _ _ | | | | _ _ | . _ | | _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | _ 
_ _ _ A G G U _ _ G U _ A U _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ U C A U A A _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ A _ _ G _ G C C G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.002 

6mer 3919-3937 G A G C U G C U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A A G _ _ _ _ _ _ C 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U U U A U C _ _ _ _ C U U G G _ _ _ A G U A U U _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | . . | | | _ _ _ _ | . . | | _ _ _ | | | | | | _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A G G U A G _ _ _ _ G G G C C _ _ _ U C A U A A _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U A A U _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.002 

6mer 7296-7318 G _ _ _ G A _ _ _ G U U A _ _ _ _ G A C A A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ U C A _ _ U C A _ _ _ _ _ U G G _ _ _ _ _ U A G U A U U G 
_ . | | _ _ | | | _ _ _ _ _ . | | _ _ _ _ _ . | | | | | | . 
_ G G U _ _ A G U _ _ _ _ _ G C C _ _ _ _ _ G U C A U A A U 
A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A A U G G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 

0.002 

6mer 4603-4627 G A U _ _ _ U _ _ U G A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G C U U U U _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ U U C _ U C _ _ _ _ _ _ U G G U A _ _ _ _ _ _ G U A U U A 
_ _ _ | . | _ | | _ _ _ _ _ _ . | | . | _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | 
_ _ _ A G G _ A G _ _ _ _ _ _ G C C G U _ _ _ _ _ _ C A U A A U 
_ _ _ _ _ _ U _ _ U A A U G G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 

0.002 

6mer 4392-4419 _ _  A G A G C U _ _ _ _ _ G G A A G G A A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ U A U _ _ _ _ _ _ U U U G G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A G U A U U G 
_ . | | _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . | | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | . 
_ G U A _ _ _ _ _ _ G G G C C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U C A U A A U 

G _ _ _ G U A A U _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
        

0.002 

6mer 3334-3359 G _ _ _ G U _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ G G U A A U G A _ _ _ _ _ _ U 
_ U A U _ _ U U A _ U U G G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A G U A U U _ 
_ . | | _ _ | | | _ . . | | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | _ 
_ G U A _ _ A A U _ G G C C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U C A U A A _ 
G _ _ _ G U _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.001 

8mer+mismatch 4902-4921 U C U G A G _ _ _ _ A A C C A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G A 
_ _ _ _ _ _ U C A U _ _ _ _ _ G C C U G G C A G U A U _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ . | | | _ _ _ _ _ . | | . | | | | | | | | _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ G G U A _ _ _ _ _ U G G G C C G U C A U A _ _ 

_ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ _ G U A A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A 
  

0.001 
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Table 5-6 Binding sites for miR-335 in MALAT1 

miRNA 
binding 
category 

Transcript 
position 

Binding area with target lncRNA transcript (top) and miRNA 
(bottom) 

Binding 
score 

8mer 5218-5243 G _ _ _ A A U A A A _ _ _ _ _ A A A G A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 
_ C A G _ _ _ _ _ _ A G C G A _ _ _ _ _ A A U G A A A A _ 
_ | | | _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | . | _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | | | _ 
_ G U C _ _ _ _ _ _ U C G U U _ _ _ _ _ U U A C U U U U _ 
A _ _ _ C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.008 

6mer 8650-8668 G U G U U U U G _ _ A _ _ _ C C _ _ C U G C _ _ _ _ _ _ C 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A G _ A G C _ _ U A _ _ _ _ U G A A A A _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | _ | | | _ _ | | _ _ _ _ | | | | | | _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U C _ U C G _ _ A U _ _ _ _ A C U U U U _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ _ C _ _ _ U U _ _ U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.007 

8mer 2099-2115 A A G A U A G A A A _ _ A _ _ U A _ _ A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C A _ G A _ _ G A _ A A U G A A A A _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | _ | | _ _ . | _ | | | | | | | | _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G U _ C U _ _ U U _ U U A C U U U U _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ C _ _ C G _ _ A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U 

 

0.006 

7mer 521-544 A C U U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A G C C _ _ _ A A G C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ U C A G G A G _ _ _ _ U G G _ _ _ _ U G A A A A A 
_ _ _ _ | | | | | | | _ _ _ _ | . . _ _ _ _ | | | | | | | 
_ _ _ _ A G U C C U C _ _ _ _ A U U _ _ _ _ A C U U U U U 

_ _ _ C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G U U _ _ _ _ 
            

0.006 

7mer 2487-2505 C C U U A A A U A _ _ _ U _ _ _ U U A G U U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U A G _ A G C _ _ _ _ _ _ U G A A A A A 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . | | _ | | | _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | | 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G U C _ U C G _ _ _ _ _ _ A C U U U U U 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ C _ _ _ U U A U U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
  

0.005 

9mer 2121-2148  
_ 

_ _ _ A _ _ _ _ U U C A _ _ _ A G A A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

_ G U C A _ G A G U _ _ _ _ G A U _ _ _ _ A A U G A A A A A 
_ | | | | _ | | | . _ _ _ _ . | | _ _ _ _ | | | | | | | | | 
_ C A G U _ C U C G _ _ _ _ U U A _ _ _ _ U U A C U U U U U 

C _ _ _ _ C _ _ _ _ 
                     

0.005 

7mer 2208-2227 C A A A A A U U _ _ _ U A A _ _ _ _ _ C A C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G G A _ _ _ A A U A G _ _ _ U G A A A A A 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | _ _ _ | | | | . _ _ _ | | | | | | | 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C C U _ _ _ U U A U U _ _ _ A C U U U U U 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ U _ _ _ C G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
  

0.003 

6mer 529-555 A _ C _ U _ _ _ A _ _ U G A A A A A C _ _ _ A _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ G _ C _ G G A _ G C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G G U _ G A A A A A 
_ | _ | _ | | | _ | | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . | _ | | | | | | 
_ C _ G _ C C U _ C G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U U A _ C U U U U U 

C _ A _ U _ _ _ _ _ _ U U A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
         

0.002 

6mer 3941-3956 G A A G A G U A U U C C _ _ _ U U G A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C A G _ _ _ _ A G C _ _ _ _ _ U G A A A A G 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | _ _ _ _ | | | _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | . 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G U C _ _ _ _ U C G _ _ _ _ _ A C U U U U U 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _ _ _ C _ _ _ _ _ _ U U A U U _ _ _ 
     

0.002 

6mer 1992-2011 A G A A A A A A _ _ U A _ _ _ U U A A A C C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G A _ _ A A U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U G A A A A G 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | _ _ | | | _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | . 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C U _ _ U U A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A C U U U U U 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ C _ _ C G _ _ _ U U _ _ _ _ _ _ 
       

0.002 

6mer 2832-2850 U A A C G A U U U _ _ _ G _ U _ _ A _ _ U A G _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G G U _ G _ G A _ G C _ _ _ _ _ _ G A A A A A 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | _ . _ | | _ | | _ _ _ _ _ _ | | | | | | 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C C A _ U _ C U _ C G _ _ _ _ _ _ C U U U U U 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ G _ C _ _ _ _ _ U U A U U A _ _ _ 
    

0.002 
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Figure 5-14 mRNA and miRNA expression changes in HCT116 cells exposed to 
MALAT1 siRNAs and butyrate  

miRNA and mRNA levels of (A) miR-200b, (B) miR-200c, (C) miR-335, (D) DUSP1, 
(E) FN1, (F) JUN and (G) PRKAA2, (H) MALAT1 in HCT116 cells transfected with 
NC or MALAT1 siRNAs for 48 h, followed by 24 h of treatment with 0 mM or 2.5 mM 
butyrate, over a 72 h post-transfection period. The mean mRNA and miRNA levels ± 
SEM of the triplicates is represented. mRNA expression is normalised to the geometric 
mean of three reference genes, ACTB, B2M and GAPDH. miRNA expression is 
normalised to RNU6B reference gene. Significant values are indicated by *P<0.05, 
**P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. NC= Negative Control siRNA.  

 Discussion 5.3

 Summary 5.3.1

This work focused on another subset of non-coding RNAs, lncRNAs, which have not 

previously been implicated in the butyrate response in CRC cells. The aim of these 

experiments was to systematically identify lncRNAs that enhance the anti-cancer effects 

of butyrate and reveal critical lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA interactions involved in the 

butyrate response of CRC cells. This study was done using unbiased high-throughput 

functional screening and integrative pathway and network analyses. RNA interference of 
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several different lncRNAs was shown to increase the pro-apoptotic potential of 

butyrate. Further investigation of MALAT1 knockdown suggested that this lncRNA has 

anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic effects. MALAT1 was confirmed to act as a sponge 

for tumour suppressor miRNAs, miR-200b and miR-200c and potentially miR-335, and 

have critical potential downstream targets including FN1, DUSP1, JUN and PRKAA2 

involved in apoptosis. 

 Primary high-throughput screen  5.3.2

The primary high-throughput screen revealed 49 hits (siRNA SMARTpools) which were 

selected for further investigation in the secondary screen. Of the hits identified, only 3 

were found to reduce viability and induce apoptosis together (list 1), while 15 reduced 

viability without changing apoptosis (list 2), 22 increased apoptosis but did not change 

viability (list 3), 2 reduced viability and apoptosis (list 4) and 7 cherry picked hits 

decreased apoptosis without changing viability (list 5). The hit lists were carefully 

created to consider several cellular responses which may have been detected via the use 

of the ApoLive Multiplex assay. It was important to note that even with no changes in 

viability or increases in apoptosis as measured by caspase activity, the data were still 

valuable and could have indicated that cells were undergoing early apoptosis. The assay 

utilises a live cell protease marker for viability. This marker remains active in the cell 

until the cell membrane becomes compromised and proteases are exposed to the 

extracellular environment. The proteases are still active during early apoptosis when cells 

are shrinking and organelles are being tightly packed as cell membrane integrity is 

maintained until later stages (Elmore 2007). Alternatively, no changes in apoptosis, but 

decreases in viability were important to consider as other cellular changes such as 

necrosis, senescence or cell cycle arrest could have occurred. In order to avoid the 

presumption of these effects, additional cellular parameters might have been useful to 

detect during the screen such as dead-cell protease markers (Riss et al. 2011), which 

would indicate if cells had passed early apoptosis in combination with caspase data.  

 Secondary screen investigating RNA interference of lncRNAs 5.3.3

Of the 49 lncRNAs that showed a phenotype when silenced by SMARTpools in the 

primary screen, 17 of these validated in the secondary screen. This included a range of 

well-studied oncogenic and tumour suppressor lncRNAs such as MALAT1 (Sun & Ma 

2019), GAS5 (Gao et al. 2017) and ZFAS1 (Dong et al. 2018a) as well as 

uncharacterised lncRNA species including DKFZP434K028. Interestingly, HOXA-AS3 

had the greatest number of siRNAs validate at 3/4. The lncRNA HOXA-AS3 regulates 
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key cell cycle related proteins including cyclin A, D and E and CDK1, CDK2 and 

CDK3 in order to promote cell proliferation (Zhang et al. 2018a). Previous studies have 

demonstrated that HOXA-AS3 is upregulated in cancer states including lung cancer 

(Zhang et al. 2018a) and glioma (Wu et al. 2017a) and interestingly it is upregulated by 

HDAC inhibitors such as Trichostatin A (TSA) in lung cancer (Zhang et al. 2018a), 

although reduced in expression by butyrate in CRC. Knockdown of this lncRNA has 

been shown to inhibit proliferation, migration and invasion and induce cell cycle arrest 

and apoptosis in lung cancer and glioma cells (Wu et al. 2017a; Zhang et al. 2018a).  

 Integrative network and pathway analyses 5.3.4

Further investigation of these hits was performed using integrative network and 

pathway analysis in order to examine lncRNA function and involvement in the butyrate 

response. A lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA network was constructed to identify lncRNAs 

which might be acting as sponges (decoy archetype) (section 1.5.2.2). As all lncRNA-

targeting siRNAs were shown to affect apoptosis in the primary screen, only apoptotic 

interactions from chapter 4 were identified for further examination and combined with 

DE lncRNAs. MALAT1 was the most highly connected lncRNA with the greatest 

number of miRNA interactions (15 interactions) in the apoptotic network, of which 5 

were already validated in several cancers and disease types, which was very supportive of 

this network, although the interactions still need to be validated in CRC. These included 

miR-143-3p in liver cancer (Chen et al. 2017), miR-15b-5p in heart disease (Zhu et al. 

2019), miR-20a-3p in breast cancer (Zhao et al. 2018a), miR-200b-3p in kidney cancer 

(Xiao et al. 2015) and miR-200c-3p in endometrial and ovarian cancer (Li et al. 2016e; 

Liang et al. 2017; Pa et al. 2017). miR-29b has also been shown to interact with 

MALAT1 in a non-sponge interaction whereby the promoter region of the miRNA 

gene is silenced by the addition of H3K27me3 marks via MALAT1 and EZH2 

interactions (Stamato et al. 2017). Further examination revealed that of these miRNAs, 

only 3 had interactions with apoptosis related genes including miR-200b and miR-200c 

with FN1, DUSP1 and JUN and miR-335 with PRKAA2.  

miR-200b and miR-200c interactions 

miR-200b and miR-200c are well known inhibitors of EMT in several cancer types 

(Korpal & Kang 2008). miR-200b has been shown to be decreased in CRC tissues and 

cell lines when compared to normal tissues and cell lines (Chen et al. 2018b), although 

other studies have shown it is upregulated in CRC tissues when compared to normal 

tissues (Pan et al. 2015). Discrepancies might be due to CRC stage which was not 
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mentioned in most studies. miR-200c expression varies in CRC based on tumour stage 

as it is often upregulated in later stages (III-IV) and associated with poor prognosis, and 

downregulated in earlier stages (I-II) (Chen et al. 2014; Toiyama et al. 2014). The 

overexpression of miR-200b was demonstrated to inhibit proliferation and induce 

apoptosis in HCT116 CRC cells (Chen et al. 2018b). miR-200c downregulation was 

revealed to decrease apoptosis and increase invasion (Karimi Mazraehshah et al. 2018), 

whereas overexpression of miR-200b and miR-200c has also been shown to promote 

proliferation in other CRC cell lines, SW420, Caco2 and HT29 (Pan et al. 2015), which 

may be due to mutational differences in cell lines. miR-200b and miR-200c have already 

been shown to target FN1 in breast and endometrial cancer resulting in inhibition of 

migration and invasion via EMT (Howe et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2017c). As mentioned in 

section 4.2.3, FN1 was one of the most highly connected interactors in the butyrate 

regulated PPI network. FN1 is involved in several processes including migration, 

differentiation, and proliferation that have been implicated in CRC development and 

growth (Saito et al. 2008). It has been shown that knockdown of this gene in CRC 

inhibits proliferation, migration and invasion (Cai et al. 2018b), which is promising. 

DUSP1 is another target that is known to dephosphorylate MAPK proteins including 

p38, JNK, and ERK (Wu et al. 2006). DUSP1 is a confirmed target of miR-200b in 

HEK293T cells and miR-200c in rats with diabetic cardiomyopathy (Singh et al. 2017); 

however, this interaction and function has yet to be investigated in CRC. JUN is a 

protein that forms the AP-1 transcription factor with FOS, which has a key role in 

differentiation, proliferation and migration (Dunn et al. 2002). JUN has already been 

identified as a target of miR-200b and miR-200c in mouse hepatocytes (Guo et al. 2016) 

and HEK293T cells (Del Vecchio et al. 2016), although this has not been confirmed in 

CRC. These are all promising interactions which may have key roles in the butyrate 

response. 

miR-335 interactions 

The other miRNA investigated was miR-335. miR-335 is a well-known tumour 

suppressor miRNA which has reduced expression in several cancer types such as CRC, 

lung cancer and breast cancer (Gao et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2018a; Wang et al. 2017). miR-

335 has been shown to inhibit CRC cell growth, migration and invasion by targeting 

genes in EMT such as ZEB1 (Sun et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2017) as well as reduce 

proliferation and migration in lung and breast cancer (Gao et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2018a). 

PRKAA2 was predicted to be a novel interactor with miR-335 that has not previously 
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been reported. Other lncRNAs had limited interactions or their target miRNAs were 

not associated with apoptosis genes.  

 MALAT1 butyrate regulation and knockdown 5.3.5

MALAT1 was selected for further investigation based on its extensive connections in 

the apoptosis network. Moreover, MALAT1 is typically overexpressed in cancers (Xu et 

al. 2018; Yang et al. 2015c) and is a known oncogene in CRC and other cancers such as 

lung, gastric, and pancreatic, where it has been shown to promote proliferation, 

migration and invasion (Miao et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2015c; Zhao et al. 

2018b). MALAT1 overexpression has also been associated with poor prognosis in 

patients and resistance to oxaliplatin in CRC (Li et al. 2017a; Li et al. 2016b; Zheng et al. 

2014). In the present study, butyrate significantly increased MALAT1 expression, which 

was unexpected as butyrate has anti-proliferative and anti-survival effects in CRC. 

However, it is not without precedent as TSA and vorinostat, other HDAC inhibitors, 

have also been shown to upregulate MALAT1 in gastric cancer cells and aortic 

endothelial cells (Rafehi & El-Osta 2016; YiRen et al. 2017).  

MALAT1 knockdown was confirmed using the siRNA from the secondary screen 

which had the most similar cellular response to the initial SMARTpool phenotype, in 

order to mimic the initial effects detected in the primary screen. The screen siRNA 

reduced MALAT1 levels by 65%. Given that MALAT1 is a nuclear localised lncRNA 

that aggregates into nuclear speckles that are involved in splicing regulation (Hutchinson 

et al. 2007; Tripathi et al. 2010); it was unclear whether a siRNA would be effective in 

mediating MALAT1 knockdown. The silencing of a nuclear lncRNA requires the 

presence of nuclear RNAi machinery such as AGO2 which normally facilitates miRNA-

mediated silencing in the RISC complex (Gagnon et al. 2014). It has been demonstrated 

that AGO2, DICER and TRBP RNAi machinery are present in the nuclei of some 

cancer cells (HeLa and A549) in multiprotein complexes (Gagnon et al. 2014). However, 

the localisation of AGO2 greatly depends on the cell type and tissues (Sharma et al. 

2016) and this should be examined in the model of interest to confirm the siRNA 

effects are not off-target effects. It was previously demonstrated that MALAT1 siRNAs 

significantly reduce the amount of MALAT1 localised in nuclear speckles in HeLa cells 

using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) (Gagnon et al. 2014). Hence these data 

provide further support that siRNAs mediate efficient RNAi of MALAT1 in the 

nucleus.  
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 Effects of MALAT1 knockdown on proliferation, apoptosis and 5.3.6

the cell cycle 

After the confirmation of siRNA knockdown, the growth and apoptotic effects of 

MALAT1 siRNA were validated using a range of assays and real-time cell systems. 

MALAT1 siRNAs in combination with butyrate significantly induced apoptosis in 

several assays including the same Apo-Live Multiplex assay used in the screen. However, 

the latter conflicted with the screen results which showed that early apoptosis was 

reduced during the combination treatment. The primary screen showed that viability 

was unaffected by MALAT1 RNAi and butyrate. However, the validation results were 

varied with both marginal significant increases and decreases in viability seen in different 

assays. The conflicts are likely related to the different parameters measured in the 

different assays. In particular, the xCELLigence measures cell impedance which can be 

affected by morphological changes as well as changes in cell number. Such 

morphological changes may not be unexpected given the effects MALAT1 has on EMT 

(Yang et al. 2015c). Although previous studies demonstrated that MALAT1 knockdown 

inhibits proliferation of CRC cells (Yang et al. 2015c), the effect is clearly marginal even 

in the presence of butyrate. Interestingly, cell cycle studies were supportive of growth 

changes as MALAT1 knockdown resulted in accumulation of cells in the S phase and 

decreases in the G2/M phase although this effect was reversed when combined with 

butyrate. MALAT1 siRNA had no effect on the G0/G1 phase. A previous study 

demonstrated similar results in SW620 and SW480 CRC cells, whereby MALAT1 

knockdown increased cells in the S phase but also the G0/G1 phase resulting in 

inhibition of proliferation (Yang et al. 2015c). Although the same changes in the G0/G1 

phase did not occur in this study. Further investigation is required to elucidate the 

different responses. 

Screen limitations 

The observation that MALAT1 screen results were contradictory to the validation 

results may have several technical and biological explanations. Further investigation will 

need to be performed to determine if this contradictory pattern is consistent for other 

hits. An interesting phenomenon identified in the screen was the low apoptotic signal in 

the PLK1 siRNA group. PLK1 was used as a positive control as it is a potent repressor 

of growth and inducer of death in CRC (Driscoll et al. 2014). PLK1 siRNA potently 

induced cell death in HCT116 cells; the effectiveness of the caspase assay was believed 

to be compromised by the large amount of cell debris. This same effect may have led to 
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underestimation of the pro-apoptotic effects of other siRNAs, although this could have 

been overcome by using a dead-cell protease marker in the screen (Riss et al. 2011). 

Lesser effects on cell death were detectable and comparable to the other positive 

control, miR-18a (Humphreys et al. 2014b). Another observation was an unexpected 

decline in viability and increase in apoptosis in control wells on butyrate treated plates. 

Although samples are normalised to their own plate controls to account for interplate 

variation, it was concerning to observe such variation across plates. The screen sought 

to identify differences between the lncRNA-targeting siRNA alone and the siRNA plus 

butyrate combination. As a butyrate only control was not included, there was no 

comparison to butyrate only treated cells to determine the drug effect alone. This also 

may have omitted valuable data about the combinatorial effects of these molecules, in 

whether they were acting synergistically or antagonistically to butyrate.   

Previous studies have demonstrated that the method of screening and normalisation can 

affect RNAi and drug screen hit rates and reproducibility (Barrows et al. 2010; Mpindi et 

al. 2015). Several normalisation techniques are used to analyse HTS data, but there is no 

standard normalisation method (Birmingham et al. 2009). Interestingly, three 

independent RNAi screening studies investigating human host factors in the HIV 

lifecycle revealed dissimilar lists of key factors involved in this process (Brass et al. 2008; 

Konig et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2008) and although differences in the methodologies may 

account for some variation, it is questionable whether there should have been greater 

cross-over in hit outcomes. Another study investigated factors affecting RNAi screen 

reproducibility and hit list outcomes for host factors promoting yellow fever virus 

infection by repeating the same methods of the screen 5 months apart (Barrows et al. 

2010). This study revealed that the analysis method significantly affected the hit list 

outcome, which astoundingly ranged from 82 to 1,140 hits depending on the method as 

well as intra- and inter-screen reproducibility which varied from 32% to 99% (Barrows 

et al. 2010). Another study also revealed that the placement of controls on the screen 

plates can affect the normalisation as those controls in the end columns (column 1 and 

24) may experience evaporation compared to those on the interior the plate (Mpindi et 

al. 2015). Scattering controls throughout the plate is a useful approach but may add 

technical difficulty. Earlier investigations revealed that there are clear systematic row, 

column and border effects on well signals (Brideau et al. 2003), again highlighting the 

importance of control and sample placement, but also that normalisation methods need 

to take this into account to prevent false positives. Murie et al. (2014) developed a 

control-plate regression (CPR) method which involves normalising the treatment plate 
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data to a control plate which contains the same feature across all wells to estimate 

systematic error for each individual well, which bypasses this issue.  

Several other systematic errors may have contributed to data differences including 

butyrate evaporation, robotic liquid handling and pipetting issues, incubation and signal 

measurement time variations and the use of different plate readers (Makarenkov et al. 

2007), which often happens due to the large number of plates to be processed. Other 

considerations must also be noted when selecting plates for high-throughput screening 

as there is the possibility of optical crosstalk between wells, whereby small amounts of 

light can travel between wells, even if the wells have black sides (Jones et al. 2004). 

White coloured plates are optimal for luminescent assays as they absorb less light and 

black plates can quench the signal (Jones et al. 2004). In this study, black clear-bottom 

plates were used which may have reduced caspase luminescent signals, but were the 

optimal colour for the fluorescent viability signals.  

Overall, our validation data for MALAT1 (showing that RNAi increases apoptosis in 

combination with butyrate) was broadly consistent with literature. In particular, a 

previous study has shown that knockdown of MALAT1 in CRC induces apoptosis (Xu 

et al. 2018), which is consistent with its proposed oncogenic role. While the cellular 

effects of MALAT1 in combination with butyrate have not been characterised, a 

previous study treated MALAT1-knockout gastric cells with TSA, and this resulted in 

increased sensitivity to TSA and autophagy, although the effects on apoptosis are 

unknown (YiRen et al. 2017). It was previously shown that knockdown of MALAT1 

reversed the chemoresistance of glioblastoma cells to temozolomide (TMZ) and 

promoted apoptosis (Cai et al. 2018a), so its knockdown may have potential in future 

treatments.  

 Effect of MALAT1 RNAi on miRNA and mRNA interactors 5.3.7

MALAT1 interactions were examined by using real-time RT-PCR to determine if 

MALAT1 RNAi affects expression of key mRNA interactors. MALAT1 RNAi 

significantly increased miR-200b, miR-200c and miR-335 expression levels alone and 

this was further enhanced in the presence of butyrate. This result was consistent with 

previous evidence that MALAT1 can sponge miR-200b (Xiao et al. 2015) and miR-200c 

(Li et al. 2016e; Pa et al. 2017); however, miR-200b and miR-200c predicted targets, 

FN1 and DUSP1 did not respond to MALAT1 knockdown alone. This was unexpected 

as MALAT1 is known to sponge these miRNAs but also DUSP1 and FN1 are 

confirmed targets of miR-200b and miR-200c (Howe et al. 2011; Singh et al. 2017), 
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although these interactions have yet to be investigated in CRC. Lack of response may 

have indicated an issue with the MALAT1 siRNA; however, MALAT1 knockdown was 

confirmed indicating MALAT1 RNAi was not an issue. Interestingly, JUN expression 

was significantly reduced after MALAT1 knockdown in the absence of butyrate, 

providing evidence for the MALAT1-miR-200b/c-JUN axis. JUN is a confirmed target 

of miR-200b and miR-200c (Del Vecchio et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2016), although this has 

not been confirmed in CRC.  

The effect on miR-335 expression was a novel finding in CRC. However, the interaction 

has been proposed to have a role in acute lymphoblastic leukaemia in a lncRNA-

miRNA-mRNA axis, whereby MALAT1 and ABCA3 were upregulated and miR-335 

downregulated (Pouyanrad et al. 2019). PRKAA2 was found to be significantly 

upregulated after MALAT1 knockdown, which does not support the existence of the 

MALAT1-miR-335-PRKAA2 axis and may indicate it is not a direct target of miR-335. 

PRKAA2 was predicted to be a novel interactor with miR-335 which has not previously 

been reported; therefore, target confirmation is required to confirm the interaction. 

MALAT1 has been previously implicated in the regulation of mRNA stability and 

expression (Tripathi et al. 2013; Xiao et al. 2019), which may provide an alternative 

mechanism by which PRKAA2 is upregulated. 

The effect of overexpressing or inhibiting the target miRNAs on MALAT1 levels and 

target gene expression has yet to be investigated. miRNAs have been shown to induce 

silencing of lncRNAs, and for example, miR-9 was shown to silence MALAT1 in the 

nucleus by binding to two miRNA-binding sites within MALAT1 (Leucci et al. 2013). 

Furthermore, the reciprocal repression of MALAT1 and miR-200c has been identified 

in endometrial carcinoma (Li et al. 2016e). Further investigation is warranted to provide 

insight into whether miR-200b, miR-200c and miR-335 are regulating MALAT1 

expression in CRC. 

 Conclusion  5.3.8

This study identified several butyrate-sensitising, lncRNA-targeting siRNAs. MALAT1 

knockdown was revealed to enhance the pro-apoptotic effects of butyrate. MALAT1 

was identified to be potentially involved in three lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA axes 

including miR-200b, miR-200c and miR-335, as well as targets FN1, DUSP1, JUN and 

PRKAA2.  The future directions of this work will involve elucidating whether miR-

200b, miR-200c and miR-335 regulate the expression of MALAT1, validation of the 

MALAT1 and miR-335 interaction as well as miR-335 regulation of PRKAA2. In the 
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long term, other screen hits including HOXA-AS3 and PAXBP1-AS1 should also be 

further investigated to validate their cellular responses and apoptosis-related target 

interactors. Those lncRNAs which did not have apoptotic downstream miRNA 

interactors may also be studied in the future to reveal other mechanisms by which they 

may influence cancer cell growth or apoptosis. lncRNAs functioning as miRNA sponges 

were the primary focus of this study; however, future investigations should also include 

elucidating other functions including guide, scaffolding, signalling and enhancer 

mechanisms (described section 1.6.2.2) involved in the butyrate response. Although 

further investigation is required, this study provides the basis to study the utility of 

lncRNA inhibition as future potential therapeutic targets.   
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 Summary and Chapter 6.
conclusions 

 Thesis summary 6.1

Epigenetic dysregulation, including alterations to histone modification patterns, DNA 

methylation and non-coding RNA gene expression, is important in the development 

and progression of CRC. CRC has been commonly associated with aberrant changes in 

global histone acetylation and methylation, DNA hypomethylation of repeat sequences 

and increased promoter DNA methylation as well as reduction of tumour suppressor 

functioning miRNAs and upregulation of miRNAs with oncogenic potential (Cummins 

et al. 2006; Qin et al. 2019; Tse et al. 2017). Diet-related molecules, such as butyrate, 

have been shown to have chemo-protective effects against CRC through the alteration 

of global histone acetylation and consequently global gene expression through HDAC 

inhibition (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Davie 2003). Although it is known that 

butyrate can alter non-coding RNA expression in order to exert its anticancer properties 

in CRC (Cummins et al. 2006), the effects of manipulating these molecules on the 

butyrate response requires further investigation. On the basis that miR-18a 

overexpression was found to enhance the anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic effects of 

butyrate in CRC (Humphreys et al. 2014b), it was hypothesised that manipulation of 

non-coding RNA expression would have the ability to sensitise CRC cells to butyrate.  

The purpose of the work in this thesis was to perform cell-based studies to determine 

the ability of specific non-coding RNAs, including miRNAs and lncRNAs that had been 

identified in a functional screen, to enhance the anticancer properties of the HDACi, 

butyrate. This study also aimed to further elucidate the role of non-coding RNAs, their 

targets and critical cell growth and death pathways in the butyrate response of CRC 

cells. This could support the potential therapeutic value and feasibility of RNAi and 

HDACi combinatorial therapies in CRC cells. The key results of this study are 

summarised below.  

 Functional high-throughput screen identifies miRNAs 6.2

sensitise CRC cells to butyrate 

In Chapter 3, several miRNAs were shown to enhance the anti-proliferative and pro-

apoptotic effects of butyrate. This is supportive of previous data, whereby the tumour 
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suppressor miR-18a was able to promote the anticancer properties of butyrate 

(Humphreys et al. 2014b). Of the miRNAs identified, miR-1227 which is not a well 

characterised miRNA was found to have the most potent effects on cell growth and 

death in combination with butyrate. Three other miRNAs were also found to modulate 

the butyrate response to varying degrees: miR-593, miR-125b and miR-181a. miR-593 is 

not well studied; however, miR-125b and miR-181a, are both well studied dual-acting 

miRNAs (oncogenic and tumour suppressor roles in different contexts) in several 

cancers including CRC (Gong et al. 2013; Gu et al. 2018; Nishida et al. 2011). 

Interestingly, the potential of the miRNAs to act as an oncogene or tumour suppressor 

in CRC did not determine their effects when combined with butyrate. In contrast, the 

miRNA previously shown by our laboratory to enhance the anticancer effects of 

butyrate, miR-18a, was a likely tumour suppressor (Humphreys et al. 2014b). Further 

examination revealed that all four studied miRNAs were involved in critical cell growth 

and death pathways including WNT signalling, PI3K-AKT signalling and MAPK 

signalling indicating overlap with the pathways regulated by butyrate (Daly & Shirazi-

Beechey 2006). It was revealed that targeting of the regulatory subunit of PI3K, PIK3R3 

(an identified miR-181a target gene), could reduce CRC proliferation and should be 

further investigated for therapeutic potential. The catalytic subunit of PI3K has 

previously been confirmed as a potent target for drug treatment (Wortmannin or 

LY294002) in CRC cells (Wang et al. 2002), which highlights the importance of PI3K 

signalling in CRC. Other miRNA targets of interest included TRIM29 (miR-125b), 

CCND1 and EEF2K (miR-593), DVL3 and NUP62 (miR-1227) which were all related 

to WNT signalling. WNT signalling, which is a key dysregulated pathway in CRC 

(Fodde 2002), was also demonstrated to be regulated by the butyrate-sensitising 

miRNAs, specifically miR-181a, in a context-specific manner; however, this requires 

further investigation.   

 Systems biology approach reveals butyrate-sensitising 6.3

miRNAs and their involvement in the cell cycle 

In Chapter 4, integrative network and pathway analyses revealed that butyrate regulates 

the expression of numerous protein-coding and non-coding genes. These butyrate-

regulated genes were all significantly involved in the cell cycle pathway as highlighted in 

past profiling studies in CRC (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006), which reiterates the key 

role of butyrate in the promotion of cell cycle arrest and inhibition of cell growth in 

CRC (Wu et al. 2018c). Further examination revealed key butyrate-regulated miRNA-
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mRNA interactions involved in the cell cycle, including known tumour suppressors 

miR-139 and miR-542 and their target genes EIF4G2 and BIRC5 respectively. In 

particular, mimics corresponding to miR-542 were highly lethal in HCT116 cells. Its 

target BIRC5 (Survivin) is likely a key contributor to this cellular response due to its 

critical role in the inhibition of caspase proteins in apoptosis (Altieri 2003) and 

regulation of cell division (Li et al. 1998). BIRC5 has already been identified as a 

potential therapeutic target (Garg et al. 2016), hence its role in the butyrate effect 

warrants further investigation. HCT116 cells were much more sensitive to miR-542 than 

LIM1215 cells suggesting that the function of this miRNA may depend on mutational 

status in CRC and this is worthy of further study. miR-139 and miR-542 were confirmed 

to regulate the cell cycle, which is likely a key contributor to their anti-proliferative and 

pro-apoptotic effects in combination with butyrate in CRC as seen in previous studies 

(Li et al. 2016d; Long et al. 2016). miR-139 and miR-542 were identified as new 

butyrate-sensitising miRNAs in this study, which act synergistically with butyrate to 

enhance its anticancer properties. Networking analysis revealed that EIF4G2 was the 

most highly connected gene in the butyrate-regulated cell cycle network. Further 

investigation revealed that EIF4G2 knockdown was highly effective in reducing 

proliferation both alone and in combination with butyrate. These effects likely relate to 

the role of EIF4G2 in regulating synthesis of cell cycle proteins (Lee & McCormick 

2006). The novel findings in the present study, together with previous reports that 

EIF4G2 knockdown significantly reduces cell growth and survival of other cancers 

(Emmrich et al. 2016), suggests that EIF4G2 could be a future therapeutic target. 

 Functional RNAi screen identifies butyrate-sensitising 6.4

lncRNAs in CRC cells 

In Chapter 5, functional RNAi screening revealed that several combinations of lncRNA-

targeting siRNAs can regulate proliferation and apoptosis of CRC in combination with 

butyrate. This chapter presents the first evidence for the feasibility of a combined 

lncRNA-targeting and HDACi cell treatment. Bioinformatic analysis of selected targets 

revealed that MALAT1 was a critical hub in the integrative apoptotic network. 

MALAT1 is a well-studied oncogenic lncRNA in CRC and several other cancers (Miao 

et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2015c; Zhao et al. 2018b); however, its role in the 

butyrate response in CRC had not been previously elucidated. This study demonstrated 

that MALAT1 knockdown in combination with butyrate significantly increased 

apoptosis of CRC cells. MALAT1 knockdown was previously shown to increase the 
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expression of miR-200b and miR-200c, which are known MALAT1 interactors in 

kidney cancer (Xiao et al. 2015) and endometrial and ovarian cancer (Li et al. 2016e; 

Liang et al. 2017; Pa et al. 2017) respectively, although interactions will need to be 

confirmed in CRC. The same effect was observed for miR-335 which is a novel target 

identified in the present study. Interestingly, miR-335 is also an EMT regulator and has 

been shown to inhibit CRC cell growth, migration and invasion by targeting genes such 

as ZEB1 (Sun et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2017), as do the EMT regulators miR-200b and 

miR-200c (Mongroo & Rustgi 2010). Of the downstream targets investigated, only the 

miR-200b and miR-200c predicted target JUN responded with reduced expression upon 

MALAT1 knockdown. JUN is a confirmed target of miR-200b and miR-200c (Del 

Vecchio et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2016), although this has not been established in CRC. 

FN1 and DUSP1 did not respond to MALAT1 knockdown. However, although it does 

not support the MALAT1-miR-200b/c-FN1/DUSP1 axis, FN1 and DUSP1 responses 

to miR-200b and miR-200c mimics should be investigated in the future. The expression 

of miR-335 predicted target, PRKAA2, increased after MALAT1 knockdown. This 

indicates that an alternative mechanism may be responsible for its regulation, rather than 

miR-335, such as direct regulation of mRNA stability via MALAT1 (Tripathi et al. 2013; 

Xiao et al. 2019). Targeting lncRNAs with siRNAs may be a viable therapeutic approach 

in cancer as it has previously been validated in other contexts (Modarresi et al. 2012), as 

discussed further below.  

 Future directions and applications  6.5

These studies have provided insight into the role of non-coding RNAs in the butyrate 

response and their ability to enhance the anticancer properties of this HDACi. This 

study has also revealed some limitations that could be addressed in future work, as well 

as opening up new avenues for further investigation. 

Further work should investigate the functional RNA interactions using 3D cell culture 

methods such as organoids to confirm cellular responses, before potentially moving on 

to in vivo studies. The use of 2D cell monolayers limits the extrapolation of data as they 

lack the physiological features of tumours such as vasculature, tissue-specific structures, 

interactions with the extracellular matrix, mechanical and biochemical signals, and cell-

cell and cell-matrix interactions (Fang & Eglen 2017). This can lead to poor predictions 

of drug responses in some cancer cell types.  
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In terms of the physiological relevance of the miRNA screens, future screens should 

identify combinations of miRNAs to treat cells at lower concentrations rather than 

single miRNAs at supraphysiological levels. It is not reflective of the natural cellular 

system as miRNAs usually work in combination and this may be reflected in their 

pattern of co-regulation. A previous study demonstrated that exposing breast cancer 

cells to a set of co-regulated pro-epithelial miRNAs could promote mesenchymal to 

epithelial (MET) transition at much lower concentrations than a single overexpressed 

miRNA, with fewer off-target effects (Cursons et al. 2018). Therapeutic advantages of 

lower-dose miRNA combinations may include the reduction of toxic side effects on 

surrounding healthy tissues, increased treatment efficiency, and reduced acquired 

resistance as multiple miRNAs can target several pathways and targets. The same might 

be considered for siRNA therapies.  

Future work should also investigate metabolic regulation of the butyrate response in 

combination with miRNA/lncRNA treatments. Glucose concentration has been shown 

to affect the fate of butyrate in CRC cell lines and, therefore their cellular response 

(Donohoe et al. 2012). At high concentrations of glucose (25 mM), low concentrations 

of butyrate (0.5 mM) modestly increased HCT116 cell proliferation or had negligible 

effects (1 mM), while 2 and 5 mM butyrate reduced proliferation (Donohoe et al. 2012). 

Conversely, at low concentrations of glucose (0.5 mM), low concentrations of butyrate 

(0.5 and 1 mM) greatly stimulated HCT116 cell proliferation, while 2 and 5 mM butyrate 

reduce proliferation (Donohoe et al. 2012). In this study, the recommended media for 

HCT116 cells, McCoy’s media, was used which has high glucose levels (16.7 mM); 

however, more physiologically relevant levels (~5 mM) should also be investigated.  

Further investigation of key interactions will need to be performed in order to elucidate 

the exact mechanisms of butyrate-sensitisation by non-coding RNAs (Figure 6-1). WNT 

hyperactivation is a key mechanism by which butyrate reduces growth and induces 

apoptosis in CRC cells; however, the mechanism by which this happens is poorly 

understood (Bordonaro et al. 2002; Bordonaro et al. 2008; Lazarova et al. 2014). 

Interestingly, across all xCELLigence experiments in this study, an initial rise in cell 

index was observed in the first few hours after butyrate was added to the wells; 

however, not with the addition of unsupplemented media. Previous studies 

demonstrated that the rapid increase and then decrease in cell index is cell type and 

treatment dependent (Kho et al. 2015). NT2 astrocytes were exposed to a range of 

concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokines which resulted in a rapid increase and 

then decrease in cell index for treatment only wells which indicated transient loss of 
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adhesion (Kho et al. 2015). This phenomenon should be further investigated as it may 

indicate a link between butyrate-induced WNT hyperactivation and apoptosis 

(Bordonaro et al. 2002; Bordonaro et al. 2008; Lazarova et al. 2014), which is not well 

studied. The initial activation of growth could be due to WNT hyperactivation, whereby 

cells rapidly respond to WNT signalling and proliferate before reaching a threshold and 

undergo cell death as pro-apoptotic genes are activated. Previous studies have shown 

that the balance of WNT activity is critical in the cell fate, whereby high WNT activity 

can induce apoptosis, moderate WNT activity maintains a proliferative cell state and low 

WNT activity promotes differentiation followed by apoptosis (Albuquerque et al. 2002; 

Lazarova et al. 2004; Wong et al. 2002). Several critical signalling molecules can also 

regulate the sensitivity of cells to WNT hyperactivation. β-catenin mutations are 

important in the constitutive activation of WNT signalling; however, this leaves cells 

vulnerable to butyrate making them more sensitive to WNT hyperactivation and 

apoptosis induction (Lazarova et al. 2004). Interestingly, loss of TP53 and miR-34 in 

CRC cell lines was shown to hyperactivate WNT signalling and promote CRC 

progression, while overexpression of miR-34a reduced β-catenin abundance by targeting 

its UTR (Kim et al. 2011). Another study also identified miR-552 as a hyper-activator of 

WNT signalling via the targeting of TP53 in CRC (Kwak et al. 2018). Clearly there is a 

balance between WNT activity, β-catenin and p53 levels and activity and the promotion 

of growth or death (Kim et al. 2011; Lazarova et al. 2004). Based on results collected in 

this study, it is possible that butyrate-sensitising miRNAs miR-125b, miR-1227, miR-593 

and miR-181a are fine tuning WNT signalling activity via their targets TRIM29, DVL3 

and NUP62, CCND1 and COX2 and FZD4 respectively; however, the key regulator is 

butyrate. In future studies, it would be interesting to investigate β-catenin and p53 

protein levels and activity after miRNA and butyrate combination treatments, which 

may give insight into the mechanisms by which the treatments modulate WNT related 

pathways. It must also be acknowledged that miRNAs can target up to several hundred 

genes within a cell across numerous pathways (Bartel 2009; Friedman et al. 2009); 

therefore, these miRNAs are likely targeting other CRC related pathways that can also 

contribute to their anticancer effects. 

PI3K and MAPK signalling pathways were also key pathways found to be regulated by 

butyrate-sensitizing miRNAs in this study (Figure 6-1). Previous studies have 

demonstrated that butyrate and PI3K inhibitors (Wortmannin or LY294002) induced 

significant pro-apoptotic and anti-proliferative effects in CRC (Wang et al. 2002). As 

butyrate downregulates the expression of several components of this pathway (PIK3CG, 
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IRS1, MATK) (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Zhang et al. 2010), it is not unexpected 

that targeting of the regulatory subunit, PIK3R3, by miR-181a also caused enhancement 

of the butyrate response synergistically. Butyrate has also been shown to enhance the 

anticancer effects of SIRT1 inhibition through reducing activity of mTOR/S6K1 

signalling and cell proliferation (Cao et al. 2019). Targeting EIF4G2, a critical effector of 

this pathway and butyrate-inhibited gene (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Zhang et al. 

2010), using miR-139 further reduced its expression and enhanced the butyrate response 

synergistically. EEF2K is also part of the mTOR signalling pathway; however, is it 

normally inhibited by mTORC1 indirectly. In this study, EEF2K RNAi was not 

investigated; however, previous studies have identified it as a potential therapeutic target 

as its inhibition led to apoptosis and reduced growth in cancer (Fu et al. 2014). EEF2K 

inhibits protein synthesis by preventing elongation and similarly butyrate normally 

inhibits protein synthesis by mTOR signalling in CRC to impede cell growth (Cao et al. 

2019). As miR-593 is predicted to silence EEF2K, alternative mechanisms may be 

responsible for the anticancer effects of miR-593 observed in combination with 

butyrate, rather than its effects on EEF2K. Interestingly, PRKAA2 which is an 

upstream inhibitor of mTORC1 was shown to be upregulated through MALAT1 

knockdown; therefore, this further highlights the importance of protein synthesis in 

CRC cells (Francipane & Lagasse 2014). Butyrate was also shown to regulate MAPK 

signalling by decreasing ERK3 expression, ERK1/2 phosphorylation and upregulating 

MAPK12 expression (Daly & Shirazi-Beechey 2006; Zhang et al. 2010). Silencing of 

another MAPK signalling member, MAP3K8, with miR-181a may also have contributed 

to the butyrate response from this miRNA. A previous miRNA study revealed that 

silencing of MAP3K8 in renal cancer inhibited proliferation and migration (Su et al. 

2015), although further investigation is required in CRC. Other investigations revealed 

that butyrate activated JNK protein through increased phosphorylation and inhibition 

of JNK reversed the anti-apoptotic effects of butyrate (Zhang et al. 2010). ERK1/2 

phosphorylation was also reduced by butyrate, indicating that ERK signalling is likely 

inhibited to allow JNK signalling pathways to promote cell death (Zhang et al. 2010). 

Interestingly, JUN, which is downstream of JNK, was identified as a predicted target in 

the MALAT1-miR-200b/JUN axis. JUN has been identified as an immediate-early gene 

induced by HDAC inhibitors including butyrate, vorinostat and valproic acid (VPA) to 

promote cell death (Wilson et al. 2010). Therefore, enhanced pro-apoptotic effects 

observed with MALAT1 RNAi, combined with butyrate, may not be attributed to this 

interaction.  
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Other butyrate-sensitising non-coding RNAs and their targets should also be evaluated 

in future studies to reveal other potential therapeutic targets. Those miRNAs and 

lncRNAs, which desensitised cells to butyrate (not reported in this study), may also 

provide further insight into the butyrate response. As discussed further below, future 

studies should also investigate the effects of other HDAC inhibitors such as vorinostat 

and panobinostat which are already used to treat Cutaneous T cell lymphoma (CTCL) 

(Mann et al. 2007) and Multiple Myeloma (MM) (Richardson et al. 2015) respectively.  

There are various potential therapeutic applications based on data collected during this 

study. Several HDAC inhibitors have already been approved to treat blood cancers as 

previously mentioned. Butyrate alone was shown to reduce growth and induce apoptosis 

in CRC cells throughout this study and as shown in previous studies (Daly & Shirazi-

Beechey 2006; Hague et al. 1997; Mariadason 2008). Butyrate, although a cheap and 

reliable model for HDAC inhibition in CRC cells in vitro, is not stable and has a short 

half-life which is not suitable for a systemic cancer therapeutic (Miller et al. 1987). Other 

HDAC inhibitors which are FDA approved, such as vorinostat, panobinostat and 

romidepsin, are stable synthetic HDAC inhibitors that have already proven to be 

efficacious in the treatment of Cutaneous T cell lymphoma (CTCL) (Mann et al. 2007), 

Multiple Myeloma (MM) (Richardson et al. 2015) and Peripheral T cell lymphoma 

(PTCL) (Piekarz et al. 2011), respectively. HDAC inhibitors are being further 

investigated for use in solid cancers, although they have been shown to have poor 

efficacy alone (Qiu et al. 2013), they have shown greater efficacy in combination 

therapies. For example with topoisomerase inhibitors, platinum-based 

chemotherapeutics and proteasome inhibitors (Suraweera et al. 2018). However, cell-

based studies on HDAC inhibition help broaden our understanding of the mechanism 

of action behind these molecules and potentially assist in improving current treatment 

approaches. 
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Figure 6-1 Summary of non-coding RNA interactions contributing to butyrate 
sensitisation of CRC cells  

Butyrate-sensitising non-coding RNAs were identified to target several genes across 
WNT, MAPK and PI3K signalling pathways. The relationship between miRNA-
mediated gene regulation and butyrate regulation is complex. Butyrate hyperactivates the 
WNT pathway, by unclear mechanisms, to induce apoptosis while key miRNAs silence 
the expression of WNT and cell cycle promoters. PI3K and MAPK signalling pathways 
are inhibited by the HDACi mechanisms of butyrate and they are further exacerbated by 
the silencing of key proteins in these pathways using miRNAs. Overall these 
interactions promote cell proliferation, induce apoptosis and decrease cell cycle 
progression.   
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miRNA replacement therapies and anti-miR therapy have been shown to have 

therapeutic potential due to well-studied dysregulation and causative roles of miRNAs in 

various cancer states (Peng & Croce 2016; Tan et al. 2018). As highlighted in section 

1.4.4, re-introducing downregulated tumour suppressor miRNAs or reducing the 

expression of upregulated oncogenic miRNAs may inhibit disease progression when 

healthy concentrations are reached. miRNA replacement therapies have already been 

tested in clinical trials. As previously mentioned, miR-34a (MRX34) replacement therapy 

demonstrated efficacy in some hepatocellular carcinoma patients including 1 partial 

response and 6 stable disease states (Beg et al. 2017); however, further investigation is 

required in CRC. Anti-miR therapies have also been tested in phase 2 clinical trials in 

hepatitis C virus (HCV) sufferers using anti-miR-122 (Miravirsen) to block the pro-viral 

miRNA miR-122 (Janssen et al. 2013). It was demonstrated that anti-miR-122 induced 

dose-dependent reductions in HCV RNA levels in patients and there has been no viral 

resistance (Janssen et al. 2013).  

Several types of lncRNA-targeting therapies have also shown therapeutic potential as 

summarised in section 1.5.4. Silencing oncogenic lncRNAs and overexpressing tumour 

suppressor lncRNAs has been shown to prevent disease progression. For example, 

antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), AntagoNATs, siRNAs, and lncRNA replacement 

therapy using gene therapy vectors are currently being investigated in pre-clinical stages. 

ASOs targeting MALAT1 in mouse models demonstrated reduced metastasis 

(Gutschner et al. 2013), while ASOs targeting TUG1 in mouse models with glioma 

demonstrated reduced tumour growth (Katsushima et al. 2016). As previously 

mentioned in this section, Modarresi et al. (2012) revealed that siRNA and AntagoNAT 

targeting of the lncRNA, BDNF-AS, resulted in the restoration of BDNF expression in 

mouse models and promoted neuronal outgrowth and differentiation. The introduction 

of lncRNA-422 lentiviral vectors in CRC cells and in vivo models induced apoptosis, 

suppressed migration and invasion and reduced tumour growth (Shao et al. 2018). With 

the ability to reduce oncogenic lncRNA expression, re-activate gene expression by 

targeted inhibition of lncRNAs and increase tumour suppressor lncRNA expression, 

these molecules certainly show therapeutic potential. 

Delivery systems to improve the efficacy and specificity of these potential RNAi 

therapeutics are continuously being developed and improved. Numerous delivery 

particles have been designed to encapsulate or bind RNAi molecules, including non-

viral vectors such as lipid-based carriers, charged polymeric vectors with varying 

chemical coatings and inorganic materials and viral vectors (adenovirus and lentivirus) 
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(Hosseinahli et al. 2018). A recent phase 1 clinical trial testing miR-16 loaded minicells 

revealed some success whereby 1 patient had an objective response, 1 had partial 

response and 15 had stable disease out of 22 patients (van Zandwijk et al. 2017). 

However, it must be noted that dose-limiting toxicities were experienced by patients 

ranging from grade 1-4, including infusion-related inflammation and coronary 

ischaemia, anaphylaxis and cardiomyopathy and non-cardiac pain (van Zandwijk et al. 

2017). In the context of this study, the protective miRNAs identified could be delivered 

to CRC patients in the future; however, miR-16 is a very well-studied tumour 

suppressor miRNA across many cancers (Cui 2015); therefore, thorough examination of 

other potential miRNAs should be performed across many pre-clinical models before 

considering clinical trials. Tissue specificity issues would also have to be addressed as 

miRNAs such as miR-125b and miR-181a are known to act as tumour suppressors and 

oncogenes in different cell types (Ferracin et al. 2013; Gu et al. 2018; Nishida et al. 2011; 

Shi et al. 2017). For example, a tissue specific miRNA-targeted therapy was developed 

whereby a cardio-specific α-MHC promoter was cloned into a vector to create a miR-

181-sponge construct; this revealed loss of miR-181 in the heart but no other organs 

using in vivo models (Kent et al. 2018). Issues with tumour penetration of RNA 

therapeutics also need to be addressed. Currently, several strategies to enhance tumour 

penetration efficacy are being investigated including reducing particle size, 

functionalising particles and regulating the tumour microenvironment (Su & Hu 2018). 

 Conclusion 6.6

This project examined the role of non-coding RNAs, including miRNAs and lncRNAs, 

in the butyrate sensitisation of CRC cells. The combination of miRNA mimics or 

lncRNA-targeting siRNAs and butyrate could reduce CRC cell proliferation and 

increase apoptosis through changes in target gene expression. High-throughput 

screening revealed that miR-125b, miR-181a, miR-593 and miR-1227 work 

synergistically with butyrate to enhance its anticancer properties. Butyrate sensitisation 

by these miRNAs seems to function through a range of oncogenes involved in cell 

growth and death pathways; however, PIK3R3 was a key target and may be a valuable 

therapeutic target. Integrative network and pathway analyses revealed the involvement 

of thousands of butyrate regulated genes in CRC cell cycle regulation and identified 

butyrate-sensitising miRNAs, miR-139 and miR-542. The miR-139 target, EIF4G2 

seems to be an ideal target for potential therapeutics due to its potent anti-proliferative 

effects in combination with butyrate. Furthermore, this study is the first to show that 
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lncRNA-targeting siRNAs can enhance the anticancer effects of butyrate in CRC cells. 

MALAT1 RNA interference resulted in apoptosis of CRC cells, which may be due to its 

predicted interactions with miR-200b, miR-200c and miR-335 and downstream effectors 

FN1, DUSP1, JUN and PRKAA2.  In conclusion, this study has provided a basis for 

the future investigation of RNA-based and HDACi combinatorial treatments as 

potential therapeutics as well as the identification of PI3K signalling molecules as 

potential therapeutic targets. 
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Appendix 1 Canonical pathway 
analysis for miR-125b predicted 
target genes 

 

Figure A1-1 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis miR-125b: RAS 
Signalling Pathway 

Highlighted molecules present the predicted target genes of miR-125b analysed in 
KEGG Mapper. The following genes involved in RAS Signalling Pathway include 
GNG4, IGF1R, PRKCA and RALBP1. 
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Figure A1-2 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis miR-125b: MAPK 
Signalling Pathway 

MAPK Signalling Pathway was present in the top canonical pathways related to CRC 
for miR-125b predicted target genes. Predicted target genes are highlighted in red. 
Example target genes in MAPK Signalling Pathway include IGF1R, MEF2C and 
PRKCA. 
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Figure A1-3 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis miR-125b: PI3K-AKT 
Signalling pathway 

PI3K-AKT Signalling Pathway was present in the top canonical pathways related to 
CRC for miR-125b predicted target genes. Predicted target genes are highlighted in red. 
Example target genes in PI3K-AKT Signalling Pathway include IGF1R, MEF2C and 
PRKCA. 
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Figure A1-4 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis miR-125b: WNT 
Signalling pathway 

WNT Signalling Pathway was present in the top canonical pathways related to CRC for 
miR-125b predicted target genes. Predicted target genes are highlighted in red. Example 
target genes in WNT Signalling Pathway include PRKCA, TBL1X and WNT8B.
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Appendix 2: Canonical pathway 
analysis for miR-181a predicted 
target gene 

 

Figure A2-1 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis miR-181a: Pathways in 
Cancer 

Pathways in Cancer was present in the top canonical pathways related to CRC for miR-
181a predicted target genes. Predicted target genes are highlighted in red. Example 
target genes in Pathways in Cancer include FZD4, COX2, PIK3R3 and PTEN. 
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Figure A2-2 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis miR-181a: MAPK 
Signalling Pathway 

MAPK Signalling Pathway was present in the top canonical pathways related to CRC 
for miR-181a predicted target genes. Predicted target genes are highlighted in red. 
Example target genes in the MAPK Signalling Pathway include MAP3K8, AKT3 and 
FOS. 
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Figure A2-3 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis miR-181a: RAS 
Signalling Pathway 

RAS Signalling Pathway was present in the top canonical pathways related to CRC for 
miR-181a predicted target genes. Predicted target genes are highlighted in red. Example 
target genes in the RAS Signalling Pathway include ETS1 and GNB4. 
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Figure A2-4 KEGG mapper canonical pathway analysis miR-181a: Apoptosis 

Apoptosis was present in the top canonical pathways related to CRC for miR-181a 
predicted target genes. Predicted target genes are highlighted in red. Example target 
genes in the Apoptosis include BCL2 and BCL2L1. 
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Appendix 3: Protein loading images 

 

Figure A3-1 Protein loading for total protein normalisation  

Blots used to determine total protein loading for total protein normalisation for each 
protein investigated (A) CCND1, (B) EEF2K, (C) DVL3, (D) NUP62, (E) TRIM29, (F) 
COX2 and (G) PIK3R3. 
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Appendix 4: Differentially 
expressed mRNA genes 

Table A4-1 Top 100 mRNA differentially expressed genes  

Gene name Mean Counts 0 mM 
Butyrate 

Mean Counts 2.5 mM 
Butyrate 

log2FoldChange Padj value 

CPA4 554.5 35813 5.617672797 1.0216E-105 

ADGRF1 3035 37 -6.436710729 2.2463E-104 

SYT11 25 3291.5 6.54027685 1.13019E-93 

CTGF 59.5 5560 6.119683629 1.05603E-89 

ABCC2 9702 364 -4.891076297 3.54632E-89 

TFPI 2358.5 45 -5.802296923 3.73129E-88 

ARRDC4 1380 48423 4.753020888 3.73129E-88 

NCAM1 51.5 5363 6.227681746 2.57255E-85 

MT1X 520.5 18015 4.752337804 3.57543E-84 

LIF 4910 218 -4.657957726 2.18761E-79 

CEND1 30 1986 5.657539023 4.33143E-70 

CRISPLD2 190.5 5871 4.57335066 5.00409E-69 

HMGA2 7984 417.5 -4.420692144 1.41121E-68 

EFR3B 107.5 2964.5 4.422460682 8.6293E-67 

PCDH7 6865.5 405.5 -4.287535774 3.32814E-66 

PDE4B 7133.5 159 -5.513649851 4.43014E-66 

NR2F1 2325 117 -4.483986375 1.02667E-63 

EHF 3068.5 150 -4.496823012 5.66495E-63 

KCNN4 2484 144.5 -4.26745763 1.86644E-61 

EMP1 1317 47 -4.929032823 2.64717E-60 

ABCC3 2964.5 84 -5.236720896 1.25196E-57 

TEX19 117 2856 4.289392456 5.16309E-57 

PEG10 868 20750 4.212344851 7.40453E-57 

AKAP12 197463.5 18117 -3.649999527 1.73086E-56 

SLC4A8 144 3181 4.102200091 1.08324E-55 

MKX 1675 97 -4.290069997 8.58356E-55 

PAG1 124.5 2464 3.96083646 2.0377E-54 

SCNN1A 1548.5 54.5 -4.893347132 2.38096E-54 

EREG 25721.5 945.5 -4.865577676 6.47595E-54 

LARGE 41.5 1292.5 4.56387544 8.95143E-54 

THBS1 399 6635 3.738343883 7.74318E-53 

CNTNAP2 34.5 1170 4.695076453 2.85806E-52 

JADE2 1963 149 -3.896354936 2.23166E-51 

NQO1 20038.5 1289.5 -4.076541821 2.99527E-51 

ACSBG1 30 1186 4.850836886 5.73175E-51 

NRXN2 26.5 984.5 4.805327688 7.86118E-51 

CLU 3403.5 62477 3.855832132 9.21792E-51 

S100A14 3114.5 179 -4.231238629 7.79744E-49 

IQGAP3 2582.5 109.5 -4.629986779 2.21362E-48 

PLAU 3053 209 -4.000141244 2.32332E-48 

FMN1 51.5 1713 4.597344124 2.86049E-48 

CYBRD1 1649.5 79 -4.468218136 4.41789E-48 

SMIM3 2352 156 -4.034563052 2.46227E-46 

ANXA3 7658 541 -3.989297837 3.81622E-46 

UBE2C 2679.5 115 -4.589501993 5.40493E-46 

PHOSPHO1 52 1285 4.288845329 1.07786E-45 

FAM49A 48 1335 4.363915795 9.65925E-45 

TENM3 108.5 1946 3.808856781 1.99602E-44 

AXL 3098 264 -3.70392256 2.022E-44 

ARMC4 1716.5 166.5 -3.558616827 2.68577E-44 

KCNK9 46 1069.5 4.162580041 3.17355E-44 

MALL 2125.5 125 -4.188017942 3.76728E-44 

TRIP6 2740 203.5 -3.894704697 4.37845E-44 

IFITM2 1309 60.5 -4.53611605 3.25632E-43 

CCNB2 2626.5 122 -4.513376212 4.12453E-43 

SLC7A11 10497.5 367 -4.948495903 7.01482E-43 

HOXB6 821 52 -4.116692063 1.50518E-42 

PMEPA1 38 1055.5 4.383977185 1.5587E-42 

SLC38A5 1095 48.5 -4.54272487 2.41103E-42 

RGMA 133.5 2226.5 3.679301385 4.45563E-42 

PRKACB 10875.5 1001.5 -3.633709312 5.44901E-42 

SLC38A1 18562 1665.5 -3.64348726 1.06475E-41 

CYSRT1 77.5 1300.5 3.709171986 2.22987E-41 
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CENPF 19208 1167.5 -4.13469453 2.94013E-41 

NLRP4 47 1203.5 4.292692681 3.80785E-41 

BIRC5 4966 221.5 -4.495623831 4.49138E-41 

CASP4 986 78 -3.812199279 8.43082E-41 

C6orf141 1497.5 99 -4.075981464 1.17594E-40 

KIF20A 3871 163 -4.602084659 2.18518E-40 

CKS1B 1890 179.5 -3.565666488 6.85285E-40 

RGL1 178 2305 3.346524789 1.59663E-39 

RNF152 57.5 1017.5 3.799858606 4.77294E-39 

TNFRSF19 45.5 893.5 3.944052682 1.148E-38 

HMMR 3118.5 137.5 -4.542115399 2.98608E-38 

CD44 29460 3180.5 -3.36474144 1.19205E-37 

BUB1B 3577 200 -4.201757755 2.12333E-37 

DEPDC1 5148 326.5 -4.060882394 4.41624E-37 

EMP3 1514 138 -3.602945288 6.95864E-37 

PARP14 2165 289.5 -3.114562244 1.61468E-36 

HMGB2 11997.5 794 -4.061388677 1.61611E-36 

NUF2 1506 78 -4.345986541 2.2441E-36 

AURKB 1838 81.5 -4.494201186 3.07934E-36 

CNTN1 288.5 3074 3.099705683 3.21545E-36 

SPAG5 3060 342.5 -3.343472393 8.43651E-36 

DHRS3 1882.5 175.5 -3.590217881 1.1141E-35 

RCAN2 57 920 3.648917117 2.21877E-35 

MLLT3 343.5 3438 2.999397322 2.26031E-35 

ARHGAP11A 3879 353 -3.606758536 2.74076E-35 

HS3ST1 3723 391 -3.403404762 5.12769E-35 

VGF 980 24900.5 4.354513085 9.13712E-35 

ASPM 5915.5 401 -3.948423467 1.36396E-34 

ATP8A1 284.5 3328.5 3.183813504 1.44035E-34 

S100A4 8659 911.5 -3.37795435 1.95701E-34 

KIF23 4217.5 407.5 -3.527466203 2.12986E-34 

KIF18B 1264.5 72.5 -4.173873686 2.41923E-34 

KIF15 1751 138.5 -3.780059806 2.58741E-34 

H2AFY2 1441.5 152.5 -3.393020859 4.98672E-34 

MKI67 15644 1151.5 -3.825565112 6.67691E-34 

SEMA3A 1328.5 136.5 -3.439035625 8.6E-34 

BHLHE40 1514 191 -3.169073906 9.58347E-34 
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Appendix 5: Protein-protein 
interaction network interactors 

Table A5-1 Protein-protein interaction network interactions 

Ensembl ID Gene Name Mean Counts 
0 mM butyrate 

Mean Counts 
2.5 mM butyrate 

log2FC Padj Value Degree 

ENSG00000141510.16 TP53 2604 642 -2.14 9.80E-11 80 

ENSG00000166803.10 KIAA0101 659 56 -3.59 4.55E-17 75 

ENSG00000115414.18 FN1 1016 3620.5 1.54 1.91E-10 75 

ENSG00000055130.15 CUL1 3376 1204 -1.70 2.36E-11 53 

ENSG00000012048.20 BRCA1 3044.5 392 -3.04 4.01E-21 49 

ENSG00000276966.2 HIST1H4E 8883 1824.5 -2.44 7.73E-15 44 

ENSG00000170312.15 CDK1 5356 272.5 -4.27 2.86E-31 42 

ENSG00000177606.6 JUN 734 5158 2.53 3.61E-21 38 

ENSG00000188486.3 H2AFX 3024.5 1032 -1.66 5.03E-06 38 

ENSG00000132383.11 RPA1 6478 2502 -1.53 1.52E-06 34 

ENSG00000197122.11 SRC 905.5 326 -1.72 5.54E-11 34 

ENSG00000166851.14 PLK1 1844.5 163 -3.61 1.81E-24 33 

ENSG00000278828.1 HIST1H3H 11465.5 1073 -2.97 1.35E-04 30 

ENSG00000109320.11 NFKB1 1682 344 -2.47 1.15E-17 27 

ENSG00000156508.17 EEF1A1 221514.5 68818.5 -1.89 2.37E-14 27 

ENSG00000170345.9 FOS 561.5 3884.5 2.44 9.52E-17 26 

ENSG00000094916.13 CBX5 7973.5 2079 -2.19 1.72E-19 26 

ENSG00000164754.12 RAD21 13039.5 4663.5 -1.70 3.72E-10 25 

ENSG00000178999.12 AURKB 1838 81.5 -4.49 3.08E-36 25 

ENSG00000101412.12 E2F1 962.5 196 -2.34 1.03E-09 25 

ENSG00000143321.18 HDGF 7630 930 -3.19 2.29E-30 25 

ENSG00000162521.18 RBBP4 7359.5 2914 -1.55 5.05E-10 24 

ENSG00000134057.14 CCNB1 6582.5 567 -3.58 4.76E-23 23 

ENSG00000112118.17 MCM3 10569.5 2390 -2.32 2.98E-18 23 

ENSG00000145386.9 CCNA2 3469 283.5 -3.73 6.32E-32 22 

ENSG00000115163.14 CENPA 721 48 -3.94 3.60E-25 22 

ENSG00000073111.13 MCM2 7809.5 1458 -2.54 3.16E-16 22 

ENSG00000076003.4 MCM6 5302 1894.5 -1.63 1.48E-07 22 

ENSG00000166508.17 MCM7 14614 1857 -3.13 6.20E-29 21 

ENSG00000117399.13 CDC20 3763 502.5 -3.00 1.12E-19 21 

ENSG00000087586.17 AURKA 2229 263 -3.17 3.24E-20 20 

ENSG00000196230.12 TUBB 20689 7402 -1.69 7.98E-12 20 

ENSG00000170004.16 CHD3 3779.5 971.5 -2.20 9.37E-20 19 

ENSG00000122565.18 CBX3 10151.5 3893.5 -1.59 1.28E-08 19 

ENSG00000147889.16 CDKN2A 721.5 177 -2.21 3.37E-14 19 

ENSG00000147010.17 SH3KBP1 3200 879 -2.07 1.08E-15 19 

ENSG00000167670.15 CHAF1A 2203 499.5 -2.22 1.55E-10 19 

ENSG00000203852.3 HIST2H3A 20916.5 887 -3.64 1.46E-05 19 

ENSG00000156970.12 BUB1B 3577 200 -4.20 2.12E-37 19 

ENSG00000119335.16 SET 18529.5 6910.5 -1.64 1.55E-10 18 

ENSG00000146834.13 MEPCE 1890.5 662.5 -1.72 2.64E-10 18 

ENSG00000078900.14 TP73 398 99.5 -2.08 9.73E-08 17 

ENSG00000167900.11 TK1 8249.5 1538 -2.11 0.0093779 17 

ENSG00000197299.10 BLM 1799 336 -2.54 5.94E-16 17 

ENSG00000114346.13 ECT2 6163 1456 -2.27 1.27E-14 17 

ENSG00000116663.10 FBXO6 537.5 222 -1.51 1.37E-07 17 

ENSG00000105974.11 CAV1 8805.5 1414 -2.81 4.30E-24 16 

ENSG00000149554.12 CHEK1 2055.5 284.5 -2.97 7.06E-23 16 

ENSG00000134954.14 ETS1 271.5 1660 2.28 6.01E-16 16 

ENSG00000094804.9 CDC6 3744.5 991.5 -2.03 4.33E-10 16 

ENSG00000080986.12 NDC80 2019 112.5 -4.17 7.05E-29 16 

ENSG00000184678.9 HIST2H2BE 11594 1557 -3.03 1.56E-19 16 

ENSG00000100906.10 NFKBIA 1484 346.5 -2.31 5.37E-17 15 

ENSG00000144381.16 HSPD1 33356 11661.5 -1.72 1.20E-10 15 

ENSG00000139618.14 BRCA2 1987.5 392.5 -2.50 4.49E-19 15 

ENSG00000048052.21 HDAC9 152 683 1.84 3.47E-10 15 

ENSG00000067182.7 TNFRSF1A 2189 434 -2.47 1.29E-15 15 

ENSG00000104738.16 MCM4 10827 2150.5 -2.47 3.57E-18 15 

ENSG00000180198.15 RCC1 4708 1457.5 -1.89 1.72E-12 14 

ENSG00000169679.14 BUB1 4162.5 456.5 -3.26 2.21E-21 14 
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ENSG00000088305.18 DNMT3B 1219.5 390 -1.82 7.24E-09 14 

ENSG00000100297.15 MCM5 6441.5 799.5 -3.10 1.61E-21 14 

ENSG00000167552.13 TUBA1A 3211 12072 1.63 2.29E-10 14 

ENSG00000120885.19 CLU 3403.5 62477 3.86 9.22E-51 14 

ENSG00000070756.13 PABPC1 28057.5 9188.5 -1.78 1.75E-10 14 

ENSG00000135446.16 CDK4 3574 991.5 -2.04 7.90E-14 14 

ENSG00000167513.8 CDT1 2180 398 -2.52 5.60E-12 14 

ENSG00000141736.13 ERBB2 3137.5 938 -1.95 2.07E-14 14 

ENSG00000122952.16 ZWINT 2350 455 -2.49 4.29E-16 14 

ENSG00000221869.4 CEBPD 141 39 -1.98 3.01E-06 14 

ENSG00000102804.14 TSC22D1 17526.5 4994.5 -2.03 5.97E-18 13 

ENSG00000090447.11 TFAP4 822.5 221.5 -2.08 3.44E-13 13 

ENSG00000136824.18 SMC2 2212.5 534 -2.25 2.83E-16 13 

ENSG00000093009.9 CDC45 1086.5 150 -2.98 3.73E-22 13 

ENSG00000145335.15 SNCA 58.5 260.5 1.79 1.25E-06 13 

ENSG00000156711.16 MAPK13 1660.5 247.5 -2.93 4.17E-26 13 

ENSG00000087077.11 TRIP6 2740 203.5 -3.89 4.38E-44 13 

ENSG00000051180.16 RAD51 561 82 -2.88 3.57E-18 12 

ENSG00000080503.20 SMARCA2 600.5 2592.5 1.81 2.96E-13 12 

ENSG00000064012.21 CASP8 1561.5 532 -1.78 2.16E-12 12 

ENSG00000026508.16 CD44 29460 3180.5 -3.36 1.19E-37 12 

ENSG00000085840.12 ORC1 1273.5 236.5 -2.55 3.25E-16 12 

ENSG00000128272.14 ATF4 21724 7571 -1.74 3.05E-09 12 

ENSG00000175197.10 DDIT3 2255 675 -1.95 7.41E-09 12 

ENSG00000132341.11 RAN 18086 7321 -1.51 3.86E-08 12 

ENSG00000184260.5 HIST2H2AC 2236.5 372 -2.27 0.0050666 12 

ENSG00000189403.14 HMGB1 12347 2708.5 -2.38 1.90E-15 11 

ENSG00000144554.10 FANCD2 3204.5 212.5 -3.96 2.85E-33 11 

ENSG00000113368.11 LMNB1 4716 865.5 -2.59 9.35E-18 11 

ENSG00000166228.8 PCBD1 2118.5 322.5 -2.89 3.45E-28 11 

ENSG00000184216.11 IRAK1 2605 553 -2.42 2.48E-19 11 

ENSG00000114942.13 EEF1B2 10471.5 2539.5 -2.23 1.99E-18 11 

ENSG00000164104.11 HMGB2 11997.5 794 -4.06 1.62E-36 11 

ENSG00000143228.12 NUF2 1506 78 -4.35 2.24E-36 11 

ENSG00000123358.19 NR4A1 255.5 2000 2.62 1.82E-22 10 

ENSG00000105323.16 HNRNPUL1 3794.5 1454.5 -1.59 5.15E-10 10 

ENSG00000149257.13 SERPINH1 3617.5 673 -2.61 1.66E-22 10 

ENSG00000026103.19 FAS 572.5 201.5 -1.70 6.34E-09 10 

ENSG00000187109.13 NAP1L1 15190.5 3629 -2.26 1.67E-19 10 

ENSG00000121152.9 NCAPH 2020 163.5 -3.68 3.22E-27 10 

ENSG00000131747.14 TOP2A 11712 829.5 -3.86 2.86E-30 10 

ENSG00000036672.15 USP2 106 538 2.07 9.87E-10 10 

ENSG00000196305.17 IARS 28607 11377 -1.55 2.26E-08 10 

ENSG00000089685.14 BIRC5 4966 221.5 -4.50 4.49E-41 10 

ENSG00000091651.8 ORC6 883.5 147.5 -2.66 1.07E-14 10 

ENSG00000006634.7 DBF4 1557.5 483.5 -1.88 3.00E-10 10 

ENSG00000168496.3 FEN1 4351 854 -2.46 3.17E-15 10 

ENSG00000175592.8 FOSL1 458 140.5 -1.91 2.95E-10 10 

ENSG00000101966.12 XIAP 2717 979.5 -1.72 7.24E-12 10 

ENSG00000138778.11 CENPE 3734 484.5 -3.09 3.08E-22 10 

ENSG00000111716.12 LDHB 38024 14041 -1.64 5.89E-09 10 

ENSG00000109339.18 MAPK10 30 145.5 1.90 1.33E-05 9 

ENSG00000100823.11 APEX1 5388 1769 -1.76 9.34E-09 9 

ENSG00000141905.17 NFIC 742 156.5 -2.37 7.89E-12 9 

ENSG00000166888.10 STAT6 2149.5 543.5 -2.22 6.78E-20 9 

ENSG00000101868.10 POLA1 2881 1201 -1.51 1.92E-09 9 

ENSG00000175334.7 BANF1 2289.5 732 -1.82 7.81E-09 9 

ENSG00000148773.12 MKI67 15644 1151.5 -3.83 6.68E-34 9 

ENSG00000065328.16 MCM10 2266 351.5 -2.72 3.05E-13 9 

ENSG00000198873.11 GRK5 205.5 885.5 1.72 1.15E-05 9 

ENSG00000175899.14 A2M 52.5 265.5 1.95 2.11E-07 9 

ENSG00000187741.14 FANCA 2452 774.5 -1.91 2.84E-15 9 

ENSG00000221829.9 FANCG 1664 364.5 -2.36 1.07E-16 9 

ENSG00000161800.12 RACGAP1 4877 700 -2.94 4.23E-22 9 

ENSG00000105011.8 ASF1B 2063 297 -2.86 3.89E-17 9 

ENSG00000132170.19 PPARG 1039.5 229.5 -2.38 8.17E-19 9 

ENSG00000117592.8 PRDX6 8707.5 3294.5 -1.61 2.55E-10 9 

ENSG00000183684.7 ALYREF 4556.5 1385.5 -1.90 6.17E-11 9 

ENSG00000172936.12 MYD88 538.5 204.5 -1.53 2.55E-05 9 

ENSG00000173207.12 CKS1B 1890 179.5 -3.57 6.85E-40 9 

ENSG00000120802.13 TMPO 11616.5 2998.5 -2.18 6.26E-15 9 

ENSG00000100749.7 VRK1 2080 807.5 -1.55 2.02E-08 8 
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ENSG00000134690.10 CDCA8 1543.5 178 -3.15 1.26E-16 8 

ENSG00000164045.11 CDC25A 966 202 -2.32 4.77E-10 8 

ENSG00000100784.9 RPS6KA5 2391 606 -2.23 2.17E-19 8 

ENSG00000198901.13 PRC1 6690.5 729.5 -3.32 4.68E-28 8 

ENSG00000160949.16 TONSL 2197 618 -1.98 2.50E-11 8 

ENSG00000109805.9 NCAPG 5777.5 372 -3.99 1.27E-30 8 

ENSG00000197442.9 MAP3K5 2264.5 924.5 -1.51 1.63E-08 8 

ENSG00000164109.13 MAD2L1 3592 259 -3.83 5.60E-28 8 

ENSG00000079999.13 KEAP1 3149.5 944.5 -1.94 8.00E-14 8 

ENSG00000128050.8 PAICS 11704.5 3534.5 -1.93 1.86E-13 7 

ENSG00000162772.16 ATF3 902.5 3912 1.76 2.90E-06 7 

ENSG00000164611.12 PTTG1 2046.5 507 -2.18 5.19E-12 7 

ENSG00000015475.18 BID 1400.5 278.5 -2.47 1.09E-16 7 

ENSG00000165672.6 PRDX3 10724 4337.5 -1.53 2.77E-08 7 

ENSG00000263001.5 GTF2I 3048.5 1058.5 -1.74 1.74E-12 7 

ENSG00000077312.8 SNRPA 2687.5 703 -2.12 7.17E-13 7 

ENSG00000101773.16 RBBP8 4427 1565 -1.72 1.55E-11 7 

ENSG00000163781.12 TOPBP1 4081 1325.5 -1.83 4.53E-13 7 

ENSG00000088325.15 TPX2 6846.5 832.5 -3.13 1.07E-21 7 

ENSG00000089157.15 RPLP0 45039.5 13826.5 -1.89 2.05E-12 7 

ENSG00000070950.9 RAD18 1274 297 -2.26 9.74E-15 7 

ENSG00000106976.19 DNM1 269 1199 1.81 5.75E-09 7 

ENSG00000153044.9 CENPH 577 109.5 -2.57 1.02E-15 7 

ENSG00000161888.11 SPC24 1202 110 -3.49 3.82E-23 7 

ENSG00000122861.15 PLAU 3053 209 -4.00 2.32E-48 7 

ENSG00000071539.13 TRIP13 1348 320 -2.26 6.82E-17 7 

ENSG00000123416.15 TUBA1B 9699.5 2675.5 -2.06 3.21E-16 7 

ENSG00000113810.15 SMC4 5895 883 -2.85 4.05E-18 7 

ENSG00000175063.16 UBE2C 2679.5 115 -4.59 5.40E-46 7 

ENSG00000010292.12 NCAPD2 10913 3115.5 -2.00 1.07E-11 7 

ENSG00000166451.13 CENPN 1654 328 -2.48 3.21E-16 7 

ENSG00000092010.14 PSME1 5221.5 1848 -1.71 6.81E-12 6 

ENSG00000101255.10 TRIB3 6886.5 772 -3.28 9.95E-19 6 

ENSG00000171206.13 TRIM8 1367 324 -2.19 4.35E-11 6 

ENSG00000113643.8 RARS 5386 18818.5 1.52 1.07E-10 6 

ENSG00000168918.13 INPP5D 105.5 26 -2.08 2.01E-05 6 

ENSG00000083720.12 OXCT1 2213.5 845 -1.61 7.95E-09 6 

ENSG00000149636.15 DSN1 1241.5 398 -1.82 2.00E-10 6 

ENSG00000129810.14 SGOL1 452.5 45 -3.42 1.89E-21 6 

ENSG00000092621.11 PHGDH 7014.5 1480 -2.38 2.16E-11 6 

ENSG00000064300.8 NGFR 479 4356 2.89 2.31E-19 6 

ENSG00000187790.10 FANCM 1004.5 376.5 -1.58 1.50E-07 6 

ENSG00000136938.8 ANP32B 1692.5 285 -2.62 2.48E-11 6 

ENSG00000158402.18 CDC25C 753.5 49 -3.97 5.20E-25 6 

ENSG00000188827.10 SLX4 447 1656 1.58 7.22E-09 6 

ENSG00000118515.11 SGK1 198.5 1417 2.56 5.45E-19 6 

ENSG00000166349.9 RAG1 49.5 182 1.54 8.24E-05 6 

ENSG00000147403.16 RPL10 19054.5 5819 -1.88 5.52E-12 6 

ENSG00000008735.13 MAPK8IP2 178 718 1.74 4.01E-09 6 

ENSG00000070669.16 ASNS 14650.5 4983.5 -1.77 1.68E-06 6 

ENSG00000090861.15 AARS 17377 5953.5 -1.75 1.85E-09 6 

ENSG00000012822.15 CALCOCO1 1436 8447 2.16 3.17E-13 6 

ENSG00000185345.18 PARK2 41.5 159.5 1.60 1.29E-04 6 

ENSG00000065361.14 ERBB3 2065.5 503.5 -2.27 1.19E-20 6 

ENSG00000105976.14 MET 28482 5280.5 -2.63 8.42E-29 6 

ENSG00000119383.19 PPP2R4 6285.5 1637.5 -2.13 1.05E-16 6 

ENSG00000108821.13 COL1A1 398.5 1625 1.67 4.33E-09 6 

ENSG00000002834.17 LASP1 5825 2095.5 -1.66 4.92E-09 6 

ENSG00000137812.19 CASC5 4755 472 -3.45 1.05E-28 6 

ENSG00000137807.13 KIF23 4217.5 407.5 -3.53 2.13E-34 6 

ENSG00000112242.14 E2F3 1508 570.5 -1.60 2.80E-09 6 

ENSG00000123609.10 NMI 176.5 35.5 -2.44 4.34E-10 6 

ENSG00000166165.12 CKB 8372.5 29490.5 1.57 1.19E-06 6 

ENSG00000187837.3 HIST1H1C 33326.5 6637.5 -2.50 4.82E-15 6 

ENSG00000123219.12 CENPK 561.5 112.5 -2.52 4.02E-18 6 

ENSG00000109685.17 WHSC1 8465.5 2165.5 -2.15 4.70E-15 6 

ENSG00000124795.14 DEK 6983.5 1972 -2.05 2.44E-15 6 

ENSG00000136813.14 KIAA0368 6199 1884 -1.94 8.85E-16 6 

ENSG00000136231.13 IGF2BP3 5423.5 1044.5 -2.52 1.12E-16 6 

ENSG00000164032.11 H2AFZ 14618.5 3855.5 -2.12 8.67E-13 6 

ENSG00000100162.14 CENPM 623 83.5 -3.04 1.27E-22 6 

ENSG00000142731.10 PLK4 1839 247.5 -3.04 2.18E-24 5 
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ENSG00000146674.14 IGFBP3 116.5 1022 2.84 1.89E-23 5 

ENSG00000003402.19 CFLAR 1474.5 243.5 -2.81 7.53E-29 5 

ENSG00000196154.11 S100A4 8659 911.5 -3.38 1.96E-34 5 

ENSG00000120129.5 DUSP1 333 1476.5 1.85 1.63E-11 5 

ENSG00000178568.13 ERBB4 28 407.5 3.44 3.38E-22 5 

ENSG00000107262.17 BAG1 1509 518 -1.75 4.08E-11 5 

ENSG00000140525.17 FANCI 4706.5 475 -3.42 5.42E-32 5 

ENSG00000168298.6 HIST1H1E 31041 5722 -2.59 4.18E-16 5 

ENSG00000101945.16 SUV39H1 381 59.5 -2.78 3.47E-14 5 

ENSG00000102317.17 RBM3 9044.5 2969.5 -1.81 6.47E-10 5 

ENSG00000136492.8 BRIP1 2177.5 338 -2.84 1.77E-24 5 

ENSG00000142856.16 ITGB3BP 1171 332 -2.03 7.00E-13 5 

ENSG00000112029.9 FBXO5 1704.5 324 -2.54 7.15E-18 5 

ENSG00000092853.13 CLSPN 1553 496 -1.76 2.54E-07 5 

ENSG00000138834.12 MAPK8IP3 2143 7704 1.51 3.95E-08 5 

ENSG00000170142.11 UBE2E1 2253 570 -2.19 3.85E-16 5 

ENSG00000152253.8 SPC25 523 43.5 -2.99 2.18E-04 5 

ENSG00000179051.13 RCC2 4911.5 1783.5 -1.67 3.37E-08 5 

ENSG00000123268.8 ATF1 1201 444.5 -1.67 5.04E-10 5 

ENSG00000136026.13 CKAP4 2886 877.5 -1.91 2.90E-13 5 

ENSG00000196954.12 CASP4 986 78 -3.81 8.43E-41 5 

ENSG00000132182.11 NUP210 5949 1110 -2.64 4.47E-29 5 

ENSG00000166295.8 ANAPC16 2876 953 -1.81 7.79E-13 5 

ENSG00000108679.12 LGALS3BP 11473 3543 -1.87 4.07E-12 5 

ENSG00000143878.9 RHOB 2922.5 21041.5 2.55 2.66E-23 5 

ENSG00000137497.17 NUMA1 6060.5 2065 -1.76 4.02E-11 5 

ENSG00000100219.16 XBP1 3603.5 1291.5 -1.69 1.95E-09 5 

ENSG00000120690.14 ELF1 807 3396 1.78 1.12E-12 5 

ENSG00000137693.13 YAP1 4761 1290.5 -2.09 4.50E-17 5 

ENSG00000164404.8 GDF9 33 163 1.93 2.60E-05 4 

ENSG00000185813.10 PCYT2 1602 6482 1.73 3.14E-13 4 

ENSG00000160783.19 PMF1 520.5 82.5 -2.79 6.09E-18 4 

ENSG00000143476.17 DTL 2243 357 -2.71 6.35E-15 4 

ENSG00000145391.13 SETD7 6989 2130 -1.89 4.13E-12 4 

ENSG00000112742.9 TTK 3149.5 320.5 -3.38 1.34E-23 4 

ENSG00000067066.16 SP100 1625 629 -1.60 7.27E-10 4 

ENSG00000175745.11 NR2F1 2325 117 -4.48 1.03E-63 4 

ENSG00000196890.4 HIST3H2BB 3325.5 1261 -1.55 4.70E-05 4 

ENSG00000162909.17 CAPN2 12712 4183 -1.84 5.10E-15 4 

ENSG00000171346.13 KRT15 539 3542 2.38 4.64E-21 4 

ENSG00000011422.11 PLAUR 1826 371 -2.53 1.07E-24 4 

ENSG00000126803.9 HSPA2 76.5 1110 3.42 3.32E-19 4 

ENSG00000168003.16 SLC3A2 14858.5 4977 -1.77 1.89E-07 4 

ENSG00000117724.12 CENPF 19208 1167.5 -4.13 2.94E-41 4 

ENSG00000111206.12 FOXM1 1117.5 98.5 -3.63 2.69E-33 4 

ENSG00000166483.10 WEE1 2019.5 383 -2.54 3.59E-18 4 

ENSG00000127564.16 PKMYT1 730.5 161.5 -2.30 8.95E-12 4 

ENSG00000063046.17 EIF4B 34596.5 12715 -1.66 5.50E-11 4 

ENSG00000031691.6 CENPQ 569.5 140 -2.16 2.26E-10 4 

ENSG00000181938.13 GINS3 616 249 -1.51 1.96E-07 4 

ENSG00000099901.16 RANBP1 3680 1043 -1.99 7.05E-12 4 

ENSG00000142541.16 RPL13A 32443 11439.5 -1.69 1.75E-10 4 

ENSG00000145012.12 LPP 5484 2059.5 -1.65 3.51E-09 4 

ENSG00000014138.8 POLA2 864 334 -1.58 1.23E-08 4 

ENSG00000106089.11 STX1A 621 2362 1.57 4.41E-08 4 

ENSG00000168906.12 MAT2A 14875.5 5879.5 -1.58 2.63E-11 4 

ENSG00000172819.16 RARG 1521.5 353 -2.27 1.73E-15 4 

ENSG00000198554.11 WDHD1 2867 1054 -1.68 5.64E-12 4 

ENSG00000196975.15 ANXA4 2398.5 714 -1.94 3.82E-13 4 

ENSG00000154839.9 SKA1 1229.5 122.5 -3.37 9.28E-19 4 

ENSG00000082781.11 ITGB5 3960.5 887 -2.34 1.79E-19 4 

ENSG00000141756.18 FKBP10 3012.5 581 -2.61 2.25E-26 4 

ENSG00000117650.12 NEK2 1853 113.5 -4.05 1.84E-26 4 

ENSG00000117632.20 STMN1 13673.5 2821 -2.46 1.07E-17 4 

ENSG00000163435.15 ELF3 2017 728.5 -1.68 5.35E-10 4 

ENSG00000085563.14 ABCB1 178.5 2226 3.28 3.19E-24 4 

ENSG00000132589.15 FLOT2 2306 777 -1.76 1.21E-10 4 

ENSG00000130520.10 LSM4 6377.5 2314.5 -1.65 2.00E-09 4 

ENSG00000133119.12 RFC3 1612 292.5 -2.58 4.47E-16 4 

ENSG00000213551.4 DNAJC9 1332.5 399 -1.96 4.13E-14 4 

ENSG00000132570.14 PCBD2 542 120 -2.41 3.68E-16 4 

ENSG00000111602.11 TIMELESS 3963 845 -2.39 6.60E-17 4 
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ENSG00000187098.14 MITF 60 517 2.74 2.66E-16 4 

ENSG00000125730.16 C3 86.5 340 1.66 2.88E-07 4 

ENSG00000142945.12 KIF2C 4551 223.5 -4.34 9.87E-33 4 

ENSG00000104689.9 TNFRSF10A 1668 575 -1.76 5.70E-12 4 

ENSG00000101057.15 MYBL2 1558 195.5 -3.05 5.29E-18 4 

ENSG00000130429.12 ARPC1B 5217.5 1839.5 -1.68 5.19E-09 4 

ENSG00000077348.8 EXOSC5 1102 359 -1.79 1.82E-09 4 

ENSG00000185507.19 IRF7 404.5 2237.5 2.13 1.63E-16 4 

ENSG00000172340.14 SUCLG2 1945.5 575 -1.95 2.78E-11 4 

ENSG00000069399.12 BCL3 194.5 49.5 -2.11 5.09E-08 4 

ENSG00000156802.12 ATAD2 11098.5 2100.5 -2.54 2.57E-18 4 

ENSG00000137801.10 THBS1 399 6635 3.74 7.74E-53 4 

ENSG00000125148.6 MT2A 4874.5 44753 2.91 9.45E-30 4 

ENSG00000175832.12 ETV4 1339.5 475 -1.72 4.53E-11 4 

ENSG00000028277.20 POU2F2 25.5 171.5 2.35 1.38E-08 4 

ENSG00000134107.4 BHLHE40 1514 191 -3.17 9.58E-34 3 

ENSG00000105048.16 TNNT1 4469 1355 -1.92 3.08E-13 3 

ENSG00000168078.9 PBK 2813 114.5 -4.57 5.79E-33 3 

ENSG00000066279.16 ASPM 5915.5 401 -3.95 1.36E-34 3 

ENSG00000187554.11 TLR5 60 405.5 2.38 8.87E-13 3 

ENSG00000181019.12 NQO1 20038.5 1289.5 -4.08 3.00E-51 3 

ENSG00000171848.13 RRM2 8602.5 876.5 -2.92 5.96E-05 3 

ENSG00000198833.6 UBE2J1 1926 666 -1.75 1.34E-11 3 

ENSG00000228716.6 DHFR 2609 430.5 -2.74 3.59E-21 3 

ENSG00000156136.9 DCK 1030.5 416.5 -1.50 1.16E-07 3 

ENSG00000137871.19 ZNF280D 2239 859.5 -1.62 3.95E-11 3 

ENSG00000142449.12 FBN3 334 57 -2.72 1.17E-16 3 

ENSG00000171843.15 MLLT3 343.5 3438 3.00 2.26E-35 3 

ENSG00000140044.12 JDP2 574 205.5 -1.69 4.41E-09 3 

ENSG00000136861.17 CDK5RAP2 3287.5 1313.5 -1.57 6.14E-10 3 

ENSG00000142303.13 ADAMTS10 318 95.5 -1.92 1.49E-07 3 

ENSG00000077942.18 FBLN1 425 129 -1.87 1.11E-06 3 

ENSG00000134222.16 PSRC1 1111.5 397.5 -1.69 2.92E-07 3 

ENSG00000136122.15 BORA 960 258 -2.11 1.73E-11 3 

ENSG00000157456.7 CCNB2 2626.5 122 -4.51 4.12E-43 3 

ENSG00000204305.13 AGER 184.5 70.5 -1.61 1.69E-05 3 

ENSG00000175084.11 DES 152 1079 2.54 1.90E-17 3 

ENSG00000167460.14 TPM4 7587 1515.5 -2.52 3.21E-25 3 

ENSG00000121653.11 MAPK8IP1 256.5 1915 2.62 3.38E-22 3 

ENSG00000108557.17 RAI1 1154 384 -1.77 1.61E-09 3 

ENSG00000111319.12 SCNN1A 1548.5 54.5 -4.89 2.38E-54 3 

ENSG00000118640.10 VAMP8 923.5 210.5 -2.25 3.28E-11 3 

ENSG00000145920.14 CPLX2 26 115.5 1.69 0.0012155 3 

ENSG00000163840.9 DTX3L 1255 206 -2.81 2.87E-26 3 

ENSG00000109814.11 UGDH 3094 1123 -1.67 7.42E-10 3 

ENSG00000167601.11 AXL 3098 264 -3.70 2.02E-44 3 

ENSG00000078018.19 MAP2 414 3312.5 2.67 2.69E-23 3 

ENSG00000104267.9 CA2 556.5 2959.5 2.12 3.26E-18 3 

ENSG00000084764.10 MAPRE3 359 1654 1.85 5.72E-11 3 

ENSG00000093010.11 COMT 2000 632.5 -1.84 3.13E-10 3 

ENSG00000118523.5 CTGF 59.5 5560 6.12 1.06E-89 3 

ENSG00000119139.16 TJP2 1437.5 319 -2.38 3.33E-19 3 

ENSG00000105649.9 RAB3A 74.5 344.5 1.90 1.90E-06 3 

ENSG00000129354.11 AP1M2 2436.5 448.5 -2.61 1.84E-22 3 

ENSG00000141738.13 GRB7 1137.5 253.5 -2.36 4.76E-18 3 

ENSG00000100505.13 TRIM9 177.5 1839.5 3.04 2.33E-29 3 

ENSG00000065150.18 IPO5 15115.5 5120.5 -1.77 4.24E-12 3 

ENSG00000142875.19 PRKACB 10875.5 1001.5 -3.63 5.45E-42 3 

ENSG00000114019.14 AMOTL2 1484 5255.5 1.54 2.09E-06 3 

ENSG00000188643.10 S100A16 3668.5 511.5 -3.01 1.37E-29 3 

ENSG00000164237.8 CMBL 1451.5 322.5 -2.30 2.16E-13 3 

ENSG00000173267.13 SNCG 1228 154.5 -3.13 1.41E-27 3 

ENSG00000175643.8 RMI2 391 109 -2.01 3.69E-10 3 

ENSG00000101224.17 CDC25B 4491 1079 -2.28 5.78E-20 3 

ENSG00000154237.12 LRRK1 888 269 -1.92 1.47E-11 3 

ENSG00000136827.11 TOR1A 1163.5 367.5 -1.87 1.22E-12 3 

ENSG00000176619.10 LMNB2 12697 4806 -1.59 1.64E-08 3 

ENSG00000163535.17 SGOL2 1904 375 -2.46 1.22E-12 3 

ENSG00000123485.11 HJURP 2346 135.5 -4.11 4.28E-29 3 

ENSG00000090889.11 KIF4A 2241 129.5 -4.14 8.42E-31 3 

ENSG00000140678.16 ITGAX 76 420 2.08 2.41E-09 3 

ENSG00000151012.13 SLC7A11 10497.5 367 -4.95 7.01E-43 3 
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ENSG00000108854.15 SMURF2 14195.5 4419.5 -1.89 7.13E-14 3 

ENSG00000123427.15 METTL21B 208 34.5 -2.67 2.78E-11 3 

ENSG00000157782.9 CABP1 27 143.5 2.04 2.12E-06 3 

ENSG00000107554.15 DNMBP 5732 2297.5 -1.56 3.87E-11 3 

ENSG00000091136.13 LAMB1 5432.5 1576.5 -1.99 1.28E-14 3 

ENSG00000072571.19 HMMR 3118.5 137.5 -4.54 2.99E-38 3 

ENSG00000167034.9 NKX3-1 194.5 827 1.83 1.50E-09 3 

ENSG00000168404.12 MLKL 379.5 84.5 -2.35 5.71E-14 3 

ENSG00000184584.12 TMEM173 735.5 67.5 -3.59 1.03E-33 3 

ENSG00000184363.9 PKP3 3419.5 987.5 -1.95 6.57E-11 3 

ENSG00000177565.15 TBL1XR1 8894.5 3159.5 -1.73 1.70E-11 3 

ENSG00000124635.8 HIST1H2BJ 8923.5 464.5 -3.63 2.94E-06 3 

ENSG00000171960.10 PPIH 1377.5 347.5 -2.18 1.28E-14 3 

ENSG00000204287.13 HLA-DRA 119 445 1.62 5.63E-06 3 

ENSG00000143401.14 ANP32E 4142 1719.5 -1.50 1.54E-08 3 

ENSG00000120334.15 CENPL 760 199.5 -2.10 1.20E-11 3 

ENSG00000163808.16 KIF15 1751 138.5 -3.78 2.59E-34 2 

ENSG00000130956.13 HABP4 710.5 2567 1.55 1.13E-06 2 

ENSG00000138772.12 ANXA3 7658 541 -3.99 3.82E-46 2 

ENSG00000172638.12 EFEMP2 135 508.5 1.52 2.01E-05 2 

ENSG00000107984.9 DKK1 9262.5 78737 2.75 6.99E-25 2 

ENSG00000167657.11 DAPK3 682.5 4621.5 2.41 7.61E-13 2 

ENSG00000124216.3 SNAI1 163 722 1.89 6.32E-09 2 

ENSG00000015171.18 ZMYND11 2069.5 583 -2.05 1.40E-14 2 

ENSG00000117322.16 CR2 228.5 860.5 1.63 4.94E-09 2 

ENSG00000132773.11 TOE1 728 221.5 -1.90 1.01E-10 2 

ENSG00000118495.18 PLAGL1 958.5 290.5 -1.92 1.45E-12 2 

ENSG00000181472.4 ZBTB2 637.5 188 -1.96 5.03E-12 2 

ENSG00000100592.15 DAAM1 555 2765 1.99 2.17E-15 2 

ENSG00000099284.13 H2AFY2 1441.5 152.5 -3.39 4.99E-34 2 

ENSG00000100479.12 POLE2 776.5 170 -2.37 5.47E-16 2 

ENSG00000023839.10 ABCC2 9702 364 -4.89 3.55E-89 2 

ENSG00000173805.15 HAP1 299.5 1496 1.99 6.88E-14 2 

ENSG00000171988.17 JMJD1C 6745 2458 -1.71 2.95E-12 2 

ENSG00000139631.18 CSAD 391 1565.5 1.65 6.23E-09 2 

ENSG00000120254.15 MTHFD1L 4099.5 704.5 -2.72 1.80E-24 2 

ENSG00000169136.8 ATF5 370.5 63 -2.68 1.36E-12 2 

ENSG00000134470.19 IL15RA 203 62 -1.91 1.00E-07 2 

ENSG00000101972.18 STAG2 8278 2287.5 -2.06 1.73E-12 2 

ENSG00000075218.18 GTSE1 1089.5 70.5 -3.98 5.58E-27 2 

ENSG00000186871.6 ERCC6L 972.5 157.5 -2.77 5.24E-20 2 

ENSG00000101955.14 SRPX 496.5 186.5 -1.58 1.89E-06 2 

ENSG00000176890.15 TYMS 1811 136.5 -3.80 2.00E-28 2 

ENSG00000242265.5 PEG10 868 20750 4.21 7.40E-57 2 

ENSG00000155363.18 MOV10 3349.5 1253.5 -1.64 5.64E-11 2 

ENSG00000181856.14 SLC2A4 71 357 2.02 1.38E-09 2 

ENSG00000104611.11 SH2D4A 1456 483 -1.80 7.71E-12 2 

ENSG00000158445.8 KCNB1 96.5 377.5 1.67 5.07E-07 2 

ENSG00000143507.17 DUSP10 107 824 2.62 6.29E-21 2 

ENSG00000013810.18 TACC3 2321.5 420.5 -2.56 1.85E-14 2 

ENSG00000104889.4 RNASEH2A 1814 433 -2.22 1.21E-13 2 

ENSG00000196584.2 XRCC2 1192 295 -2.16 1.11E-12 2 

ENSG00000105971.14 CAV2 4515.5 1224 -2.11 4.56E-16 2 

ENSG00000095637.21 SORBS1 271 2710.5 2.98 2.61E-32 2 

ENSG00000165731.17 RET 358.5 1245 1.54 3.41E-08 2 

ENSG00000104814.12 MAP4K1 95 330.5 1.50 5.49E-06 2 

ENSG00000092445.11 TYRO3 1505 535 -1.69 2.55E-10 2 

ENSG00000164749.11 HNF4G 210 30.5 -2.89 1.32E-12 2 

ENSG00000050438.16 SLC4A8 144 3181 4.10 1.08E-55 2 

ENSG00000160862.12 AZGP1 25 264.5 3.04 5.63E-15 2 

ENSG00000102265.11 TIMP1 3298 11558 1.50 4.60E-10 2 

ENSG00000177602.5 GSG2 492 89.5 -2.55 3.54E-12 2 

ENSG00000165480.15 SKA3 1117.5 150.5 -2.98 1.76E-19 2 

ENSG00000107829.13 FBXW4 642 157 -2.24 5.80E-15 2 

ENSG00000076382.16 SPAG5 3060 342.5 -3.34 8.44E-36 2 

ENSG00000117152.13 RGS4 34.5 127 1.57 3.89E-04 2 

ENSG00000167325.14 RRM1 6682 1542 -2.29 1.37E-16 2 

ENSG00000100867.14 DHRS2 485 30698.5 4.82 1.25E-11 2 

ENSG00000198467.13 TPM2 8213.5 1191 -2.89 5.92E-21 2 

ENSG00000182199.10 SHMT2 9240 3349 -1.67 5.50E-08 2 

ENSG00000012779.10 ALOX5 60 419.5 2.46 1.07E-14 2 

ENSG00000096433.10 ITPR3 8886 3054.5 -1.73 2.86E-10 2 
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ENSG00000107874.10 CUEDC2 2330.5 688 -1.95 9.42E-13 2 

ENSG00000049618.21 ARID1B 1197.5 299 -2.22 6.19E-13 2 

ENSG00000197915.5 HRNR 33.5 449 3.31 2.90E-20 2 

ENSG00000041880.14 PARP3 772 295 -1.63 1.21E-09 2 

ENSG00000165304.7 MELK 2462.5 389.5 -2.81 5.45E-23 2 

ENSG00000105991.7 HOXA1 74.5 468.5 2.33 4.23E-12 2 

ENSG00000162409.10 PRKAA2 410 1650.5 1.66 3.69E-08 2 

ENSG00000183508.4 FAM46C 172.5 1307 2.61 9.60E-21 2 

ENSG00000110321.15 EIF4G2 23709.5 8172.5 -1.76 3.06E-13 2 

ENSG00000119969.14 HELLS 4711 1800 -1.62 2.12E-11 2 

ENSG00000111665.11 CDCA3 835 119 -3.02 1.15E-23 2 

ENSG00000106268.15 NUDT1 571 161.5 -1.95 7.94E-08 2 

ENSG00000132481.6 TRIM47 1345.5 256.5 -2.52 1.11E-15 2 

ENSG00000174547.13 MRPL11 2153 551.5 -2.13 1.09E-12 2 

ENSG00000196787.3 HIST1H2AG 13820 1454 -3.33 1.25E-19 2 

ENSG00000128951.13 DUT 1640 594 -1.71 1.32E-10 2 

ENSG00000140022.9 STON2 145.5 1449 2.99 8.75E-30 2 

ENSG00000010803.16 SCMH1 743.5 237.5 -1.88 4.24E-12 2 

ENSG00000169567.11 HINT1 6624 2503.5 -1.62 6.52E-10 2 

ENSG00000111328.6 CDK2AP1 1888.5 295 -2.82 1.95E-20 2 

ENSG00000183814.15 LIN9 526.5 147.5 -2.01 2.91E-10 2 

ENSG00000089248.6 ERP29 4855.5 1880.5 -1.57 3.34E-08 2 

ENSG00000147862.14 NFIB 795.5 264 -1.79 4.78E-08 2 

ENSG00000132938.18 MTUS2 35.5 598 3.66 1.65E-26 2 

ENSG00000126787.12 DLGAP5 3454.5 233.5 -3.89 1.81E-25 2 

ENSG00000183763.8 TRAIP 648 137.5 -2.37 6.35E-13 2 

ENSGR0000214717.10 ZBED1 681.5 188.5 -1.81 8.11E-11 2 

ENSG00000105516.10 DBP 1283 455 -1.64 5.12E-07 2 

ENSG00000171241.8 SHCBP1 1554.5 121.5 -3.14 4.67E-05 2 

ENSG00000066379.14 ZNRD1 575 185 -1.88 1.64E-10 2 

ENSG00000164136.16 IL15 129.5 543 1.76 7.20E-09 2 

ENSG00000138378.17 STAT4 138.5 755 2.12 1.95E-10 2 

ENSG00000196083.9 IL1RAP 158 1257.5 2.64 4.53E-21 2 

ENSG00000102908.20 NFAT5 7653 2375.5 -1.95 4.02E-12 2 

ENSG00000156876.9 SASS6 1009 214.5 -2.45 2.15E-18 2 

ENSG00000071282.11 LMCD1 156.5 918 2.26 4.13E-16 2 

ENSG00000150995.18 ITPR1 892 5649.5 2.33 9.01E-22 2 

ENSG00000127955.15 GNAI1 5229.5 2128 -1.51 1.24E-08 2 

ENSG00000100234.11 TIMP3 69.5 873.5 3.33 2.59E-29 2 

ENSG00000104147.8 OIP5 332.5 44 -3.04 1.46E-17 2 

ENSG00000119669.4 IRF2BPL 3122.5 699.5 -2.25 1.46E-09 2 

ENSG00000110492.15 MDK 3418 1174.5 -1.69 1.17E-07 2 

ENSG00000149294.16 NCAM1 51.5 5363 6.23 2.57E-85 2 

ENSG00000149948.13 HMGA2 7984 417.5 -4.42 1.41E-68 2 

ENSG00000140365.15 COMMD4 1765 676 -1.62 2.63E-10 2 

ENSG00000138160.5 KIF11 3185.5 346.5 -3.33 2.92E-28 2 

ENSG00000072864.12 NDE1 1813.5 527 -1.99 6.20E-13 2 

ENSG00000139946.9 PELI2 115 453 1.65 2.94E-07 2 

ENSG00000135476.11 ESPL1 2081 197.5 -3.50 3.74E-26 2 

ENSG00000121552.3 CSTA 456.5 50.5 -3.28 2.05E-20 2 

ENSG00000240694.8 PNMA2 87 362 1.77 1.14E-07 2 

ENSG00000061337.15 LZTS1 172 1057.5 2.33 7.73E-15 2 

ENSG00000204304.11 PBX2 1539.5 502 -1.82 8.21E-12 2 

ENSG00000130340.14 SNX9 3321.5 1249 -1.63 7.43E-10 2 

ENSG00000159082.17 SYNJ1 319 1332.5 1.73 1.96E-10 2 

ENSG00000049449.8 RCN1 4945 911.5 -2.63 1.84E-22 2 

ENSG00000142871.15 CYR61 252.5 1975.5 2.65 1.47E-13 2 

ENSG00000144724.18 PTPRG 4281 1546 -1.63 3.23E-08 2 

ENSG00000170275.14 CRTAP 3240 906 -2.00 1.05E-11 2 

ENSG00000005884.17 ITGA3 18414.5 6634.5 -1.67 6.79E-10 2 

ENSG00000197903.7 HIST1H2BK 12974.5 1024.5 -3.73 4.27E-27 2 

ENSG00000198743.5 SLC5A3 4212.5 1516 -1.70 2.69E-12 2 

ENSG00000171428.13 NAT1 113.5 1014 2.84 7.31E-23 2 

ENSG00000134716.9 CYP2J2 39 170.5 1.80 6.23E-06 2 

ENSG00000223865.10 HLA-DPB1 46 215.5 1.92 5.84E-07 2 

ENSG00000046604.12 DSG2 6265.5 2521 -1.55 4.54E-09 2 

ENSG00000134755.14 DSC2 2236.5 501.5 -2.36 1.91E-19 2 

ENSG00000087085.13 ACHE 57.5 292 2.04 2.56E-08 2 

ENSG00000182742.5 HOXB4 530 110.5 -2.43 1.49E-15 2 

ENSG00000007968.6 E2F2 813.5 128.5 -2.79 6.09E-19 2 

ENSG00000136104.18 RNASEH2B 1102.5 421 -1.59 3.96E-08 2 

ENSG00000240849.10 TMEM189 995 3752.5 1.61 3.30E-11 2 
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ENSG00000166311.9 SMPD1 108.5 768.5 2.48 2.01E-15 2 

ENSG00000131153.8 GINS2 1666 540 -1.77 1.29E-08 2 

ENSG00000101003.9 GINS1 1506 388.5 -2.09 7.38E-12 2 

ENSG00000145349.16 CAMK2D 4976 993.5 -2.51 1.55E-22 1 

ENSG00000122877.13 EGR2 44 348.5 2.61 1.69E-13 1 

ENSG00000102879.15 CORO1A 136 1072.5 2.66 5.84E-20 1 

ENSG00000120896.13 SORBS3 487.5 144 -1.93 6.38E-10 1 

ENSG00000138814.16 PPP3CA 7365.5 3057 -1.53 4.41E-08 1 

ENSG00000162433.14 AK4 1983.5 733.5 -1.64 2.18E-08 1 

ENSG00000173193.13 PARP14 2165 289.5 -3.11 1.61E-36 1 

ENSG00000116285.12 ERRFI1 36563.5 6143.5 -2.78 9.44E-29 1 

ENSG00000132470.13 ITGB4 12348 1846 -2.88 6.66E-23 1 

ENSG00000137331.11 IER3 12072.5 4768.5 -1.55 2.19E-07 1 

ENSG00000122966.13 CIT 2114.5 368 -2.68 5.73E-21 1 

ENSG00000154920.14 EME1 845 197 -2.25 1.14E-13 1 
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Appendix 6: GO analysis Molecular 
Functions and Cellular Components 

Table A6-1 Top three enriched Molecular Functions identified in ClueGO 

GO ID GO Term Number 
of 
Genes 

% 
Associated 
Genes 

Term 
PValue 
Corrected 
with 
Bonferroni 
step down 

Associated Genes Found 

GO:0019899 enzyme 
binding 

136 6.98 1.82E-21 A2M, ANP32B, ATF5, AURKA, BANF1, BID, BIRC5, 
BORA, BRCA1, BRCA2, CAMK2D, CASP8, CAV1, CAV2, 
CBX3, CBX5, CCNA2, CCNB1, CDC20, CDC25A, 
CDC25B, CDC25C, CDC6, CDK2AP1, CDK5RAP2, 
CDKN2A, CFLAR, CIT, CKB, CKS1B, CLU, COL1A1, 
CSTA, CUL1, DAAM1, DAPK3, DNM1, DNMT3B, E2F1, 
ECT2, EEF1A1, EGR2, ERBB2, ERBB3, ERRFI1, ETS1, 
FANCD2, FANCI, FAS, FBXO5, FLOT2, FN1, FOXM1, 
GRB7, GRK5, GTF2I, H2AFX, HDAC9, HINT1, 
HIST1H2AG, HMGA2, HMGB1, HNRNPUL1, HSPA2, 
HSPD1, IARS, IL1RAP, IPO5, ITGA3, JUN, KIF11, 
LDHB, LMNB1, LZTS1, MAP3K5, MAPK8IP1, 
MAPK8IP2, MAPK8IP3, MCM10, MCM2, MCM7, MET, 
MLKL, NCAPH, NEK2, NFKBIA, NGFR, NKX3-1, PKP3, 
PLAUR, PLK1, POLA1, PPARG, PPP3CA, PRC1, PRDX3, 
PRDX6, PRKACB, PRKN, PTPA, RAB3A, RACGAP1, 
RAD18, RAD51, RANBP1, RBBP4, RCC1, RCC2, SGO1, 
SH2D4A, SNAI1, SNCA, SNX9, SP100, SRC, STAT6, 
STX1A, TFAP4, TIMP1, TIMP3, TMEM173, TMEM189, 
TNFRSF10A, TOP2A, TP53, TP73, TPX2, TRIB3, TRIP6, 
TUBA1B, TUBB, UBE2C, UBE2J1, USP2, VRK1, XBP1 

GO:0042802 identical 
protein 
binding 

106 6.99 6.56E-16 ACHE, AGER, AMOTL2, ANXA4, ASNS, ATF3, BANF1, 
BHLHE40, BIRC5, CAMK2D, CASP8, CAV1, CAV2, 
CBX3, CBX5, CEBPD, CENPF, CHAF1A, COL1A1, 
CORO1A, CR2, DAAM1, DAPK3, DCK, DDIT3, DES, 
DNM1, ECT2, ERBB2, ERBB3, ERBB4, ERP29, ETS1, 
FAS, FBLN1, FN1, GRB7, HJURP, HOXA1, HRNR, 
IRAK1, JUN, KEAP1, LDHB, LRRK1, MAD2L1, 
MAP3K5, MAPRE3, MAT2A, MCM10, MCM6, MTHFD1L, 
MTUS2, MYD88, NCAM1, NDC80, NDE1, NFKB1, 
NFKBIA, NMI, NQO1, NR2F1, NR4A1, OIP5, OXCT1, 
PAICS, PCBD1, PLK4, PPARG, PRC1, PRDX3, PRDX6, 
PRKN, PTPA, PTPRG, RAD18, RAD51, RAG1, RRM2, 
S100A16, S100A4, SHMT2, SMURF2, SNCA, SNRPA, 
SNX9, SP100, STAT6, TFAP4, THBS1, TIMELESS, TK1, 
TMEM173, TOP2A, TOPBP1, TP53, TP73, TRIM8, 
TRIM9, TRIP13, TTK, TYMS, USP2, XBP1, XIAP, ZBED1 

GO:0046983 protein 
dimerization 
activity 

93 7.35 4.20E-15 ACHE, ASNS, ATF1, ATF3, ATF4, AURKA, AXL, 
BANF1, BHLHE40, BID, BIRC5, CAMK2D, CAPN2, 
CAV1, CAV2, CBX5, CEBPD, CENPA, CENPF, 
CORO1A, CR2, DAPK3, DCK, DDIT3, DNM1, E2F1, 
E2F2, E2F3, ECT2, ERBB2, ERBB3, ERBB4, ERP29, 
FLOT2, FOS, H2AFX, H2AFY2, H2AFZ, HIST1H2AG, 
HIST1H2BJ, HIST1H2BK, HIST2H2AC, HIST2H2BE, 
HIST2H3A, HIST3H2BB, HRNR, HSPD1, IRAK1, ITGA3, 
JDP2, JUN, KCNB1, KEAP1, MAD2L1, MAP3K5, MITF, 
MTHFD1L, MTUS2, NFKB1, NR2F1, NR4A1, NUP210, 
OXCT1, POLA1, POLA2, PPARG, PPP3CA, PRDX6, 
PTPA, RAG1, RAN, RCC1, RRM2, S100A16, SMC2, SMC4, 
SNX9, SP100, STX1A, SUCLG2, TFAP4, TIMELESS, 
TMEM173, TOP2A, TP53, TRIM8, TRIM9, TTK, TYMS, 
TYRO3, XBP1, YAP1, ZBED1 
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Table A6-2 Top three enriched Cellular Components identified in ClueGO 

GO ID GO Term Number 
of Genes 

% 
Associated 
Genes 

Term 
PValue 
Corrected 
with 
Bonferroni 
step down 

Associated Genes Found 

GO:0005694 chromosome 140 14.31 2.79E-61 ALYREF, ANAPC16, ANP32E, APEX1, ASF1B, AURKA, 
AURKB, BANF1, BIRC5, BLM, BRCA1, BRCA2, BUB1, 
BUB1B, CALCOCO1, CAPN2, CBX3, CBX5, CCNB1, 
CDC45, CDCA8, CDK1, CDK4, CDKN2A, CDT1, 
CENPA, CENPE, CENPF, CENPH, CENPK, CENPL, 
CENPM, CENPN, CENPQ, CHAF1A, CHEK1, DSN1, 
DTL, E2F1, EME1, ERCC6L, EXOSC5, FANCD2, FEN1, 
GINS1, GINS2, GSG2, H2AFX, H2AFY2, H2AFZ, 
HELLS, HIST1H1C, HIST1H1E, HIST1H2AG, 
HIST1H2BJ, HIST1H2BK, HIST2H2AC, HIST2H2BE, 
HIST2H3A, HIST3H2BB, HJURP, HMGA2, HMGB1, 
HMGB2, ITGB3BP, JMJD1C, JUN, KIF2C, KIF4A, 
KNL1, MAD2L1, MCM10, MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, 
MCM6, MCM7, MKI67, MYBL2, NCAPD2, NCAPG, 
NCAPH, NDC80, NDE1, NEK2, NSD2, NUF2, NUMA1, 
OIP5, ORC1, ORC6, PARP3, PLK1, PLK4, PMF1, 
POLA1, POLA2, POLE2, RAD18, RAD21, RAD51, RAN, 
RARG, RBBP4, RBBP8, RCC1, RCC2, RFC3, RNASEH2A, 
RPA1, SCMH1, SETD7, SGO1, SGO2, SKA1, SKA3, 
SLX4, SMARCA2, SMC2, SMC4, SP100, SPAG5, SPC24, 
SPC25, STAG2, STAT6, SUV39H1, TIMELESS, TMPO, 
TONSL, TOP2A, TOPBP1, TP53, TP73, TTK, XRCC2, 
ZBED1, ZMYND11, ZWINT 

GO:0044428 nuclear part 290 6.57 5.45E-59 AGER, ALOX5, ALYREF, ANAPC16, ANP32B, ANP32E, 
ANXA4, APEX1, ARID1B, ASF1B, ATAD2, ATF1, ATF3, 
ATF4, ATF5, AURKA, AURKB, BANF1, BCL3, 
BHLHE40, BIRC5, BLM, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, BUB1, 
BUB1B, CALCOCO1, CAMK2D, CASP8, CBX3, CBX5, 
CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC20, CDC25A, CDC25B, 
CDC25C, CDC45, CDC6, CDCA8, CDK1, CDK2AP1, 
CDK4, CDKN2A, CDT1, CEBPD, CENPA, CENPF, 
CENPH, CENPK, CENPL, CENPM, CENPN, CENPQ, 
CHAF1A, CHD3, CHEK1, CKAP4, CKS1B, CLSPN, 
CUEDC2, CUL1, DAPK3, DBF4, DDIT3, DEK, DHFR, 
DHRS2, DNAJC9, DNMT3B, DTL, DTX3L, DUSP10, 
DUT, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, EEF1A1, EGR2, ELF3, EME1, 
ERBB4, ETS1, ETV4, EXOSC5, FANCA, FANCD2, 
FANCG, FANCI, FANCM, FAS, FBXO5, FEN1, FOS, 
FOSL1, FOXM1, GINS1, GINS2, GINS3, GNAI1, GRK5, 
GTF2I, GTSE1, H2AFX, H2AFY2, H2AFZ, HABP4, 
HAP1, HDAC9, HDGF, HINT1, HIST1H1C, HIST1H1E, 
HIST1H2AG, HIST1H2BJ, HIST1H2BK, HIST2H2AC, 
HIST2H2BE, HIST2H3A, HIST3H2BB, HJURP, HMGA2, 
HMGB1, HMGB2, HNF4G, HNRNPUL1, HRNR, 
HSPD1, IGF2BP3, IL15, IL15RA, IPO5, IRF2BPL, IRF7, 
ITGB3BP, ITPR1, ITPR3, JMJD1C, JUN, KEAP1, KIF23, 
KIF2C, KIF4A, KNL1, LIN9, LMCD1, LMNB1, LMNB2, 
LSM4, MAD2L1, MAP2, MAPK10, MCM10, MCM2, 
MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, MCM7, MITF, MKI67, 
MLLT3, MYBL2, NCAPD2, NCAPG, NCAPH, NDC80, 
NEK2, NFAT5, NFIB, NFIC, NFKB1, NGFR, NMI, 
NR2F1, NR4A1, NSD2, NUDT1, NUMA1, NUP210, 
OIP5, ORC1, ORC6, OXCT1, PABPC1, PARP3, PCBD1, 
PCLAF, PKMYT1, PKP3, PLAGL1, PLK1, PLK4, PMF1, 
PNMA2, POLA1, POLA2, POLE2, POU2F2, PPARG, 
PPIH, PPP3CA, PRC1, PRKAA2, PRKACB, PSME1, 
PSRC1, PTPA, RACGAP1, RAD18, RAD21, RAD51, 
RAG1, RAI1, RAN, RANBP1, RARG, RARS, RBBP4, 
RBBP8, RBM3, RCC1, RCC2, RFC3, RMI2, RNASEH2A, 
RPA1, RPL13A, RPS6KA5, RRM1, RRM2, S100A16, 
SCMH1, SET, SETD7, SGK1, SGO1, SGO2, SHMT2, 
SLX4, SMARCA2, SMC2, SMC4, SMURF2, SNCA, 
SNRPA, SORBS1, SP100, SPC24, STAG2, STAT6, STON2, 
STX1A, SUV39H1, TBL1XR1, TIMELESS, TJP2, 
TMEM173, TMPO, TOE1, TONSL, TOP2A, TOPBP1, 
TOR1A, TP53, TP73, TPX2, TRAIP, TRIB3, TRIM8, 
TUBB, TYMS, TYRO3, UBE2C, UBE2E1, UGDH, USP2, 
VRK1, WDHD1, WEE1, XBP1, XIAP, XRCC2, YAP1, 
ZBED1, ZMYND11, ZNRD1, ZWINT 

GO:0031981 nuclear 
lumen 

274 6.77 6.15E-57 AGER, ALOX5, ALYREF, ANAPC16, ANP32B, ANP32E, 
APEX1, ARID1B, ASF1B, ATAD2, ATF1, ATF3, ATF4, 
ATF5, AURKA, AURKB, BANF1, BCL3, BHLHE40, 
BIRC5, BLM, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, BUB1, BUB1B, 
CALCOCO1, CAMK2D, CASP8, CBX3, CBX5, CCNA2, 
CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC20, CDC25A, CDC25B, CDC25C, 
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CDC45, CDC6, CDCA8, CDK1, CDK2AP1, CDK4, 
CDKN2A, CDT1, CEBPD, CENPA, CENPF, CENPH, 
CENPK, CENPL, CENPM, CENPN, CENPQ, CHAF1A, 
CHD3, CHEK1, CKAP4, CKS1B, CLSPN, CUEDC2, 
CUL1, DAPK3, DBF4, DDIT3, DEK, DHFR, DNAJC9, 
DNMT3B, DTL, DTX3L, DUSP10, DUT, E2F1, E2F2, 
E2F3, EEF1A1, EGR2, ELF3, EME1, ERBB4, ETS1, 
ETV4, EXOSC5, FANCA, FANCD2, FANCG, FANCI, 
FANCM, FAS, FBXO5, FEN1, FOS, FOSL1, FOXM1, 
GINS1, GINS2, GINS3, GNAI1, GRK5, GTF2I, GTSE1, 
H2AFX, H2AFY2, H2AFZ, HABP4, HAP1, HDAC9, 
HDGF, HINT1, HIST1H1C, HIST1H1E, HIST1H2AG, 
HIST1H2BJ, HIST1H2BK, HIST2H2AC, HIST2H2BE, 
HIST2H3A, HIST3H2BB, HJURP, HMGA2, HMGB1, 
HMGB2, HNF4G, HNRNPUL1, HRNR, IGF2BP3, IL15, 
IPO5, IRF2BPL, IRF7, ITGB3BP, ITPR1, ITPR3, JMJD1C, 
JUN, KEAP1, KIF23, KIF2C, KIF4A, KNL1, LIN9, 
LMCD1, LMNB1, LMNB2, LSM4, MAD2L1, MAP2, 
MAPK10, MCM10, MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, 
MCM6, MCM7, MITF, MKI67, MLLT3, MYBL2, 
NCAPD2, NCAPG, NCAPH, NDC80, NEK2, NFAT5, 
NFIB, NFIC, NFKB1, NGFR, NMI, NR2F1, NR4A1, 
NSD2, NUMA1, OIP5, ORC1, ORC6, OXCT1, PARP3, 
PCBD1, PCLAF, PKMYT1, PKP3, PLAGL1, PLK1, PLK4, 
PMF1, PNMA2, POLA1, POLA2, POLE2, POU2F2, 
PPARG, PPIH, PPP3CA, PRC1, PRKAA2, PRKACB, 
PSME1, PSRC1, PTPA, RACGAP1, RAD18, RAD21, 
RAD51, RAG1, RAI1, RAN, RARG, RARS, RBBP4, 
RBBP8, RBM3, RCC1, RCC2, RFC3, RMI2, RNASEH2A, 
RPA1, RPL13A, RPS6KA5, RRM2, S100A16, SCMH1, SET, 
SETD7, SGK1, SGO1, SGO2, SLX4, SMARCA2, SMC2, 
SMC4, SMURF2, SNRPA, SORBS1, SP100, SPC24, 
STAG2, STAT6, STON2, SUV39H1, TBL1XR1, 
TIMELESS, TJP2, TMEM173, TOE1, TONSL, TOP2A, 
TOPBP1, TP53, TP73, TPX2, TRAIP, TRIB3, TRIM8, 
TYMS, UBE2C, UBE2E1, UGDH, USP2, VRK1, WDHD1, 
WEE1, XBP1, XIAP, XRCC2, YAP1, ZBED1, ZMYND11, 
ZNRD1, ZWINT 
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Appendix 7: WikiPathways and 
Reactome GO pathway analysis 

Table A7-1 Enriched pathway terms identified using WikiPathways in ClueGO 

All enriched pathways from WikiPathways are presented. 

GO ID GO Term Number 
of Genes 

% 
Associated 
Genes 

Term 
PValue 
Corrected 
with 
Bonferroni 
step down 

Associated Genes Found 

GO:0002446 Retinoblastoma (RB) in 
Cancer 

43 48.86 1.1E-29 CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC25A, CDC25B, 
CDC45, CDK1, CDK4, CDT1, CHEK1, DCK, 
DHFR, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, FANCG, H2AFZ, 
HMGB1, HMGB2, KIF4A, MAPK13, MCM3, 
MCM4, MCM6, MCM7, ORC1, PLK4, POLA1, 
POLE2, RBBP4, RFC3, RPA1, RRM1, RRM2, 
SMARCA2, SMC2, STMN1, SUV39H1, TOP2A, 
TP53, TTK, TYMS, WEE1 

GO:0000179 Cell Cycle 35 33.33 3.62E-17 BUB1, BUB1B, CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC20, 
CDC25A, CDC25B, CDC25C, CDC45, CDC6, 
CDK1, CDK4, CDKN2A, CHEK1, DBF4, E2F1, 
E2F2, E2F3, ESPL1, MAD2L1, MCM10, MCM2, 
MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, MCM7, ORC1, 
ORC6, PKMYT1, PLK1, PTTG1, TP53, WEE1 

GO:0000466 DNA Replication 18 42.86 1.59E-10 CDC45, CDC6, CDT1, DBF4, MCM10, MCM2, 
MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, MCM7, ORC1, 
ORC6, POLA1, POLA2, POLE2, RFC3, RPA1 

GO:0000045 G1 to S cell cycle 
control 

22 32.35 4.16E-10 CCNB1, CDC25A, CDC45, CDK1, CDK4, 
CDKN2A, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, MCM2, MCM3, 
MCM4, MCM5, MCM6, MCM7, ORC1, ORC6, 
POLA2, POLE2, RPA1, TP53, WEE1 

GO:0002377 Integrated Pancreatic 
Cancer Pathway 

33 16.75 5.54E-07 ABCB1, ACHE, BID, BLM, BRCA1, BRCA2, 
BUB1B, CASP8, CCNA2, CDC25C, CDK4, 
CHEK1, E2F1, ERBB2, FAS, IGFBP3, JUN, 
MAP3K5, NFKB1, NFKBIA, PLK1, POLA1, 
PRKAA2, PTTG1, RAD51, RRM1, SRC, STMN1, 
THBS1, TNFRSF1A, TOP2A, TP53, TYMS 

GO:0002516 ATM Signalling 
Pathway 

14 35.00 1.26E-06 BID, BRCA1, CCNB1, CDC25A, CDC25C, CDK1, 
CHEK1, FANCD2, H2AFX, JUN, NFKBIA, 
RAD51, TP53, TP73 

GO:0000707 DNA Damage 
Response 

16 23.19 7.22E-05 BID, BRCA1, CASP8, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC25A, 
CDC25C, CDK1, CDK4, CHEK1, E2F1, 
FANCD2, FAS, H2AFX, RAD51, TP53 

GO:0001971 Integrated Cancer 
Pathway 

13 28.26 7.3E-05 ATF1, BLM, BRCA1, CASP8, CDC25A, CDC25B, 
CDK1, CDK4, CHEK1, E2F1, MAP3K5, PLK1, 
TP53 

GO:0002361 Gastric Cancer 
Network 1 

10 34.48 0.000196 AURKA, CENPF, ECT2, KIF15, LIN9, MCM4, 
MYBL2, TOP2A, TPX2, UBE2C 

GO:0001772 Apoptosis Modulation 
and Signalling 

18 19.15 0.000281 BID, BIRC5, CASP4, CASP8, CDKN2A, CFLAR, 
FAS, FOS, IRAK1, JUN, MAP3K5, MYD88, 
NFKB1, NFKBIA, TNFRSF10A, TNFRSF1A, 
TP53, XIAP 

GO:0000254 Apoptosis 17 19.77 0.000338 BID, BIRC5, CASP4, CASP8, CDKN2A, CFLAR, 
FAS, HELLS, IRF7, JUN, MAPK10, NFKB1, 
NFKBIA, TNFRSF1A, TP53, TP73, XIAP 

GO:0001530 miRNA Regulation of 
DNA Damage 
Response 

17 18.28 0.001023 BID, BRCA1, CASP8, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC25A, 
CDC25C, CDK1, CDK4, CHEK1, E2F1, 
FANCD2, FAS, H2AFX, MCM7, RAD51, TP53 

GO:0003611 Photodynamic therapy-
induced AP-1 survival 
signaling. 

12 23.53 0.001548 BCL3, BID, CCNA2, CDKN2A, CFLAR, FAS, 
FOS, JUN, MAP3K5, MAPK13, TNFRSF1A, TP53 

GO:0002864 Apoptosis-related 
network due to altered 
Notch3 in ovarian 
cancer 

11 20.37 0.014514 BCL3, BIRC5, CUL1, ERBB3, ETS1, HELLS, 
HSPD1, IER3, NFKB1, NQO1, THBS1 

GO:0002828 Bladder Cancer 8 25.00 0.027564 CDK4, CDKN2A, DAPK3, E2F1, ERBB2, 
RPS6KA5, THBS1, TP53 

GO:0003303 Rac1/Pak1/p38/MMP-
2 pathway 

12 17.65 0.029857 BIRC5, ERBB2, FN1, GRB7, MAPK13, NFKB1, 
NFKBIA, RAD51, SRC, STMN1, TP53, YAP1 

GO:0000384 Apoptosis Modulation 
by HSP70 

6 31.58 0.042086 BID, CASP8, FAS, MAPK10, NFKB1, TNFRSF1A 
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Table A7-2 Enriched pathway terms identified using Reactome in ClueGO 

The top three enriched pathways from Reactome are presented, from a total of 435 

pathways. 

GO ID GO Term Number 
of Genes 

% 
Associated 
Genes 

Term 
PValue 
Corrected 
with 
Bonferroni 
step down 

Associated Genes Found 

GO:0000080 Meiotic 
synapsis 

136 22.11 6.62E-67 ANAPC16, AURKA, AURKB, BANF1, BIRC5, BLM, 
BORA, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, BUB1, BUB1B, 
CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC20, CDC25A, CDC25B, 
CDC25C, CDC45, CDC6, CDCA8, CDK1, CDK4, 
CDK5RAP2, CDKN2A, CDT1, CENPA, CENPE, 
CENPF, CENPH, CENPK, CENPL, CENPM, CENPN, 
CENPQ, CHEK1, CKS1B, CLSPN, CUL1, DBF4, 
DHFR, DSN1, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, ERCC6L, ESPL1, 
FBXO5, FEN1, FOXM1, GINS1, GINS2, GINS3, 
GTSE1, H2AFX, H2AFZ, HIST1H2BJ, HIST1H2BK, 
HIST1H3H, HIST1H4E, HIST2H2AC, HIST2H2BE, 
HIST2H3A, HIST3H2BB, HJURP, HMMR, HSPA2, 
ITGB3BP, KIF23, KIF2C, KNL1, LIN9, LMNB1, 
MAD2L1, MCM10, MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, 
MCM6, MCM7, MYBL2, NCAPD2, NCAPG, NCAPH, 
NDC80, NDE1, NEK2, NSD2, NUF2, NUMA1, 
NUP210, OIP5, ORC1, ORC6, PKMYT1, PLK1, PLK4, 
PMF1, POLA1, POLA2, POLE2, PSME1, PTTG1, 
RAD21, RAD51, RBBP4, RBBP8, RCC2, RFC3, RMI2, 
RPA1, RRM2, SET, SGO1, SGO2, SKA1, SMC2, SMC4, 
SPC24, SPC25, STAG2, TOP2A, TOPBP1, TP53, TPX2, 
TUBA1A, TUBA1B, TUBB, TYMS, UBE2C, UBE2E1, 
VRK1, WEE1, ZWINT 

GO:0000201 Meiosis 136 22.11 6.62E-67 ANAPC16, AURKA, AURKB, BANF1, BIRC5, BLM, 
BORA, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, BUB1, BUB1B, 
CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC20, CDC25A, CDC25B, 
CDC25C, CDC45, CDC6, CDCA8, CDK1, CDK4, 
CDK5RAP2, CDKN2A, CDT1, CENPA, CENPE, 
CENPF, CENPH, CENPK, CENPL, CENPM, CENPN, 
CENPQ, CHEK1, CKS1B, CLSPN, CUL1, DBF4, 
DHFR, DSN1, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, ERCC6L, ESPL1, 
FBXO5, FEN1, FOXM1, GINS1, GINS2, GINS3, 
GTSE1, H2AFX, H2AFZ, HIST1H2BJ, HIST1H2BK, 
HIST1H3H, HIST1H4E, HIST2H2AC, HIST2H2BE, 
HIST2H3A, HIST3H2BB, HJURP, HMMR, HSPA2, 
ITGB3BP, KIF23, KIF2C, KNL1, LIN9, LMNB1, 
MAD2L1, MCM10, MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, 
MCM6, MCM7, MYBL2, NCAPD2, NCAPG, NCAPH, 
NDC80, NDE1, NEK2, NSD2, NUF2, NUMA1, 
NUP210, OIP5, ORC1, ORC6, PKMYT1, PLK1, PLK4, 
PMF1, POLA1, POLA2, POLE2, PSME1, PTTG1, 
RAD21, RAD51, RBBP4, RBBP8, RCC2, RFC3, RMI2, 
RPA1, RRM2, SET, SGO1, SGO2, SKA1, SMC2, SMC4, 
SPC24, SPC25, STAG2, TOP2A, TOPBP1, TP53, TPX2, 
TUBA1A, TUBA1B, TUBB, TYMS, UBE2C, UBE2E1, 
VRK1, WEE1, ZWINT 

GO:0000275 Cell Cycle 136 22.11 6.62E-67 ANAPC16, AURKA, AURKB, BANF1, BIRC5, BLM, 
BORA, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, BUB1, BUB1B, 
CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CDC20, CDC25A, CDC25B, 
CDC25C, CDC45, CDC6, CDCA8, CDK1, CDK4, 
CDK5RAP2, CDKN2A, CDT1, CENPA, CENPE, 
CENPF, CENPH, CENPK, CENPL, CENPM, CENPN, 
CENPQ, CHEK1, CKS1B, CLSPN, CUL1, DBF4, 
DHFR, DSN1, E2F1, E2F2, E2F3, ERCC6L, ESPL1, 
FBXO5, FEN1, FOXM1, GINS1, GINS2, GINS3, 
GTSE1, H2AFX, H2AFZ, HIST1H2BJ, HIST1H2BK, 
HIST1H3H, HIST1H4E, HIST2H2AC, HIST2H2BE, 
HIST2H3A, HIST3H2BB, HJURP, HMMR, HSPA2, 
ITGB3BP, KIF23, KIF2C, KNL1, LIN9, LMNB1, 
MAD2L1, MCM10, MCM2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM5, 
MCM6, MCM7, MYBL2, NCAPD2, NCAPG, NCAPH, 
NDC80, NDE1, NEK2, NSD2, NUF2, NUMA1, 
NUP210, OIP5, ORC1, ORC6, PKMYT1, PLK1, PLK4, 
PMF1, POLA1, POLA2, POLE2, PSME1, PTTG1, 
RAD21, RAD51, RBBP4, RBBP8, RCC2, RFC3, RMI2, 
RPA1, RRM2, SET, SGO1, SGO2, SKA1, SMC2, SMC4, 
SPC24, SPC25, STAG2, TOP2A, TOPBP1, TP53, TPX2, 
TUBA1A, TUBA1B, TUBB, TYMS, UBE2C, UBE2E1, 
VRK1, WEE1, ZWINT 
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Appendix 8: Differentially 
expressed miRNA list 

Table A8-1 Differentially expressed miRNA genes selected for network analysis 

miRNA ID Mean Counts 0 mM Butyrate Mean Counts 2.5 mM Butyrate log2FC Padj value 

hsa-let-7a-2-3p 91 31 -1.91 3.38E-07 

hsa-let-7a-5p 2433 1361 -1.16 2.48E-04 

hsa-let-7b-5p 30518 18729 -1.06 6.17E-05 

hsa-let-7e-3p 127 61 -1.39 1.55E-04 

hsa-let-7e-5p 23395 12355 -1.24 8.84E-04 

hsa-miR-100-3p 3340 377 -3.46 3.09E-28 

hsa-miR-10a-3p 493 278 -1.15 3.29E-04 

hsa-miR-1247-5p 523 1438 1.06 3.53E-03 

hsa-miR-125a-3p 220 110 -1.32 3.11E-03 

hsa-miR-125a-5p 34770 18250 -1.27 2.10E-05 

hsa-miR-125b-1-3p 3780 1150 -2.05 1.48E-10 

hsa-miR-132-5p 129 359 1.07 4.58E-03 

hsa-miR-135b-3p 178 113 -1.02 7.21E-04 

hsa-miR-135b-5p 390 230 -1.11 8.25E-05 

hsa-miR-139-3p 146 529 1.41 2.80E-03 

hsa-miR-139-5p 322 1174 1.46 2.80E-03 

hsa-miR-141-5p 2503 793 -1.98 4.74E-10 

hsa-miR-143-3p 1766 903 -1.30 2.10E-05 

hsa-miR-146a-5p 98 304 1.21 2.16E-02 

hsa-miR-146b-3p 35 120 1.39 1.71E-02 

hsa-miR-146b-5p 20070 53615 1.03 1.10E-02 

hsa-miR-147b 37 114 1.24 2.97E-03 

hsa-miR-15b-5p 1647 1013 -1.05 1.14E-04 

hsa-miR-17-5p 12386 7724 -1.01 1.04E-03 

hsa-miR-181c-3p 626 305 -1.37 1.65E-05 

hsa-miR-185-3p 213 650 1.21 6.22E-03 

hsa-miR-187-3p 25 72 1.21 1.49E-02 

hsa-miR-18a-5p 1249 695 -1.17 1.31E-04 

hsa-miR-190a-5p 2366 7391 1.25 1.80E-02 

hsa-miR-191-5p 466575 1314675 1.11 3.62E-03 

hsa-miR-192-5p 8038 29002 1.44 2.60E-03 

hsa-miR-199b-5p 164 479 1.17 3.09E-04 

hsa-miR-19a-3p 1711 932 -1.21 2.10E-05 

hsa-miR-200b-3p 34285 18628 -1.22 5.60E-04 

hsa-miR-200c-3p 39700 22093 -1.18 4.75E-05 

hsa-miR-200c-5p 80 37 -1.47 6.06E-03 

hsa-miR-205-5p 32 83 1.01 1.84E-02 

hsa-miR-20a-3p 90 37 -1.61 2.10E-05 

hsa-miR-215-5p 30 111 1.48 3.16E-03 

hsa-miR-222-3p 237187 127676 -1.23 1.81E-04 

hsa-miR-222-5p 649 316 -1.37 6.06E-05 

hsa-miR-25-5p 700 412 -1.11 2.95E-04 

hsa-miR-296-3p 64 198 1.22 6.86E-03 

hsa-miR-29a-5p 793 229 -2.14 1.56E-12 

hsa-miR-29b-1-5p 1124 196 -2.85 3.50E-10 

hsa-miR-3127-5p 81 244 1.23 5.69E-03 

hsa-miR-31-3p 3045 1316 -1.55 8.42E-08 

hsa-miR-31-5p 195963 118387 -1.06 4.56E-04 

hsa-miR-32-5p 286 765 1.03 5.94E-03 

hsa-miR-335-3p 2943 1695 -1.14 1.55E-04 

hsa-miR-33b-5p 647 1782 1.08 3.61E-03 

hsa-miR-3607-3p 65 190 1.24 1.33E-02 

hsa-miR-3613-5p 129 71 -1.17 7.67E-03 

hsa-miR-3614-5p 151 59 -1.65 1.09E-03 

hsa-miR-362-5p 158 414 1.01 2.25E-03 

hsa-miR-374a-3p 1055 639 -1.06 4.55E-05 

hsa-miR-379-5p 45 120 1.02 1.88E-02 

hsa-miR-381-3p 292 789 1.04 1.01E-02 

hsa-miR-382-5p 110 295 1.06 2.80E-03 

hsa-miR-409-3p 263 823 1.27 3.83E-03 

hsa-miR-411-5p 226 685 1.20 4.97E-03 

hsa-miR-424-5p 90 366 1.61 8.47E-03 

hsa-miR-425-3p 4218 11449 1.04 5.57E-03 

hsa-miR-449c-5p 739 2030 1.08 3.16E-03 
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hsa-miR-450b-5p 79 216 1.08 5.27E-04 

hsa-miR-452-5p 129 390 1.22 2.56E-03 

hsa-miR-4707-5p 166 63 -1.73 2.06E-04 

hsa-miR-4713-5p 92 58 -1.03 8.95E-03 

hsa-miR-500a-3p 2020 5356 1.03 8.84E-04 

hsa-miR-501-3p 1085 3877 1.47 1.03E-02 

hsa-miR-503-5p 384 1571 1.60 3.13E-03 

hsa-miR-532-3p 336 920 1.04 1.18E-02 

hsa-miR-542-3p 128 352 1.07 5.69E-03 

hsa-miR-561-5p 3257 1874 -1.13 2.65E-05 

hsa-miR-676-3p 89 310 1.39 2.80E-03 

hsa-miR-766-3p 178 489 1.07 6.87E-03 

hsa-miR-92a-1-5p 357 81 -2.46 2.54E-07 
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Appendix 9: lncRNA screen quality 
control 

 

Figure A9-1 Correlation analysis of lncRNA-targeting siRNA primary high-
throughput screen  

Quality control analysis of primary lncRNA high-throughput screen. The graphs plot 
normalized viability and apoptosis replicate 1 and 2 values for each lncRNA siRNA 
SMARTpool investigated in the primary screen. Correlation analysis was performed, and 
the Pearson correlation coefficient is displayed.  
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Appendix 10: lncRNA-miRNA 
interactions 

Table A10-1 lncRNA-miRNA interactions 

lncRNA-miRNA interactions which did not have apoptotic gene targets. 

miRNAs Expression Genes Expression Validated 

CECR7 Down hsa-miR-185-3p Up - 
CECR7 Down hsa-miR-199b-5p Up - 
CECR7 Down hsa-miR-205-5p Up - 
CECR7 Down hsa-miR-449c-5p Up - 
CECR7 Down hsa-miR-501-3p Up - 
CECR7 Down hsa-miR-676-3p Up - 
GAS5 Down hsa-miR-139-3p Up - 
GAS5 Down hsa-miR-205-5p Up V 
GAS5 Down hsa-miR-3127-5p Up - 
GAS5 Down hsa-miR-452-5p Up - 
HOXA-AS3 Down hsa-miR-139-3p Up - 
HOXA-AS3 Down hsa-miR-146b-3p Up - 
HOXA-AS3 Down hsa-miR-766-3p Up - 
KMT2E-AS1 Down hsa-miR-449c-5p Up - 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-100-3p Down - 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-10a-3p Down - 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-141-5p Down - 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-143-3p Down V 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-15b-5p Down V 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-17-5p Down - 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-20a-3p Down V 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-29a-5p Down - 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-29b-1-5p Down - 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-3614-5p Down - 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-4713-5p Down - 
MALAT1 Up hsa-miR-561-5p Down - 
PAXBP1-AS1 Down hsa-miR-146b-3p Up - 
PAXBP1-AS1 Down hsa-miR-3607-3p Up - 
PAXBP1-AS1 Down hsa-miR-452-5p Up - 
PAXBP1-AS1 Down hsa-miR-532-3p Up - 
PRC1-AS1 Down hsa-miR-185-3p Up - 
PRC1-AS1 Down hsa-miR-33b-5p Up - 
ZFAS1 Down hsa-miR-449c-5p Up - 
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Appendix 11: MALAT1 RNA-seq 
data 

Figure A11-1 MALAT1 RNA-seq data 

MALAT1 expression in HCT116 cells treated with 0 mM or 2.5 mM butyrate for 48 h. 

Gene name Mean Counts 0 mM 
Butyrate 

Mean Counts 2.5 
mM Butyrate 

log2FoldChange Padj value 

MALAT1 200528 985600 1.63 2.58E-06 
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